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Abstract 
This study examines market orientation and service quality constructs within the public 
sector sport and recreation providers in the U.K. A preliminary review of the literature 
regarding marketing as a concept, its implementation and the constructs of service quality 
concludes that two models measure the constructs of market orientation and service quality 
adequately. These are the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) market orientation model and the 
Cronin and Taylor (1992; 1994) service quality measure . The market orientation model has 
been effectively linked to performance in other studies. Related studies concerning marketing 
in this sector have either concentrated upon generic issues, or at tempts to measure service 
quality, but not the implementat ion of the market ing concept i.e. market orientation, 
s imultaneously combined with the measurement of service quality. 
This research thus attempts to ful a void in knowledge by examining the market orientation 
and service quality constructs, and the link to organisational performance measured directly 
by income, expenditure and attendance for this service sector. This is in order to make a 
contribution to the more effective marketing and service quality management practice for this 
service industry. Employing a combined research design this study investigates the 
dimensional structures of the two constructs and the link to performance vía quantitative 
means . This approach also determines the existence of other related dimensions via the 
qualitative research methods adopted. Finally, evaluating the results against performance 
criteria to determine, where appropriate statistical significance. The nature of this service 
provis ión enabled staff to be used for the quantitative study to measure the market orientation 
and service quality constructs to gain a surrogate "customer perspect ive". 
The two construct models proved to be reasonably robust, with many of the e lements being 
retaíned in both after the iterative removal of elements via Cronbach alpha reliability tests. 
After principal component analysis, the dimensional constructs of both models were 
confirmed with the retained elements, although some dimensions subdivided due to 
quest ionnaire content (negatively worded items) and contextually specific i tems discovered 
in the service quality constructs (staff and physical facilities being considered as tangibles, 
but in two dimensional constructs). Múltiple analysis of variance identifíed some significant 
differences between the four cases, identifying a statistically significant link with 
performance for market orientation and service quality against the more extreme 
measurements of income, and attendance. This was only for two of the dimensional 
constructs of "Reliability" and "Tangibles" for the service quality dimensions however but 
still providing a useful method to determine a "non management" perspective for these two 
elements . The qualitative phase identifíed the possibility of other important dimensions 
whích included elements of the Narver and Slater (1990) market orientation dimensional 
construct , "competi tor orientat ion" and "interfunctional coordinat ion", and a further 
dimensión of "resources", which is probably unique to this service sector. 
lt was concluded that use could be made of the statistically significant e lements that were 
found from this study of the dimensions of market orientation and service quality as a single 
measurement instrument. They could provide an indicative means of identifying important 
measures linked to functional issues underlying the marketing processes i.e. intelligence 
gathering, intelligence dissemination and responsiveness, as well as effective perceptual 
measurements of the "reliability" and "tangibles" which make up this service provisión. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Marketing Concept. 
The role of marketing, either as a "Phi losophy" or "Concept" has often been argued as 
a central facet of business principies; this relationship having been discussed for many 
years from a number of perspectives (Drucker 1968; Felton 1959; Houston 1986; 
Levitt 1969). The market ing concept has been suggested as being essentially a 
business orientation (Drucker 1968; McNamara 1972). It has now developed as a 
central activity of modern organisations and it is the implementat ion of the marketing 
concept which is purported to be an essential component of the suite of business 
activities that enable an organisation to survive and succeed (Barksdale and Darden 
1971; Houston 1986; M c N a m a r a 1972; Van Egeren and O ' C o n n o r 1998). 
This relationship be tween the philosophy of marketing, the market ing concept, their 
argued role and implementation within organisations has given rise to a considerable 
debate in the academic literature amounting to an almost incalculable number of 
articles. The number of definitions of marketing alone estimated at being in excess of 
300 (Baker 1996). Other difficulties include the problems of the various measures of 
company performance, a variety of aspects of a market or market ing orientation, a 
diverse range of research methodologies, measures and the sample frames used have 
all resulted in limited validation. 
It is only more recently that a theoretical framework for the implementat ion of the 
marketing concept, the market orientation (McCarthy and Perrault 1984), has been 
provided (Kohli and Jaworski 1990; Narver and Slater 1990). This scientific 
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approach (Van Egeren and O 'Connor 1998) has provided a stable foundation for the 
development of research in this area. This has therefore, given rìse lo a more focused 
discussion upon issues concerning market orientation, (Cadogan and Diamantopoulos 
1995; D e n g and Dart 1994; Gray et al. 1998; Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Narver et al. 
1998; Sìater and Narver 1994). In particular, authors have often a t tempted to establish 
a relationship between the marketing concept and business performance (Deshpande 
and Webs te r 1989; Houston, 1986; Kotler 1977; Levitt 1960; Shapiro 1988; Webster 
1988). This has particularly driven many researchers to reconsider the more recent 
construct of market orientation against business performance for given commercial 
and industriai scénarios, many of w h o m have reported positive relationships 
(Deshpande et al. 1993; Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Narver, Jacobson and Slater 1993; 
Narver and Slater 1990; Oczowski and Farrell 1996; Pelham and Wilson 1996; 
Ruekert 1992; Slater and Narver 1994). 
T w o marke t orientation models have emerged from the literaturę over the past decade. 
These are the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and Narver and Slater (1990) constructs. 
Both are behaviourally based models (Cadogan and Diamantopoulos 1995) and have 
been used in a number of subséquent studies on the subject. It is the Kohli and 
Jaworski (1990) model which has perhaps received a more r igorous testing, but both 
of these models have been tested essentially within commercial and industry areas 
which are primarily product based rather than services (Greenley 1995a, 1995b; 
Sigavv and Diamantopoulos 1994; Slater and Narver 1994). The exception, but only in 
part to this is the Deshpande and Farley (1998) study which incorporated some 
aspects of fmancial and other services. In this study, no différences were found 
between the product and services industries under study, and this lack of 
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differentiation was attributed to the level of aggregation of the data. Al though market 
orientation studies to date have not differentiated between product and services, this is 
by no means the case with regard to the research arena of market ing and services. 
This aspect in relation to this study is now considered. 
1.2 Market Orientation in a Service Setting 
A sepárate body of study concerning services marketing, has developed its own, albeit 
contested paradigms, of the role and implementation of the market ing phi losophy and 
concept (Berry and Parasuraman 1993; Fisk et al. 1993). This división of study 
however is not static, and quality has been a dominant factor that has been determined 
to be important in relation to business performance (Buzzell and Gale 1987), and it 
being suggested that superior service quality assists to genérate higher revenue and 
greater profitability (Rust et al. 1995). 
In wha t are now considered to be classic studies, early work by Parasuraman et a!. 
(1985) sought to develop a suitable measure for service quality, this being an 
approach by which service companies could develop a measure to enhance and 
maintain a sustainable competitive advantage. This concept has met with its 
supporters and critics alike, and resulted in a proliferation of articles about the service 
quality construct. A significant number concern the expectation/disconfirmation 
paradigm based S E R V Q U A L (PZB), and the more recent performance based 
S E R V P E R F (Cronin and Taylor 1992, 1994) models , which were an at tempt to 
measure the dimensional construct of service quality. 
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1.3 Market Orientation and Service Quality 
Although collective wisdom suggests that marketing arrived late to the services 
industry, environmental changes have brought about many differences with regard to 
how service organisations survive (Lovelock 1995) and develop a market ing 
relationship with their clients (Fisk 1994). Because both market orientation and 
service quality constructs however would appear to have an impact on business 
performance, a question arises with regard to the role these two tssues might have in a 
service setting. Due to the elements upon which these two constructs are built, this is 
a part icular issue with regard to consumers who are in an established cont inuous 
repeat purchase situation, are likely to be in a position to influence others via word of 
mouth, and where overall measurement of performance can be determined by a means 
o ther than proftlability. Such a setting is in the leisure industry of the public sector 
sport and recreation providers. 
1.4 Public Sector Sport and Recreation Providers 
Consistent with the theme of the late arrival of the introduction of market ing to the 
services industry, the relationship of market ing to public sector sport and recreation 
providers has only developed in recent years. Marketing has however also been 
reported in a number of non-profit áreas, to a greater and lesser degree of success. 
What has proved elusive over the years is the ability to measure the impact of the 
concepts of marketing and services quality, in the very least with regard to financial 
or related performance criteria. The more recent studies which have at tempted to 
establish the dimensional constructs of market orientation and services quality enable 
a better, more reliable and valid measurement . What has not been evaluated however , 
is the s imul taneous measurement of these two important constructs, and whether they 
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overlap, duplicate or have a dominating role over one another. This thesis therefore 
evaluates these two constructs and applies them to four selected public sector sport 
and recreation provider case studies. 
1.5 Aims and Objectives of This Study 
The overall aim of this study is to explore the constructs of market orientation and 
service quality within a sample of public sector sport and recreation providers with a 
view to identifying useful links, if they exist, for example with regard to financial 
performance. This aim in tum comprises the following objectives which are measured 
by hypotheses developed in this thesis: 
1. To confirm the dimensional construct for market orientation 
2. To determine a link, if one exists between the market 
orientation construct and organisational performance 
3. To confirm the dimensional construct for service quality 
4. To determine a link, if one exists be tween the service 
quality construct and organisational performance 
5. T o determine the existence of other market ing or service 
quality dimensional constructs 
The Hypotheses developed in this study are as follows: 
Hi " M A R K O R " is an appropriate model for measuring the 
construct o f Market Orientation. 
H 2 Public sector sport and recreation providers that indícate 
Market Orientation as measured by the " M A R K O R " model 
perform better as indicated by direct measurements of 
income and attendance. 
H3 " S E R V P E R F " is appropriate for measuring the construct of 
Service Quality. 
H4 Public sector sport and recreation providers that indicate 
good service quality as measured by " S E R V P E R F " , 
perform better as indicated by direct measurements of 
income and at tendance. 
The research objectives are achieved by adopting a combined research study approach 
(Creswell 1998; Yin 1994). In this study, four cases are selected, and by investigation 
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theories of market orientation and service quality are applied and evaluated against 
the publ ic sector sport and recreation provider service sector in the light of empirical 
study. This procedure allows the market orientation model and service quality 
construct measure to be presented. 
1.6 The Structure of the Thesis 
Figure I provides a route map which gives an overview of the conceptual approach 
adopted in this study. 
Chapter 2 reviews the defínitions of market ing and the at tempts to codify and 
implement the marketing concept, philosophy and its operationalisation. Identifled 
also are the problems that are due to the absence of an agreed taxonomic base for this 
subject, such as that exists in the Sciences for example . Market ing as a subject has 
often been considered to be a customer focused activity. Some early defínitions 
particularly emphasised this issue suggesting that the entire organisation activities 
should be directed towards the customer, not jus t the market ing e lements . This 
chapter also considers some of the difficulties that have surrounded market ing as an 
applied discipline, particularly the vast number of defínitions that have been attributed 
to this subject. Despite the amount of work that has been undertaken in this área by 
academics , market ing 's status within organisatíons has not survived well . Some 
writers have also reported signifícant "gaps" be tween academic writers on the subject 
of market ing and the practitioners in the field. Also considered are the difficulties of 
measurement of marketing and success within organisations. Profít is a universally 
used term, but as a derived term it makes problematic any attempt to correlate this 
against market ing criteria. 
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Chapter 2 considers some of the more recent studies of the implementat ion of the 
marketing concept, evaluates their application and modified forms. The 
operationalisation of marketing in the public sector has grown in the last decade, from 
what was reported as "non existent" (Cowell 1979) to a definite presence, but patchy 
(Cousins 1990). This is supported by other authors (Collins and Glyptis 1992; Booth 
1993; Graham 1994; Kes t e r and Barns 1994; Walsh 1994; Dibb 1995; Doherty, Saker 
and Smith 1996, 1998; Day et al, 1998; Rees 1998; Wakefield and Bush 1998; 
Novatorov and Crompton 2001) . 
Discussed also is the role of marketing for public sector sport and recreation 
providers. Although these organisations exist within a local government framework, 
they rely upon their survival by attracting fee paying customers. There is therefore a 
need for them to be market sensitive and to employ techniques that are appropriate to 
this end. These would be expected to incorporate the techniques of marketing and 
service quality. S o m e studies have been conducted in this area concerning these two 
aspects of activity, but they have been mostly applied to a general leisure context. 
These have contained a mixed provision, some of which require customers to pay for 
a service, and others not, for example museum and library services. There have not 
been any studies to date which consider the public sector sport and recreation 
providers as a separate sector. This is despite these services being significant in terms 
of capital and revenue levels and also present in every local authority in the UK. 
Chapter 4 considers the market ing orientation construct and provides an extant review 
of the literature to date concerning this attempt at a scientific approach to measure the 
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implementati on of the marketing concept by an organisation i.e. its market 
orientation. Figure 2 provides an overview of the Market Orientation (and Service 
Quality) framework identifted in this thesis. 
T w o major works are prominent in this area, the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and 
Narver and Slater (1990) model. Of the two construcls, the former appears to nave 
been, to date, more extensively and rigorously tested, but in the product industry 
arena. Only recently is considération being given in the literaturę with regard to 
market orientation considérations for service organisations The two models are 
evaluated from the works to date reported in the literaturę, and the purported links to 
performance. It would appear that the market orientation construct has been 
effectively linked to a variety of financial performance criteria of organisations, but 
not the more abstract forms of measurement such as market share for example . An 
overview is provided of some of the factors which may appear to affect this link to 
performance. Overall , the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) market orientation construct was 
chosen due to it having been more rigorously tested in empirical studies. 
Chapter 5 considers the measurement of the service quality as a construct, its 
définitions, and dimensions, and an évaluation of the problems which appear to have 
besieged this very elusive construct. Figure 2 provides an overview of the Service 
Quality (and Market Orientation) framework identifted in this thesis. 
The S E R V Q U A L model is evaluated, principally because ìt formed the base upon 
which the eventual model that was chosen for this section of the study i.e. the Cronin 
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and Taylor (1992, 1994) service quality construct. Theoretical , operational and other 
criticisms are offered, for Ihe variety of issues which surround this subject área, which 
has had in excess of 3000 studies considering this subject área. What appears to be 
problematic are that quality measures that have been developed and apply in the 
product arena do not t ranspon well to services. Other complex issues arise with regard 
to the use of customers in the measurement of this construct, which appear to give 
variable results, and in any event it is not clear from studies in this área whether or not 
there is as yet, a proven link to financial performance. 
Chapter 6 Provides the basis of the research methodology of this study and an 
overview is provided in figure 3 of the fult research process adopted in this thesis. A 
combined research design was adopted for a number of reasons. A number of authors 
(Cousins 1990; Collins and Glyptis 1992; Walsh 1994; Doher ty et al. 1996, 1998; 
Day et al. 1998; Rees 1998; Wakefield and Bush 1998; Novatorov and Crompton 
2001) report that market ing activity, despite its purported benefits appears to be 
inconsistent within this service sector. In order to identify cases which considered 
marketing and related activity as a high priority, but via a method which possessed a 
high level of intemal reliability, the Analytic Hierarchy Process was adopted. This not 
only enabled respondents to report their perceived levéis of priority for the elements 
of strategic marketing, strategic marketing planning and market ing management , but 
it also provided an "inconsistency measurement" . Respondents were asked to evalúate 
groups of elements via a semantic differential design. Each element was considered 
against all others within the group. This enabled an internally valid mechanism to 
determine firstly the priority which respondents gave, but also whether the decisions 
were "consistent". This enabled the selection of four cases for further study. The 
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underpinning for the research design of the combined methods is also given, this 
being a combination of both quantitative and qualitative methods . This enabled 
effective triangulation between the data sets, and providcd a richness of data, and a 
valid and reliable évaluation mechanism for this study. The nature of the service 
provision also enabled staff to be used to complète the questionnaires for the market 
orientat ion and service quality constructs. These were anticipated to act as "surrogate 
cus tomers" to provide an effective means of capturing reliable and valid data. 
Chapter 7 This Chapter discusses the research methods adopted in this study as 
identified in chapter 6, and the various stages of this study. Presented are the research 
instruments that are used and also the methods of analysis adopted. It begins by 
outlining the use of the Analytic Hierarchy Process model that was used to identify 
the four cases, its structure and underlying foundations. The development of the 
quantitative and qualitative stages are then discussed, incorporating the validity and 
reliability issues of the research approach. 
Chapters 8, 9, and 10 report the field work findings which evaluate the proposit ions 
and critical findings developed earlier in this thesis. The analysis covers both the 
quantitative and qualitative éléments of this study. 
Chapter 11 contains the discussions which arise as a resuit of the fieldwork in 
compar ison to the extant lïterature review. It covers the areas of the marke t orientation 
and service quatity constructs, other impacting dimensions which arose from the 
qualitative analysis, the link of the quantitative stage to organisational performance, 
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and combined approaches to measuring market orientation and service quality as a 
resuit of the findings in this study. 
Chapter 12 considers the hypothesis which were developed, and vvhere support 
appears to be provided. 
Chapter 13 provides the conclusions conceming the work of this s tudy and covers 
concluding issues, methodological issues, limitations to this research and implications 
for further study. 
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Figure l:Route Map for Chapter 1, Introduction and Overview 
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Figure 2: Market Orientation and Service Quality Framework Overview 
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Chapter 2 MARKETING, "A DEFINED TERM". 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter seeks to evalúate the background against which market ing has 
developed, from its roots as being a "customer focused activity" to more complex 
issues. A n evaluation of the demise of the status of the marketing department is 
offered. This section also considers the variety of definitions which have proved 
problematic in establishing a firm taxonomic base, and the difficulties which the 
"academic" and "practi t ioner" perspectives have caused with regard to the application 
of the market ing concept. A discussion of the attempts to codify and implement the 
market ing concept, philosophy and its operationalisation is given and the application 
of marketing as applied to the public sport and recreation providers. 
2.2 Background 
The question of "Market ing is" has long been debated by marketing scholars. The 
discussion has been more intense since the work of Alderson (1957). Its fundamental 
nature, characteristics, properties and features are variously described and defined by 
a large number of authors. Unlike the sciences however , they do not build upon an 
agreed taxonomic structure. Definitions of marketing emphasise a number of 
attributes. There is also what appears to be very little consensus among authors with 
regard to what attributes constitute an agreed formula, ñor how it should be measured. 
Researchers have constantly been indicating the need for the development of valid 
and reliable measures of marketing constructs (Churchill 1979; Ray 1979). This aróse 
from many of the discussions of marketing as a science (Hutchinson 1952; Baumol , 
1957; Buzzell 1963; Taylor 1965; Hunt 1976; O 'Shaughnessy and Ryan 1979; 
Ingebrigtsen and Patterson 1986). Although some of the studies considered market ing 
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as a science, the absence of a taxonomic base and established definitions created 
difficulties. 
A significant work by Crosier (1975) reviewed some 50 marketing definitions, which 
culminated into classifying these into three major groupings; fimction, philosophy, 
and orientation. The first of the groupings, function, consists of the classic elements of 
market ing research, targeting, segmenting positioning and the use of the marketing 
mix and is probably the easiest to identify in organisations. The second grouping, 
philosophy, presents market ing as a concept applied to all áreas o f an organisation. 
This is often espoused as a "total business philosophy". Orientation, the final category 
is suggested as the means by which the previous two are made possible by an 
organisation. Since Cros ier ' s (1975) review, few subsequent authors have also 
at tempted to provide the equivalent of a taxonomical system for market ing and related 
áreas (Perez-Rivera 1994; McKee et al. 1990), but these have not provided a generally 
accepted homogenei ty of groupings as that of Crosier (1975). Nei ther have the 
definitions of marketing by contemporary authors provided either an homogenei ty of 
concept upon which even a minority can agree. Indeed, some definitions do not 
incorpórate what were previously considered as the basic requirements of the 
marketing concept described by important earlier works . A classic example of this 
was by Levitt (1960) which placed the focus of the market ing concept upon the needs 
of the customer. Subsequent authors suggest that the exchange process and the 
transactíons that make up. that process have taken priority within the view of the 
market ing concept (Bagozzi 1975; Kotler et al. 1997). 
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This problem is further compounded by a differential being created between the 
groups that are engaged in marketing activity for business and those who study the 
subject of marketing. Hunt (1992: p310) states "Market ing is a University discipline 
that aspires to be a professional discipline and that accordingly has responsibilities." 
Hunt (1992: p310) gives these as: 
1. To society, for providing objective knowledge and technically competent , socially 
responsible, liberally educated graduates. 
2. To students, for providing an education that will enable them to get on the socio­
economic ladder and prepare them for their roles as competent , responsible 
marketers and citizens. 
3 . To market ing practice, for providing a continuing supply of competent , 
responsible entrants to the marketing profession and for providing new knowledge 
about both the micro and macro dimensions of marketing. 
4. To the academy, for upholding its mission of retailing, warehousing, and 
producing knowledge , its contract with society of objective knowledge for 
academic freedom, and its core values of reason, evidence, openness , and civility. 
These four e lements consider the wider view of the transactions and exchange 
processes of market ing, adding an important role for stakeholders. It therefore 
provides a framework indicating a number of publics to which "Marke t ing" can 
provide a beneficial role. It is however, devoid of a clear central tenet of marketing 
either as a definition or concept. A number of early market ing definitions are well 
known, for example : 
"The function of market ing is the establishment of contact." 
(Cherington 1920; quoted in Baker 1996: p5) 
"Selling is preoccupied with the seller 's need to convert his product into cash; 
marketing with the idea of satisfying the needs of the customer by means of the 
product and the whole cluster of things associated with creating, delivering and finally 
consuming it." 
(Levitt 1960: p l 0 2 ) 
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"Market ing is the process whereby society, to supply its consumption needs, evolves 
distributive Systems composed of participants, who, interacting under constraints -
technical (économie) and ethical (social), créate the transaction or flows which 
résolve market séparation and result in exchange and consumption." 
(Bartels 1968: p l 3 7 ) 
Contemporary writers provide marketing définitions as follows: 
"Market ing is the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, 
promotion and distribution of ideas, goods and services to créate, exchange and 
satisfy individual organisational objectives." 
(American Marketing Associat ion 1985: p23) 
"Marketing is to estabiish, maintain and enhance long-term cus tomer relationships at 
a profit, so that the objectives of the parties involved are met. This is done by mutual 
exchange and fulfilment of promises ." 
(Gronroos 1990: p8) 
"Market ing is a company wide commitment to providing customer satisfaction. It is 
also a managerial process involving the regular analysis of the firm's competit ive 
situation, leading to the development of marketing objectives, and the formulation and 
implementation of strategies, tactics, and an organisation's control for their 
achievement." 
(Brooksbank 1991: p22) 
"Marketing is the management process responsible for identifying, anticipating and 
satisfying cus tomers ' requirements profitably." 
(British Chartered Institute of Marketing, quoted in Wilson et al. 1992: p i ) 
"The process of planning and executing the various activities which are involved in 
selling goods, services, or ideas and which lead to an exchange between a seller and a 
buyer ." 
(Keegan, Moriarty and Duncan 1992: p6) 
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"Micro market ing: is the performance of activities that seek to accomplish an 
organisat ion 's objectives by anticipation of customer or client needs and directing a 
flow of need-satisfying goods and services from producer to customer or client. 
Macro market ing: is a social process that directs an economy ' s flow of goods and 
services from producers to consumers in a vvay that effectively matches supply and 
demand and accomplishes the objectives of society." 
(McCarthy and Perreault 1993: p8) 
"Market ing consists of individuai and organisational activities that facilitate and 
expedite satisfying exchange relationships in a dynamic environment through the 
création, distribution, promotion and pricing of goods, services and ideas." 
(Dibb et al. 1994: p4) 
"A social and managerial process by which individuals and groups obtain what they 
need and want through creating and exchanging products and value with others ." 
(Kotier et al. 1997: p6) 
Although the ranges of définitions are diverse, ail but one has the exchange process or 
transactions within the tenet of the concept. A n élément of the consensus of market ing 
would appear therefore to be a set of activities that assist with transactions or 
exchange processes between parties (Glynn and Lehtinen 1995). Al though this 
perception gives at the very least a common denominator approach, it only provides a 
minimal basis upon which to build a common meaning either to be interpreted by 
académie writers or applied by commercial organisations. 
Bernard (1987: p73) noted this lack of trend towards a common opinion, stating: 
" . . . pe rhaps the more remarkable that there should appear so many (seemingly 
frequently incompatible) views regarding the very nature and basis of marketing." 
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This therefore does not provide the same base for the development of an academic 
subject that has occurred in other disciplines. For example, Bernard (1987: p85) also 
observed: 
"The development of codified principies of market ing has not represented the 
promulgation of new knowledge in the same way as , for example occurred with 
nuclear fission or space travel. N o radical experimentation resulted in dramatic, 
visible breakthrough." 
Indeed, whereas the majority of scientiñc laws are not quest ioned except in extreme 
circumstances or new development, marketing definitions are often being brought into 
question. Classically, Levi t t ' s (1960) marketing myopia criticised the U S railroad and 
the US movie business for failing to move into business domains which would nave 
maintained or improved profitability. More recent research by Morris (1990) has 
identified that these businesses did indeed attempt to undertake this strategie 
direction. They were prevented from doing so, not by failure of a market ing approach, 
but almost certainly due to U S regulatory authorities. 
2.3 Marketing as a Customer Focus Activity 
Drucker (1968: p54) linked marketing with company success. The emphasis of the 
customer was paramount, with marketing as a company wide influence: "Actually 
marketing is so basie that it is not just enough to nave a strong sales depar tment and to 
entrust marketing to it. Market ing is not only much broader than selling, it is not a 
specialised activity at all. It encompasses the entire business. It is the whole business 
seen from the point of view of its final result, that is, from the cus tomer ' s point of 
view. Concern and responsibility for marketing must therefore permeate all areas of 
the enterprise." This concept was still applied by writers in marketing in the 1980's . 
For example Goldsmith and Clutterbuck (1984: p63) state: " A pr ime function of the 
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company having as one of its major objectives, the satisfaction of the customer 
requirements ." 
In thcir revicw of successful companies , Peters and Waterman ' s (1982: p l 5 7 ) study of 
"successful practi t ioners" also found that they were: " . . . rea l ly close to their 
cus tomers . . . and that the winners seem to concentrate on the revenue generat ing s ide." 
Al though not completely empirically based, thèse two latter studies indicate a 
consensus of view concerning the customer perspective. It is also noted that since the 
publ ishing of the Peter and Wate rman ' s text, a number of companies purported to be 
successful practitioners have ceased to be so, therefore not satisfying the " long term 
success" criteria. 
Other examples of company practices, proposed that market ing, would be 
" . . . t o m o r r o w ' s compétit ive cutting edge ," (Michaels 1982). Similarly, King (1985) 
stated: "Adopt ing the marketing concept implies totally reorienting the whole 
company such that its stratégie planning starts by identifying opportunities created by 
the potential for more effectively satisfying consumer wants. This then leads to the 
company ' s research, development, engineering and production capabilities being 
al igned to developing a product and a marketing mix. This optimally matches the 
prior identified opportunity in the market" K ing ' s (1985) description was applied to 
product ion orientated companies , the tangible nature of physical products lending 
themselves relatively easily to understanding the traditional concepts of market ing. At 
the end of the 1980's, this emphasis upon the customer was also commented upon by 
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Baker et al. (1986: p40). Summarising upon a variety of marketing studies, it was 
suggested that the works had resulted in disparate emphases producing: 
" . . . a pervasion that of a rather vague notion that marketing has something to do with 
putting customers ' first in the minds of everybody in the company." 
2.4 Marketing as an Applied Discipline 
Many of the modern industrial processes, which have been the foundation of western 
society's material development, have begun as scientifíc experiments by academics. 
This is not a recent phenomenon, it being a process that has been in existence for a 
considerable period. As new scientifíc developments took place over the years, 
altering the perception of knowledge, inventions of better mechanical sophistication 
were produced to replace the earlier versions. The process and development of 
scientifíc theory to industrial development was therefore tangibly clear. The scientifíc 
base being described in many cases was in terms of laws, and its contení far from 
being disputed was used as foundation for further development and enhancement of 
products and processes . 
This same process cannot be said to exist for the arena of marketing. The goal of 
sustainable competi t ive advantage for companies has been determined as important 
(O 'Shaughnessy 1995; Johnson and Scholes 1999) and that the adoption of the 
market ing concept was one such approach to gaining sustainable competi t ive 
advantage. There have been however, clear differences between the market ing 
concept as espoused by academic scholars, and that considered by the practitioner 
(Hunt 1992). Myers (1979: p62), supporting indirectly the concept of competi t ive 
advantage via market ing argued "Marketing is a 'Professional discipline' and not an 
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' academic discipline' . Marketing academicians should recognise that the overall 
importance of research and knowledge development in this fíeld, over the short-run or 
long run, is to improve marketing practice and decision-making, and in general , to 
advance the state of knowledge useful to the profession." In suggest ing that the goals 
and direction of academic researchers should be focused upon the needs of market ing 
pract i t ioners, this implies that a difference of opinión exists between the objectives of 
the market ing academic scholar and the practitioner. 
Baker et al. (1986: p41) commented on this observed differential, stating: "Perhaps 
the most perplexing aspect of the 'Market ing Concept ' is the apparent difficulty 
experienced by those trying implement it. The ' G a p ' between theory and practice 
seems to origínate from the fact that practitioners do not see market ing as a means of 
sotving their everyday business problems." This apparent d ichotomy between the 
market ing academic and the marketing practitioner sees the role of the former moving 
away from the needs of the business forum, whilst the market ing practitioner does not 
appear to valué the study and application of the market ing concept . Recent literature 
has at tempted to bridge the gap be tween the view of the market ing scholar and 
organisational perspectives (Piercy and Morgan 1990; Brownlie and Saren 1992; 
Piercy 1997). 
T h e lack of clarity of the relationship between marketing academics and practitioners 
however , combined with the absence of an agreed taxonomic base upon which to 
develop a marketing paradigm, have not helped to alleviate the confusión concerning 
this dichotomy. This apparent difference between academics and practi t ioners 
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regarding the market ing concept and its application to the commercial and other 
environments however has had no restraining effect upon the methods which 
organisations within the marketplace have sought to gain sustainable competi t ive 
advantage and where appropriate, proñt . It could be argued that from the 
practi t ioners ' perception, marketing as an activity has taken place since the first 
exchange of goods and services took place. 
One of the earliest rccorded "Marketers" conceming the formalised concept of 
market ing was reported by Drucker (1968: p53), citing "Cyn i s McCormick" : "The 
first man to see market ing clearly as a unique and central fíinction of the business 
enterprise, and the creation of a customer as the specific j o b of management , was 
Cyrus McCormick. The history books mention only that he invented a mechanical 
harvester. But he also invented the basic tools of modern market ing: market research 
and market analysis; the concept of market standing; modern prícing policies; the 
modern service salesman; parts and service supply to the customer and instalment 
credit. He is truly the father of business management . And he had done all this by 
1850. It was not until 50 years later, however, that he was widely imitated even in his 
own count ry ." 
The ultímate purpose of this business approach was to gain sustainable competi t ive 
advantage. Market ing is but one process among many in the commercial environment. 
If the pluralistic nature of organisations is accepted and market ing is not the pre-
eminent forcé but one of several important ñinctions, then effecting any form of 
organisational change becomes a complex political and mechanical process. This is 
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unlikely to be driven by sophisticated market analysis or intelligence alone (Brownlie 
and Saren 1992). 
Market ing ideology in its various forms, when présent, although identified as an 
essential competitive tool within companies, is normally considered to be an 
operational component of the larger corporate or business strategy. As a resuit it is 
alongside other functional éléments such as opérations, finance, human resources etc. 
(Webster 1988). The use of marketing is often only seen as an operational tool and 
therefore secn competing with other business disciplines (Lorenz 1986). 
Consequent ly , market ing does not usually provide the choice of strategie direction. 
External measures, such as market share often provide this. 
Even measuring what appears to be the most basic of market ing issues, that of 
"satisfying customer requirements profitably" is a compound, extemally derived item. 
The methods of obtaining reliable and valid data of such customer requirements are 
complex. Malching these to fiscal measures such as turnover are difficult. A variety of 
individuai circumstances, for example asset acquiring polices, can cause the methods 
of profit calculation to vary from company to company. Compar isons to indirect fiscal 
measures such as profit in terms of equating successful marketing practice is tenuous. 
Fur ther to this, the majority of Western govemment administrations require detailed 
annual financial returns for limited companies, or companies limited by guarantee. 
For example, within the U K these are underpinned by complex Statutes, and are 
almost exclusively financial in their nature, reporting the activities of a company. 
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This emphasis has led to marketing and its method of general reporting being 
sublimated to a second tier importance compared to the financial reviews. 
2.5 The Demise of the Valué of Marketing as an Activity 
In the competi t ive arena of workplace disciplines, the confusión of market ing and its 
measurement , along with the other difficulties stated have not assisted in the 
promotion of market ing as a worthwhile activity. Despite this, the market ing concept 
has remained a powerful and consistent ideology "...but, as with analogy of 
monetar ism and Marxism, this does not mean that it (the adoption of the market ing 
concept) is correct ." (Brownlie and Saren 1992: p38) . 
Market ing is but one of many processes which occur in organisations and by itself 
could not provide a complete answer to corporate success . Further to this, the l inkage 
of market ing to organisational business processes has not been integrated either easily 
or with clarity. Bonoma (1985: p24) stated: " . . .marketing for a number of years has 
been long on advice about what to do in a given competit ive or market situation and 
short on useful recommendat ions for how to do it within a company, competi tor and 
cus tomer constraints. . .experiences with both managers and students argüe strongly 
that these parties are often strategy-sophisticated and implementat ion-bound." Classic 
market ing textbooks have also reported upon, and identified this p rob lem of 
implementation (Kotler et al. 1996; O 'Shaughnessy 1995). Piercy (1986: p285) 
identified three áreas that were apparent barriers which market ing executives 
experienced. These were: 
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1. The diversity of organisational structures in which marketing executives 
opcrate and the impact of conflicts of intercsts with other functions. 
2. The interaction between organisational structure and the effectiveness of 
marketing activities. 
3. The manipulation of marketing information. 
The pluralistic nature of organisations also provides a compéti t ive environment in 
which often it is the political processes that determine which organisational functions 
take precedence. There has thcrefore been a lowering of petceived value of market ing 
since the mid 1980's as a business activity which has been reported by a number of 
authors (Brownlie and Saren 1992; Gummerson 1987; McECenna 1991; Nilson 1992; 
Rapp and Collins 1990; Thomas 1993). It appears therefore that a growing number of 
writers are observing a lowering in the perceived value of the traditional concept of 
marketing. There have been some reports of a general adoption of the market ing 
concept . For example Cavanagh and Clifïbrd (1986) noted that a customer 
orientation emphasis as a philosophy was évident by being highlighted within the 
written mission statements of many successful companies. 
This bland view however has not gained wide récognition as general practice within 
commercial organisations and other writers have been more critical with regard to the 
uptake of market ing by organisations, identifying a significant différence in the nature 
of marketing activity currently undertaken with that of the much wider arena 
suggested in 1960 by Levitt (Lorenz 1986). This study noted that market ing had only 
really been extensively adopted in the packaged goods industry, other industries only 
employing a restricted range of the marketing techniques available. O ' C o n n o r and 
Galvin (1997: p l 2 ) provided five serious criticisms of the use of marketing by 
companies as follows: 
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1. Existing customcrs are continually short-changed. 
2. Promotional resources continué to be squandered needlessly. 
3. The traditional brand - management system can now no longer cope. 
4. Marketing departments are not coming up with new ideas. 
5. Marketing fails to leverage the strengths of the company. 
This view on the apparent lack of marketing effícacy coincides with a perception of 
the demise of the status of marketing within organisations. Day (1992: p323) states: 
"Marketers appear comfortable with the assertion that marketing should play the lead 
role in charting the strategic direction of a business. The logic behind this assertion is 
straightforward. Strategic planning is about keeping the business in step with the 
anticipated environment , and marketing has traditionally served as the boundary 
function be tween the firm, its customer, channel and competi tor environment. It 
follows that market ing should have the most to say about the match of the 
competcncies of the business with the opportunities to exploit and threats to avoid. 
However , their business functions and academic disciplines don ' t share this 
assumption and have been actively eroding the influence of market ing in the strategy 
dialogue." This provides a dichotomous view about the role of market ing and its 
relative valué. 
Notable failures however , attributed to marketing reported in the academic press also 
have not assisted in market ing 's perceived valué. For example Ricks (1993) lists and 
describes a large number of blunders, which resulted in either loss of profit or serious 
embarrassment . Larger, more successful companies with the greater resources to 
devote to market ing would be expected not to have such difficulties and possess 
successful and effective marketing activities. This is not the case as cited by Ricks 
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(1993) , w h o cites many prestigious blue chip companies that encountered significant 
market ing difficulties including Hoover and McDonalds . 
A cornerstone of industrially developed countries, and an important test is that of 
confidence by shareholders, who can voice their opinion in classic supply and demand 
of shares for publicly listed companies. Value can be reflected by the rating of the 
shares themselves or their movements between owners , example reports discussing 
the results of marketing activity are not always positive: 
" . . . . o f 432 large companies in the US found that, in many cases, value was being 
des t royed rather than being created." (The Economist Dec 1995: p35) 
"General motors in the decade from 1980 to 1990 lost nearly $100 million in 
shareholder value, and similarly Ford managed to lose £ 2 5 mill ion." (O 'Connor and 
Galvin 1997: p 9). 
Other economie factors may have affected the share value of Ford and General 
Motors . There are however , many other motor manufacturers. Some are very small, 
wi thout the large resources to spend on marketing activity, which were not in 
recession at the time. Piercy (1997: p5) while discussing the changing role of 
marketing, stated: "...basically, traditional marketing is dead in the water ." Brown 
(1995: p27) however considers that the essence of the market ing fabric for an 
organisation is set at a more subtle level and states: "There are now two types of 
corporation: those with a market ing department and those with a market ing soul. Even 
a cursory glance at the latest Fortune 500 shows that the latter are the top performing 
companies , while the former, steeped in the business traditions of the past, are fast 
disappearing." This observation was not unique amongst market ing practitioners and 
académies The status of the market ing department within companies appearing to 
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become more untenable as a result of apparent and perceived conflicting pressures 
both intemal and external to organisations. 
2.6 The Status of the Marketing Department 
The presence of marketing in an organisation in the 1980s was normally within a 
market ing department (Piercy 1995). The activity of marketing had been reported as 
having become marginalised. "It is relatively, and probably increasingly, rare in real 
organisations to encounter the integration of all marketing activities under a single all-
powerful marketing director and organisation. For example, the evidence suggests that 
decisions like advertising spend and allocation are decided in the boardroom not the 
marketing department. Frequently, the main movers on price are accountants and 
chief executives, not marketing executives. Distribution (and o ñ e n cus tomer service) 
decisions are made elsewhere in the company. Issues of quality and service o ñ e n 
exelude marketing 'specialists ' , particularly when key account management opérales 
outside the market ing área." (Piercy 1995: p44). 
This view of the problematic role and status of market ing with respect to the other 
major functions is not new. For example, Anderson (1982: p l 8 ) had prophetically 
stated: "Strategic confliets will arise as functional áreas vie for the ftnancial resources 
necessary to oceupy their optimal long-term positions, corporate managemen t as the 
final arbitrator may occasionally favour one área over another. Indeed, it is possible 
that market ing considerations may not have a significant impact on strategic plans 
unless marketers adopt a strong advocacy position within the firm. In order to . . . adopt 
a strong advocacy within a firm, marketing as an activity requires at least clearly 
perceived benefits, and this has not oceurred." Although not explicit about the 
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benefits , these are implied to be tied to the profit motive. Anderson (1992) and Piercy 
(1995) do not consider the possibility of measuring the processes of market ing, rather 
advocat ing the need to establish the perceived results of the activity. 
Without these clearly identified benefits, the political processes that establish the 
priority of functions within the pluralism of interests that determine the strategic 
direction of an organisation, it is difficult to conceive how market ing could hold its 
status against the other disciplines. Pfeffer (1981) considers resource dependence 
theory and presents an argument for a "consti tuency-based theory of the firm" where 
the strategic planning influence varies with regard to the impor tance of the resource 
held and contributed. The discipline of market ing under this scenario, holding no 
tangible assets in comparison to finance and Marketing would therefore lose out. A 
view given by a major accountancy company, Coopers and Lybrand contained within 
a study in 1993, identified difficulties of marketing as: 
1. Undertaking an ill-defined mixture of activities. 
2. Being short sighted and missing business opportunities. 
3. Lacking clearly defined responsibilities and accountability. 
4. Rarely leading the drive to enhance business performance. 
The lack of responsibility of tangible assets could have a direct bearing upon items (1) 
and (3), resultant decision making being made as a consequence of internal company 
political processes. Under this scenario, assignment of important issues such as 
leadership of major projects assigned to a marketing group would be unlikely (item 
4) . Also, the weakness of being unable to measure the market ing function would 
prevent key decision makers linking market ing to business performance. 
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In supporting a political influence within a company however, Anderson (1982: p l 9 ) 
suggested a clear role for a marketing group within a company: "...the chief 
responsibility of the marketing area is to satisfy the long-term needs of its customer 
coal i t ion" and further stated: " . . .market ing 's role in stratégie planning must be that of 
a s t rong advócate for the marketing concept ." This view was similar to other writers, 
and has not been clearly translated over the years into the form of a causal l inkage of 
market ing activity to business performance by companies . 
Recognis ing the complex and political processes that occur, a number of reasons have 
been cited in the literature for the inhibitory effects upon the création of market ing 
organisations. Thèse include: structure (Weitz and Anderson 1981), power (Pfeffer 
1981), interactions with other groups (Walker and Ruekert 1987; Wind 1982) and 
bureaucratie issues such as formality, centralisation and standardisation (Ruekert et al. 
1985). 
The résultant démise of the perceived importance of marketing, the lack of clarity of 
the market ing concept and définitions, have ail contributed to a considerable debate 
over the value of marketing as a discipline and the role, existence and function of a 
market ing organisation. As a conséquence, décisions are made by some companies to 
consider whether a market ing group should even exist (Piercy 1995). 
Notwithstanding the majority of the criticisms of marketing, as a function, a 
philosophy or of the marketing organisation, research studies into this subject have 
generally however , been qualitative in their approach. The previously cited comments 
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are also o fien holistic in their perspective, which does not assist in identifying a 
remedy or replacement for the systems or procedures that have been in place within 
companies , o ñ e n for a signifícant number of years. If market ing is to have valué, one 
of the basic premises therefore would be the ability to measure success or failure 
against its activity. 
2.7 Marketing and the Measurement of Success 
The studies that have at tempted to measure the uptake of market ing in its various 
forms have been via qualitative measures of which the literature is replete with 
examples of the apparent lack of, or the limited diffusion of the adoption of the 
market ing concept (Webster 1981; A m e s 1970; Hise 1965; McNamara 1972; Morgan 
and Morgan 1991; Whitt ington et al. 1994; Graham 1995). Some studies have claimed 
to show an adoption of the market ing concept, for example Liu (1995), w h o found an 
association between firm size and extent of adoption This contrasts against other 
studies however , (Meziou 1991) who argued that smaller companies were adopt ing 
the marketing concept. These two examples typically show the lack of consensus 
amongst academíc scholars over this topic. 
Many different problcms are cited where studies have specifically investigated the 
poor diffusion of the marketing concept within organisations. One major conclusión 
drawn however is the requirement for the marketing philosophy to pervade all of the 
organísation and transcend any functional department or title. Organisational barriers 
and company culture have, amongst other issues, been claimed to have prevented this 
(Lorenz 1986). 
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Until relatively recently (pre 1990) there has been a lack of quantitative approaches 
within the generically used marketing related analysis tools to effectively equate 
market ing activity with success in the marketplace. Even as early as the 1960's, 
measurement for marketing was characterised by concepts, rather than by quantitative 
measuremént methods. For example, Bartels (1962) identified a number of 
dimensions upon which marketing could be measured. Thèse were: 
1. The Intellectual Dimension, indicating the extent of its development along scientific and 
philosophie lines. 
2. The Temporal Dimension, indicating its relationship to the times in which it has evolved. 
3. The Spatial Dimension, indicating its corrélation with other social sciences. 
4. The Interdisciplinary Dimension, indicating its corrélation with other social sciences. 
5. The Ethical Dimension, indicating its co-ordinancy with ethical and spiritual concepts in 
human thought. 
6. The Spiritual Dimension,, indicating the extent to which the development of marketing 
thought coïncides with the spiritual forces unfolding in the world. 
Thèse follow the lineage of marketing as a philosophy, but it is difficult to see at first 
glance how the business community could consolidate thèse easily into effective 
management procédures , measured by linked input and output dimensions. 
Other writers also have maintained a qualitative philosophie or conceptual approach, 
even though the business community has required more pragmatism. Various 
measurement methods that exist within commercial organisations are not often based 
upon market ing driven parameters . In a classic production company , product stock 
levels, rate of production, work in process etc. can and are ail measured by t ime, 
number and monetary value. Individual employées are also often ail measured on a 
unit output basis . This is often combined with quality assessment that also measures 
whether or not the product items are meet ing the required pre-determined 
spécifications. Thèse may, or may not, be integrated with customer spécifications. 
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Finance has a number of measurement methods. Within the U K there are the required 
annual statutory measurements to produce information for Compan ies House . Animal 
returns are compulsory, and failure to comply can result in heavy financial and 
criminal penalties. The statutory tools are comprehensive, covering a number of Acts 
and supplementary orders by various secretarles of state. Against this background, 
financial and related measurements vary with there being almost no standards or 
benchmarks set. Even the basic criterion of simple cash flow for detailing income 
against expenditure is overlooked in some instances, resulting in bankruptcy (Brock 
e t a l . 1986). 
The voluntary process within organisations of performance measurement produces a 
number of approaches. The most common market ing performance indicators, 
according to Day (1990) and Greenley (1995a), are market share and profitability. 
Other forms of measurement include, return on investment (Rol) , return on sales 
(RoS) , management accounts measures , customer satisfaction, cus tomer loyalty, 
purchase intent and perceived quality. The benchmarks of measurement are also not 
static. Corporate performance, when combined with market ing factors is 
problematical (Rhyne 1986; Chakravarthy 1986). Rol for example, may be good in 
one industry área, and only mediocre in another. Improvements to Rol may therefore 
be attributed to many factors within a company including marketing. 
2.8 Summary 
Marketing measurement methods would also appear to be of a descriptive nature and 
often provide correlative data, not the causal relationships sought that would créate 
the link between marketing activity and a firms markets. The absence of such causally 
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linked quantitative measures may be a contributory factor with regard to the fall in the 
perceived valué of marketing as an activity. This lack of measurement prevenís the 
ability to measure marketing activity as a valué against business performance. 
Market ing related measures also are unable to elimínate uncertainty, eifher due to bias 
of judgement , environmental elements or competi tor actions (Rao and Steckel 1995). 
Despite this apparent confusión regarding the definitions, applications, status and 
measurement of marketing, the number of writers and journals this subject has to its 
credit still indícate that it holds significant importance (Baker 1996). The translation 
of market ing into a business activity, or philosophy: ".. .centre a round the various 
academic and practitioner attempts to codity, define or redefíne the "market ing 
concept" (Harris 1996: p21) . 
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Chapter 3 THE MARKETING CONCEPT 
3.1 Introduction 
T h e marketing concept has been widely discussed, particularly since the 1950's . Such 
writers as Levitt (1960) and Kotler (1967) have enhanced its status. Since these early 
t imes, this concept has been discussed quite extensively in the literature (Felton 1959; 
Keith 1960; King 1965; Hise 1965; Bell and Emory 1971; McNamara 1972; Webster 
1981; Austen 1983; Wensley 1990). It has been upheld as a methodology to improve 
corporate success (Kotler et al. 1996; Kotler and Levy 1973; Kotler and Zal tman 
1971) as well as a reason for company failure (Bennett and Cooper 1979, 1981, 1982; 
Haycs and Abernathy 1980; Michaels 1982; and Hirschman 1983). Market ing as a 
philosophy however , does not clearly provide the management rubrics of how to 
implement and maintain the marketing approach. Consequently, this delineates 
marketing into the main áreas of the marketing function, the market ing concept, and 
the operational implementation of marketing in its various forms. 
3.2 Marketing Concept Defined 
The marketing function can be considered to consist of some or all of market ing ' s 
components . The market ing concept on the other hand consists of all aspects of 
market ing combined to créate a group or class of objects with its own identity. Felton 
(1959) provided the following early definition: "A corporate state of mind that exists 
on the integration and co-ordination of all of the marketing functions which, in tum, 
are melded with all other corporate functions, for the basic objective of producing 
máx imum long range profíts." This provídes a platform to consider that the adoption 
of the marketing concept relies upon all the marketing functions being encompassed, 
but integrated to the other major corporate elements . It does assume also a major 
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corporate goal is the successful achievement of the profit motive. This differs from 
the earlier discussion ín which marketing is seen as one of a number of business 
functions, which competes for importance in a pluralistic system. 
The market ing concept as such has remained reasonably robust over the years as 
shown by the deñni t ions and descriptions of contemporary authors, w h o essentially 
do not differ from these early definitions of which the following are examples: 
"The Market ing Concept holds that achieving organisational goals depends on 
determining the needs and wants of target markets and delivering the desired 
satisfactions more effectively and efficiently than competitors d o . " 
( K o t l e r e t a l . 1996: p l 5 ) 
"The market ing concept means an organisation aims all its efforts at satisfying its 
cus tomers - at a profit ." 
(McCarthy and Perreault 1993: p34) 
"The market ing concept stresses consumer orientation, long run profítability, and 
integrating market ing functions with other corporate functions." 
(Zikmund and d ' A m i c o 1996: p20) 
" T h e market ing concept is a corporate orientation to bus iness that starts with 
consumers and integrates marketing into every other corporate function." 
(Keegan, Moriarty and Duncan 1992: p20) 
These al l-encompassing approaches are seen by some as essential to success, 
extending to all parts of an organisation. "Thus , whilst the market ing functions are 
important, it is the adoption of the marketing concept that is a prerequisí te to their 
successful implementat ion. The marketing concept can be adopted not only by people 
in marketing functions, but also by others in other specialisms, for example, 
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accountants , production staff designers, etc." (Lorenz 1986: p l 2 ) . A utopian ideal, but 
Lorenz (1986) was also critical of the extent of the adoption of the market ing concept, 
implying that for other industries there was a lack of clarity or definition over the 
market ing concept and market ing tools. 
The poor diffusion of the supposed beneficial marketing concept is diffícult to 
understand given the stated beneñts by many authors. Lorenz (1986) gives two 
reasons; firstly that the market ing concept is harder to understand than its functions, 
and secondly is the confusión of market research and the dominat ion by it. An 
additional possibility is the difficulty of integrating the various functions and 
professions within a firm. The marketing concept requires that all corporate functions 
are melded. This is a signiftcant task in organisations driven by complex internal 
demands and political pressurcs (Piercy 1995). 
Earlier work in this área considered the difñculties of the uptake of the market ing 
concept. McNamara (1972: p52) reviewing consumer and industrial goods 
manufacturers, specifícally considered the marketing concept across two major 
dimensions; adopt ion and orientation. Adoption was stated as: " . . .w h e th e r a company 
has embraced the concept ' s philosophical implications for business management ." 
This placed the market ing concept very clearly as a parí of the business philosophy, 
not as one replacing it. Implementation was stated as: " . . . t he specific organisational 
methods for incorporating this philosophy into actual business practico." This latter 
dimensión was an early recognition of the marketing concept ' s operationalisation, 
which had been identified as a weakness by this work. 
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M c N a m a r a (1972: p53) defíned the marketing concept as: "...a philosophy of business 
management , based upon a company-wide acceptance of the need for customer 
orientat ion, profit orientation, and recognition of the important role of market ing in 
communica t ing the needs of the market to all major corporate depar tments ." 
ínterestingly, this definition was given at the time without reference almost in the 
style of an accepted norm. 
There was a subtle difference from Fel ton 's (1959) definition of the marketing 
concept that resulted in a lowered perception of the market ing concep t ' s status, from 
an integrative to a Communications role. The former would place the role of the 
market ing function at the centre of decisión making processes, whereas the latter 
would be one of influence and persuasión with a much lower status. The resulting 
management difference is therefore signifícant with regard to the implementat ion and 
operationalisation of the marketing concept and its resultant position and function 
within an organisation. The next sectíon will therefore consider aspects of the 
operationalisation of the marketing concept in the public sector. 
3.3 The Operationalisation of the Marketing Concept in the 
Public Sector 
From the earlier discussion concerning the marketing concept, underpinning this 
important element is the exchange process (Alderson 1957; Bagozzi 1975; Kotler et 
al. 1996). This is defíned by Kotler et al. (1996: p9) as consisting of the following: 
1. There are at least two parties. 
2. Each party has something that might be of valué to the other party. 
3. Each party is capable of communication and delivery. 
4. Each party is free to acccpt or reject the offer. 
5. Each party believes it s appropriate or desirable to deal with the other party. 
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Kotler et al. (1996) views that exchange is one of market ing ' s units of measurement . 
It does not however al low comparisons to be made easily against such broad criteria. 
In terms of broadening the domain of the marketing concept however , the concept of 
"exchange" as a mechanism of measurement introduces problems from earlier 
concepts , particularly those of Kotler and Levy (1969). In this earlier 1969 article, it 
was suggested that the market ing concept could be beneficially applied to other non­
business activities. Examples were given such as a police department and a school 
using television to heighten its status. This approach however was not new, Wiebe 
(1951-2: p679) posed the question of: "why can ' t you sell brotherhood like you sell 
soap", which was simply resolved at the t ime as "you can" This widened the scope of 
marketing to including societal issues, not just remaining within the domain of the 
commercial environment. 
The difficulty with this universal application of the marketing concept to some non­
profit activity lay in two issues; firstly in the definition of the exchange process, and 
secondly with the proposit ion of the consumer orientation as its base. Kotler et al. 
(1996) states that the exchange process can exist in two forms, monetary exchange 
and barter. This implies a determinable and tangible return from both sides. Some 
non-profit activity does not require payment. In fact, some could be considered to be a 
determinably measured return of exchange in only one direction e.g. religion. 
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There does arise however at this point a fundamental issue with regard to the of 
market ing of services (discussed in more detail later in this thesis). On the face of it, 
regarding the issues of exchange and the definitions of marketing, there is little 
difference between the consumer paying for a theatre seat, or the individual going to 
church. Concerning the second issue of the customer orientation, the providing 
organisation meets its objectives by identifying potential cus tomers ' needs, and by 
keeping abreast of these to maintain a supply of appropriate goods and services. This 
method theoretically enables a company to maintain a profitable relationship over a 
long period of time (Baker et al. 1986). 
Societal issues involving social change do not however normally involve this 
exchange process, i.e. needs and wants are not identified to modify or refine products 
or services to match consumer needs, as happens in the economic exchanges of the 
business market. Often, quite the reverse process is adopted, and an approach is taken 
to persuade the consumer what is best for them (Lauffer 1984). The beneficiaries of 
this process are often not those who are exposed to the supposed market ing process. 
Classic contemporary examples of these are the Aids and safer driving campaigns. 
Adopt ion by recipient audiences of the principles given in these campaigns , do 
provide benefit, but not necessarily directly to the target audience. The benefit of this 
process is therefore to someone beyond the campaign ' s watching audience i.e. those 
who are not infected with HIV because of the safer sex practices, or those prevented 
from being involved in a road traffic accident due to safer driving. 
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The degree to which the implementation of the market ing concept, and how it would 
purportedly benefit the activity of a non profit organisation has not been clearly 
established, and would depend for example upon the nature of the service provider. 
Within this category, the sport and recreation providers of the publíc sector are an 
example which require customers to pay directly for the service that is provided. 
Provisión and use of these facilities by customers is therefore based upon a 
commercial model , which can be influenced by marketing methods (Cowell 1979; 
Collins and Glyptis 1992). 
3.4 Marketing and the Public Sector Sport and Recreation 
Services 
Local Government is one part of the very large public sector provisión in the UK. 
This sector accounts for approximately one quarter of the central government 
expenditure of the U K which amounts to some £80 .3 billion in 1998, of which Sport 
and Recreation as provided by Local Government in the U.K. accounts for 
approximately 2 % of this total (£1 .6 billion) (Torkildsen 1999). This is substantive in 
both valué and provisión. 
Many authors have emphasised the benefits of marketing, and the need for non profit 
organisations to use these techniques (Kotler and Levy 1969; M o k w a 1981; Cousins 
1990; Kotler and Andreason 1991; Loveday 1991; Collins and Glyptis 1992; Booth 
1993; Graham 1994; Kester and Barns 1994; Walsh 1994; Doherty, Saker and Smith 
1996, 1998; D a y et al. 1998; Rees 1998; Wakefield and Bush 1998; Novatorov and 
Crompton 2001) . Research conceming market ing issues do not often however 
differentiate be tween various types of public sector organisations. This diversity has 
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in itself presented problems with regard to the application of marketing. Smith (1988) 
differentiates public sector organisations which may be driven by market forces and 
argües that best use for these can be made by integrating and developing proactive 
marketing activity to beneñt strategic decisión making. 
The discretionary provisión of sport and recreation services by Local Government in 
England and Wales, and the part fínancing by charging for facilities has resulted in a 
"quasi market sensitive" approach. As a result, al though the benefits of marketing 
have been reported in the leisure market as provided in the public sector, the 
development of the use of marketing in this arena has not been consistent (Smith 
1988; Doherty et al. 1996). Studies by Smith (1988) and Cowell (1979) were critical 
of the uptake of marketing within sport and recreation centres. 
Other writers at the time were not so confident of the role of market ing in such an 
environment, Luck (1969) considered such logic as dangerous and bel ieved it would 
lead to both the dilution and discrediting of marketing. This was not a consensus view 
at the time however , other writers suggesting that market ing as relevant in the context 
of the British non-profit sector (Octon 1983). Other studies also reviewed non-profit 
bodies such as the post office (Wesil 1975) and libraries (Condous 1983), finding 
marketing techniques to be a positive beneñt to service provisión. Smith (1988) 
concluded that it was where market ing could be applied best to the public sector, 
rather than whether it could be applied at a l l . 
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Early studies in the public sector sport and récréation market indicated problems with 
regard to the uptake of market ing techniques > and Cowell (1979) concluded: 
1. Mos t centres did not have objectives or they were "vague , non-operational , 
and idealistic". 
2. Planning activity was, as a resuit, vague. 
3. Demand assessment through customer surveys was rare. 
4. Dividing the market into segments was limited to broad socio-demographic 
groups or by time and activity slots rather than based on cus tomer ' s 
préférences or benefits to the provider. 
5. N o manager had control over pricing which was set by the Counci l . 
6. Promotional benefits were small and channels limited. 
7. As a conséquence of the above, performance évaluation was very subjective. 
Later studies in this area discovered that marketing techniques had improved. Cousins 
(1990) reported that marketing, and in particular market ing planning was more likely 
to be carried out in the public sector, but that its (market ing) présence was "patchy". 
Doherty et al. (1996, 1998) also concluded a much more positive v iew with regard to 
the uptake of marketing than when the public sector leisure industry was surveyed by 
Cowell (1979) , finding that some sport and récréation providers under take a high 
level of market ing activity. This is confirmed by others (Collins and Glyptis 1992; 
Booth 1993; Graham 1994; Kester and Barns 1994; Walsh 1994; Dibb 1995; Day et 
al. 1998; Rees 1998; Wakefield and Bush 1998; Novatorov and Crompton 2001) . 
The nature o f the sport and récréation provision via the local authorit tes does mean 
that uptake is not uniform across the UK. Adopt ion of market ing techniques is 
dépendant upon the décision making body of the local authority and the means to 
implement it by management. This complex mechanism does not permit an easy 
search to identify those organisations purporting to embrace the implementat ion of the 
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market ing concept. Amongst the plethora of activities undertaken by management , 
there is a need for a mechanism to identify public sector sport and recreation 
organisations which place marketing on a high priority, to be able to determine 
subsequently whether this is the case. 
3.5 Summary 
The preceding chapters have indicated that the literature focusing upon marketing, 
marketing as a philosophy and market ing as a concept is far from homogenous in both 
industrial and public sector industries. Further to this, there appears to be a rift 
between practitioners and academics with regard to the perceptions of the use, valué 
and operationalisation of marketing in its various forms. Other difficulties have also 
been observed such as implementation problems, changes in the priority and an 
apparent lowering of the status of marketing organisation within companies . Such 
negative reports and studies over the t ime scale of some 50 years would usually lead 
to a general consensus that marketing was not an activity that could be positively 
attributed to business success. This difficulty is not unexpected, since marketing 
provides a scenario "what to d o " but not "how to do it" in managemen t terms and 
functions. The methods of implementation and maintenance of this activity within 
companies are determined mostly by political processes, especially because almost all 
are in a pluralistic setting. 
The pursuit of a reliable and valid causal link between market ing and business success 
has eluded academics and practitioners alike, although this has not prevented many of 
the latter to earn significant sums of money in the pursuit of a business goal via 
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supposed "market ing approaches". It has also not stopped many from suffering 
significant losses of income due to classic marketing blunders (Ricks 1993). 
Difficulties have also been experienced in translating market ing as an activity to 
public sector services. Studies had advocated both positive and negative efTects on the 
uptake of market ing by such organisations. Early studies also considered that public 
sector was one homogeneous organisation, to which management , market ing and 
related processes could be uniformly applied . More recent studies have however 
segmented the public sector, identifying some that would be more likely to benefit 
from a market ing approach to the provisión of their service. The public sector sport 
and recreation provisión is one such example. 
Early studies however , were mostly qualitative in their approach to establish or verify 
the market ing concept ' s operationalisation level in an organisation. M o r e recent 
studies (post 1990) have attempted to articúlate a more scientific and quantitative 
measurement method for the measurement of the adoption of the market ing concept. 
This topic is now considered next. 
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Chapter 4 THE MARKET ORIENTATION CONSTRUCT 
4.1 Introduction 
The previous chapters evaluated the difficulties experienced in the various attempts to 
codify and implement the marketing concept. This chapter builds upon this by 
considering the various important works in this área by considering market orientation 
construct models , and various subsequent modified forms. The relation of the market 
orientation to the elusivo business orientation link is also considered, as well as 
factors which affect this link. The purpose is therefore to identify a suitable me thod 
for measuring the level of adoption of the marketing concept by public sector sport 
and recreation providers . 
4.2 Background 
The evolution of market ing is suggested as; "progression from product ion orientation, 
to sales orientation, to product orientation and finally to marketing orientation" 
(Wong and Saunders 1993: p20) . These indicate the orientation of the organisat ion 
with regard to the needs and wants of the consumer (Kotler et al. 1996). More 
recently, studies have investigated market orientation in more depth. These can be 
grouped under five major headings: 
1. Studies which have reponed on the extent of the adoption of the market or 
marketing orientation (Barksdale and Darden 1971; Dunn, Birley and Norburn 
1986; Greenley and Matcham 1986; Hise 1965; McNamara 1972; Meziou 1991 ; 
Norburn, Bierly, Dunn and Payne 1990; Parasuraman 1983; Peterson 1989). 
2. Studies which explore the relationship between market or market ing orientation 
and output i.e. profítability, customer orientation, or resource attraction (Day and 
Nedungadi 1994; Naidu and Narayana 1991; McCulIough, Heng and Khem 1986; 
Narver and Slater 1990; Pelham and W ü s o n 1996; Ruekert 1992; Qureshi 1993; 
Wong and Saunders 1993). 
3. Studies which have sought to develop a scale for measuring market or market ing 
orientation (ICohli et al. 1993; Narver and Slater 1990; Wrenn 1996; Wrenn, 
L a T o u r a n d Calder 1994). 
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4. Studies wh ich have attempted to identify and determine the moderat ing effects of 
environmental influences which affect market or marketing orientat ion's 
performance (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Slater and Narver 1994). 
5. A study which investigated the different forms of market or market ing orientation 
(Greenley 1995b). 
The consistent interest in this fíeld has centred on establishing the benefits of a market 
orientation (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Day and Negunadi 1994). Benefits have been 
reported to include improving internal performance (Sigaw, Brown and Widing 
1994), as well as organisational performance generally (Narver and Slater 1990; 
Naidu and Narayana 1991; Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Day and Nedungadi 1994; 
Slater and Narver 1994; Pelham and Wilson 1996). 
More recently however , models have been developed to measure a "market 
orientat ion" (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Slater and Narver 1994; Deng and Dar t 1994; 
Liu 1995). Similar to the interest with regard to the market ing concept , m a n y authors 
espoused its (the marketing concept) valué but did not develop a generally accepted 
method of measuring its efftcacy and/or relation to business performance. Whilst the 
early interest considered the market orientation important, few studies a t tempted to 
develop a valid measurement method: "...since the concept (market orientation) 
represents the foundation of high quality market ing practice. Wha t is noteworfhy, 
however , is that relatively little systematic effort has been devoted to developing a 
valid measure of market orientation" (Kohli et al. 1993: p467). 
M e e h a n ' s (1996), review of marketing orientation identified two major themes, an 
information based approach and a culture based approach. The former was determined 
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by the work of Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and Jaworski and Kohli (1993), whilst thc 
latter was determined by the work of Narver and Slater (1990) and Slater and Narver 
(1994). Further work by Deng and Dart (1994) and Cadogan and Diamantopoulos 
(1995) applied an integrated approach in an international context. 
4.3 The Market Orientation Studies of Kohli and Jaworski (1990) 
Kohli and Jaworski (1990) begin by summarising their review of the literature base of 
this subject by stating: "The literature reflects remarkably little effort to develop a 
framework for understanding the implementation of the marketing concept ." Using 
the discussions and conclusions of McCarthy and Perreault (1984), they define the 
term market orientation to mean the implementation of the market ing concept. 
Similar to previous findings in this thesis, Kohli and Jaworski (1990) are highly 
critical of the extant literature concerning the marketing concept. Concerning market 
orientation they state: "Given its widely acknowledged importance, one might expect 
the concept to nave a clear meaning, a rich tradition of theory development , and a 
related body of empirical findings. On the contrary, a cióse examinat ion of the 
literature reveáis a lack of clear definition, little careful attention to measurement 
issues, and virtually no empirically based theory. Further, the literature pays little 
attention to the contextual factors that may make a market orientation either more or 
less appropriate for a particular business." From their (Kohli and Jaworski 1990) 
summary of the extant literature, an hypothesised model of market orientation was 
developed. 
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Three ma in éléments for a market orientation construct were given as: (1) customer 
focus, (2) co-ordinated marketing and (3) profitability. According to Kohli and 
Jaworski (1990: p3): "...a market-oriented organisation is one in which the three 
pillars o f the marketing concept (customer focus, co-ordinated market ing, 
profitability) are operationally man i f e s t " This conclusion provided the starting point 
for their research to identify and créate a market orientation construct via an extensive 
literature review and empirical findings based upon field interviews in four U.S. 
cities. The findings of the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) study provided a différent 
emphasis of components than initially given for a market orientation construct. Each 
of thèse will be considered. 
(a) Customer Focus 
A major élément was the importance of the customer as a central é lément of a market 
orientation. This included finding information about ail the aspects of customers , not 
jus t their needs and wants. This wider view included exogenous market factors as well 
as current and future needs of customers. 
(b) Co-ordinated Marketing 
Market orientation was seen by respondents as important for a variety of deparlmenls 
to be cognisant of, and responsive to customer needs. The pluralistic nature and 
political décision making of organisations emphasises the effective implementation of 
this élément within a market orientation construct. 
Whilst discussing the differential emphasis between the terms "market ing orientation" 
and "marke t orientation", the latter was interpreted as préférable by respondents 
within the study. The major reason for this was the more likely adoption of the 
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orientation by other "non market ing" departments in the organisation due the implied 
meaning of the title. This concurs with the literaturę findings cited earlier in that 
market ing departments were perceived as being relatively ineffective and were 
generally losing status against other functional departments within commercial 
organisations. It also highlights the perceived importance of t enus when applied to the 
commercial scenario. Académie authors often use the terms "market or ientat ion" and 
"market ing orientation" interchangeably. It is in the applied situation where there is a 
signifìcance in interprétation. 
(c) Profitability 
A tangential view to the received literaturę, the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) study 
concluded that profitability was a conséquence of market orientation and not a 
component of it. In a later study, Jaworski and Kohli (1993: p65) indicate support for 
a relationship between market orientation and a judgmenta l nature of performance 
which did not include market share. This study is also one of the few to note the 
complex nature of measuring business performance and stated: "In this regard it is 
important to note that business performance is a mult idimensional construct and may 
be characterised in a number of ways, including effectiveness, efficiency, and 
adaptability. Furthermore, performance in one dimension may run counter to 
performance in other dimensions." 
The implication therefore, was for market orientation to be considered against 
différent dimensions of performance. Although this acknowledgement of the variety 
of performance measurement casts doubt on studies devoted to establishing a 
relationship between market orientation and business performance, more simplistic 
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approaches or business relationships were not discusseci, for example consumer based 
sales compared to business to business scenario. Indeed, eliminating variability within 
the d imension of business performance does not seem to have been considered as 
important in any of the market orientation studies. This fundamental aspect of the 
market orientation, i.e. its ability to indicate a superior business performance, has 
been shown to be an area requiring further work. Whilst this and other related studies 
have provided the base for a body of research, it would appear there are difficulties 
with the methods of measuring business pe r fo rmance . . 
There are a number of accountancy measurement methods available which are 
available to determine the performance of a commercial organisation in a free market 
system. If a relationship is to be established however, between market orientation and 
business performance, the central aspect of customer orientation should lead to 
consider only those business performance éléments which are correlated directly with 
cus tomer activity. This would ensure that market orientation measurement is not 
masked by the variety of accountancy reporting and measurement methods . 
The research findings of Kohli and Jaworski (1990, 1993) provide additional 
perspect ives to that of the reviewed literature for the market orientation construct. The 
previous components are retained, namely customer focus and co-ordinated 
market ing, but extend the domain of thèse concepts. They also satisfy some of the 
crit icisms of other writers in that market ing provided the means of what to do in 
organisat ions, but not how. 
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The first of the three constructs présentée! is that of intelligence génération. Kohli and 
Jaworski (1990) view this as the starting point for market orientation. They also 
provide a view that market intelligence is wider than customers verbalised needs and 
préférences, giving exogenous factors that influence needs and préférences of 
consumers. The second construct, intelligence dissémination recognises the political 
nature of décision making, and its often pluralistic setting by emphasising the need, in 
some instances, for market intelligence to be "sold" to other departments to encourage 
their adoption of the marketing concept. The third construct, responsiveness is 
recognised as the "enabler" of the previous two, because: ".. .unless it responds to 
market needs, very little is accomplished." (Kohli and Jaworski 1990; p7). 
Responsiveness, in the view of Kohli and Jaworski (1990) involves many areas of the 
organisation. It is also under this heading that according to Kohli and Jaworski (1990) 
that the tools of market ing are perceived to be implemented i.e. 
1. Selecting target markets. 
2. Designing and offering products/services that cater to their current and anticipated needs. 
3. Producing, distributing, and promoting the products in a way that elicits favourable end-
customer response. 
As a conséquence, the définition of market orientation presented by Kohli and 
Jaworski (1990: p8) is given as: "Market orientation is the organisation wide 
génération of market intelligence pertaining to current and future customer needs, 
dissémination of the intelligence across departments , and organisation wide 
responsiveness to it." This définition and study however was not the only work in this 
área. A similar study, which also produced a behavioural model to measure the 
market orientation construct was developed by Narver and Slater (1990). 
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4.4 The Narver and Slater (1990) Model of Market Orientation 
This empirical study considered the observed difficulties of equating the implemented 
market ing concept with a valid measurement method. Their (Narver and Slater 1990: 
p20) introductory view was given as: "Market ing academicians and practitioners have 
been observing for more than three décades that business performance is affected by 
market orientation, yet to date there has been no valid measure of a market orientation 
and hence no systematic analysis of its effect on a business performance". 
The Narver and Slater (1990) hypothèses was initially developed by reviewing the 
major conceptual literature, but also included studies relating to sustainable 
compét i t ive advantage (SCA) and market orientation with a view: "to identify the 
principle common threads." (Narver and Slater 1990: p21) . The Narver and Slater 
(1990: p 2 l ) model also adopted a behaviourist approach, thus with the intention of 
being driven by the concept of creating superior value for customers, a fundamental 
é lément of sustainable compétitive advantage. As a resuit, they define market 
orientation as: "Market orientation is the organisation culture...that most effectively 
and effictently créâtes the necessary bchaviours for the création of superior value for 
buyers and, thus, continuous superior performance." The Narver and Slater (1990) 
model consisted of three behavioural components : (1) cus tomer orientation, (2) 
compet i tor orientation and (3) inter-functional co-ordination. T w o additional criteria 
were also identified as: (1) long-term focus and (2) profitability. 
The customer orientation élément was based upon a two dimensional construct of 
perceived relative costs and benefits by the customer directly linked to the continuous 
création of superior value. Competi tor orientation involved the unders tanding of the 
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strengths and weaknesses of key current and potential competi tors . Inter-runctional 
co-ordination implies that ali personnel within an organisation can have an effect 
upon the f ìn r fs output. The co-ordinated function of ali resources combines to 
produce superior valué "continuously". Any element in this area therefore, which 
does not either harmonise or work effectively, will reduce the capability of the 
organisation. As a result the entire business therefore has an effect on this element, 
not for example , one marketing department. 
This is consistent with customer focus ideáis reported in earlier related studies on the 
market ing concept and its implementation. Narver and Slater (1990) indicated that 
differences existed within companies concerning the third element, and offered 
suggestions of basic reward systems and strong leadership methods as solutions for 
re-orienting an organisation with the purpose of harmonising the workforce with a 
unitary direction for the benefit of the organisation. These suggest ions however are 
somewhat simplistic, and it would be difñcult to envisage how they could be applied 
in their stated form generically across commercial and public sector organisations. 
The presence of these does indicate firstly the need for such management attention, 
and secondly brings to light an element which has been previously ignored i.e. when 
considering how an organisation should implement the market ing concept with the 
intention of improving staff morale towards the goals of cus tomer orientation and 
other related process . 
Narver and Slater (1990) also found problems with the categorisation of profit as an 
element within the model , stating that the literature indicated profitability was a 
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componen t of market orientation. Fieldvvork by Kohli and Jaworski (1990) however 
determined that profitability was a consequence of market orientation, not a part of it, 
a posi t ion with which Narver and Slater (1990) concurred. It was therefore separated 
from the other three behavioural components of market orientation. 
Cus tomer and competi tor orientation were described as being based upon all of the 
activities involved in acquiring information about buyers and competitors in the target 
market and disseminating it throughout the business(es). Inter-functional co­
ordination was stated as involving the businesses ' combined efforts, typically 
involving more than the market ing department to create superior value for the 
cus tomers . Further to these, Narver and Slater (1990) presented eight situational 
variables from the industrial organisation and marketing strategy literature that they 
considered could place considerable emphasis upon the business profitability, and 
hence possibly to a link with market orientation. These are discussed under the section 
"Factors Affecting Market Orientation". 
The Narver and Slater (1990) is one of the two classic studies which brought about 
the lineage of the attempt to study and quantify the implementat ion and 
operationalisation of the marketing concept within organisations via the market 
orientation model. A number of weaknesses have been identified however, and this 
approach has not been replicated effectively well in other studies. 
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4.5 Integration and Généralisation Studies of the Market 
Orientation Construct 
Since the raised awareness of the market orientation construct studies of Kohli and 
Jaworski (1990, 1993), Kohli et al. (1993), Jaworski and Kohli (1993) , Narver and 
Slater (1990) , Slater and Narver (1994), a number of studies have been conducted 
which attempt to integrate the various market orientation constructs (Deng and Dart 
1994; Cadogan and Diamantopoulos 1995; Pitt et al. 1996). N o n e of these are as 
extensive as the Kohli and Jaworski (1990, 1993), and Kohli et al. (1993) studies 
however . Deng and Dart (1994) présent a more extensive question set initially, some 
quest ions then being screened out for pragmatic reasons. In some cases due to 
quest ion reversai, which was reported to have had a negative reaction from 
respondents in early pre-tests. 
The components being measured by this model mirrored those of Narver and Slater 
(1990) , i.e. customer focus, competi tor focus, inter-functional co-ordination and 
profìtability. T h e questions relating to the last of these were sub-divided into the two 
éléments of accounts system responsiveness and sales markets potential. This final 
é lément however was determined by just one question, " W e have a good idea of the 
sales potential for each of our markets" (respondents were required to rate their 
response on a five point scale). This subjective view of the respondent does not 
appear to have been validated by any other measure in the study. The other questions 
under this section of profìtability refer to the accountancy system responsiveness as 
follows: 
Q29 . Our accounting system could fairly quickly determine the profìtability of each 
of our produci lines. 
Q30 . Our accounting system could fairly quickly determine the profìtability of our 
sales territories. 
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Q 3 1 . Our accounting system could fairly quickly determine the profitability of each 
of our cus tomers . 
Q32 . Our accounting system could fairly quickly determine the profitability of each 
of our distribution methods. 
The perceptual term of "fairly quickly", does not provide a satisfactory measurement 
since there is no relative benchmark with regard to t ime, or to the needs of the 
responding organisation. The profitability element of the market orientation construct 
of most studies (except that of Narver and Slater 1990) generally considers that the 
higher the market orientation of an organisation, the higher the corrélation of 
profitability. Thèse questions do not appear to measure this construct, rather they 
would appear they refer to the responsiveness of the o rgan i s a t i ons accountancy 
system, similar to one of the major constructs of the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) 
Market Orientation Model . Therefore thèse questions could be more appropriately 
considered as aspects of information responsiveness (Kohli and Jaworski 1990). The 
remaining design of the measurement tool is similar to the Narver and Slater (1990) 
model . The Cadogan and Diamantopoulos (1995) construct a t tempted to genuinely 
integrate the models of Kohli and Jaworski (1990, 1993) and Narver and Slater 
(1990) . 
Whilst comparing the constructs and operationalisations of each model , the only two 
conceptual constructs which did not overlap significantly were those of 
responsiveness in the Kohl i and Jaworski (1990) model with customer and competi tor 
orientation of the Narver and Slater (1990) model . Cadogan and Diamantopoulos 
(1995) went on to comment however that there was significant overlap of thèse 
concepts in the operationalisation of the two constructs via the measurement tools that 
were used, therefore identifying a weakness in the Narver and Slater (1990) 
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measurement tool. Mostly, both models were vievved as measuring similar constructs 
via a behavioural approach and at an operationalisation level the overlap between the 
two models is high (Cadogan and Diamantopoulos 1995). In compar ison of the two 
however , it is the Kohli and Jaworski (1990, 1993) model which has received the 
greater attention in the literature and has been used as a basis for a significant number 
of further studies concerning market orientation. It has also been subjected to a more 
r igorous process of scale development and testing (please see Scale Development of 
the Market ing Orientation Construct) 
4.6 The Relation of Market Orientation to Business Performance. 
A key élément of the market orientation, and some vvould argue almost its most 
important purpose, is the ability to at least correlate against some measure of business 
performance (Felton 1959: McNamara 1972). This traditional viewpoint implies, that 
if this is not possible, market orientation almost has no purpose other than being 
management information which is "nice to know". This type of information can be 
considered to have no material functionality within the market ing strategy and 
objective setting process of an organisation (McDaniel and Gates 1996). 
Business performance is not however a uni-dimensional construct since a 
considerable number of items determine its measurement. A variety of studies have 
considered this aspect of market orientation. These include profitability (Narver and 
Slatcr 1990; Ruekert 1992; Slater and Narver 1994), customer service and rétention 
(Narver et al. 1993), sales growth (Slater and Narver 1994), new product success 
(Slater and Narver 1994), growth in sales revenue, employée satisfaction, 
commitment and trust (Ruekert 1992), overall business performance and employées 
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organisational cornmitment (Jaworski and Kohli 1993), innovat ion-market ing fit, 
product advantage and inter-functional teamwork, project impact performance and 
new product success (Atuahene-Gima 1995, 1996). Narver and Slater (1990: p22) 
also identified that business performance for non profit organisations was analogous 
to: " . . . survival , which means eaming revenues sufficient to cover long term expenses 
and/or otherwise satisfying ali key constituencies in the long run". This was a 
définition derived from Kotler and Andreason (1987). There have not however been 
any studies which have attempted to evalúate the role of market orientation in the 
public sector. 
Concerning the measurement of market orientation and business performance in a 
commercial context, in their key study, Narver and Slater (1990) used the top 
managers assessment o f the S B U ' s return on assets ( R O A ) in relation to that of ali 
other competi tors in the area. Respondents were directed to consider return on 
investment, return on assets and return on net assets as équivalent. The key studies of 
ICohli and Jaworski (1990, 1993) and Kohli et al. (1993) used two measures , one 
subjective according to managers perception on a five point scale, the other an 
objective measure of the dollar share of the served market. A difficulty arises however 
in the Narver and Slater (1990) methodology for measur ing return on assets (ROA) . 
Net assets is a derived term. Accounting practices vary from company to company 
and, in the case of the USA also from state to state. The net effect is a variety of 
methods available when determining équivalent performance results from company to 
company, each giving a différent results under generic headings. It may be noted that 
in most cases, accountancy practices and procédures normally remain the same within 
a company over a period of years, and changes are reported within end of year annual 
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reports where commercial organisations are required so to do. Therefore, al though 
accountancy policies may vary, shareholders and potential buyers of shares usually 
accept this variation in practice. Net profit quoted is accepted as a benchmark, and 
rarely are the methods of its calculation disputed. The statutory financial reporting 
methods are also at best six monthly. Respondents perception of competi tor 
assessment in relation to the key studies is therefore subject to unknown variation. 
The market orientation models of Kohli and Jaworski (1990, 1993), Narver and Slater 
(1990) and Kohli et al. (1993) make no mention of al lowances being made for fiscal 
changes in either accounting methods or taxation variation imposed by Government . 
In view of the previous discussion, it is therefore understandable that it was not 
possible to develop a valid measure of profit (and long range focus) ".. .as part of a 
one d imens ion of market orientation" in the Narver and Slater (1990: p20) s tudy. The 
Kohli and Jaworski (1990) study was unable to determine a relationship be tween 
market orientation and market share. This aspect is however more difficult to dismiss 
as a resuit of measurement différences. 
In the first instance, in view of other corrélations that have been identified, with 
regard to this aspect of dimensionai constructs, market orientation would be expected 
to relate to that of market share, this (market share) being a direct measurement of 
cus tomer response. N o reason has been identified for this apparent failure of the 
market orientation models to correlate with market share measures . The measurement 
methods of marke t orientation in the Jaworski and Kohli (1993) model at tempt to 
establish measurement dimensions with regard to market share but with no other 
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influencing factors. It is apparent that other forces may cause variation with regard to 
the profit/return on investment and market share construct. Market orientation of a 
firm may therefore be only one factor which effects change on market share. As a 
resuit, market share/market orientation relationship may not be the only éléments of a 
function algorithm which détermine the relationship, and an attempt to correlate the 
two in isolation was therefore not, understandably, successful. 
The effects of the variety of accountancy measurement methods has rurther possible 
conséquences. They could invalidate or mask the measurement of small variations in 
market orientation and performance. Next, if the relationship of market orientation 
and performance mcasured against net asset is tenuous or weak, then spurious 
conclusions may be drawn. Worse , where a negative relation is noted, the lower 
performance in relation to other companies in the industry for that year may be due to 
a change in accountancy practice or substantivc items being "writ ten off in the 
books" . 
Both models of Narver and Slater (1990) and Kohli and Jaworski (1990, 1993) 
consider that the market orientation construct is not a binary measurement , i.e. a 
company is not measured as being either market oriented or not. Rather, market 
orientation can be measured on a continuum and this in turn can theoretically be 
equated to business performance. Narver and Slater (1990) suggest a U shape 
relationship of market orientation and profitability, with high profit return rates at 
each end of the cont inuum for companies with either very low or very high market 
orientations. N o empirical évidence is given to support this although the costs market 
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orientation being uneconomic in some environments has been suggested by Miles and 
Snow (1978) . 
At the lower end of market orientation, although profits may be relatively high, either 
the costs of achieving market orientation outweigh the benefits gained, or factors 
related to internai orientation are an important élément of the compet i t ive strategy e.g. 
a strong price compétition marketing strategy emphasis on similar quality goods 
(Narver and Slater 1990). Narver and Slater (1990) also suggest further that differing 
types o f industries will présent différent market orientation/business performance 
relationships. This is shown as an example by Narver and Slater (1990) in the form of 
a market orientation leverage weakness, within the dimension lumber and plywood 
companies . Narver and Slater (1990) state that superior value for cus tomers was 
traditionally offered by competitive pricing stratégies for given qualifies of product, 
and that the consumers were actively mobile between suppliers, dependant upon price 
of the commodi ty . Narver and Slater (1990: p31) state: "Today , to some degree, 
virtually ail forest producís companies understand that they can create superior value 
for buyers of commodit ies on a basis other than price. Nevertheless, they differ 
greally in fheir success in implementing non-price-based buyer-value stratégies." This 
scenario is business to business based, and Narver and Slater (1990) do not indicate 
whether or not a différence exists in terms of application with regard to market 
orientation for consumer based companies or business to business based companies . 
They (Narver and Slater 1990) do suggest differing business groups would exhibit 
différent relationships, but expectedly, do not suggest any hypothèses outside that of 
their empirica! research base covered in their 1990 study. 
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Narver and Slater (1990) initially assumed equal weighting for each of the market 
orientation components , comput ing a score by a simple average of the three 
components , cus tomer orientation, competitor orientation and inter-functional co­
ordination. Because this was a new type of study, no other empirical base provided 
any indication for a variation to these ratios. This assumption of equal weighting is 
questioned later in the study (Narver and Slater 1990) as an item for further 
investigation suggesting that industries may have different ratios or balance of the 
three market orientation components , implying some ratios may produce better 
market orientation and business profitability leverage. They (Narver and Slater 1990) 
did however expect the relation of market orientation and business profitability to be 
generally positive, al though not the same for all types of industry. It is also stated that 
this general positive trend is expected "all things being equal" (Narver and Slater 
1990: p34). This ceteris paribus condition implies that differing outside conditions 
may have an effect that will prevent this positive relationship existing. 
It is difficult to envisage how these conditions could be created to control elements of 
an environment other than via an experimental methodology which is almost 
impossible to implement in a dynamic and changing workplace. This relationship 
however is similar to the moderat ing elements described within the Kohli et al. (1993) 
study, al though Narver and Slater (1990) are not explicit concerning this matter. 
Both sets of authors (Konli and Jaworski 1990, 1993; Narver and Slater 1990) 
emphasise a strong relation between market orientation and profitability, and Narver 
and Slater (1990) specifically state this in t enus of market orientation being an 
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important déterminant of business performance. Other empirical studies have 
indicated that positive linkages exist between measures of market orientation and 
performance (Ruekert 1992; Deshpande et al. 1993; Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Narver 
et al. 1993; Deng and Dart 1994; Slater and Narver 1994; Pitt et al. 1996). 
Thèse studies have not as yet however, been effectively replicated, or as a whole do 
not provide a spécifie measure of consistently stated performance. In ail of thèse 
studies, performance is measured across a variety of items including return on assets, 
capital on assets employed and sales growth. There appears to be no consensus as to 
what would be an appropriate performance measurement , and this is compounded by 
empirical studies using performance measurement instruments in terms of both self 
reported perceptions and measures in relation to other companies "within the 
industry". 
Self reported measures have been reported to be problematic and in many instances 
inaccurate (Mathews and Diamantopoulos 1995). There is not therefore a consensus 
with regard to a définition of performance for the purposes of market orientation 
measurement . Two types of performance for the purposes o f measurement exist, 
firstly direct parameters which are provided as a resuit of straight forward transactions 
and include output measures such as; market share, growth rate, size of business in 
relation to its most important competi tors, and secondly indirect measures such as 
profitability, and return on capital employed. The issue of performance also raises 
such considérations about long vs short term, and financial vs relationship building 
factors (Deshpande et al. 1993). Tactical issues within the control of a company could 
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vary depending upon the strategic outcome required, e.g. long term profit requiring 
short t enn cash investment. These issues could influence signiñcantly markel 
orientation factors and their relalionship to performance. 
4.7 Factors Affecting the Market Orientation and Business 
Performance Link 
The Kohli and Jaworski (1990) study initially provided three antecedents, or 
organisational factors which "...impede or enhance the implementat ion of the business 
phüosophy represented by the marketing concept ." (Kohli and Jaworski 1990: p6) . 
Three hierarchícally ordered categories of antecedents were identified as: (1) top 
management , (2) organisational systems and (3) interdepartmental factors. As a 
consequence within the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) study, marke t orientation was 
hypothesised as being related to employee commitment morale , and to business 
performance. These concepts are not new. Other studies within the market ing arena 
have also found that barriers to implementation occur if positive approaches are not 
present, particularly concerning top management (McDonald 1996). 
The individual, inter-group, and organisation wide factors were labelled as sénior 
management factors, interdepartmental dynamics and organisational systems 
respectively. lt is through these major factors that Kohli and Jaworski (1990) argüe 
that a market orientation can be signiñcantly influenced. These factors were further 
refíned in the Kohli and Jaworski (1993: p476) study, which defined categories under 
each of the three headings. Since these factors are under the control of sénior 
managers , "...a delibérate engendering of a market orientation is possible ." From the 
Kohli and Jaworski (1990, 1993) studies, each of the elements of the antecedents is 
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given, vvith their respective relationship to the market orientation construct. A positive 
relat ionship indicates support for the market orientation construct, whilst a negative 
relationship indicates a hindrance of it. 
1. Top Management 
Top management attitude (positive relation). 
Risk aversión of top management (negative relation). 
2. Interdepartmental Dynamics 
Interdepartmental confiiet (negative relation). 
Interdepartmental connectedness (positive relation). 
3. Organis ario nal Systems 
Formalisation of the orgarüsation (negative relation). 
Centralisation of the organisation (negative relation). 
Departmentalisation of the organisation (negative relation). 
Market based factors for evaluating and rewarding managers (positive relation). 
It is appropriate therefore to suggest that certain condit ions can assist an organisation 
to b e c o m e "market oriented", and the list identified by the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) 
studies provide the main áreas to consider for an organisation. Market orientation 
studies also de-emphasise the role of the marketing managers and depar tments , (Gray 
et al. 1998) which is particularly important in view of the perceived lowering of their 
status, discussed earlier in this thesis. The Kohli et al. (1993) study also identify a 
number of consequences of a market orientation. Firstly the frequently stated (by 
academic scholars) aspeets of the positive relation between market orientation and 
business performance. The approach, at this stage does not a l low for the concepts of 
nevv product innovations, market turbulence or the nature o f the customer company 
relationship e.g, the difference between capital purchase i tems which is often made 
only occasionally, and the frequent purchase of victuals. Kohli and Jaworski (1993) 
acknowledged this need and considered a number of other consequences that impinge 
upon market orientation and business performance. The first of these, after the market 
orientation/business performance relation, was the focus on employees of the 
organisation. 
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A market orientation afforded employées with social and psychological benefits, and 
as a conséquence, results in commitment to the organisation. This has resource 
implications in terms of work output and quality. The next conséquence of market 
orientation considered was the effect of the environmental condit ions. Three are stated 
in the KohU and Jaworski (1993) study as market turbulence, compéti t ive intensity 
and technological turbulence. The first is characterised by the rate of change in the 
composi t ion of customers and their préférences. The second is characterised by 
customers remaining, or not with organisations bccause they have to due to the level 
of compéti t ion. The third item is characterised by the rate of technological change. 
Thèse three factors are stated as moderators that can affect the relationship of marke t 
orientation and business performance in a positive or négative manner . Thèse three 
éléments of market turbulence, compétitive intensity and technological turbulence are 
suggested as being robust of such extemal influences in the Jaworski and Kohli 
(1993) study. 
This particular issue is difficult to isolate in that some of the business performance 
measurements in the Kohli and Jaworski studies (1990, 1993) are both subjective and 
relative to other companies in the industry, according to the respondents view. Firstly 
there is the problem of managers self bias, which may not provide and accurate 
perception of the reality of the situation (Mathews and Diamantopoulos 1995). 
Therefore, respondents may not have been able to take account of such modérat ion 
and the range of other factors. Also, as business performance was relative to other 
companies within an industry sector and if the modération influences have had the 
same influence on ail organisations within the sub groups of the study, market 
orientation would theoretically have been observed not to be influenced by thèse 
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external influences, in relation to the other companies in the industry sector. Their 
effect could have been perceived by the respondents therefore to have been eliminated 
or non existent, hence the result in the Jaworski and Kohli (1993) study. 
The Narver and Slater (1990) study initially identified eight moderators which 
impinged upon the market orientation business performance link. These were stated as 
being situational variables and needed to be controlled "...in analysing the effect of a 
market orientation on a bus iness ' s profitability." (Narver and Slater 1990: p28). This 
implied a measurable and determinable effect of these external influences upon the 
market orientation/business performance link. The indirect approach of Narver and 
Slater (1990) to identify the moderating effect of external influences used an ordinary 
least squares regression method of analysis. The eight situational variables considered 
as independent variables were given as: 
1) Buyer power: the extent to which the customers of an SBU are able to 
negotiate lower prices from it. 
2) Supplier power: the extent to which an SBU is able to negotiate lower prices 
from its suppliers. 
3) Seller concentration: In an SBU's principal served market segment, the 
percentage of total sales accounted for by the four competitors with the 
largest sales (including the SBU if appropriate). 
4) Ease of entry of new competitors (new sellers): The likelihood of a new 
competitor being able to earn satisfactory profits in an SBU's principal 
served market segment within three years after entry. 
5) Rate of market growth: over the last three years, the average annual growth 
rate of total sales in an SBU's principal served market segment. 
6) Rate of technological change: the extent to which production/service 
technology in an SBU's principal served market segment has changed over 
the past three years. 
7) Relative size: the size of an SBU's sales revenues in its principal served 
market segment in relation to those of its largest competitor. 
8) Relative costs: an SBU's average total operating costs (administrative, 
production, marketing/sales, etc.) in relation to those of its largest competitor 
in its principal served market segment. 
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Although accepted within the Narver and Slater (1990) study as influencing factors 
upon the business performance of a company, these eight situational variables were 
required to be integrated to the measurement tool of market orientat ion in order to 
give some indication of the correlated value to the market orientat ion/business 
performance link. Some of these however, could not be considered as independent 
variables. A widely accepted definition of an independent variable by Hawkins and 
Tull (1993: p l 6 2 ) is given as: "The variable that is manipulated by the researcher in 
an experiment ." It is difficult to see how, from the definitions given in the Narver and 
Slater (1990) that variables 4 through 7 could be considered as independent , upon 
which a researcher might have control. 
This brings some doubt as to the method of identifying external factors within the 
Narver and Slater (1990) model which required some form of assessment, to be able 
at least to determine a correlation be tween market orientation and business 
performance. As a result of the forgoing, it is therefore hypothesised that: 
H | "MARKOR" is an appropriate model for measuring the 
construct of Market Orientation, for the Public Sector Sport and 
Recreation providers, and 
H 2 Public Sector Sport and Recreation providers that indicate 
Market Orientation as measured by the "MARKOR" model 
perform better as indicated by direct measurements of income 
and attendance. 
4.8 Summary 
One of the primary motivations behind the studies of market orientation is its link to 
business performance. What emerges therefore from the literature is the need to 
establish a direct measure of performance as a variable which can be measured 
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against the tools used for market orientation for those companies wishing to pursue an 
objective of market orientation. Other factors however need to be taken into account 
which may influence the measurement or indeed the operation of market orientation. 
These may include internal and external factors, inside or outside the control of an 
organisation. Narver and Slater (1990) also identify early on the linkage to non-profit 
organisat ions by suggesting a similar relation to this concept. N o studies yet however 
have been conducted in the public sector arena which consider the role and function 
of market orientation. There are some aspects which also surround the concept of the 
market orientation, identifíed, but not confírmed in other studies to date about the 
antecedents and consequences of this topic. The influence of top management , 
interdepartmental dynamics and organisational systems clearly have some bearing 
upon market orientation and its operationalisation. 
The extent of the testing of the Kohli and Jaworski (1990, 1993) Kohl i et al. (1993) 
M A R K O R scale and its subsequent use in other studies suggests that this is an 
appropriate research instrument to use within this study. At this stage services 
market ing has not been considered, and it is appropriate that this aspect is now 
considered to determine what if any amendments to the research instrument are 
required to incorpórate this topic. 
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Chapter 5 THE MEASUREMENT OF SERVICE QUALITY 
5.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter evaluated the various forms of the market orientation construct. 
This study however is based upon a service industry, the public sector sport and 
recreation providers . This chapter therefore evaluates the background of services 
quality, its definitions and purported measurements , and then considers the 
dimensional aspects of this construct. The S E R V Q U A L model is evaluated against 
the theoretical and operational criticisms followed by a consideration of a 
performance based approach using the S E R V P E R F model . 
5.2 Background 
Conventional wisdom suggests there is a difference between the market ing of goods 
and services (Sasser et al. 1978; Parasuraman et al. 1985; Glynn and Barnes 1995). 
Further to this, some researchers have suggested that competi t ive advantage may be 
gained by exploit ing aspects of service quality. This can be as a topic in isolation, as a 
part of strategy, or when services form part of the elements of an augmented product 
(Quinn et al. 1990; Mart in and H o m e 1992; Wright 1995). It is also suggested the 
gains that can be obtained by improving the level of services can apply to both the 
manufacturing and service industries (Berry et al. 1988). 
Service Quality has been linked with a number of market ing and business processes 
which include an apparent relationship to costs (Crosby 1979), profitability (Buzzell 
and Gale 1987; Rust and Zahorik 1993; Zahorik and Rust 1992), cus tomer satisfaction 
(Bolton and Drew 1991; Boulding et al. 1993), and cus tomer retention, (Reichheld 
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and Sasser 1990). Service Quality is widely regarded as a driver of corporate 
market ing and financia! performance (Caruana et al. 1999). Within a marketing 
context , the characteristics of services (intangibility, hétérogène i ty, perishability, and 
the inseparabili ty of production and consumption) which differentiate services from 
producís have been relatively well established in the literature (Shostack 1977; 
Parasuraman et al. 1985). What has not been so well established by académie 
researchers is the role in the marketing process that these characteristics take and the 
methodology of measurement. Product quality can be determined by a number of 
physical measured parameters. Services on the other hand do not necessarily lend 
themselves as easily to these forms of measurement criteria and methods, particularly 
where no tangible évidence remains after the service has been provided. 
Consequent ly , studies have attempted to establish some form of measurable 
parameters that can be used to establish a link with market ing and related issues. 
Early contemporary work by Parasuraman et al. (1985: p42) infer that three basic 
considérat ions emerge from the literature: 
1. Service quality is more difficult for the consumer to evalúate than goods quality. 
2. Service quality perceptions resuit from a comparison of consumer expectations 
with actual service performance. 
3 . Quali ty évaluations are not made solely on the outeome of a service; they also 
involve évaluations of the process of delivery. 
Item 1 is probably a major influence with regard to the interest that the subject of 
services marketing holds. This issue being measured by the significant number of 
journa l articles and books produced on the subject. For example Berry and 
Parasuraman (1993) cite S E R V M A R K , an early database developed in 1988 which 
contained a computerised index of the services marketing literature developed by 
Fisk, Tansuhaj and Crosby (1988), and contained over 3900 références. Items 2 and 3 
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are less well established, and have resulted in a number of thèmes or différent 
approaches to this area of research. 
5.3 Service Quality Définitions 
The literature on service quality and its application to marketing is vast. As a resuit, 
service quality has been defined in a variety of ways by marketing practitioners and 
académie scholars. Examples of alternative définitions include value (Abbott 1955; 
Feigenbaum 1991), conformance to expectations (Levitt 1972), and conformance to 
requirements (Crosby 1979). Customer expérience has also been an important issue 
within this subject. For example Garvin (1987: p l 0 4 ) vîews service quality as 
"synonymous with innate excellence, a mark of uncompromising standards and high 
achievement" . He argues that " . . .people leam to recognise quality only through the 
expérience gained from repeated exposure" . Others have focused upon the cus tomer 
expectations, considering the link between this aspect and delivery. 
The rôle of the cus tomer has also not been clear. In some instances deemed as a static 
entity, where service quality is defined as "conformance to expectat ions" implying 
that "cus tomer expectat ion" is an attribute, which can be determined and matched in 
terms of delivery. Parasuraman et al. (1988: p l 5 ) have suggested that service quality 
is "similar in many ways to an attitude" whereas others have criticised this vagueness 
(Cronin and Taylor 1992, 1994), although studies have yet to be developed which 
explore this topic fully. Others do not view consumers in such rational, predictable 
terms (Buzzell and Gale 1987). Thus, if services are considered to be variable, as are 
people, then considérable difficulty is introduced, since it is the équivalent of finding 
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a methodology which can determine soine useful form of measurement within a 
scenario of two moving goalposts i.e. the service quality construct and the customer. 
Notwithstanding, assuming that some form of useful measurement of service quality 
could be determined from within a marketing perspective however , to be of pragmatic 
valué the components of service quality need to be determined. Then, if possible, their 
relation to market ing and related strategic business processes, particularly elements 
which can be understood and manipulated by management (Garvin 1987). 
This operationalisation of the service quality construct has proved illusive over the 
years and has resulted in a variety of approaches. This difficulty of the 
operationalisation of the service quality construct has largely been stated as due to the 
nature of services themselves i.e. intangibility, heterogeneity, perishability, and the 
inseparability of production and consumptíon (Shostack 1977; Parasuraman et al. 
1985). The inability to measure the cus tomers ' viewpoint directly in relation to 
service quality, and the lack of empirical evidence which links this topic to attitude, 
have resulted in approaches which use the term 'perceived service quali ty ' on the part 
of the consumer . 
These have given rise to a comparison between consumer expectat ions and consumer 
evaluation of actual service delivery (Lehtinen and Lehtincn 1982; Grónroos 1984; 
Parasuraman et al. 1988). An early expectations model "Concept of Perceived 
Service Qual i ty" was presented by Grónroos (1983), refined later to show "how the 
quality experiences are connected to the traditional activities resulting in a perceived 
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service qual i ty" (Grônroos 1990). According to this, good perceived quality is 
obtained when the experienced quality meets the expected quality of the service by a 
customer. What a customer perceives as quality can dépend upon a number of factors 
such as market communicat ion, word of mouth, corporate/local image and customer 
needs. Other measurement methods of service quality are based upon the dimensions 
of expectat ions and performance perceptions (Babakus and Inhofe 1991). Researchers 
in this field have therefore established a number of méthodologies upon which to 
consider service quality, particularly with respect to the involvement of the customer. 
Thèse are initially considered under the headings of input or process quality and 
output or output quali ty (Grônroos 1982). 
(a) Process Quality 
This is v iewed as the customers ' qualitative évaluation of their participation in the 
service product ion process. It is therefore based upon how the cus tomer sees the 
production process and how well they see themselves fitting into that process 
(Lehtinen and Lehtinen 1991). Similar définitions of perceived service quality 
incorporate the importance of clients/customers perceptions of quality (Lewis 1991; 
Takeuchi and Quelch 1983). Other studies have also concluded with this v iew that 
cl ients/customer perceptions of quality are consumer attitudes or judgement s arising 
from comparisons by consumers of expectations of service with their perceptions of 
actual service performance (Grônroos 1982; Lewis and B o o m s 1983; Berry et al. 
1988). Studies so far however consider the participation by the cl ient/customer as an 
intégral part o f the service 'process. This involvement could be either very significant 
(heavy), or incidental (light) depending upon the nature of the service in question. 
This provides rurther aspects of the client/customer service interaction: 
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1. Therc is a différence in the nature of a client/customer due to style because of thc 
level and degree of participation. 
2. Other relevant and non-relevant expériences may have an effect upon thc 
clientVcustomcrs' attitude, irrespective of the participation process. 
3. The studies so far constdered do not apply to services which arc intendcd to 
benefit those who are perhaps not its direct récipients (c.g. drink drive campaign 
by the Police). 
(b) Output Quality 
The consumers ' évaluation concerning the resuit of the service product ion process 
may be complex, involving others, particularly where tangible évidence is available 
after the production process e.g. visit to the hairdressers. Evaluation can therefore be 
very subjective, intluenced by others, and where no tangible évidence exists after the 
service production process, output quality can only be measured by the participating 
client/customer, and in conjunction with other undefined variables such as group 
norms. This therefore makes benchmarking measurement of output quality very 
tenuous, and in the case of client/customer non-part icipatory service product ion, 
almost impossible. In addition to this, there have been problems determining whether 
service quality is an "at t i tude" on the part of the consumer or some other form of 
psychological state. Early work by Parasuraman (1988: p 15) suggested that service 
quality was ".. .similar to attitude". This ambiguîty which, al though has given rise to 
criticism (discussed further later in this thesis) to date, has still not been empirically 
determined. These difficultés have resulted in a lack of an established baseline 
benchmark for measurement of input (process) and output quality. Consequent ly , 
there have been a significant number of studies to identify useful dimensions of 
measurement that can be applied to the service quality measurement issue. 
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5.4 Service Quality Dimensions 
Grönxoos, (1983), early vvork of Berry et al. (1988) and Parasuraman et al. (1988) 
proposed that perceived quality is a customer judgement , or a " form" of attitude. This 
results from comparisons by consumers in terms of their expectations of services 
compared against their perceptions of actual service performance of a providing 
Organisation. This study of the relationship between expectat ions and perceptions has 
been used often by académie researchers in an at tempi to widerstand cus tomers ' 
service assessment and its role in the marketing process. Studies that have considered 
services in terms of expectations include: realistic évaluation (Spreng and Macko 
1996); subjective belief (Olson and Dover 1979); highest standard ideal (Tse and 
Wil ton 1988); desire (Swan and Trawick 1980), and m i n i m u m emotional state 
(Zei thami et al. 1993). A number of models have been proposed which determine 
service quality in the form of dimensions, which can be summarised as follows: 
1. Two dimensionai models. The dimensions of experienced quality 
presented in this model are Technical and Functional Quality (Grönioos 
1982), which are also proposed by Parasuraman et al. (1985), and 
Lehtinen (1986), and Cowell, D (1984). Lehtinen and Lehtincn (1991) 
proposed the dimensions of process quality (the customer's judgement 
during the service production process) and output quality (the customer's 
judgement of the resuit of a service production process. 
2. Thrce dimensionai models. Lehtinen and Lehtinen (1991) also proposed a 
three dimensionai model consisting of physical quality, (the physical 
éléments of service, including physical product and physical support) 
interactive quality (the interaction between the customer and interactive 
éléments) and corporate quality (the dimension of quality developing 
during the history of service organisation). The model of Gronroos, 
(1982, 1984) consisted of functional quality (the service process, how the 
service was provided), technical quality (the outeome of the service 
encounter, what is received by the customer) and corporate image (the 
resuit of how consumers perceive the fimi). 
3. Other multi-dimensional models are proposed by Parasuraman et al. 
(1985), initially by a 10 dimension model (1985), and subsequently by a 
refined 5 dimension model (1988). More recently however, Johnston 
(1995) proposed an 18 dimension model. These are listed in the 
following table, each dimension is provided with a brief description. 
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Access Physical approachability of service location, 
Aesthetics The service package îs aqreeable or pleasing to the customer. 
Attentivencss /hcfpfulness The service and contact staff, provides help to the customer or gives the 
impression of interest in the customer and show a willingness to serve. 
Availabiliry The availabiliry of service facilities, staff and eoods to the customer. 
Care The coneem, considération, svmpathy and patience to the customer. 
Cleanliness/tidiness The cleanliness, and the neat and tidy appearance of the tangible componenis 
of the service package 
Comfort The physical comfort of the service environment and facilities. 
Commitment The staffs apparent commitment to their work. 
Communication The service providers communicate with the customer properly. 
Compétence The skill, expertise and professionalism of the service executed. 
Courtesy The politeness, respect and propricty shown by the service (staff). 
Flexibility To amend or alter the service to meet the needs of the customer. 
Friendliness The warmth and personal approachability of the service providers. 
Functionality The serviceability and fitness for purpose or 'produci quality' of service 
facilities and goods. 
Integrity The honesty, justice, fairness and trust of the service organisation. 
Reliability The reliability and consistency of the service, includine punctuality. 
Responsivcncss The speed and timeliness of service delivery. 
Security The personal safety of the customer during the service process. 
Table 1 Eighteen Déterminants Of Service Quality (Johnston 1995) 
From the foregoing, the number of dimensions identified from a research perspective 
is growing in number and it is difficult to envisage any form of commonali ty 
developing, which could act as a base from which to develop a measure of service 
quality that has generic applicability. One measure however has gained significant 
attention in the literature which has attempted to achieve this and is known as 
S E R V Q U A L . 
5.5 The SERVQUAL Measure 
Although therc are a variety of méthodologies available to purportedly measure 
service quality, S E R V Q U A L has received considérable attention in the literature, not 
least by the authors themselves (Parasuraman et al. 1985, 1988, 1990, 1991, 1993, 
1994; Zeithaml et al. 1990, 1992, 1993, 1996). It has acted however as a base for 
many other studies and it is therefore appropriate at this t ime to review this measure 
in some detail. 
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The measurement of service quality was based upon work undertaken in 1984 and 
published in 1985 which identified a " g a p " which consisted of the perceived 
différence between customer expectation and the service which was actually received 
(Parasuraman et al. 1985). Subséquent to this, and built upon previous research the 
service quality assessment tool S E R V Q U A L was developed by Parasuraman, 
Zei thaml and Berry (1985, 1988). This was founded on the view that the cus tomers ' 
view is paramount. This assessment is conceptualised as an expected service-
perceived service gap. Initially, ten dimensions served as the structure of the service 
quality domain for measuring consumer perceptions of service quality. These were 
namely reliability, responsiveness, compétence, access, courtesy, communicat ion, 
credibility, security, understanding/knowing the customer, and tangibles. These were 
then reduced to 5 dimensions (which encapsulated the previous ten dimensions) and 
according to Parasuraman et al. (1988: p30): "...it provided a basic skeleton through 
the expectat ions/perceptions format, encompass ing statements for each of the five 
service quality dimensions. The skeleton could be adapted depending upon the 
requirements of spécifie research needs for a particular organisation implying a 
generic application". 
5.6 Theoretical Criticisms of the SERVQUAL Measure 
Other authors were not fully supportive of S E R V Q U A L . Cronin and Taylor (1992 
1994) for example, as a resuit of developing a performance based measurement of 
service quality (SERVPERF) noted: "Our results are incompatible with both the one-
dimensional view of expectations and the gap formation for service quality. Instead, 
we find that service quality is directly influenced only by perceptions [of 
performance]" . This view was supported by Babakus and Boiler, (1992) and Babakus 
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and Mangold, (1992). Other criticisms were also offered by authors with respect to 
replication studies that have been conducted since the original measure was first 
publ ished (Wright 1995). Indeed Parasuraman (1995) comments : "Replicat ion studies 
have not been able to reproduce as "c lean" a five-dimensional factor structure as was 
obtained in the original study that produced the instrument (PZB 1988)". Buttle 
(1996) provides a useful structure with regard to the criticisms of the S E R V Q U A L 
measure under theoretical and operational headings. These are considered under: (1) 
Paradigmatic Objections, (2) Gaps Model Measurement, (3) Process Orientation, and 
(4) Dimensionality. 
5.6.1 Paradigmatic Objections 
Buttle (1996) suggests that S E R V Q U A L has been inappropriately based upon an 
expectations-disconfirmation rather than an attitudinal measure of service quality. A 
short discussion ensues regarding the operationalisation of customer satisfaction in 
te rms of expectations and outcomes, but no évidence suggesting the beneftts of this 
approach, nor indeed any indication that customer satisfaction can be linked to 
important criteria such as business performance. N o empirical évidence is offered to 
underpin this view, other than a further criticism that the S E R V Q U A L measure is not 
built upon " . . .extant knowledge in économies , statistics and psychology". The lack of 
support îng références makes this argument somewhat weak however , a l though 
But t le ' s (1996) discussion uses Cronin and Taylor ' s (1992, 1994) outline of the 
diffìculties which have arisen over différences between consumer satisfaction and 
service quality literature. Iacobucci et a l . ' s (1994) view is similar, concluding that 
thèse issues: " . . . have not been consistently defined and differentiated from each other 
in the literature". These arguments therefore suggest that the expectat ions-
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disconfirmations as an appropriate base fails to substantively materialise if 
contemporary research is used. 
The second argument under this heading identifies that the S E R V Q U A L measure has 
not been based upon appropriate extant knowledge from the fields of economics , 
statistics and psychology (Anderson 1992). Al though Buttle (1996) offers very little 
support for the criticism of the lack of the psychological research field base, he 
(Buttle 1996) suggests that costs are not taken into account concerning improving 
quality. This indirectly links to the argument of what the consumer perceives as what 
a provider " shou ld" offer, compared to what some authors state as " w o u l d " offer in 
service quality literature (Teas 1993). There appears to be some ground in this 
criticism, in that what a consumer perceives as "ideally should be offered" could in 
many instances be too expensive for the company to provide, and does not necessarily 
link to a reality view in the consumers mind. This weakens considerably the purpose 
for which the S E R V Q U A L measure was based, and links substantively to the 
difficulties of the consumers ' view of quality identified by expectation which could be 
variable and as a result be difficult to measure effectively. 
The third argument suggests difficulties with regard to the scaling method adopted. 
Buttle (1996) criticises S E R V Q U A L for collecting data using L i k e n style scales, 
suggesting that they are non-metric ordinal scales, inappropriate for second order 
analysis such as factor analysis (Labovitz 1970). Much of the work of attitude 
measurement depends upon scales such as these (Malhotra 1996; Churchill 1999) and 
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it has not been possible to prove conclusively that using scales measuring attitude 
related issues are either ordinal (non-metric) or interval (metric). 
Studies which measure attitude for example via Likert type and semantic differential 
scales assume that they are interval scales, to do otherwise would invalidate the scale 
itself. Indeed some of the discussions which determine whether the scale should be 5 
point or 7 point are subjective and not based upon empirical research with regard to 
scale measurement itself. Respondent bias could be due to either extremism, or 
conservatism; the former causing respondents to use the ends of the scale to a greater 
extent than should be, or the latter in which the respondent shies away from the 
extremes and replies only to a mid range of answers. 
Respondents ' replying with "what the interviewer wants to hear" can also resuit in a 
positive bias (McDaniel and Gates 1996). Ail of thèse could imply that the distance 
between each point of an attitude related scale is not equal across the full range, 
thereby making it ordinal or non-metric. Based upon the extent and the method of use 
of the scales in the literature however , this is not the conventional wisdom view. 
Nunnally (1978) argues strongly in favour of testing the scales via reliability and 
validity techniques, which would determine their suitability and appropriateness. 
There are not however any studies which categorically query the validity of the Likert 
type scales and state, based upon an empirical study that the scale is fatally flawed. In 
fact, to accept this premise would bring into question a great many of the empirically 
based studies in this area, which have treated this as an interval based scale. But t le ' s 
(1996) criticism in this area is therefore not well founded or confirmed. 
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Further crit icisms however are offered by Buttle (1996) in that the balance and 
symmetry of the S E R V Q U A L instrument are questioned. The argument is offered that 
ex t remes of expectation are more significantly affected when failure occurs (Hardie et 
al. 1992 cited by Buttle, 1996). A subjective view is offered that customers will be 
criticai of poor service but remain silent when exceptional service occurs. This may 
be a resuit of the method of recording of such i tems. Service quality Systems that 
request cus tomer feedback on a self reported basis do certainly appear to receive a 
higher level of complaint than commendat ions . This however does not seem to be the 
case if respondents are asked directly and the information is recorded on their behalf. 
It would appear that Buttle (1996) is making the same complaint about the nature of 
the scales being used for measurement, in that depending upon the circumstance i.e. 
generally poor service or catastrophic failure, the range of response of the cus tomer 
will not be proportionate to the level of service. Again, very little évidence is offered 
for this view, and usually an appropriate research methodology would underpin the 
validity and reliability issues of a study, establishing a true and appropriate 
measurement . 
5.6.2 Gaps Model Measurement 
Buttle (1996) provides a set of related criticisms which consider that the gaps model 
does not offer a meaningful or measurable dimension due to two main difficulties. 
Firstly, différence scores are "notoriously unreliable" (Iacobucci et al. 1994), and 
secondly that expectations may or may not be fully formed in the mind of the 
consumer (Iacobucci et al. 1994). Although this may or may not be true, there is not 
the présence of either norm based measurements to identify the nature or extent of this 
second weakness , nor when expectations might be developed (Babakus and Inhofe 
1991). Babakus and Inhofe (1991) also raise the issue of changed expectat ion due to 
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third party validation, or "social desirability response bias". This aspect of human 
behaviour is very difficult to measure either from a relative or absolute standpoint, 
since the formation of this expectancy can only occur as a resuit of interaction with 
others. Thèse arguments are somewhat persuasive and weaken the strength of the 
S E R V Q U A L measure considerably. 
Of very signifïcant importance however is the récent work which involves 
performance based measures (Cronin and Taylor 1994) which appears to explain 
more of the variance than the expectancy based measure of S E R V Q U A L . It is 
assumed however that the arguments of scale development that were offered with 
regard to S E R V Q U A L apply also to the performance based measure of S E R V P E R F 
(Cronin and Taylor 1994) and although this approach may offer a more meaningful 
scale, it is not without its critics. 
5.6.3 Process Orientation 
Some authors have considered service quality under the parameters of input and 
output é léments , or process and outcome quality (Lehtinen and Lehtinen 1991; Lewis, 
1991 ; Takeuchi and Quelch 1983). With regard to S E R V Q U A L , it has been argued by 
some that the outcome quality is not présent, and as such is weakened compared to 
other measures which incorporate directly, outcome quality (Cronin and Taylor 1992; 
Mangold and Babakus 1991; Richard and Allaway 1993). This conclusion has been 
indicated in a modified form of S E R V Q U A L which appears to incorporate outcome 
éléments. 
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The combiner] éléments of process and outcome quality accounted for a very 
significant level of the variance (71.5%), more than for the process éléments alone 
(45%) . By incorporating such an outcome process within the measure, Richard and 
Al laway (1993) claim that this modified version has a prédictive capability of 
consumer choice. The prédictive quality of the S E R V Q U A L variant has yet however 
to be replicated consistently in other studies. Despite the claims, the issue of process 
and outcome quality does weaken the validity of the S E R V Q U A L measure in its 
original form. Other authors of service quality measures , for example Grônroos, 
(1982) , even though this was earlier than Parasuraman et al . 's (1985 , 1988) 
conception, it incorporated both input and output éléments by considering service 
quality under the dimensions of technical, functional and quality of réputation. The 
technical quality attended to the outcome issues of the service, whereas the others 
considered the process of the service encounter. 
There is the difficulty however which does not seem to be identified by some of the 
key researchers in the field of service quality, in that the customers may not be able to 
determine or measure service quality, and its outcome may not be controllable. 
Mangold and Babakus (1991) argued that outcome quality is missing from 
Parasuraman et a l . ' s (1988) measure, basing their research on a U.S. hospital service. 
The outcome quality of a pat ient 's stay in hospital may or may not be dépendent upon 
the skill of the mediai team. It is unlikely in the majority of cases that patients will 
ha ve detailed knowledge, about the medicai issues surrounding their situation. 
Judgement may be signifìcantly more dependant therefore upon process rather than 
outcome, since the patient would take cognisance if the tangible évidence such as 
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comfort , hospital food, timeliness of the nurses ' routine and the interpersonal skills of 
the medica] staff. 
It would appear however that in the process of assessing the S E R V Q U A L measure , 
some are identifying that outcome éléments of qualìty are important and provide a 
better fit and account for a greater degree of variance than considering process quality 
é léments alone. The nature of the service would need to be taken into account to 
determine whether or not measurement is possible, désirable or the holding of such 
knowledge can be used to change or influence service quality issues. 
5.6.4 Dimensionality 
This issue, as has been discussed earlier in this section has attracted considérable 
research work and is probably one of the most potent areas which détermines that 
service quality measures in whatever form are not generically applicable across a 
variety of services. Aithough Parasuraman et al. (1988) have claimed that the measure 
can be modified or supplemented to "...fit the characteristics or specific research 
necds of a particular organisation", there does not secm to be any form of consensus 
gained through replicated research which has determined that there are a finite 
number of dimensions that can be applied to service quality. Indeed, it has not been 
possible to determine this for a particular industry. 
It does not appear therefore that any form of measure at the présent t ime could be 
used generically across service industries mostly due to this difficulty of dimensionai 
constructs . It appears also that the service quality construct of the S E R V Q U A L 
measure itsclf can be represented by a number of différent factors. But t le ' s (1996) 
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review of the literature uncovered a variety of factors in a number of studies ail 
purport ing to underpin the service quality construct. The number of dimensions of 
S E R V Q U A L appeared to vary accordïng to the contextual c î rcumstances and 
analytical processes that vvere employed in each study. Support ing this, Carman 
(1990) identified différences with regard to unexpected loadings upon factors within 
the service quality construct. This led to Carman (1990) concluding that there were 
validity and reliability problems with S E R V Q U A L . It would therefore appear that 
dimensions aspect of the service quality construct is significantly dependant upon the 
contextual application of S E R V Q U A L and its validity is weakened due to the 
différences produced via similar analytical procédures (Carman 1990). 
5.7 Operational Criticisms 
Operational criticisms are considered under the headings of (1) Expectat ions, (2) I tem 
Composi t ion, (3) Polarity, (4) Scale Points, (5) T w o Adminis t ra t ions, and (6) 
Variance Extracted. 
5.7.1 Expectations 
The élément of "expectation" is a fundamental élément o f the design of the 
S E R V Q U A L measure, which has been questioned by some authors because of its 
(expectations) interprétation. Buttle (1996: p l 9 ) suggests that "expec ta t ions" plays no 
significant rôle in the conceptualisation of service quality on the part of the consumer. 
The original design of S E R V Q U A L by Parasuraman et al. (1985) defined 
expectat ions as ".. .desires or wants of consumers, i.e. what they felt a service provider 
should offer rather than would offer". This differentiation be tween "should" and 
"wou ld" has attracted the attention of critics in that the cognit ive évaluation by 
consumers may not be consistent. For example Teas (1993) identifies six différent 
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interpretations of how consumers may evalúate what a service provider "should" 
offer. This therefore causes difficulties with regards to the measurement instrument 
interpretation and consequently provides discriminant validity problems. 
Al though Parasuraman et al. (1991, 1994) modifíed the measure to incorpórate this 
identified weakness , it did not allay others who were critical of the presence of the 
dimensión of expectations altogether. The weakness identified was with regard to the 
variability of consumers whose experience, cultural and contextual setting could 
significantly influence measurement outcomes (Iacobucci 1994). These measurement 
difficulties were identified in the form of absolute and relative measurement 
problems. Relating services over time for example could give an expectancy score for 
a cafe which would not correlate against the same expectancy score in a high status 
restaurant. In additíon, a score obtained in one year would not necessarily equate with 
the s ame score some 10 years later. In addition to these problems, consumers could 
exhibit "tolerance zones", in which "ideal", "above mín imum" and "far exceeded 
expectat ion" respondents ' views; provided all were above a mínimum level could be 
interpreted as favourable irrespectíve of prior expectation (Iacobucci 1994). This 
implies that any expectancy measurement is likely to be relative with regard to a short 
time period and not comparable service industries i.e. the expectancy dimensión 
within the S E R V Q U A L measure is not generically applicable. 
5.8 ítem Composition 
The S E R V Q U A L scales each consist of four or five ítems (Parasuraman et al. 1988, 
1991), and as such this is below the min imum needed in many instances to obtain a 
valid measure of variance, or the context specific meaning of each dimensión (Hair et 
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al. 1998: p98; Buttle 1996). Other studies reported by Buttle (1996) which purport to 
measure service quality, used between 15 to 48 items (Babakus and Mangold 1992; 
Bouman and van der W i d e 1992; Carman 1990; Saleh and Ryan 1992). Parasuraman 
et al. (1991) acknowledge this weakness, but do not substantially alter S E R V Q U A L , 
indicating that it can be modified provided "that new items should be simiìar in form 
to the existing S E R V Q U A L items". This does not résolve the problem of the 
weakness of the S E R V Q U A L measure with regard to this issue. 
5.8.1 Polarity 
Babakus and Boiler (1992), in their research found bias within the nature of the 
design of S E R V Q U A L and negatively interpreted items appeared to load heavily on 
one factor. Babakus and Mangold (1992) therefore employed a modified form of 
S E R V Q U A L with only positively worded items. This is a diffïcult issue to quantify 
and verify within results, Parasuraman et al. (1991), in view of this reversed ali 
negatively worded Statements to positive ones. This fundamental issue of bias by 
influencing respondents at the point of information capture can only be effectively 
measured by triangulation. Any research design must therefore have some other 
measurement to be able to eliminate this polarity issue if the S E R V Q U A L instrument 
is to be used. 
5.8.2 Scale Points 
Likert type scales of five, six and seven points have been criticised by authors, and 
each has been supported by others as ideal. Key researchers in the field have not 
identified which are appropriate, rather suggesting that a contextual situation will 
determine which is appropriate (Churchill 1999; McDaniel and Gates 1996). Lewis 
(1993), a l though not based on Substantive empirical évidence, criticises the 
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S E R V Q U A L instrument on three major issues. Firstly, quest ions stating that the 
omission of descriptions to the numbers 2,3,4,5, and 6 on the scale may influence 
respondents to extreme valúes. This aspect is supported by Teas (1993) research in 
that "non-ext reme (non-7) responses" were coded. Some 454 responses of 1200 (120 
respondents answering 10 questions each) were classífíed as "non extreme". This 
indicates that 6 2 % of the responses were extreme, (i.e. 7). On face valué this is a very 
high proport ion, although this aspect would appear not to have been investigated by 
other researchers as yet. The second issue identified suggests that the mid-point may 
cause ambiguity in the mind of the respondent. Further research will have to be 
conducted via controlled research methods to determine whether or not this problem 
exists. If present, does it materially cause reliability problems, or can this difficulty be 
adjusted or eliminated by calibration methods. 
An issue identified by Lewis (1993) considers that the scales themselves may not 
reflect true valué because of the itemised rating nature of the scale (only integers are 
available, eg, 1, 2, 3 not 4.8, 6.7 etc). This criticism is not well justified. Itemised 
rating scales are an extensively used marketing research tool that have been in 
existence for a considerable number of years. Where they have been used correctly, 
they have been established as a valid and reliable means of measuring consumer 
attitude (Dillon et al. 1994; Churchill, 1999). Although justification was given in the 
original development of the S E R V Q U A L scale for the itemised scales used 
(Parasuraman et al. 1985;. 1988), subsequent verification to assess the validity and 
reliability of the scales themselves via control methods and other methods does not 
seem to have been undertaken. 
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This is particularìy important in relation to the définition that service quality appears 
to hold i.e. "similar to a t t i tude" (Parasuraman et al. 1988), or "an at t i tude" by others 
(Cronin and Taylor 1994). Substantive évidence is generically available which attests 
to the use of attitude scales in marketing research theory, (Dillon et al. 1994; 
Churchill , 1999), but contextual and other issues can render an itemised scale reliable 
and valid, or useless. This issue is therefore at the présent time unresolved. If service 
quality is conventionally accepted to be an attitude, well established metric 
measurement scales are available. If it is some other form of cognit ive process, it will 
require a new or différent form of valid and reliable scale measurement . In the 
meant ime, attitude scales are used in most instances to measure service quality. It 
would appear therefore that most authors consider service quality to be an attitude, 
and integer scales best represent the method of measuring such cognit ive processes of 
consumers , interpreted as interval scales. 
5.8.3 Two Administrations 
From a pragmatic point of view, two questionnaires are in danger of not being 
completed well from a respondent who may have a low interest level. Indeed much of 
the design principles offered by researchers for such paper questionnaires are due to 
minimising the t ime taken, and to remove bias due to the design of the instrument 
(Churchill 1999). Wi th regard to the S E R V Q U A L instrument, Bouman and van der 
Wiele (1992) discovered that respondents appeared to be bored and somet imes 
confused by the administrat ion of E and P versions of S E R V Q U A L . Others were also 
criticai of the t iming of the administration of the S E R V Q U A L instrument. 
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Carman (1990) viewed the expectation responses, "of little va lue" since they were 
entirely ex-post and relied upon respondent ' s memory of the previous three months . A 
logical extension to this approach would be to attempt to combine the questionnaires. 
This approach was criticised however by Clow and Vorhies (1993) who found that 
respondents tended to over or under estimate their expectat ion/percept ion response 
gaps depending upon a positive or négative expérience respectively. Respondent 
fatigue is one of the pr ime driving forces behind questionnaire design, and al though 
research designers may have good reason to provide a very long research instrument 
in terms of questionnaire design, pragmatic issues often need to be taken into 
considérat ion to obtain results that are accurate from respondents , even though it may 
not be the complète set of results that are being sought (Churchil l 1999). It is 
important however that in the design of the research tool, in terms of administrat ion, 
respondent fatigue does not influence the response, and some means of control is 
identified to verify the responses to eliminate this problem. With regard to the 
S E R V Q U A L instrument, although this issue has been criticised, the négative effect, if 
it exists, of the two administrations has not been either quantified or a means found of 
eliminating the difficulty. 
5.8.4 Variance Extraded 
The mathematical processes involved via principal component analysis to reduce the 
variety of components of a model into a group of factors, which themselves have 
described the single construct of service quality has been the most commonly adopted 
approach. Further to this, Kline (1994) has also suggested that this approach, via 
"var iance extracted" acts as a good method of providing an adéquate measure of 
construct validity. This implies therefore that the greater the variance extracted, the 
better the measure to describe the construct of service quality. The variance reported 
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by researchers using the S E R V Q U A L measure varies from 5 6 % to 71 .6% 
(Parasuraman et al. 1988) and 5 8 . 3 % (Babakus and Boiler 1992). Consistency has not 
bcen achieved with regard to the S E R V Q U A L measure variance measures either 
across industries or with regard to the methods used. Replication therefore has not 
been possible. In addition to this, using the S E R V Q U A L instrument, it has not been 
possible to achieve higher values of the variance extracted given above, nor has it 
been possible to effectively replicate thèse studies either within similar or dissimilar 
industries. What is left therefore is some abstract component(s) which account for a 
range of variance of some 3 0 % to 5 0 % after the measu re ' s constructs have been 
removed which is a substantive value. 
5.9 Other Measures which Purport to Measure Service Quality. 
Later methods consider a range of approaches which include service value chain 
(Heskett et al. 1994, 1997), modified S E R V Q U A L approaches (Carman 1990; Saleh 
and Ryan 1992; Bouman and van der Wiele 1992; Teas 1994) and performance 
évaluation approach ( S E R V P E R F , Cronin and Taylor 1992, 1994). Thèse will be 
dealt with under three headings, firstly service value chain, then those which have 
modified the S E R V Q U A L measure incorporating other components , and finally those 
which have adopted performance évaluation methods. 
5.9.1 Service Value Chain. 
Heskett (1994, 1997) proposed a service profit chain model that attributes a service 
organisation's performance with its customers and employées . Their research was 
based upon a number of field studies of service organisations. Al though this work 
unifies much of the work that attempts to link the three éléments of the service value 
chain (Lau 2000) , its recency requires more research to be undertaken before the exact 
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nature of the relationship of the mode l ' s éléments can be understood and a reliable 
and valid method of measurement established. 
5.9.2 Modified SERVQUAL M e a su res. 
The base from which the concept of service quality is drawn is questioned by many 
authors. For example Buttle (1996) includes a list of such related constructs such as 
cus tomer (dis)satisfaction, customer rétention and défection, behavïoural intention, 
attitude to service provider or organisation choice. Research into the relation of thèse 
constructs has been in part undertaken (Parasuraman et al. 1991; Richard and Allaway 
1993), but established and replicated relationships have yet to be determined, if this is 
possible. Teas (1993) investigated the use of ideal performance within the 
S E R V Q U A L measure, incorporating it as a modification. Teas (1993) indicates that 
the ideal performance, or the "wished for" performance is omitted from the 
S E R V Q U A L measure and this is a fundamental issue which should not be left out. 
Teas (1993) argues that classic ideal point as defined by others (Miller 1977; Swan 
and Trawick 1980; Prakash 1984), is not compatible with the S E R V Q U A L PE 
interprétation of expectations within this measure . Teas (1993) modifies the linear 
S E R V Q U A L PE measure by introducing an ideal point approach, suggesting that the 
relationship is identified by the following mathematical formula, as an example for a 
S E R V Q U A L measure single attribute: 
MQi = - l [ | P i - I | - | E i - I | ] 
Where: 
M Q = modified S E R V Q U A L measure of the stimulus i 
P , - The individuala perceptions of the performance of st imulus i with respect 
to the single attribute. 
Ej= The ind iv idua la quality expectation norm for the single attribute -
conceptualised as a feasible ideal point 
I = The ideal amount of the single attribute - the classic attitudinal measure 
ideal point. 
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This varies the performance/expectation relationship output quality (modified quality) 
in such a way that if performance exceeds the ideal point, this will then produce less 
rather than favourable évaluations as predicted by the PE measure (Teas 1993). This 
measure brings with it however many of the critîcisms which stand for S E R V Q U A L , 
for example the scale measurement and attitude construct problems. In addition the 
measure itself also introduces some anomalies in that under certain conditions, where 
the intermediate ideal point is exceeded by performance, negative values are re tumed. 
This measure indeed represents this, but there is a set of conditions where expectation 
is equal to the ideal point. E - I under thèse circumstances cancels each other out. If 
performance marginally exceeds I, (or E) then a negative return of quality is returned, 
clearly a strange resuit. Further to this, if performance is slightly under the value of E 
and I, a negative value is also returned. Therefore, under thèse condit ions, if 
performance is slightly higher or lower than the expected/ideal value a negative resuit 
of quality is returned in both instances, a resuit incongruous with expected values of 
service quality and difficult to envisage as a situation realistic in t enus of service 
quality. This approach however has not been replicated successfully since this 
modificationwas introduced and no further criticisms of this mathematical measure 
appear to have been offered in the literaturę. 
5.10 SERVPERF: Performance Measure Approach 
Arising after the challenges to the P - E measures of Parasuraman et al. (1985; 1988), 
Cronin and Taylor (1992, 1994) provided a performance based measure of service 
quality (SERVPERF) which explained more of the variance for a given situation than 
did S E R V Q U A L . In their subséquent discussion of the S E R V Q U A L and S E R V P E R F 
however, Cronin and Taylor (1994) do not dismiss the performance minus 
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expectat ions approach, stating: "Our research suggest that the performance minus 
expectat ions is an appropriate basis for use in the measurement of service quality." 
Cronin and Taylor (1994) also support the S E R V Q U A L measure by stating that in the 
research published in the 1992 paper, S E R V Q U A L was statistically significant in two 
of the four industries. The S E R V P E R F method however, was statistically significant 
in three of the industries studied (Cronin and Taylor 1992; 1994). It would appear 
therefore that Cronin and Taylor (1994) offer some empirical evidence to support 
S E R V Q U A L i.e. it does account for a significant proport ion of the variance in 
measurement , but this is contextually affected and the performance based approach 
accounts for more of the variance and therefore provides a better measure . Despite a 
stated improvement, S E R V P E R F has not been as extensively tested as yet by 
subsequent authors as has the S E R V Q U A L measure. It has been tested however in 
two industries, McAlexander et al. (1994) has demonstrated S E R V P E R F ' s superiority 
over S E R V Q U A L for the dental care industry. This direct measurement of 
performance appears to be gaining preference over the S E R V Q U A L for evaluating 
the service quality construct. 
5.11 Industry Specific Focus of Services Marketing for Sport and 
Recreation Providers. 
Service quality has been studied in a number of related leisure áreas, Saleh and Ryan 
( 1 9 9 1 ; 1992), Akan (1995) and Gabbie and O'Nei l l (1997) adapted the measure for 
application in hotels. Taylor et al. (1993) used recreational services in the U S A to test 
S E R V Q U A L ' s reliability. Whilst the researchers used this methodology to consider 
aspects of service quality, the criticisms of this measure still stand, particularly if the 
services in question are not homogenous (Scott and Shief 1993). This leads to 
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transaction specific problems if consumers do not use ali of the services offered, 
which is most likely in a modem day sport and récréation or leisure facility setting 
(Williams 1998). 
The measurement of "excel lence" by a customer in comparison to a "facility of the 
same generic t ype" is also problematic. The respondent may or may not nave the 
necessary expérience or knowledge and sport and récréation facilities are notoriously 
variable in size and provision. If Dale ' s (1994: p l 2 5 ) "world class company" criteria 
are applied, and respondents vvere comparing their local facility to one of an 
international "Best in the Wor ld" standard, this could bring into doubt the ability of a 
respondent to effectively judge against criteria which could be considered as 
established nonns of the services of which they are using. These could, if the 
comparisons were not detennined for a similar service standard, reduce the reliability 
of the measur ing instrument. 
Wil l iams (1998) at tempted to use the S E R V Q U A L measure in the public sector 
covering a number of leisure related organisations, and concluded that this measure 
by itself did not equate well when compared to the équivalent private sector. Certainly 
one of the diff icul tés noted was the lower perceived expectat ion by customers of a 
public sector service: "(respondents) . . .explained that they did not expect to receive an 
excellent service from a public sector organisation" (Wil l iams 1998: p l 0 7 ) , but this 
by itself should have been accommodated by S E R V Q U A L . The " S E R V P E R F " 
measure however (Cronin and Taylor 1992, 1994) évaluâtes only performance of the 
service in question, and éliminâtes the need for such comparisons. Other diff icultés 
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were identified however with rcgard to the administration of S E R V Q U A L in the 
Wil l iams (1998: p 103) study in that it was applied to a range of leisure services, 
" . . . t h e research sites were choscn for their diversity of management cultures and core 
services". No controls were suggested in the Williams (1998) study which considered 
each of the sites with regard to the S E R V Q U A L measure. This would have 
determined if the inefficiency was due to the measure or contextual differences across 
each of the research sites, 
It would appear from these studies therefore that the use of the S E R V Q U A L measure 
may not be appropriate for this área of the public sector, but that the S E R V P E R F may 
prove more efficient and result in a better measure for service quality, since many of 
the critícísms offered against the S E R V Q U A L measure, particularly with regard to 
the expectations consideration, are eliminated in the performance only evaluation of 
S E R V P E R F . It is therefore hypothesised as a result of the extant review of the 
literature the following: 
H3 " S E R V P E R F " is appropriate for measur ing the construct of 
Service Quality. 
H 4 Public sector sport and recreation providers that indícate 
good service quality as measured by " S E R V P E R F " , 
perform better as indicated by direct measurements of 
income and attendance. 
5.12 Summary 
The issue of service quality measurement is far from resolved in terms of a measure 
being available which has been empirically tested, replicated and generally accepted 
as a method of measuring this construct. The most significant influence in recent 
years is that of the S E R V Q U A L measure. In only a few industries has it determined 
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some of the factors which evaluate service quality. Buttle (1996) questions some 
aspects of the validity and reliability issues of the measure by identifying critical and 
face validity questions such as: 
1. Do consumers actually evaluate service quality in terms of expectat ions and 
percept ions? 
2. Do the five dimensions of S E R V Q U A L incorporate the full range of service 
quality attributes? 
3. Do consumers incorporate "ou tcome" evaluations into their assessments of service 
quality? 
Researchers have found instances where S E R V Q U A L does substantively cover these 
issues, whereas others have found it does not. Earlier methods of measuring service 
quality have not been as extensively tested by subsequent authors, for example the 
Gronroos , model (1984). Fundamental issues therefore remain outstanding regarding 
the theoretical and operationalisation of the service quality construct. A n agreed 
consensus within the literature has not established the nature of the service quality 
construct e.g. whether or not it is an attitude. Despi te the crit icisms, S E R V Q U A L 
remains at the present time a significant measurement instrument within the service 
quality arena (Rust and Zahorik 1993). Buttle (1996: p25) states: " S E R V Q U A L 
seems to be mov ing rapidly towards institutionalised status." The most significant 
issue however is the apparent contextual sensitivity of the S E R V Q U A L measure . 
Differing studies across a range of industries report a variety of results using this 
measure . 
Arising after the challenges to the P - E measures of Parasuraman et al. (1985, 1988), 
the Cronin and Taylor (1992, 1994) performance based measure of service quality 
(SERVPERF) explained more of the variance for a given situation than did the 
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S E R V Q U A L measure. Using a number of supporting works, (Babakus and Boiler 
1992; Babakus and Mangold 1992; Oliver 1993) Cronin and Taylor (1992: p56) 
reiterate and reinforce the statement: ". . . l i t t le if any theoretical or empirical évidence 
supports the relevance of the expectations minus performance gap as the basis for 
measuring service quality". In their later study, Cronin and Taylor (1994: p l 2 5 ) do 
not dismiss the performance minus expectations approach, stating: "Our research 
suggests that the performance minus expectations is an appropriate basis for use in the 
measurement of service quality." Cronin and Taylor (1994) support in part the 
S E R V Q U A L measure by identifying research published in their 1992 paper, reporting 
that the S E R V Q U A L measure was statistically significant in two of the four industries 
studied, al though it ( S E R V Q U A L ) performed less well in compar ison to the 
S E R V P E R F method, which was statistically significant in three of the industries 
studied (Cronin and Taylor 1992, 1994). On balance therefore it would appear that 
Cronin and Taylor (1992, 1994) offer some empirical évidence to support the 
S E R V Q U A L measure i.e. it does account for a significant proport ion of the variance 
in measurement, but this is contextually affected and the performance based approach 
accounts for more of the variance and therefore provides a better measure . 
The closeness of structure of S E R V Q U A L to S E R V P E R F as a useful instrument does 
suggest that the latter may prove to be a better measure of the service quality 
construct. The rigorous testing of S E R V Q U A L , and the absence of expectat ions in the 
S E R V P E R F instrument, particularly when applied to managers and staff indicate that 
the S E R V P E R F measure might usefully overeóme some of the criticisms offered 
against S E R V Q U A L , and result in a reliable and valid measurement instrument for 
the measurement of service quality. 
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Chapter 6 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
6.1 Introduction 
Chapters 4 and 5 have specified the research area, market orientation and service 
quality measurement in a sport and récréation setting. This, combined with the other 
chapters enabled the clarification of the research objectives and development of the 
research hypothèses. The next stage is the development of an appropriate 
methodology to achieve those objectives and test the hypothèses. The methodology is 
the framework of the overall study, outlining which information is to be gathered, 
their sources, and the procédures that are to be used (Saunders et al. 2000) . 
This section therefore describes the basis for the methodological foundations of this 
research, integrating the various methods that are appropriate and available. This 
research approach was adopted to investigate the market orientation and service 
quality measurement of the public sector sport and récréation providers . 
6.2 Background to Research Design 
There is a need to develop an appropriate research methodology to achieve the 
research objectives. This is often described via a research design or plan. Kinnear and 
Taylor (1996: p l 2 9 ) define research design as a " . . .bas ic plan which guides the data 
collection and analysis phases of the research project. It is the framework that 
spécifies the type of information to be collected, the sources of data and the data 
collection procedure. A good design will make sure that the information gathered is 
consistent with the study objectives and that the data are collected by accurate and 
economical procédures. There is no standard or idealised research design as to guide 
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the researcher, since many différent designs may accomplish the same objectives". 
Research is commonly described under three major headings, exploratory, descriptive 
and causal research (Dillon et al. 1994; KJnnear and Taylor 1996; Churchill 1995; 
Aaker et al. 1998). Research design however is not exclusively restricted to each of 
thèse, but they do form the foundations of a design. A combined design can be 
tailored to suite the requirements of the research area in question. 
6.3 Combined Research Designs. 
The use of a single methodology or a combined design can only be determined upon 
the needs of the research. The single methodology design however , advocated by a 
number of authors is supported by arguments that are pragmatic in nature, e.g. t ime 
constraints, the need to limit the scope of the study, and the difficulty of publishing 
the findings (Creswell 1994). Further to this, al though a research design arises as a 
resuit of the needs and objectives of the study in question, a single design approach is 
unlikely to provide the necessary methodology to underpin an investigation (Yin 
1994). This may be due to the nature of the study and the need for triangulation for 
reliability and validity requirements. Consequently, there are no prescribed 
combinat ions of research design for given studies. 
The second stage of this research p rogramme is to complète the primary research 
objectives of this study to identify the dimensional constructs of market orientation 
and service quality if they exist in any meaningrul terms via quantitative and 
qualitative research methods. This approach will therefore require a combined 
research design incorporating quantitative and qualitative research methods . Major 
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functions of this approach as a part of case study design and advantages identified by 
Greene et al. (1989) are as follows: 
1. Triangulation in the classic sensé of seeking convergence of results. 
2. Complementary, in that overlapping and différent facets of a phenomenon 
may emerge. 
3. Developmentally, wherein the first method is used sequentially to help inform 
the second method. 
4. Initiation, wherein contradictions and fresh perspectives emerge . 
5. Expansion, wherein the mixed methods add scope and breadth to a study. 
The strengths of a qualitative approach also bring richness and depth to an 
investigation, with particular référence to the following issues (Miles and Huberman 
1994): 
1. Focus on naturally occurring events. 
2. Emphasis on a specific case. 
3. Close proximity to the situation. 
4. Richness and holism. 
5. Emphasis on people "lived expérience". 
6. Best strategy for exploring a new area. 
7. Strong potential for testing hypothesis. 
8. Supplement quantitative data. 
Yin (1994) also considers the wider values of combined designs and states that 
explanatory (causal) research can be complemented by exploratory and descriptive 
research, and that research stratégies should be considered from a pluralistic view. As 
a resuit, différent stratégies can be used for ail threc major divisions, namely 
exploratory, descriptive and explanatory (causal) research. Yin (1994) differentiates 
the ability to use a variety of research stratégies which are determined under the three 
conditions: (a) the type of research question posed, (b) the extent of control an 
investigator has over actual behavioural events, and (c) the degree of focus on 
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contemporary as opposed to historical events. Yin (1994: p6) summarises relevant 
situations for différent research stratégies available to a researcher as follows: 
Strategy Form of research 
question 
Requires control over 
bchavioural events 
Focuses on contemporary 
events 
cxperimeni how, why yes yes 
survey who, what, wherc, 
how many, how much 
No yes 
archivai analysts who, what, where, 
how many, how much 
No ycs/no 
history how, why No yes 
case study how, why No yes 
Table 2 Relevant Situations for Différent Research Stratégies (Yin 1994: p6) 
The identification of cause and effect between variables is perhaps one of the 
préférable approaches to research, in that the results can be used in a prédictive 
capacity. The requirements for thîs causal or expérimental or methodology need the 
researcher to be able to manipulate variables and constrain various aspects of the 
research environment. This may either be not possible nor practicable in a work 
environment as is the case in this study. It would not be possible to manipulate 
various treatments of the fonctions of a working sport and récréation department 
either effectively or meaningfully. The remaining techniques however do enable a 
satisfactory inquiry methodology, particularly the combined research design which 
uses a variety of techniques which would satisfy validity and reliability measurement 
requirements. The case study approach is one which is being used more frequently in 
récent years as a research methodology incorporating a "combined approach", 
particularly when "how and w h y " questions are being posed and the researcher has 
little control over events, and when the focus is on a contemporary phenomenon 
within some real life-context (Yin 1994). 
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6.3.1 Case Study Approach 
This approach would appear to be viewed from différent perspectives. Yin (1994) 
defines a case study as the study of a phenomenon within its naturai context, where 
the boundaries between the phenomenon and its context are not clear. Schramm 
(1971) describes the purpose of a case study in that it tries to illuminate a décision or 
set of décisions; why they were taken, how they were implemented and with what 
resuit. This implies that the décision or set of décisions are the centrai tenet o f the 
case study approach. Creswell (1998) defines a case study from a wider perspective as 
an exploration of a bounded system or a case (or multiple cases) over t ime through 
detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information rieh in 
context. The bounded system is described as being bounded by t ime and place, and it 
is the case being studicd: a program, an event or an activity or individuals. 
This study is being considered within its natural context. The décisions are those of 
market orientation and service quality, the parameters of which have been determined 
in previous studies. The bounded system are the sport and récréation providers of the 
public sector. These are discrete departments, clearly identified by both organisational 
structures of local authorities and the facilities which are required to provide the 
environment of this service. The intention of this study is also to determine the 
décisions taken with regard to market orientation and service quality, and to consider 
thèse aspects from a variety of sources of information for the purposes of 
triangulation to satisfy reliability and validity criteria. 
It has been established that the case study approach has two technically criticai 
features, which are formulated around the phenomenon and context of the situations 
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being studied Yin (1994: p l 2 ) . Firstly, with regard to the case study as an empirical 
study: " . . . invest igates a contemporary phcnomenon within its real-life context, 
especially when the boundaries between the phenomenon and context are not clearly 
evident". Yin (1994) states the case study method vvould be used when it was evident 
that contextual situations were required to be covered. This approach also provides a 
reliable and valid method since it relies upon multiple sources of évidence with data 
needing to converge in a triangulation fashion (Yin 1994). Case studies are therefore 
an all encompassing, comprehensive research strategy and not either a data collection 
tactic or merely a design feature (Stoecker 1991). It is important however that this 
method can be shown to possess reliable and valid measures. These are summarised in 
table 3 . 
Tests Case study tactic Phase of research in 
which tactic occurs 
Construct 
validity 
• Use of multiple sources of évidence 
• Establish chain of évidence 
• Havc key informants review draft case 
study report 
Data collection 
Data collection 
Composition 
Internai 
validity 
• Do pattern matching 
• Do explanation building 
• Do time-series analysis 
Data analysis 
Data analysis 
Data analysis 
External 
validity 
• Use replication logie in multiple case 
studies 
Research design 
Rcliability • Use case study protocol 
• Develop case study database 
Data collection 
Data collection 
Table 3 Reliability and Validity of Case Study Method. (Yin 1994: p33> 
Similar justifications for thèse tests have been given by FCidder and Judd (1986) as 
follows: 
C o n s t r u c t Va l id i ty : Establishing correct operational measures for the concepts 
being studied which results in the clear understanding of the 
concepts under investigation, and their active rôle within the 
phenomenon. The use of several methods of data collection 
may strengthen the construct validity of a case study (Yin, 
1994; Denzin 1984). 
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Internal Validity: 
External Validity: 
Reliability: 
This is the extent to which identified relationships have not 
been caused by other factors which have not been 
acknowledged by the researcher. This is particularly important 
when establishing a causal relationship, whereby certain 
condit ions are shown to lead to other condit ions, as 
distinguished from spurious relationships. In descriptive studies 
however the importance of this item is reduced since the 
identification of causal relationships is not one of the 
parameters of such a study. 
This refers to establishing the domain to which a s tudy 's 
findings can be generalised to other similar cases. A problem of 
external validity is the détermination of what is a similar case, 
since many cases will operate within slightly différent contexts. 
For example , market orientation studies have been applied to 
différent organisations which operate in différent scénarios, and 
product/service settings. 
This is the démonstrat ion that the opérat ions of a study - such 
as the data collection procédures, if taken at the same t ime 
could theoretically be repeated, with the same results (internai 
reliability), or could be consistent in other contexts (external 
reliability). 
The case study methodology therefore provides in itself a valid and reliable method 
upon which a research design can be based, especially when other research techniques 
are incorporated to establish triangulation in an academically rigorous manner . 
(a) Advantages of the Case Study Approach 
In addition therefore to the established validity and reliability claims, the case study 
approach is a strong and useful methodology for research within leisure. McCormick 
(1996) has outlined a number of advantages which are directly applicable to this study 
and are summarised below: 
1. It al lows the grounding of social processes within their natural settings. An 
advantage for this research is that it a l lows the researcher " . . . t o see in 
contextualised action how théories . . .are enacted." (McCormick 1996: p367) 
2. A holistic piece of research may develop from the case study. Multiple Unes of 
action and strategy are open to the investigator. The researcher can continually 
develop and refîne unexpecled findings, and changes in research objectives. 
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Case studies therefore have an emergent quality, that larger more quantitative 
studies do not possess . 
3 . The case study allows a sense of time and history to develop. One assumption 
of the case study is that it is not possible to develop understanding by looking 
only at the contemporary situation. 
4. The case study permits the confirmation and/or disconfirmation, or the 
refinement, of existing theory (as of course do other methods) , as well as less 
commonly the generation of new theory. This is particularly important in this 
study, since major parameters of the study are the 
confirmation/disconfirmation of the market orientation and service quality 
constructs . 
The combined approach of this study which incorporates both quantitative and 
qualitative measures therefore lends itself to a strong internai validity measure , since 
factors not considered within the quantitative section of the study may emerge during 
the qualitative stage. With regard to the confirmation of existing theory and/or the 
generation of new theory, this approach is particularly important in this study, since 
major parameters of the study are the confirmation/disconfirmation of the market 
orientation and service quality constructs. 
6.3.2 Industry Specific Focus of the Study 
The focus of this research is upon market orientation and service quality measurement 
for public sector organisations providing sport and recreation activities. Initially there 
is a need to be able to select suitable cases of locai authority sports and recreation 
provision that place high priority with regard to the market ing activity and service 
quality provision. The exploratory stage therefore required some means by which 
suitable cases could be selected for further study. Subsequent to this, the selected 
cases would then be subject to further study. This therefore provided two stages for 
this research design: 
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Stage 1: Exploratory study to select suitable cases for further study. 
Stage 2: Case study analysis of selected local authorities. 
6.4 Stage 1: Selection of Suitable Cases for Further Study. 
6.4.1 Exploratory Research. 
This is described in its various forms as used when insights are being sought into the 
general nature of a problem, the possible decision alternatives and relevant variables 
that need to be considered. Typically there is little prior knowledge on which to build 
or firm preconceptions held. As a consequence, the methods adopted are often highly 
flexible, unstructured and often qualitative. In addition to this, it is accepted practice 
for researchers to change the research procedure as the vaguely defined initial 
problem is transformed into one with a more precise meaning (Churchill 1995). These 
type of studies therefore rarely use detailed questionnaires or involve probability 
sampling plans. More typical is the use of literature surveys, experience surveys, 
focus groups and the analysis of selected case studies (Selliz et al. 1976). 
In this study however, a substantive body of knowledge concerning marketing and 
service quality has been established. But the literature review has determined that the 
existence of marketing as an important activity is not a uniform across all local 
authorities (Cousins 1990; Collins and Glyptis 1992; Walsh 1994; Doherty et al. 
1996, 1998; Day et al. 1998; Rees 1998; Wakefield and Bush 1998; Novatorov and 
Crompton 2001). Due to the inconsistent presence of market ing activity within local 
authority leisure centres, a method of identifying suitable cases of (a) those who 
placed marketing and its techniques as a high priority and (b) a method which had a 
sufficient reliability measurement and comparative property was required. 
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A combined approach using a literature review and the Analytic Hierarchy Process 
(discussed later in this chapter in more detail) was found to be an appropriate 
exploratory technique to screen for suitable cases via a sample of the local authorities 
in the UíC. Therefore, the Analytic Hierarchy Process may be a useful indicator of the 
elements being measured (marketing management , strategic marketing planning and 
strategic market ing) , but additional methods would be needed to establish the market 
or ientat ion and other constructs in a service setting. 
T h e Analyt ic Hierarchy Process was identified as an approach that satisfied the 
criteria for selecting cases, as each response, due to the nature of this research method 
was shown to be internally reliable (Saaty, 1980). The A H P section of the study, 
which provides the inconsistency measurement is a convenient means by which 
reliability can effectively be measured (Wind and Saaty 1980). 
Therefore, the Analytic Hierarchy Process may be a useful indicator of the elements 
being measured (marketing management , strategic marketing planning and strategic 
market ing) , but additional methods would be needed to establish the market 
orientation and other constructs in a service setting. 
The process o f the Analytic Hierarchy Process, which produces the derived ratio scale 
which was also internally reliable, combined with factor analysis (which provides an 
adequate validity check) would enable a suitable means by which the prioríty of the 
market ing elements under test could be evaluated. 
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6.4.2 The Analytic Hierarchy Process: Background 
Studies have shown (Newell , Shaw and Simón 1958) that decisions in organisations 
are broken down into tiers appropriate lo the management level o f the organisation. 
Decisions are considered against a number of factors. It is therefore extremely rare 
that the solution to a decisión within a business scenario will be reached based solely 
upon one criteria. The literature is replete with a variety strategic approaches 
appropriate to market ing. They do not generally however provide an immediate 
measurc with regard to the priority relationship of the elements to each other within a 
constrained set of choices. In a situation where resources are carefully metered, it is 
unlikely that a respondent would be able to place a number of i tems at an equal 
priority, although the respondent could report this is as so within a typical Líkert style 
questionnaire. Other research methods would then have to be employed to verify if 
the responsos were reliable. An established methodology that provides a means of 
establishing the importance of combined items in a hierarchical format is that o f the 
Analytic Hierarchy Process. 
Marketing as an activity for sport and recreation providers is a relatively recent 
technique, and 20 years ago was considered not to be effectively present as a 
significant management activity (Cowell 1979). More recent studies however have 
shown a greater penetrat ion of marketing activity, but development has been 
fragmented and not cohesive across all authorities generally (Collins and Glyptis 
1992; Walsh 1994; Doherty et al. 1996, 1998). There is a need consequent ly to 
identify sport and recreation providers that place market ing on a relatively high 
emphasis and appear to show consistency in their decisión making with regard to 
marketing. 
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This approach will also identify the consistency with which these priorities are 
determined. It is extremely unlikely that within an environment which is financially 
restrained and where major resources are determined by a political process , that all 
e lements being considered can be attributed the same priority. The multi-criterion 
decision choice model however will indicate if the priorities selected are in an 
appropria te relation with each other, or not, particularly with respect to consistency. 
Values returned which are above the threshold level (0.02) are indicative of problems 
with regard to the marketing and related decision making processes. These may be 
due either to the respondent, or represent a reflection of organisat ional difficulties. 
This stage will produce a set of four cases which can be further investigated using a 
combined design approach. 
6.4.3 Analytic Hierarchy Process: Methodology 
The A H P methodology and its application to marketing problems was considered as 
early as 1980 (Wind and Saaty 1980). Illustrative applications covered the following 
areas: 
1. The portfolio decisions of a firm whose management is concerned with the 
determination of the desired target portfolio and allocation of resources 
among its components . 
2 . Determination of the directions for new product development and 
3 . Generation and evaluation of marketing mix strategies. 
It is the final area (item 3) given above that the model is used in the sampling process 
to provide organisations for the case study evaluation. A H P is used to give relative 
priorities of differing alternatives within a rational multicriterion choice decision 
model . Th is is based on a multivariate approach. Its specific application occurs where 
the decision choice can be represented hierarchically by at least two levels or sets of 
criteria: objectives for evaluation, and activities or alternative courses of action (Saaty 
1977, 1980). Other examples of the model and modifications after these make very 
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minor modifications to the methodology, but ail discuss the strengths of A H P and 
give high regard to its use within marketing décision making processes. Thèse 
include: Consumer purchase choice détermination, (Bahmani et al. 1986; Bahmani 
and Blumberg 1987; Javalgi et al. 1989), Marketing Mix Strategy and N e w Product 
Development (Wind and Saaty 1980), Advertising budgeting (Mazanec 1986), and 
Advertising Creativity (Davies and Saunders 1990). 
(a) The Multicriterion Décision Model. 
The analysis of numerous marketing problems exist within literature which are based 
upon empirical research, where organisations have used mathematical models to 
indicate ideal solutions against differing background scénarios. There has not as yet 
however , been a mode! which reviews the décision making processes of organisations 
with the purpose of evaluating and rating marketing capability. This is despite the 
literature heralding examples of both good and bad practice of this methodology. 
The purpose of this research is therefore to determine from the literature review those 
éléments of stratégie marketing and stratégie marketing planning and market ing 
management which are ideally exclusively and exhaustively each essential to thèse 
processes. The A H P methodology enables them to be analysed in a manner which is 
consistent with décision making in organisations i.e. in comparison to each other and 
structured in a logical hierarchy. 
The approach adopted consisted of two stages, initially exploratory and secondly, 
should the first stage be satisfactory an A H P model quantitative method in 
conjunction with factor analysis. 
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(b) AHP Quantitative Model Stage. 
The hierarchical model is used within the A H P methodology to identify those 
organisat ions that consider marketing management and service quality éléments as a 
high priority. Combined with suitable inconsistency measurements the A H P process 
provides a derived ratio scale of priorities for each case. 
After factor analysis has been applied to thèse A H P results, this will show any 
underlying traits or dimensions which group the éléments according to the literature 
review, i.e. the dimensions of stratégie marketing, stratégie market ing planning and 
market ing management , if they exist. This provides a view of the link between 
practitioners in the field and the literature review. 
Secondly, from thèse results, four cases will be selected for in depth analysis that 
appear to satisfy the criteria with regard to the high priority of market ing éléments 
within their décision making criteria and consistency measurement . The next section 
p rov ides a more rigorous and detailed treatment of the A H P process, and its 
relationship to the second stage of the research in providing suitable organisations for 
further in depth research. 
The A H P is a ratio scaled method used primarily to assist a décision maker in 
evaluating alternatives via, hiérarchies (Saaty 1977, 1980). With respect to décision 
making, hiérarchies are basic to the human way of breaking reality into manageable 
segments (Newell , Shaw and Simon 1958). In addition to this, A H P is particularly 
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useful when the attributes and the décision alternatives are considered intangible, or 
there is a high level of subjectivity involved (Armacost and Hosseini 1994). 
A H P is similar to conjoint analysis where décisions are made upon multicriteria that 
are considered jointly. Conjoint analysis is based on the trade-off concept, which 
présents the respondent with a given problem i.e. the trade off task. The A H P allows 
those w h o are closest to the problem (the décision makers directly involved, or D M ' s ) 
to identify and structure a customised hierarchy representing their multicriterion 
problem. F rom this a trade-off of relative préférences takes place (Wind and Saaty 
1980). The basic A H P methodology structures the décisions within a tiered 
hierarchical structure, producing a séries of simple reciprocal pair-wise comparison 
matrices to be analysed shown diagrammatically as follows: 
Level 1 Overall objective 
Level 2 Attribute 1 Attribute 2 Attribute 3 
Level 3 Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 
Table 4 A H P Décision Making for Leaders (Saaty 1995) 
Each level of the hierarchy requires the décision maker to provide the relative 
importance of each attribute with respect to the focus, i.e. the relative préférence for 
each décision alternative, with respect to each attribute. AHP uses pair wise 
comparisons to estimate the relative importance or préférence for each pair of 
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éléments of a given level with respect to each élément in the preceding level of the 
hierarchy. Each expressed préférence is an estimate of the ratio of the prioritîes or 
weights of the compared éléments . The eigenvector approach is used to determine the 
invariant solutions to the produced matrices and represent est imâtes of p r io r i t é s of 
éléments based on the pair wise comparisons. 
(c) The Mechanism of the AHP. 
This methodology provides the framework for data collection. The analysis of this 
provides the basis of the Analytic Hierarchy Process. Structurally, the hierarchy is 
b roken down into a séries of pair comparison matrices, the participants are asked to 
evaluate the off diagonal relationship in one half of each matrix, the reciprocals of 
which are placed in the transposed positions. 
The évaluation process requires the respondent to evaluate pairs in the matrix, and 
each pair is evaluated separately, indicating the extent one item of a pair dominâtes 
the other with respect to the éléments from the next level in the hierarchy. Numerical 
judgement requires an appropriate scale, which Saaty (1977) determined to be reliable 
by experiment as nine. Resulting matrices offer the necessary data for calculating 
priorities of the various courses of action. Similarly, when the objectives are evaluated 
with respect to their importance under the various scénarios, it a l lows for the 
calculation of the relative importance of the various objectives. 
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(d) Measurement of Judgement 
For each scénario, passive judgements were made on a 17 point integer scale with 1 
being the mid point and 9 on either extrême. Reliability for this scaling method was 
proven by Saaty (1977) and described rurther in marketing applications (Wind and 
Saaty 1980). The scale is shown as follows: 
Intensity of 
Importance 
Définition Explanation 
1 Equal importance Two activités contribute equally to the objective 
3 Weak importance of one ovcr another Expérience and judgement slightly favour onc 
activity over another 
5 Essential or strong importance Expérience and judgement strongly favour one 
activity over another 
7 Dcmonstratcd importance An activity is strongly favoured and its dominance is 
demonstrated in practice 
9 Absolule importance When compromise is needed 
2,4,6,8 Intermediale values between the two 
adjacent judgements 
Reciprocate of 
above non-
zero 
[f activity i has onc of the above non-
zéro numbers assigned to it when 
compared with activity j , then j has the 
reciprocal value when compared with i. 
Table 5 Scaling Method for Passive Judgements within AHP (Saaty 1977) 
(e) Priority Measurement and Evaluation 
The priorities at each level are stochastically normalised and used to weight the 
priorities at the lower levels in the hierarchy. The results are then aggregated across 
the alternatives in order to obtain a préférence rating for each décision alternative. 
With regard to définitions, for each pair wise comparison matrix, local priorities are 
the computed priorities, and when weighted by priorities from a higher level, are 
known as global priorities. The A H P Starts by decomposing a complex problem into a 
hierarchy; each level consists of a few manageable éléments and each élément is, in 
turn, decomposed into another set of éléments . The process continues to the most 
specific é léments of the problem, typically the specific courses of action considered, 
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which are représentée! at the lowest level of the hierarchy. A measurement 
methodology is used to establish priorities among the éléments within each Stratum of 
the hierarchy. Evaluation of each set of éléments is achieved by pair wise évaluations 
with respect to each of the éléments in a higher Stratum. 
(f) The Inconsistency Value Measurement 
Since a set of perfectly consistent judgements produces a consistency index of 0, the 
consistency ratio will also be zero. A consistency ratio of 1 indicates consistency akin 
to that which would be achieved if judgements were made at random rather than 
intelligently. This ratio is called the inconsistency ratio. The larger the value towards 
l within a range of 0 to 1, the more inconsistent the judgements. 
Inconsistency can resuit from an improper conceptualisation of the hierarchy, lack of 
information, a mental lapse, or clérical errors. The importance o f accuracy and 
consistency requires considération because accurate judgements can be consistent, but 
consistent judgement s need not be accurate. Therefore consistency is necessary, but 
not sufficient for a good décision (Dyer and Forman 1991). 
It has been shown that for a matrix, Xms^ > n always and that Xmax. - n/(n-1 ) serves as a 
consistency index which gives the departure from consistency in est imating the ratios 
of weighting w/wy, with consistency obtaining if and only if Xmax. = n. Consistency is 
defined by the relation between the ratios of matrix A: a\}a^ -- which means that if 
there are n entries that form a spanning tree, the remainder of the matrix can be 
generated from them. With regard to values of consistency which are considered 
good, Saaty and Mariano (1979) established, using a sample size of 500 each, for 
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different order random entry reciprocal matrices a consistency índex from 0 for 1 or 2 
element matrices through 0.9 for 4 element matrices to 1.49 for 10 element matrices. 
A consistency ratio (consistency índex as percentage of the appropriate random 
average consistency) of about 10% is considered very good. When the consistency is 
poor, more information on the activities being compared with respect to the criterion 
of comparison is needed, and typically such information gathering may be required 
followed by another round of judgements (Dyer and Forman 1991). 
(g) Activity Weight Estimation 
Other methods to estímate activity weights, such as least squares and log least squares 
have been suggested (Saaty 1980). Whiie these methods produce results that are 
similar to the eigenvector approach, no other method maintains the reciprocal 
property of the pair wise comparison matrix (known as weak consistency) or produces 
a comparable measure of the inconsistency índex (Saaty 1980). This was confírmed as 
follows; "The eigenvector method deals with two questions simultaneously, closeness 
and order. Together , they belong to the field topology of order. The metric idea of 
closeness is inadequate to j udge what is a good approximation to data involving order 
relations. There is usually a condition which relates order in the derived scale to order 
in the data. This is precisely the kind of condition captured by the eigenvector, but not 
the logarithmic least squares est imate." (Saaty 1990: p l 2 ) . 
(h) Other Axiomatic Foundation Considerations of AHP 
Other considerations important within this methodology are; rank reversal/rank order, 
preservation, and transitivity. 
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R a n k R e v e r s a l or R a n k Order Preserva t ion 
Further to the axiomatic foundations discussed previously, the aspect of rank reversal, 
is of crucial consideration. The A H P hierarchy structure, as mentioned previously, 
requires that higher tiers are independent of the lower tiers, such that decisions made 
in later comparisons have no effect on those of a higher level. W h e n this dependency 
occurs, it is k n o w n as rank reversal, and described as " . . . a system with feedback" by 
Saaty (1986). This invalidates one of the previous axiomatic foundations required for 
the A H P to work effectively. To eliminate this problem if it is deemed to exist, Saaty 
(1995) introduced an ideal mode comparison which provides a reference point, 
eliminating the rank reversal problem. This does not arise however if a traditional 
dominance hierarchy is used, which can be verified by appropriate questioning of the 
respondents . 
Trans i t i v i ty 
This is determined via the "inconsistency" measurement. Consider three players, A, 
B, and C. Under expected circumstances, if for example in a game of chess, A were to 
beat B decisively, and B were to beat C decisively, similar to consistency principles, it 
would be expected that A would beat C decisively should they compete . This however 
does not allow the consideration to tactical playing where C could have identified 
weaknesses either in A ' s approach, or the conditions under which they are operating, 
which could advantage C and disadvantage A possibly resulting in C beating A. The 
indication of transitivity is via the "inconsistency index", and levels above the 0.10 
significance values warrant further investigation, although values below 0.20 are 
considered acceptable (Saaty 1980). High inconsistency index levels do not 
necessarily mean errors, they could indicate necessary tactical approaches required for 
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the decisión making processes to be adopted effectively. For selection of suitable 
cases however, inconsistency valúes below 0.20 are therefore considered acceptable. 
6.4.4 AHP : Application, Model Development and Structure. 
The general process o f the AHP, consists of four main stages, 
2 
4 
Building the multicriterion decisión model (or M C D M ) . 
Making judgements . 
Comput ing algorithms. 
Interpreting the data. 
The structure and elements of the A H P marketing model were initially developed 
from the literature review. This established firstly the levéis of the hierarchy of the 
model , and secondly the elements which were contained within each level. The model 
design suggested that nine elements in any grouping is the m á x i m u m possible due to a 
limit of decisión making cognisance. This model provides two levéis of analysis. 
Firstly each of the major headings are considered against each other, providing initial 
comparisons and relative priorities. Secondly, each of the three groupings components 
will be compared against each other, and combined with the relative priorities of the 
prior level will givc relative priorities for each of the 27 componen ts . 
The A H P methodology, in producing a derived ratio scale enables a factor analytic 
approach to be adopted of the responses. This would determine whether or not there 
was an underlying trend with regard to the perception of the responses gained across 
the sample and provide a useful validity check. 
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6.5 Stage 2: Case Study Analysis Of Selected Local Authorities. 
The A H P approach could not however deteraiine the dimensional constructs of 
market orientation, ñor of service quality. To evalúate these constructs requires a 
different and rigorous approach based upon works recently developed in this área. 
Further to this, al though a number of generic articles have been written concerning the 
subject of market ing and the public sector, (Kotler and Levy 1969; M o k w a 1981; 
Crompton and L a m b 1986; Kotler and Roberto 1989; Kotler and Andreason 1991; 
Loveday 1991; Collins and Glyptis 1992; Smith and Saker 1992; Graham 1994; 
Kester and Barns 1994; Walsh 1994; Doherty et al. 1996, 1998) this industry área has 
not received much attention in the academic literature with regard to the subject of 
market orientation. This is despite marketing as a working concept being generically 
accepted in this service área, and its application is no longer in question. A number of 
studies having been conducted regarding the marketing efficacy of leisure centres 
(Yorke 1984; Cowell 1979; Collins and Glyptis 1992; Dibb 1995; Doher ty et al. 1996, 
1998). 
6.5.1 Quantitative Phase of Stage 2 of the Study. 
T w o measurement instruments were used for this part of stage 2 of the study, and 
were designed to capture two dimensional constructs, that of market orientation and 
service quality. These , and the respondents chosen to complete these surveys are 
considered next. 
(a) Market Orientation Measurement Instrument 
The M A R K O R scale of Kohli and Jaworski (1990, 1993) has been developed using a 
number of techniques including factor analysis to determine validity. Further to this, 
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Kohli et al. (1993) developed a measurement scale built upon the work of Kohli and 
Jaworski (1990, 1993) by undergoing a process of generation and purification of scale 
i tems. This process included literature review, field work, anonymous review, and a 
variety of statistical tests including factor analysis. Also included were the tests of Chi 
square, Joreskog and Sorbom ' s goodness o f fit index (GFI) , the rescaled non-
centrality parameter (NCP), the Tucker-Lewis index (TL1), the admissibility of the 
model solution, the number of significant residuals (NSR), and their distribution 
across the elements of the residual covariance matrix and in the Q-plot. The purpose 
of these latter tests was to establish the convergent validity of the market ing 
orientation scale, in that if a construct or trait exists it should be measurable by a 
number of methods . This then eliminates the event that the construct or trait being 
measured is nothing more than an artefact of the measurement method (Churchill 
1995: p538). This study by Kohli et al. (1993) was one of the most thorough in terms 
of scale development evaluation, and they (Kohli et al. 1993) were somewhat critical 
of other market orientation studies in that only a very few, of which the Narver and 
Slater (1990) was not included, undertook any form of validity tests using factor 
analysis and other statistical methods . 
Comment ing further that a number of studies had concentrated upon antecedents and 
consequences of market orientation. The Narver and Slater (1990) construct has not 
been subject to such scale development validation. In addition to this, it has been 
subject to criticism (Sigaw.and Diamantopoulos, 1994). It has also not been as widely 
applied as is the M A R K O R construct (Diamantopoulos and Hart 1993; Pitt el al. 
1996; Seines et al. 1996; Balbanis et al. 1997). The M A R K O R (Kohli et al. 1993) 
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measurement instrument was therefore considered to be more appropriate for the 
purposes of this study. 
(b) Service Quality Measurement Instrument 
Government provision identified as "public sector" is however often described as 
"difficult to measure" (Zink 1990), especially because of the intangible nature of 
service quality (Scott and Shief 1993). In comparison to the extensive research work 
using the S E R V Q U A L model in the commercial sector, not for profit examples are 
also, in relative terms of numbers of studies, low. The one exception is the study by 
Wil l iams (1998) who applied S E R V Q U A L across a range of leisure services. In this 
instance leisure was considered in its widest sensé and included an amusement park, 
art gallery, muséum, théâtre, golf course and leisure centre. In this study S E R V Q U A L 
was found not to be an effective measure. Difficulties were found with administration 
of the instrument and "expectation" issues of a public sector organisation ih that 
customers could not "expect" an excellent service from a public sector organisation 
(Wil l iams 1998). Other not for profit studies include Chaston (1994) who describes its 
use in the National Health Service, Donnelly et al. (1995) reviewed the potential of 
the model to measure service quality in the public sector and Cuthbert (1996a, 1996b) 
applied the instrument to an higher éducation institution. 
Very little empirical work therefore has been conducted in the public sector sport and 
récréation services conceming service quality using S E R V Q U A L , and none using 
S E R V P E R F , and neither in conjunction with market orientation studies. This lack of 
empirical work using the S E R V Q U A L model in the sport and récréation industry is 
despite the extensive research and debate being conducted in similar commercial 
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industry áreas, some of which could be considered to be closely related (Saleh and 
Ryan 1991, 1992; Akan 1995; Gabbie and O'Neil l 1997; Johns and Tyas 1996; 
T a y l o r e t al. 1993). 
There have been no studies however which have used the S E R V P E R F model in the 
public sector sport and recreation industry in the U K ñor market orientation using any 
of the contemporary studies of this subject. Consequently, the S E R V P E R F (Cronin 
and Taylor 1992) model was adopted for this stage of the study as a means of 
measuring the service quality constructs. 
(c) Questionnaire Surveys: The Employees Víewpoint 
The difficulty of measuring expectations from the cus tomers ' viewpoint has already 
been extensively noted in the literature review. Indeed the majority o f market 
orientation studies for example have sourced their data from management , at tempting 
to use ñnancial performance data to correlate the discovered dimensional constructs. 
Service quality studies using the S E R V Q U A L measure (Parasuraman et al. 1985, 
1988) and subsequent studies have concentrated on at tempting to consol ídate the 
customers view. 
Within service industries however, under appropriate circumstances, front line staff 
and their customers can establish strong relationships with related behaviour scripts. 
When service encounters have such strong scripts, the employee and cus tomer are 
likely to share expectat ions (Bitner and Booms 1994). Role and script theory, 
combined with the routine nature of many of the service encounters , suggests that 
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customers and employées are likely to share a common perspective on service 
expériences (Shrank and Abelson 1977). 
This identifies staff as a useful source with regard to performance évaluation. 
Employées have been identified as good sources of information on cus tomer attitudes 
(Schneider 1980; Schneider and Bowen 1985). Limitations however apply in that 
routine service encounters where repeat expériences occur on a regulär basis produce 
better results (Bitner and Booms 1994; Bowen and Lawler III 1995). Therefore, since 
many customers of sport and récréation centres attend once or more a week, (in 
excess of 80%) , (Knight, Cavanagh and Page 1997), the employées of sports and 
récréation centres offer a potentially good source of information. 
Studies normally select respondents via sampling méthodologies to establish some 
form of représentative group of the population in question (Churchil l 1999). The 
quantitative élément of this study however, sent questionnaires to ail staff of the 
departments. This eliminated the need to develop complex criteria and sampling 
methodology issues. 
6.5.2 Qualitative Phase of Stage 2 of the Study. 
The purpose of this part of stage 2 of the study is to provide a mechan i sm whereby the 
quantitative studies for each of the selected local authorities can be triangulated with 
particular référence to convergent validity. This is a means whereby measurements 
from two differing approaches can be used to evaluate the same construct. For this to 
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be effective therefore, adequate reliability and validity standards need to be 
established. 
The means by which the qualitative éléments can achieve such good validity and 
reliability standards is to a large extent via the data collection methods . Yin (1994: 
p80) identifies a number of data sources which can be used in a triangulating fashion 
and are: 
Documentation: letters, memoranda and other communiques 
Agendas , announcements , minutes of meetings, and other written 
reports of events . 
Administrat ive documents , proposais, progress reports and other 
internai documents . 
Formai documents or évaluations of the same "s i te" under study 
Newspaper clippings and other articles appearing in the mass media. 
Archivai Records: service records, organisational records:- charts , budgets 
Maps and Charts:- geographical characteristics 
Lists: names, commodit ies etc. 
Interviews: unstructured, semi-structured and structured. 
Direct Observation: ranging from casual to structured. 
Participant Observation: active involvement. 
Physical Artefacts; physical évidence. 
Thèse eight sources of évidence provide a number of possible approaches to case 
study research. An overriding principle however is the need for multiple sources of 
évidence to satisfy validity and reliability criteria. It is therefore possible to have a 
focus of one particular source of évidence, but must be supported by other sources of 
évidence to enable triangulation and vérification of fact (Yin 1994). Local authorities 
are rich in documentation as well as the availability of staff. This study will therefore 
use as multiple sources of évidence; documentation, archivai records, and interviews. 
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(a) Documentation. 
The list of items that is suggested by Yin (1994: p80) as available to be reviewed 
under this heading is given above. Documentat ion of staff and relation meetings, 
(minutes, agenda, etc.) will be reviewed of each local authority. The effect of the 
Public Access to Information Acts currently will enable review of documents which 
would otherwise be deemed "sensit ive". It is the researchers expérience however that 
once a rapport is established and confidentiality o f the study is emphasised, access 
will be granted to any documents that require review. Documents such as reports, 
minutes of meetings etc. will be very useful in triangulating other sources of data. 
(b) Archivai Records 
Although this type of record may vary from case study to case study, as would 
therefore their relevance to the study in question (Yin 1994: p83) , archivai records 
available in this study are likely to form an important source of data. M u c h of the 
work in récent years has been documented for the purposes of compulsory 
competi t ive tendering, and documents have been produced which carefully specify 
activity and resources of sport and récréation facilities (Day et al. 1998). Documents 
available are therefore likely to be: (a) compulsory competi t ive tendering 
documentat ion, (b) external vérification documentat ion (e.g. iso 9002 s tandards and 
processes) , and (c) other internai planning and strategy documenta t ion (e.g. market ing 
planning documents and service quality standards Statements). These documents will 
also form an important aspect in triangulation with other data sources. 
(c) Interviews 
It has been established earlier in this chapter that the use of a mixed methods 
approach may enhance research findings. The use of the interview can allow more in 
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depth data to emerge (Yin 1994). With regard to triangulation, interviews are seen as 
an important source of data for the purposes of validity of the dimensionai constructs 
of market orientation and service quality for this study. 
A d v a n t a q e s of t he Interview Method 
There is a large range of techniques available under the heading of "qualitative 
research". The interview method was chosen as appropriate within this study for a 
number of reasons given as follows: 
1. The increased response rate of interviews (Oppenheim 1992) in comparison to 
open ended surveys makes the former method better for targeting (Yin 1994). 
The increased confidence concerning response rates al lows the researcher to 
choose a purposive sample. The managers selected for interview are more 
likely to accept to participate within the study, which was found to be the case 
with 100% of managers participating in the study. 
2. Via an interview, the researcher can introduce himself, and the respondent to 
the subject establish rapport and trust particularly for situations that may be 
considered confidential or sensitive. In this research project, the previous era 
of compulsory competit ive tendering and the politicai nature of the 
environment made this aspect of interviewing technique particularly 
important. 
3. The interview can be more insightful than other methods, and "provides 
perceived causal inferences" (Yin 1994: p80) from the respondent ' s rather 
than the researcher 's viewpoint. Interviews can therefore al low the émergence 
of important thèmes that may not emerge from a more structured format 
(Oppenheim 1992). 
4. Interviews may also allow the researcher to develop a sensé of t ime and 
history rather than providing a séries of static responses which may be the 
outcome of a survey. They may therefore allow the researcher to put responses 
or results of a quantitative survey into context rather than providing a snapshot 
picture (Moser and Kalton 1971; Seidman 1991; Yin 1994). 
In conjunction therefore with the other methods adopted in this study, the interview 
method has a large number of strengths which can therefore enhance the rigour of this 
study. 
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D i s a d v a n t a g e s of the Interview Method 
As with all research methods, the interview has a number of potential weaknesses 
that firstly need to be identified, and secondly need to be addressed during the 
interview phase. These are identified as follows: 
1. Interviews are more time consuming than questionnaire surveys, particularly if 
the researcher has to travel to interview respondents. 
2. Interviewers may add bias as a result of verbal and non-verbal reactions, and 
an inappropriate choice of probes. 
3 . Inappropriate coding of interview may result in biased results. 
4 . T h e quality of the data is dependant upon the interviewee, w h o are themselves 
subject to problems of recall, misperception and incorrect knowledge (Yin 
1994). 
Therefore, as with all research methods , the strengths need to be appropriately 
consolidated and the weaknesses eliminated as far as is possible. Therefore, the use of 
appropr ia te questions, minimal body language, and validation of the coding after the 
event to minimise this possible bias are necessary. In terms of reliability of 
interviewees, this can only be done on an individual basis by the interviewer, but the 
selection of key managerial staff should present suitable candidates with appropriate 
knowledge and ability to express their views with regard to this research study. 
(d) Reliability and Validity of the Interview Method 
The reliability of the interview method rests upon the effectiveness of the 
transcription of the interviews. To enable the best possible level of reliability, with the 
respondents permission, the interviews should be tape recorded and transcribed so that 
they can be analysed in detail afterwards (Oppenheim 1992). 
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Validity however is more difficult to establish, particularly as the transcriptions are 
used as a tool for interpreting the interview rather than as an analysis in themselves 
(Kvale 1996). A number of issues need to established therefore to enable good 
validity within interviews, thèse are as follows: 
1. Has the question been interpreted correctly? The issues of market orientation 
and service quality may have differing meanings dépendent upon the 
respondents expérience and qualifications. The responses however , compared 
against established literature and consensus will highlight if the question has 
been misunderstood or if the respondents understanding of the subject is 
différent. 
2. Is the respondent able to verbalise his or her thoughts adequately? The 
purposive sample of chief officers and managers of locai authorities are adept 
at reporting issues on a wide range of issues. 
3 . Is the respondents ' view time sensitive, i.e. does it apply to that point in t ime 
only or does it apply to a longer time frame. One of the strengths of the 
interview method is the ability to identify this particular aspect via the 
responses of the interviewée. 
In addition to these, Dean and Whyte (1978) identified four major factors that the 
interviewer needs to take into account before an interview, these were: 
1. Does the respondent have any motives that may influence his responses? This 
aspect is potentially overcome by emphasising the "confidential" nature of the 
interview. 
2. The présence of bars to spontaneity, where the respondent does not ment ion 
matters that may présent them in a negative light. The emphasis of the above 
technique of "confidentiality" should be an adequate mechanism to overcome 
this concem. 
3. Will the respondent attempt to "say what the interviewer wants to hear". The 
subject matter of the interview tends to be technical in its content, and other 
sources o f data are to be used in an at tempt to triangulate interviewer data. 
4 . Are there any idiosyncratic features that may affect a response? Much of the 
content of the interview questions will be discussed in terms of policies and 
procédures of the locai authority, which will enable the researcher to gauge 
either the short or long terni effect of the issue in question. 
Therefore, emphasis ing the aspects of confidentiality and to structure the interview 
will enhance the validity of an interview (Dean and Whyte 1978). This is important 
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because it is inappropriate for a researcher to assume that responses and behaviour are 
related. Th i s approach will allow a better, more reasoned évaluation as to what is a 
valid response and what is not. 
(e) Thèmes within an Interview 
The interviews were initiated with a discussion intended to put the respondent at ease. 
This was normally about the current local situation about the weather, which was 
either raining, cloudy or sunny, or some combination of the three. Permission was 
sought from ail respondents with regard to tape recording of the interviews, which in 
ail cases was granted with an attitude as a "matter of course" . Emphas is was given 
with regard to confidentiality which was considered important by ail respondents . 
Once the respondent was at ease, and the tape recording equipment was set up, the 
interview was begun. Two major thèmes were predetermined and included, these 
were : 
• Marke t orientation 
• Service Quality 
These thèmes were covered using an interview schedule listed on table 13. The nature 
of the respondents and the type of questions allowed other issues and thèmes to 
emerge . T h e interviews took between forty five minutes and one and a half hours to 
complete . In ail cases there were no other i n d i v i d u a i présent other than the 
interviewées and the researcher. 
6.5.3 Quantitative Phase of Stage 2: Analytical Approach 
The modified questionnaires of the market orientation and service quality (modified 
M A R K Ö R and S E R V P E R F described later in this thesis), provide data upon which 
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three analytical techniques can be used for the purposes of this study. These are 
Cronbach Alpha tests, factor analysis, and multivariate analysis of variance (Scheffe 's 
test). 
(a) Cronbach Alpha Tests on Resultant Dimensional Grouping. 
Reliability, as stated previously refers to patterns of high inter-correlations a m o n g the 
elements in a scale which indicates that they constitute a coherent whole in measuring 
a concept. An important measure of reliability is the Cronbach Alpha test, in this 
study across market orientation and service quality anticipated dimensions. This 
internal consistency reliability test determines the coefficients of all possible split 
halves of the observations under study. This method has been used more extensively 
in recent years for market orientation (Caruana et al. 1999; Deng and Dart 1994; 
Deshpande et al. 1993; Kohli and Jaworski 1990; Kohli et al. 1993; Narver and Slater 
1990) and for services marketing (Babakus and Boiler 1992; Babakus and Mangold 
1992; Bowers et al. 1994; Carman 1990; Cronin and Taylor 1992; Finn and L a m b 
1991; Headley and Miller 1993; Lytle and M o k w a 1992; McAlexander et al. 1994; 
O 'Connor et al. 1994; Taylor and Cronin 1994). Its value ranges from 0 to 1. Values 
of less than 0.6 are normally considered unsatisfactory (Nunnally 1978) which all of 
the above studies achieves, except Finn and Lamb (1991) on this measurement 
criteria. 
In this study an iterative method was adopted to eliminating elements from each 
dimensional grouping of elements for each the market orientation and service quality 
constructs. The criteria for the elements removal was determined if the overall 
Cronbach alpha scores of the selected dimensional component could be raised by the 
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elimination of that individual element. This method has been identified as an 
appropriate method for this type of study for improving the reliability of the group of 
responses (Farrell and Oczkowski 1998). For the market orientation quest ions, three 
dimensions were anticipated. For each of the three dimensions, elements were 
removed to produce the max imum score above the min imum Cronbach alpha score 
for the group. For the service quality questions, the same procedure was adopted. 
(b) Principal Component Analysis 
This technique was first devised by Spearman in 1904 as factor analysis, and is now 
one of a generic name given to a class of multivariate statistical methods whose 
primary purpose is to define the underlying structure in a data matr ix (Hair et al. 
1998). There are many variants of this process, but this one of the most commonly 
used, which produces real factors rather than theoretical ones (Kline 1994). 
The purpose of this analytical technique is to determine whether underlying traits or 
groupings exist for the constructs of market orientation and service quality. Other 
studies have already determined that dimensional components exist for these 
constructs in other industries, but this study seeks to attempt to find if they exist for 
sport and recreation studies. Both instruments of market orientation and service 
quality in previous studies have used factor analysis which has been shown to be 
appropriate as a data reduction technique. 
In this s tudy principal components analysis was used to determine the underlying 
constructs, if they existed within the data set after reduction of e lements via the 
iterative removal using the Cronbach alpha tests. Factor solutions were only retained 
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if they possessed an eigenvalue greater than 1 (Nunnally 1978; Kaiser 1958). Within 
each of the principal components analysis, the Varimax rotation method was adopted. 
This was consistent with both the market orientation and service quality studies in this 
area, discussed previously in this thesis. 
(c) Multivariate Analysis of Variance 
This technique is the multivariate extension of the univariate techniques for assessing 
the differences between group means (Hair et al. 1998). Univariate tests such as r-tests 
are not appropriate for such multiple tests because of the increased risk of finding 
correlations due to error. In this study, the dimensional constructs that were created 
from the factor analysis were tested against each local authority to determine if any 
significant differences could be found. Where this has occurred it has been stated in 
the analysis. For the purposes of comparison however , the mean of each local 
authority has been used for each of the dimensional constructs identified using the 
Scheffe's test of comparison (Hair et al. 1998) against the direct measurements of 
income. 
(d) Validity Measures for the MARKOR and SERVPERF 
constructs 
Validity evaluates the degree to which a number of different methods of measurement 
agree on a particular construct. Headings under this criteria include: construct 
validity, discriminant validity, face validity, concurrent validity and convergent 
validity. The construct validity measure relates to the extent that a scale measures 
what it is purported to measure . In this study, the use of factor analysis, the 
interviews, and review of documentation provide sufficient construct validity 
measurements for both M A R K O R and S E R V P E R F measurement instruments. The 
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discriminant validity measure refers to the extent that a measure is novel , and does not 
simply reflect the measure of another variable. Again, the results of the two 
instruments of M A R K Ö R and S E R V P E R F after being subject to factor analysis and 
multiple analysis of variance significance tests, combined with the interview data and 
document review provides a suitable discriminant validity check. The face validity 
test is a subjective criterion and is a reflection of the extent to which the scale items 
are meaningful and appear to represent the construct being measured. Quest ionnaires 
were pilot tested to establish that the wording was appropriate for the industry under 
study. Other face validity tests were conducted with regard to the ability of the 
respondents to answer the questions within the quantitative research instrument. For 
each question, an additional code was added labelled "don ' t know" , which al lowed 
respondents an option should they not be able to answer that item. This was added 
since ail staff were to be asked to complete the questionnaire. 
The concurrent validity test refers to the extent in which the scale items being tested 
are associated as hypothesised with conceptually related measures (Peter et al. 1993) 
Initially this was established with regard to the study by Cronin and Taylor (1992, 
1994), and indirectly by other studies using the S E R V Q U A L model (Babakus and 
Boller 1992; Carman 1990; Teas 1993). The factor analysis results of this study are 
detailed and discussed later in this thesis. 
6.5.4 Qualitative Phase of Stage 2: Analytical Approach 
The thèmes which have been identifted from the interviews have been dimensionally 
grouped according to the major constructs of market orientation and service quality. 
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T h e nature however of this rich data source also provides other dimensions which 
impinge upon the study. Where appropriate thèse have been correlated with the 
quantitative éléments of this study. 
6.5.5 Reflections on the Data Sources 
Although the best attempts at rigour can be applied to any research p rogramme, the 
strengths and weaknesses of the approach need to be evaluated to determine whether 
any bias could have been inadvertently introduced during the process. The items 
considcred under this heading are therefore the A H P questionnaires, the market 
orientation/service quality questionnaires, the interviews, and the other sources of 
évidence viewed at each of the local authorities. 
6.6 Summary 
This chapter has described the qualitative and quantitative research design and 
methodology adopted for this study. The initial difficulty is to identify cases which 
show market ing as important against a background of authorit ies where research has 
indicated that this activity is important, but that not ail local authorities have adopted 
this. Importance as a measure is only useful provided it can be shown to be internally 
reliable. Although there are a number of means to identify this, the Analytic 
Hierarchy Process would appear to be a pragmatically useful means to achieve this 
and satisfy the reliability criteria. 
Although market orientation and service quality as defined by Kohli and Jaworski 
(1990) and Cronin and Taylor (1992, 1994) respectively, have been measured in other 
industries, both of the measurement instruments have not been applied specifically to 
this sector. In addition to this there are perhaps other impacting dimensions which 
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apply which lie outside of the very constrained limits that thèse quantitative 
measurement methods provide. 
For this reason a qualitative stage will also be introduced to al low triangulation 
against the quantitative data to provide: firstly, a form of measurement validity and, 
secondly, to use qualitative analytical techniques to détermine if significant émergent 
issues arise outside of the defîned constructs of market orientation and service quality. 
Next are the détails and évaluation of the research methods adopted for this study. 
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Chapter7 RESEARCH METHODS 
7.1 Introduction 
This Chapter discusses the research methods adopted in this study as identified in 
chapter 6, and the various stages of this study. Presented are the measurement 
instruments that are used and also the methods of analysis adopted. It begins by 
outlining the use of the Analytic Hierarchy Process model that was used to identify 
the four cases, ils structure and underlying foundations. The development of the 
quantitative and qualitative stages are then discussed, incorporating the validity and 
reliability issues of the research approach. 
7.2 Stage 1: The AHP Multicrite ri on Model 
The A H P questionnaire model was developed from the literature review. This was 
piloted via two Chief Officers of local authority sport and récréation organisations, 
and was redesigned in terms of layout and some wording of the questions. 
In the United Kingdom, there are 534 local authorities providing sport and récréation 
in the form of built facilities. It was determined that four cases would be selected as a 
suitable number to evalúate as part of this research programme. It could not be 
determined however by any form of quantitative measurement of the number of 
responses that would fall within the acceptable range of inconsistency measurement 
o f 0.2 (i.e. 0.2 or less). 
This value of inconsistency may not suggest that a local authority is good or not at 
employing the principies of marketing and other related criteria, merely that décisions 
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in terms of conflict of the various elements chosen in the model were not in excessive 
conflict. The means by which the AHP inconsistency measure is obtained and 
calculated i.e. comparison of all elements in a dual approach, also provides an 
internally reliable measurement. This therefore provides that each individual response 
is reliable and usable responses can be used for comparat ive purposes against each 
other with regard to the A H P model which has been developed for this study. 
The priorities that arise as a result of the A H P ' s mode l ' s calculations of each of the 
elements selected, by the respondents give the valué of where they place the elements 
of market ing and service quality. It is therefore the combinat ion of the inconsistency 
measurement and the highest priority of marketing and service quality where possible 
that gives a suitable cases that can be selected, 
7.2.1 Model Structure 
The model therefore essentially breaks down into three levéis, of which two are 
evaluative. 
The first level is that of the overall Effectiveness of Market ing Goal. The second level 
is composed of three major groupings of strategic market ing, strategic market ing 
planning and marketing management . The third level comprises the nine appropriate 
elements under each relative heading. 
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Effective M a r k e t i n g 
Strategie 
Marketing 
Strategie Marketing 
Planning 
Marketing Management 
SMl Planning Mcthod of The Dcpt 
Fot Strategy Formation. 
SM2 Planning Against Future 
Unccrtainty 
SM3 Proactive Planning o f Sports 
Programmes. 
SM4 Pressures Resulting In The 
Reactive Planning of" Sports 
Programmes. 
SM5 Décision Making Effîciencycf 
Dircctorate Via Council 
Committces. 
SM6 Analytical Tools Used: Ansoff 
Matrix 
SM7 Objectives Set By Leisurc 
Dircctorate 
SMS Council Membcrs Politicai Ethos 
SM9 Synergy Between Council 
Departments 
SMPl Synergy Between Management 
Level s 
SMP2 Staff Marketing Planning 
Skills/Knowledge 
SMP3 Marketing Orientation of 
Dircctorate. 
SMP4 Specific Goal Measurement 
SMP5 Malching of Organisation^ 
Strcngths and Opportunities 
SMP6 Effective identification of 
organisations Weaknesscs and 
Threats 
SMP7 Marketing Research 
SMPS Marketing Information 
SMP9 Allocation of Resources To 
Match Idcntificd Market 
Opportun i lies 
MM 1 Range of Product/Service 
provision 
MM2 Price of Products/Services 
MM3 Promotion o f Products and 
Services 
MM4 Location ofBui l t Facilities 
MM5 Qualityof Product/Service 
Provision 
MM6 Customer Expérience 
MM 7 Competitor Producls/Services 
MM8 Clarily of Targel Segmentation lo 
[dentified Products and Services 
MM9 Flexibil i tyofStaffto Respondió 
Changing Consumer Needs 
Table 6 Diagrammale représentation of the AHP model for "Effective Marketing". 
7,2.2 AHP Model Structure for Sport and Récréation Providers 
This primary goal of "overall marketing effectiveness" was determined in the 
literature review as being a common requirement within many organisations. 
Contemporary literature also divided marketing techniques into three major divisions, 
stratégie market ing, stratégie marketing planning and marketing management (Jain 
1993). The last of thèse three was perhaps the first to evolve clearly as a grouping of 
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techniques (Kotler et al. 1996; Baker 1996), the prior two developing later. The 
é léments drawn from the literature for the questionnaire, with a brief justification are 
given. The literature review provides for the model to be initially divided into three 
main sections, stratégie marketing, stratégie marketing planning and marketing 
management . Collective wisdom suggests that académies in general do not seem to be 
able to agrée on generic headings such as thèse. Therefore al though thèse groupings 
were not conclusive, the literature did provide some commonal i ty , and spécifie 
é léments under each. Thèse are therefore listed in the following sections under the 
major headings of Stratégie Marketing, Stratégie Market ing Planning and Market ing 
Management . 
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Elements or 
Strategie 
Marketing 
D e s c r i p t i o n 
SM1 
Planning Method of 
The Department For 
Stratcgy Formation. 
This refers to the effect of the system of planning of the department to develop the 
appropriate strategyto effecùvely provide produets and services of the department. 
Initially this was divided into a number of related éléments conceming planning, but 
due to the cognisance limit of nine éléments, they were combined under chis one title. 
Support for this élément is drawn from McDonald (1996), and Ansoff (1994). 
SM 2 
Planning Against 
Future Uncertainty 
This activity is ìntended to overeóme future problems due to uncertainty and is drawn 
from the work of Hussey (1979) 
SM3 
Proactive Planning 
of Sports 
Programmes. 
This method, as an head office activity, creares change rather than waits to react. 
Brooksbank (1991), Hooley and Jobber (1986), Ansoff (1977), Saunders and Wong 
(1985), Karger and MaHk (1975) and Baker et aL (1986). 
SM4 
Pressures Resulting 
In The Reactive 
Planning of Sports 
Programmes. 
As an head office activity, respondents react rather than make changes. Its occurrence 
ofr.cn dépends upon the number of customers (Kotieret al. 1997) or the nature of the 
décision making of management due to the conditions in which the organisation finds 
itself. (Dibb et al. 1994). The conditions under which the public sector management 
opérâtes often nave limited resources. Management may therefore be forced to choose 
between this reactive and a proactive planning style. 
SM5 
Décision Making 
Efficiency of 
Di rectorale Via 
Council Committees. 
This ref ers to the perceived efficiency in the décision making for the department via 
the various Council Committees. This component is drawn from Jain (1994) and is 
based on the premise that strategie marketing décisions require inputs from the three 
corporate aspects, corporate culture, corporate publics and corporate resources. 
Peattie and Nodey (1989) viewof "departmental interfaces" affectìng communications 
and efficiency, and Ames (1968) fînding, supported by Wind (1981), of the need for 
co-operation between departments, ali combined, result in a perceived "efficiency of 
the décision making of the organisation. 
SM6 
Analytical Tools 
Uscd: Ansoff Matrix 
This, one of the earliest strategie tools to be developed (1969) is quoted extensivelyin 
the literature. Abasie tool which mayor may not be used by public sector sport and 
récréation providers. 
SM7 
Objectives Set By 
Lcisurc Directoratc 
These are the operational objectives of the department determined by head office. 
Brooksbank (1991) cites objective setting as important in successful organisations, as 
do leading authors on marketing related subjects (for example Kotler et aL 1997, Dibb 
et al. 1994, McCarthy and Perreault 1993, Wilson et al. 1992). 
SM8 
Council Members 
Political Ethos 
The cultural effect of the decís ion- makers on the organisation can positìvely assist, or 
be detrimental to the organisation. The nature of public sector, the politicai 
complexión of the Council, will have an effect on the delivery of the services. A high 
rating of this élément is unlikely to be beneficiai to the effective delivery of services 
due to the complexity of the démocratie process, and the operational needs of 
commercial organisation. The nature of public sector warrants this component to be 
separatelyidentified, McDonald (1996) identifies cultural and politicai factors that are 
significant barriers to strategie marketing and strategie marketing planning. Kotler et al 
(1996) implies the importance of top management with regard to successful service 
provìding companies. 
SM9 
Synergy Betwccn 
Council Departments 
This refers to the other departments of the Council, and whether they "get on" with 
this department. The nature of locai government, although the sport and récréation 
providers operate on a commercial basis, such activity requires financia! support. This 
therefore places this type of opération in a competitive situation with regard to 
resources. Peatrie and Notley (1989) identifica interface problems, and Jain (1993) 
specified synergy between différent components of an organisation. Thus, due to the 
nature of locai government, (chapter 3), this concept is divided into two arcas, that 
outside of, and that within the department. The latter is itemised under strategie 
marketing planning. 
Table 7 Elements of Strategie Marketing 
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Elements of Strategie 
Marketing P l a n n i n g 
Descr ip t ion 
SMP1 
SynergyBetween 
Management Levéis 
This refers to the "do the managers between each level get o n with each other" 
factor. McDonald (1996) spécifies difficulties of large organisations to 
consolidate inputs to a global marketing plan, whilst Zikmund and D'Amico 
(1996) discuss the strategie marketing process which involves a "comprehensive 
framework" which leads to involvement of ail relevant aspects of an organisation. 
SMP2 
Staff Marketing Planning 
S kills/Knowled ge 
This refers to the abüity of staff to have the avaîlable skill and knowiedge of 
marketing planning techniques to the advantage of the department. McDonald 
(1985, 1989, 1993, and 1996 ) , identifies this as one of a number of items 
significant to the development of marketing pknrûng related processes. 
SMP3 
Marketing Orientation of 
Directora te. 
This îs the perception of the respondents' view with regard to marketing 
orientation of the head office in terms of theìr approach to the opérations of the 
department 
SMP4 
Specific Goal 
Measurement 
This refers to the clarity of the products and services provided, and how their use 
is measured. McDonald (1989,1993, and 1996) cites this as part of the marketing 
planning process, as does Zikmund and D'Amico (1996). This is also implied by 
Dibb and Simkin (1993 and Day (1984), as an important strategie marketing 
pknrûng component. 
SMP5 
Matching of 
Organisation's Strengths 
and Opporturuties 
To gain and maintaîn the best advantage, the matching of organisational 
strengths against the available opportunities. This is identified by McDonald 
(1989, 1993, and 1996 ) , Hooley and Lynch (1985), and is discussed by a 
significant number of authors. It is included, despite the criticísms, (Hill and 
Westbrook 1997), due to its extensive awareness. It is separated howeverinto 
two components, strengths/opportunities and weaknesses/threats. The AHP 
model allows the priority of each to be evaluated, and consequently an implied 
measure is possible. 
SMP6 
Effective identification 
of organisations 
Weaknesses and Threats 
Avoiding the pitfalls of weaknesses of the organisation and the outside threats 
which might cause détriment or prevent product/service opération or take up. 
Picase sce the previous paragraph for support of this component of the model. 
SMP7 
Marketing Research 
The use of marketing research focuses the organisation towards its intended 
customertargets. McDonald's work (1989,1993, and 1996) specìfìcallyidentifies 
this as an important strategie marketing planning stage. It ìs also implied byDìbb 
and Simkin (1993), as important. 
SMP 8 
Marketing Information 
Information about customers is essenùal for a marketing orientation. This type of 
information comes from computerised ticket sales Systems and gives valuable 
indications of customer usage trends. McDonald (1996) cites this alongside 
marketing research as an important contemporary component in the strategie 
marketing process. 
SMP9 
Allocation of Resources 
To Match Identified 
Market Opportuniries. 
As well as finance, the deployment of staff and ail other Ítems that would be 
considered "resources". 
Table 8 Elements of Strategie Marketing Planning 
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Elements of Marketing 
Management 
Descr ip t ion 
MMl Range of Product/Service 
provision 
This is the individual product or service that the customer buys. e.g. 
swim, squash. Begun by Borden (1964), and further refined by 
McCarthy (1978) this concept along with the other controllables is 
extensively described in the Ute rature. 
MM2 Price of Products/Services This is the actual price of the individual product or service purchased. 
It does not include the moneys paid by individuals in rates. For 
source, please see MMl. 
MM3 Promotion of Products and 
Services 
This includes the advertising, leafleting and all other methods of 
communication of the products and services provided. For source, 
please see MMl. 
MM4 Location of Built Facilities This refers to the geographical situation of the built facilities in 
relation to the intended target groups for whom the products and 
services are provided. For source, please see MMl. 
MM5 Quality of Product/Service 
Provision 
This refers to the quality of products and services, and the facilities in 
which they are provided. Piercy (1995) and Parasuraman et al. 
(1993)view this as an important aspect in the process of marketing. 
MM6 Customer Expérience This is an indirect measure of the emphasis the organisation and its 
staff places upon customers, for example in dealing with customer 
complaints. Identified by a significant number of authors, this 
component is dealt with under chapter 1, page 9 onwards and is 
refined in this model by aspects of service marketing provision 
considered by Parasuraman et al. (1993). 
MM7 Gompetitor 
Products/Services 
This refers to the provision of products and services, and the level of 
consideration given to competitors that may take customers away. 
Identified by a number of authors when using generic analysis tools 
such as SWOT, Kotler et al. (1996: p52) for example cites this as one 
of the methods that companies use to monitor performance, 
particularly services. 
MM8 Qarity of Target 
Segmentation to Identified Products 
and Services 
This refers to how the department defines its customers in terms oí 
identifiable characteristics e.g. age, employment. This concept, now 
well embedded within marketing theory is discussed by a considerable 
number of authors, (for example Kotler et aL 1997, Dìbb et al 1994, 
McCarthyand Perreault 1993, Wilson et aL 1992, Saunders and Wong 
1985). 
MM9 Flexibility of Stafi to 
Respond to Changing Consumer 
Needs 
This refers to the ability of the department to reorganise its resources 
to adapt to changes required by changes in consumer demands. 
Considered important under services marketing criteria (Brooksbank 
1990) and Barnes et aL (1994) with regard to beneficial changes that 
were occurring within public sector management 
Table 9 Elements of Marketing Management 
7.2.3 Sample Selection for Stage 1. 
This study is based upon multiple objectives, and is not seeking, in this stage a single 
value or measurement . In addition to this, a variety of statistical parameters of the U K 
public sector sport and recreation providers are unknown, which are required under 
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normal circumstances to determine an adequate sample size. These include the 
population variance and standard error. No previous studies have been conducted 
either which could indicate a suitable value. Any statistical calculation would have 
therefore been influenced by estimated values for the necessary parameters needed to 
generate a sample size value. 
Each returned reply to the A H P questionnaire however produces the internally 
reliable inconsistency index value (Saaty 1995). As the purpose of this stage was to 
identify four suitable cases, and each return could be determined as reliable or not 
based upon the inconsistency index value. 
Previously determined in the literature review, the presence of market ing as an 
activity was not uniform across all local authorities (Cousins 1990; Collins and 
Glyptis 1992; Booth 1993; Graham 1994; Kester and Barns 1994; Walsh 1994; Dibb 
1995; Doherty, Saker and Smith 1996, 1998; Day et al. 1998; Rees 1998; Wakefield 
and Bush 1998; Novatorov and Crompton 2001). Therefore a random sample of 2 0 % 
was used of 534 local authority leisure and recreation departments in the U K (106). 
The selection of the local authorities was via random number allocation. An estimate 
of a 5 0 % return was expected. This is a higher response than usual for postal 
questionnaires since all potential respondents prior to post ing the questionnaires were 
telephoned. This provided a 10:1 ratio of the numbers posted compared to the 
required number of four cases to be selected for further study. Should there be 
insufficient suitable cases that fulfil the criteria for selection in this round, then a 
further mail ing of local authorities would have been conducted. 
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Of the original 106 potential respondents, 46 replies vvere returned representing a 
response rate of 5 8 % of those agreeing to particípate. This identified four cases front 
the total responses received that placed marketing on the highest priority in 
compar ison to the other constructs being measured and had inconsistency values 
within the given limits. 
7.3 Stage 2a: Questionnaire Design (Quantitative Eléments). 
The quantitative aspect of this study was drawn from the market orientation studies 
(Kohli and Jaworski 1990, 1993) and studies of service quality measurement via 
S E R V P E R F (Cronin and Taylor 1992, 1994) described earlier in this thesis. 
7.3.1 General Considérations of the Questionnaire Development 
The design of the measurement instrument was modified to elimínate items which 
could be problematic due to questionnaire design and thereby inducing respondent 
error. The numeric choices in the original questionnaires were horizontally arranged. 
This may encourage a respondent to reply "in columns" , and not provide accurate data 
(Churchil l 1999). The questionnaire was therefore designed so that the numeric 
choices were vertically placed for each question. To elimínate excessive length in 
terms of paper, a triple column format was adopted. Pilot studies indicated that this 
layout was satisfactory and encouraged the respondent to read each question more 
carefully. The résultant questionnaire was ftve pages in length. 
The questionnaire asked the respondent staff to give their évaluation in terms of 
performance, particularly for the service éléments of the questionnaire. Respondents 
may have considered this as a "review of their personal behaviour" which could have 
posit ively biased some responses. A "third party technique" was therefore adopted to 
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"reduce falsehoods" (McDaniel and Gates 1996: p204; Burns and Bush 1995) and 
each respondent was instructed to consider their views of "o thers" of the centre and 
not themselves. 
7.3.2 Questionnaire Development: Market Orientation Construct 
It is appropriate however to review some of the originai model scale development 
methods, as well as some of the appropriate integrated studies to determine the current 
consensus with regard to scale development, and as a conséquence the most 
appropriate scale and model to be used for this study. 
Despite the apparent support for the success of the market orientation studies, not ali 
subséquent work which has attempted to replicate the earlier studies in differing 
industry scénarios has been successful. The 21 item market orientation measure 
developed by Narver and Slater (1990) was evaluated by Sigaw and Di amant opoulos 
(1994) using confìrmatory factor analysis. In this instance, the mode l ' s fit across ali of 
the éléments was not found to be satisfactory. Sigaw and Diamantopoulos (1994) also 
noted that unlike the K.ohli and Jaworski (1990) model , factor analysis had not been 
used in the originai scale development. Exploratory factor analysis was further used to 
consider the dimensionali ty of the model. Five factors were extracted, the first 
accounted for some 3 1 % of variance, which was more than the remaining four factors 
together. Cross loading and other difficulties led Sigaw and Diamantopoulos (1994) to 
conclude that: "...the veracity of the scale becomes ques t ionar le" . Kohli et al. (1993) 
were also criticai of the Narver and Slater (1990) model on the grounds of: (1) adopts 
a focused view of markets by emphasising customers and compétit ion as compared 
with a view that focuses upon thèse two as stakeholders and additional factors that 
drive cus tomer needs and expectation e.g. technology, régulation. (2) does not tap the 
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speed with which market intelligence is generated and disseminated within an 
Organisation, and (3) includes a number of items that do not tap specific activities and 
behaviours that represent a market orientation. 
The Kohl i and Jaworski (1990) research tool, supported by the reliability and validity 
considerat ions discussed in the previous chapter, was selected as the more appropriate 
measurement Instrument for the construct of market orientation. Further to this, the 
Kohli et al. (1993) study resulted in a 20 item scale from the originai 32 items. This is 
known as the M A R K O R scale shown on table 10. 
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Intelligence Generation 
1. In this business unit, we meet with customers at least once a year lo find out what producís or 
services thcy will necd in the future. 
2. "individuáis front our manufacturing department intcract directly with customers to leam how 
to serve them betier. 
3. In this business unit, wc do a lot of in-house market rescarch. 
4. We are slow to detect changes in our customers' product préférences. (R) 
5. We poli end users at least once a year lo assess the quality of our producís and services. 
6. * We often talk with or survey those who can influence our end users* purchases (e.g. retailers, 
distributors).* 
7. *Wc collect industry information by informai means (e.g. lunch with industry fricnds, talks 
with trade partners). 
8. 'In our business unit, intelligence on our compctitors is gencrated independcntly by several 
departments. 
9. We are slow to deiect fundamental shifts in our industry (e.g., compétition, technology, 
régulation). (R)* 
10. We pcriodically revicw the likely effect of changes in our business environment (e.g., 
régulation) on customers.* 
Intelligence Dissémination 
1. *A lot of informai "hall talk" in this business unit concerns our competitors' tactics or 
stratégies.* 
2. We have interdepartmental meetings at least once a quarter to discuss market trends and 
devclopments.* 
3. Marketing personnel in our business unit spend time discussing customers' future needs with 
oiher functional departments. 
4. *Our business unit periodically circulâtes documents (e.g., reports, ncws-lcttcrs) that providc 
information on our customers.* 
5. Whcn somelhing important happens to a major customcr of the market, the whole business unit 
knows about it wìthin a short period.* 
6. Data on customcr satisfaction arc disscminated at ali levéis in this business unit on a regular 
basis. 
7. "Thcre is minimal communication between marketing and manufacturing departments 
conceming market dcvelopments. (R) 
8. When onc department finds out something important about compctitors, it is slow to alert other 
departments. (R)* 
Responsiveness 
1. It takes us forevcr to decide how to respond to our competitor's price changes. 
2. 'Principies of market scgmcniation drive new product devclopment efforts in this business 
unit. 
3. For one rcason or another wc tend to ignore changes in our customers' product or service 
needs. (R) 
4. We periodically revicw our product devclopment efforts to cnsure that thcy are in line with 
what customers want. 
5. *Our business plans are driven more by technological advances than by market research. (R) 
6. Severa! departmenls get together periodically to plan a response to changes taking place in our 
business environment. 
7. "The product lines we seil depend more on internal politics than real market needs. (R)* 
8. If a major compctitor were to launch an intensive campaign targeied at our customers. we 
would implement a response immediatcly 
9. The activities of the différent departments in this business unit arc well co-ordinated. " 
10. Customer complaints fall on deaf cars in this business unit. (R)* 
11. Even if we came up with a great marketing pian, we probably would not bc able to 
implement it in a timely fashion. (R)* 
12. *We are quick to respond to signìficant changes in our competitors' pricing structures.* 
13. *Whcn we find out that customers are unhappy with the quality of our service, we take 
corrective action immediately.* 
14. When we find that customers would Itke us to modify a product or service, the departments 
involved make concerted efforts to do so. 
Table 10 MARKOR seule items, Market Orientation Scale (Kohli et al. 1993) 
(R) dénotes reverse coded item. 
* At end of question, refers to addition of item during or after completion of the second pre-test. 
*In front of question, dénotes this item climinated from final MARJCOR set of questions 
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The 20 item scale was produced as a result of both statistical inference and pragmatic 
reasons. This later aspect reduced the number of scale items due to the length of the 
questionnaire. Anonymous reviewers to the Kohli et al. (1993) study suggested that 
fewer scale items would reduce non response by interviewees. Al though these items 
were removed (original questions are still presented in table 10), their deletion was 
independent of reliability/validity considerations, and future studies could reintroduce 
them if appropriate (Kohli et al. 1993). The earlier studies also used a five item scale 
for each of the questions. This was changed in later studies to seven items (Caruana et 
al. 1999) as this was shown to increase the reliability of the instrument (Churchill and 
Peter 1984) and has no effect in a factor analysis (Barnes et al. 1994). The 
quest ionnaire was amended to fit better the public sector sport and recreation 
environment . 
(a) Itemised Questionnaire Amendments: Market Orientation 
Construct 
G e n e r a l 
Business units are normally referred to as "departments" , this has therefore been 
changed. References to manufacturing sections are inappropriate for this 
questionnaire and were replaced with "cent re" meaning the facility providing the 
sport and recreation service. 
In te l l igence G e n e r a t i o n 
Question 1 of the original instrument asked if the business unit met once a year with 
customers . Of all the questions, this one is perhaps the most ill suited to the type of 
response scale used (1 to 7) because it is dichotomous i.e. either the business unit does 
or does not meet once a year. It is however covered by the combinat ion of quest ion 5 
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which asks that the business unit poils customers at least once a year to assess the 
quality o f products and services, and question 3, concerning in house market research. 
Question 1 of the original instrument was therefore amended. 
Question 2 referred to a "manufacturing department". This is also inappropriate and 
was therefore amended to "centre", since a service is consumed at its point of 
production and the facilities are the means by which much of the service is provided. 
In te l l igence D i ssém ina t i on 
Question 7 This refers to the marketing function and its relation to manufacturing 
depar tments . The wording has been amended to better represent the relation be tween 
market ing and the sport and récréation centres. 
R e s p o n s i v e n e s s 
Ail questions in this section were retained, but some were modified to suit the 
contextual situation of the sport and récréation departments . 
The quest ions used in the Market Orientation section of the quest ionnaire were 
therefore as follows: 
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IG! In this dcpartment, we mcet with customers regularly to find out what producís or 
services they will need in the future. 
IG 2 Individuáis from our dcvelopmcnt unit intcract directly with customers to leam 
how to serve them better. 
IG 3 In this départaient, we do a lot of market research. 
IG 4 We are slow to detect changes in our customers' product préférences. 
IG 5 We poil end users at least once a ycar to assess the quality of our produets and 
services. 
IG 6 We offen talk with or survey thosc who can influence our end users' purchases. 
(e.g. local groups, community actívity information centres). 
IG 7 We collect industry information by informai means (e.g., lunch with industry 
friends, talks with trade partners). 
IG 8 In our départaient, intelligence on our competitors is generated independcntly by 
several departments. 
IG 9 We are slow to detect fundamental shifts in our industry (e.g., compétition, 
tcchnology, régulation). 
IG 10 We pcriodically review the likely effect of changes in our business environment 
(e.g., régulation) on customers. 
ID1 A lot of informai "hall talk" in this centre concems our competitors' tactics or 
stratégies. 
ID 2 We have interdcpartmental meetings at least once a quarter to discuss market 
trends and developments. 
ID 3 Marketing personnel in our business unit spend time discussing customers' future 
needs with other functional departments. 
ID 4 Our départaient pcriodically circulâtes documents (e.g., reports, news-Ictters) that 
provide information on our customers. 
ID 5 When something important happens to a major customer of the market, the whole 
départaient knows about it within a short period. 
ID 6 Data on customer satisfaction are dissemtnated at ail levéis in this business unit on 
a regular basis. 
ID 7 Therc is minimal communication between marketing and central departments 
conceming market developments. 
ID 8 When one départaient finds out something important about competitore, it is slow 
to alcrt other departments. 
RI It takes us forever to decide how to respond to our competitor's price changes. 
R2 Principies of market segmentation drive new product dcvelopmcnt efforts in this 
business unit. 
R3 For one reason or another we tend to ignore changes in our customer's product or 
service needs. 
R4 We pcriodically review our product dcvelopmcnt efforts to ensure that they are in 
line with what customers want. 
R5 Our business plans are driven more by technological advances than by market 
research. 
R6 Several departments get together pcriodically to plan a response to changes taking 
place in our business environment. 
R7 The product Unes wc seil dépends more on internai politics than real market 
needs. 
R8 If a major competitor were to launch an intensive campaign targeted at our 
customers, we would implement a response immcdiately 
R9 The activitics of the différent departments in this business unit are well co-
ordinated. 
R10 Customer complaints fall on deaf ears in this départaient. 
RI I Evcn if we came up with a great marketing plan, we probably would not be able to 
implement it in a timely fashion. 
RI2 We are quick to respond to significant changes in our competitors' pricing 
structures. 
RI3 When we find out that customers are unhappy with the quality of our service, we 
takc corrective action immcdiately. 
R14 When wc find that customers would like us to modify a product or service, the 
departments involved make concerted efforts to do so. 
The références IG, ID and R refer to intelligence generation, intelligence 
dissémination and responsiveness respectively. 
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7.3.3 Questionnaire Development: Service Quality Construct 
The extensive use and study cannot be overiooked with regard to the use of 
S E R V Q U A L as a measuring instrument for service quality. Studies in this industry 
area however indicate that this model does not produce a good fit (Wil l iams 1998). 
Cronin and Tay lo r ' s (1992, 1994) model o f S E R V P E R F however has not been tested 
in the industry area of this study, and has provided belter results when tested in other 
studies than S E R V Q U A L by explaining more of the variance in measurement and 
better reliability measures. 
(a) Itemised Questionnaire Amendments: Service Quality 
Construct 
Cronin and Taylor (1992, 1994) did however suggest that the quest ions could be 
contextually affected and therefore may need to be amended. The S E R V P E R F 
measure was therefore adopted for use within this study. The quest ions from the 
original S E R V P E R F instrument were amended as follows: q l l , q l 5 , q l 8 , q l 9 , q20, 
q 2 1 . 
Quest ions 11 , 15, 18 and 21 were amended to allow employées give a customer 
viewpoint. T h e original instrument was completed by customers , this is being 
completed by staff and required changing appropriately. The personalised "customer 
viewpoint" quest ions in the original instrument referred to the cus tomers as "you" . 
This was also amended in questions 19 and 20. Finally, question 20 in the original 
instrument stated: ". . .convenient to ail their customers" . The response to this question 
with the word "a i l" can only be dichotomous, since the opening hours could not be 
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convenient to at least one customer. This part of question 22 was therefore amended 
to: " . . .convenient to their customers" . The résultant 22 quest ions of the service 
quality section of this instrument was therefore as follows; 
Ql This centre gencrally has up to date equipment. 
Q2 This centrc's physical facilities are visually appealing. 
Q3 This ccntre's staffare well dressed and appear neat. 
Q4 The appearance of the physical facilities of this centre is in keeping with the 
type of service provided. 
Q5 When this centre promises to do something by a certain tïmc, it does so. 
Q6 Whcn there arc problems for the customer, this centre is sympathetic and 
reassuring. 
Q7 This centre is dcpendable. 
QS This centre provides the services ai the time ît promises to do so. 
Q9 This centre keeps its records accurately. 
Q10 This centre does not tell its customers exactly when services will beperformed. 
Ql I The employées of the centre do not provide a prompt service. 
Q12 Employées of this centre are not always Willing to help customers. 
Q13 Employées of this centre arc too busy to respond lo customer requests promptly. 
QI4 You can trust employées of this centre. 
Q15 Customers can feel safe in their transactions with this centre's employées. 
Q16 Employées of this centre arc always polite. 
Q17 Employées get adequate support from this centre to do their jobs well. 
Q18 This centre does not give individuai attention to customers. 
Q19 Employées of this centre do not give personal attention. 
Q20 Employées of this centre do not know what customers' needs are. 
Q21 This centre does not have the customers' best interests at heart. 
Q22 This centre does not have operating hours convenient to their customers. 
Table 11 Service Quality Questions Incorporatcd within the Questionnaire Instrument. 
(The full questionnaire is given in the appendices) 
7.3.4 Survey Methodology for Stage 2 (Quantitative Eléments) 
(a) The Employées Viewpoint 
The diffïculty of measuring expectations from the customers viewpoint has already 
been extensively noted. Service industries however establish strong relationships 
between front line staff and their customers. When service encounters have strong 
scripts, the employée and customer are likely to share expectat ions (Bitner and Booms 
1994). Rôle and script theory, combined with the routine nature of many of the 
service encounters , suggests that customers and employées are likely to share a 
common perspective on service expériences. This identifies staff as a useful source of 
information and perception with regard to performance évaluation. Contact employées 
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have been identified in the previous studies as good sources of information on 
cus tomer attitudes (Schneider 1980; Schneider and Bowen 1985). Limitations 
however apply in that routine service encounters where repeat expér iences occur on a 
regular basis produce better results (Bitner and Booms 1994). Therefore, since many 
cus tomers of sport and récréation centres attend once or more a week, (in excess of 
80%) , (Knight , Cavanagh and Page 1997), the employées of sports and récréation 
centres offer a potentially good data source. 
Studies normally select respondents via sampling méthodologies to establish some 
form of représentative group of the population in question (Churchill 1999). The 
quanti tat ive élément of this study however , sent questionnaires to ail staff of the 
depar tments . This eliminated the need to develop complex criteria and sampling 
methodology issues. A visual check of the questionnaires received also revealed a 
number of responses which were not valid. Thèse fell into the following catégories: 
Comple ted the first page and no other. (4) 
Comple ted the first and second page and no other. (2) 
Completed a single number for ail responses. (2) 
Handed back questionnaire with no responses (2) 
Thèse were eliminated from the study. The total number of questionnaires received 
were therefore shown on table 12. 
Received Full time staff % response 
Case A 29 44 66 
Case B 25 48 52 
C a s e C 33 62 53 
Case D 14 38 37 
Total 101 192 52 
Table 12 Responses for the Market Orientation/Service Quality Questionnaire 
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The numbers of full time staff at the centres were identifier! by the Directors of each 
leisure department. The response rates for each local authority are given in the table 
above and compares favourably with other studies, (for example Jaworski and Kohli 
1993) al though it is noted that most other studies are conducted via a postai survey 
method. The response rate was therefore considered satisfactory for the purposes of 
this study. 
A further face validity check was undertaken to review the number of " d o n ' t k n o w " 
or responses coded " 8 " for the quantitative research instrument. The overall response 
for code " 8 " was 7 .9% which was considered acceptable in view of the range of staff 
that were re tuming questionnaires. None of the responses for those quest ions were 
used in the data analysis. Some questions did receive higher code 8 responses , and 
questions which received responses above twice the average (15.8%) are reviewed in 
more detail and are shown as follows: 
IG 7 Wc collect industry information by informai mcans (e.g., lunch 
with industry friends, talks with trade partners). 19% 
IDI A lot of informal "hall talk" in this centre concems our 
competitors' tactics or stratégies. 18% 
ID 3 Marketing personnel in our business unit spend time 
discussing customers' future needs with other functional 
departments. 18% 
ID 7 There is minimal communication between marketing and 
centrai departments conceraing market developments. 18% 
R2 Principies of market segmentation drive new product 
development efforts in this business unit. 28% 
R6 Sevcral departments get together periodically to plan a 
response to changes taking place in our business environmcnt. 18% 
It can be seen from the above, that ali the questions which received relatively high 
"don ' t k n o w " responses were from the market orientation section. This is most likely 
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that it is a reflection of some staff not being familiar with the processes involved, and 
with the exception of question R2, the levéis are static at about 18%. This check 
provides sufficient evidence that respondents were able to answer questions 
appropriately. 
7.4 Stage 2b: Qualitative Research Design Issues 
The research elements under consideration in this stage identified under Chapter 6, 
Research Methodology, were interviews with management staff, document and 
archive record analysis. 
7.4.1 Interviews with Management Staff 
One of the major purposes of the interview stage in this study is to corrobórate facts 
and triangúlate the results identified via the market orientation and service quality 
data questionnaires. Specific questions need to be worded under such circumstances 
which do not allow the respondent to "echo the same thoughts" (Yin 1994: p85) . 
Quest ions will therefore be asked about role, function and measurement of the 
phenomena of the study. 
The interviews were conducted with a purposive sample (Churchill 1995) of the key 
management staff of each local authority public sector sport and recreation service 
provider. The selection of these staff was based upon the premise that they are the key 
decisión makers, and their role is crucial in the marketing and service delivery 
(Caruana et al. 1999). The management staff interviewed for each local authority 
therefore included: 
1. ChiefOfficer 
2. Client Officer 
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3. Contrae! Officer 
4. Managers of each of the facilities 
5. Marketing Managers (departmental) of each locai authority 
(if présent). 
All interviews were tape recorded and transcribed. The purpose of using such 
equipment is to provide a more accurate rendition of the interview than any other 
method (Yin 1994: p86). It éliminâtes errors due to m e m o r y and omissions in note 
taking of the researcher, and in addition, allows for a more relaxed interview, 
al lowing the responden! to articúlate clearly their views on a subject uninterrupted. 
Fortunately, ali interviewées of this study agreed to a full participation in the study, 
ìncluding the use of tape recording equipment. The interviews were based upon 
identifying and supporting information concerning market orientation and the 
measurement o f service quality via the S E R V P E R F model . The questions conceptual 
aspects of thèse phenomena as well as their measurement . The quest ion content for 
each interview contained at least the following: 
1. What do you see as marketing for thc major sport and recreation centres? 
2. What mechanisms are in place for effective marketing of the centres? 
3. What is your view of thc departments approach to customer oricntation? 
4. How does thc "system" help or hinder in the marketing function? 
5. How does the "system" help or hinder with regard to improving Services Quality? 
6. How woutd you describe the role of marketing for the major centres? 
7. For marketing to be effective. what conditions do you think are necessary? 
8. How do you measure if thc marketing has been successful at thc centres? 
9. How woutd you tnterpret a good ''servioc quality provisión" at the centres? 
10. How important is communication to staff? 
11. How are staff communicated to with respect to marketing issues? 
12. How are staff communicated to with respect to servíce quality issues? 
13. With regard to the staff of the centres, how are behaviours changed to improve 
service quality? 
14. Are the budgets adequatc to cover issues of marketing? 
15. Are the budgets adequate to cover issues of service quality? 
16. If you had the authority, what would youchange to make the marketing more 
effective and why? 
17. If you had the authority, what would you change to make the service quality of 
the centres more effective and why? 
18. Who do you see as competition to the centres? 
Table 13 Qualitative Stage 2, Interview Questions 
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Pilot interviews conducted with sport and récréation facility managers provided 
sufficient support for the wording of the above questions in the context of this study. 
Thèse quest ions cover generic aspects of the concepts of market orientation and 
service quality as well as financial issues. The major purpose of the interviews was to 
be able to triangulate in some way the results of the quantitative study of the 
contextualised combined questionnaire of market orientation and service quality for 
this study. 
7.4.2 Documentation 
Local authorities are rich in documentat ion about almost every aspect of the sport and 
récréation provision. This applies to almost every level in the organisation, including 
manager s ' regular reports, minutes of meetings, administrative documents etc. Of 
particular importance for ail of the local authorities are the documents which specity 
the provision of service as a resuit of compulsory compéti t ive tendering. Thèse 
contract documents should normally détermine the level and type of activity, and the 
agreed targets to be achieved. Ail local authorities agreed to al low access to thèse, 
and any other documents necessary. 
7.4.3 Archive Records 
Although much of this type of documentation was sensitive due to the environment 
created by the compulsory compéti t ive tendering process, access was also permitted 
in ail four cases to records such as organisational charts , records, budgets and other 
related information. This was particularly important for the at tendance and budget 
data for comparat ive purposes . 
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7.5 Stage 2c: Quantitative Data Analytical Issues 
Questionnaires were loaded onto the SPSS ® statistica! analysis program. Once 
loaded, two processes were conducted prior to analysis, thèse were : 
1. AU code 8 (don't know) values were eliminated 
2. Ali negativcly worded questions in the questionnaire were reverse 
coded (I to 7, 6 to 2 etc.) 
The reliability of the scales was assessed by using the Cronbach alpha score, 
developed by Deng and Dart (1994) based upon the conceptual foundations of Kohli 
and Jaworski (1990) and Narver and Slater (1990). Further use of this measurement 
tool to improve the reliability of the data was undertaken via an iterative removal 
. technique to obtain the highest pragmatic Cronbach alpha value possible. This is 
discussed in further detail later in this chapter. 
The construet validity was assessed by the corrélation analysis identified during 
factor analysis. The use of this analytical technique has also been identified as a more 
appropriate approach to determining construct validity than other techniques such as 
bivariate corrélations (Steenkamp and van Trijp 1991). This aspect of the analysis is 
considered in more detail also later in this chapter. 
7.5.1 Iterative Removal of Elements via Cronbach Alpha Tests. 
This internai consistency reliability test détermines the coefficients of ali possible 
split halves of the observations under study. This method has been used more 
extensively in recent years (Kohli and Jaworski 1990; Narver and Slater 1990; Deng 
and Dart 1994) and ils value ranges from 0 to 1. Values of less than 0.6 are normally 
considered unsatisfactory. In this study an iterative method was adopted to el iminate 
éléments from each grouping of éléments for each expected factor derived from the 
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literature review. Elements were removed if the Cronbach alpha scores could be 
raised by their elimination. This method has been identified as an appropriate method 
for this type of study for improving the reliability of the group of responses (Farrell 
and Oczkowski 1998). For the market orientation questions, three dimensions were 
anticipated. For each of the three dimensions , elements were removed to produce the 
m a x i m u m score above the min imum Cronbach alpha score for the group. For the 
service quality questions, the same procedure was adopted. 
7.5.2 Reliability Measures for the MARKOR and SERVPERF Constructs. 
Reliability, as stated previously refers to patterns of high inter-correlations among the 
elements in a scale which indicates that they constitute a coherent whole in measur ing 
a concept. An important measure of reliability is the Cronbach Alpha test, in this 
s tudy across market orientation and service quality anticipated dimensions . This 
method has been used extensively in similar studies for market orientation (Narver 
and Slater 1990; Deshpande et al. 1993; Kohli et al. 1993; Caruana et al. 1999) and 
for services market ing (Babakus and Boiler 1992; Babakus and Mango ld 1992; 
Bowers et al. 1994; Carman 1990; Cronin and Taylor 1992; Finn and L a m b 1991; 
Headley and Miller 1993; Lytle and M o k w a 1992; McAlexander et al. 1994; 
O ' C o n n o r et al. 1994; Taylor and Cronin 1994). The min imum acceptable value is 
given as 0.60 (Nunnally 1978) in which all the above market orientation studies 
achieve, except Finn and Lamb (1991) on this measurement criteria. 
The Cronbach Alpha test measurements for this study for all the anticipated 
dimensions of market orientation and service quality were above the min imum value 
of 0.60. Although the alpha values were higher for the market orientation dimensions 
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than service quality, this différence is not significan! since it is the minimum threshold 
value which is important, and ail dimensions are above this limit. 
7.5.3 Validity Measures for the MARKOR and SERVPERF Constructs 
This test évaluâtes the degree to which a number of différent methods of measurement 
agrée on a particular construct (Churchill 1999). Headings under this criteria include: 
construct validity, discriminant validity, face validity, concurrent validity and 
convergent validity. The construct validity measure relates to the extent that a scale 
measures to what it is purported. In this study, the use of factor analysis, the 
interviews of management staff, and review of documentat ion provide adéquate 
construct validity measurements for both M A R K O R and S E R V P E R F measurement 
instruments. The discriminant validity measure refers to the extent that a measure is 
novel , and does not simply reflect the measure of another variable. Again, the results 
of the two instruments of M A R K O R and S E R V P E R F after being subject to factor 
analysis, combined with the case study interview data and document review provide a 
suitable discriminant validity check. The face validity test is a subjective criterion and 
is a reflection of the extent to which the scale items are meaningtul and appear to 
represent the construct being measured. 
Questionnaires were pilot tested to establish that the wording was appropriate for the 
industry under study. The concurrent validity test refers to the extent in which the 
scale items being tested are associated as hypothesised with conceptually related 
measures (Peter et al. 1993). Initially this was established with regard to the study by 
Cronin and Taylor (1992, 1994), and indirectly by other studies using the 
S E R V Q U A L model (Babakus and Boller 1992; Carman 1990; Teas 1993). The factor 
analysis results of this study are detailed and discussed later in this thesis, 
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7.6 Stage 2d: Qualitative Data Analytical Issues 
A large variety methods of qualitative data analysis are available to a researcher 
(Miles and Huberman 1994). There is also "not a single acceptable method for 
conduct ing qualitative analyses" (Krane et al. 1997: p213) , arguing that différent 
forms of analysis will provide differing, often compiementary forms of knowledge, 
and that the analytical method chosen should reflect the methodological perspective 
of the researcher. 
7.6.1 Interview Data: Analysis 
Although the qualitative section of this study is primarily directed at triangulating 
results against the quantitative data collection, it is important that the qualitative 
analytical approach, it is important to ensure that this method provides a thorough and 
rigorous évaluation with regard to the focus of the study. As a result any approach(es) 
taken requires careful considération in terms of the research objectives of the study in 
question. The method adopted withìn this study is based upon that advocated by 
Krane, et al. (1997), and used by others, for example Scanlan et al. (1991); Gould et 
al. (1993); James and Collins, (1997). This procedure develops émergent thèmes from 
raw data, and maps the relationships between them, thereby allowing a conceptual 
framework to be developed as advocated by Miles and Huberman (1994). This is also 
referred to as a constant comparat ive method by Glaser and Strauss (1967). This 
method allows thèmes to develop from data, rather than such criteria being assigned 
before analysis. This demonstrates to some extent a semi-gròunded, or inductive 
approach to this analysis. 
Al though this method allows the émergence of thèmes via frequency counts, this may 
not be appropriate in ali cases. This is particularly noted by Krane, et al. (1997: p215) 
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who suggests that the developments of thèmes by such quantitative methods may at 
t imes be inappropriate, arguing that: 
" . . .p lac ing a frequency count after a category of expériences is tantamount to saying 
how important it is; thus value is derived by number. In many cases, rare expériences 
are no less meaningful, useful or important than common ones. In some cases, the rare 
expérience may be the most enlightening one ." 
The importance of a particular thème may develop therefore not only from frequency 
counts , but from the researcher 's own interprétation of the data. This is open to 
criticai scrutiny, and therefore the provision of a clear methodology mus t be provided 
so that the rigour of the analysis may be judged (Howe 1985; Miles and Huberman 
1994). A major emphasis upon the qualitative research in stage 2 of this study is also 
to triangulate with the quantitative study of stage 2. Therefore, the combina t ion of 
quantitative methods , and a semi grounded or inductive approach towards the 
qualitative éléments of stage 2 may be an appropriate means of allowing conflicting 
thèmes to emerge , should they be présent with regard to the market orientation and 
service quahty section of the study. 
The approach as described by Scanlan et al. (1991); Gould et al. (1993); Cote et al. 
(1995), James and Collins, (1997) was employed in this study. The analysis of the 
interview data consisted of three processes for each transcript as follows: 
1. Familiarisation with each interview. This was achieved by a 
combinat ion of listening to the interview tapes and reading the 
transcriptions. This method also helped the rcliability of each 
interview in t enus of identifying transcription errors. 
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2. Identification of relevant raw data quotes by interviewées. A raw 
data thème is defined by Scanlan, et al. (1991: p l 0 6 ) as " . . . a 
Statement . . .which was self-definable and self-delimiting in the 
expression of a single recognisable aspect of the subjects ' 
expériences." This therefore refers to a single aspect of a manager 
with regard to an aspect o f market orientation or service quality in 
the context o f this study. A raw data thème has also been referred 
to as a meaning unit (Tesch 1990). 
3 . Organisat ion of the raw data into catégories. This process of 
catégorisation is a means by which the data can be funnelled into 
relevant catégories for analysis (Dey 1993). This enables 
relationships and connections between data thèmes to be identified 
(Cote et al., 1995). These catégories were: 
a) Raw data thèmes: Specific information provided by the 
interviewées. 
b) General dimensions: These were more abstract catégories 
within which the three previous qualitative thèmes were 
classified. 
Outcomes o f the catégorisation process are the relationships be tween and the 
distinctions among catégories to be determined with référence to the concepts of the 
research study in question. The basis of catégorisation is with référence to market 
orientation and service quality of stage 2 of this research study. 
Effectively however , the overall catégorisation of data needs to fulfil four condit ions 
(Dey 1993): 
a) Catégories need to fit the raw data, 
b) Catégories need to be meaningful in relation to the data 
c) Catégories need to be related to each other 
d) Catégories need to be related to the underlying concepts of the study. 
The catégorisation process can be subjective if undertaken by one person, which 
could undermine the reliability of this process. Other methods include using multiple 
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coders to reach agreement to classify data, termed "consensus validation", or using a 
research partner to critically question the coding and analysis (Krane et al. 1997). 
They (Krane et al. 1997) argue that the consensus validation approach can have the 
effect of magnifying the researchers subjectivity, resulting in a lowering of the 
reliability, the exact opposite of what this process is at tempting to achieve. Two 
postgraduale students (marketing studies) were therefore employed to develop 
catégories o f data. The first acted as a research partner to develop catégories , with the 
researcher, and the second was used to question the concepts of the first coder and 
researcher. Th is required the researcher and the research partner to adequately 
describe the catégories developed, thereby ensuring rigour. 
Compute r software is available to develop thèmes once manual coding has taken 
place. The use of such software was considered however and after évaluation was 
rejected. T h e advantages of such software have not as yet been widely established, 
and the rôles of creativity, intuition and insight into analysis can be severely 
hampered (Dey 1993) using such processes. The process by which the software 
opérâtes is also often by coding specific words, phrases or sentences in advance and 
may not allow the full meaning of some comments to be identified. The manual 
processes described so far have been well established to provide a valid and reliable 
means of analysing the qualitative data. The absence of the a use of a computer using 
qualitative software analysis packages for this élément of the study therefore does not 
lo wer the quality of the analysis (Buston 1997). 
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7.6.2 Documentation and Archive Records 
The purpose of documentation and archive records is as a supporting mechan i sm with 
regard to the interviews in the first instance to verify facts and comments made within 
the interviews. Yin (1994: p81) notes, "For case studies, the most important use of 
documents is to corrobórate and augment évidence from other sources" . 
Yin (1994) also states that there are three main purposes of data collected under this 
heading, thèse are: 
1. Documents are helpful in verifying the correct spellings and titles and names 
of organisations that might have been mentioned in an interview. 
2. Documents can provide other spécifie détails from other sources. If the 
documentary évidence is contradictory rather than corroboratory, the case 
study investigator has spécifie reason to inquire further into the topic. 
3. Inferences can be made from documents . . . thèse inferences should be treated 
only as d u e s worthy of further investigation rather than as définitive findings, 
because the inferences could later turn out to be false leads. 
Local authorities are rich in documents which act as management transcripts and 
records of activity, but care was taken when reviewing documentat ion since much of 
the content was edited, and may not have reflected the true situation, for example of a 
management meeting. In addition to a range of documents and archivai records 
however, two sets of documents were essential to be reviewed in every local authority 
however, thèse were as follows: 
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1. The Market ing Strategy Statement or Market ing Plan. Th is would give 
indication as to the means of effecting market ing as an activity within the 
organisation. 
2. The Compulsory Competit ive Tendering Document . This was important as it 
specífíes, normally in considerable detail, how the organisation is to opérate. 
This gives an insight with regard to the methods of implement ing and 
moni tor ing the marketing and service quality standards. 
Evidence gathered under this heading is therefore useful for the purposes of a validity 
check upon the data obtained from the other sources, both quanti tat ive and qualitative. 
7.7 Summary 
This study relied upon a return visit to the cases initially identifíed using the Analytic 
Hierarchy Process questionnaire. Fortunately for this study, the four local authorit ies 
which were selected as a result of the first stage agreed to particípate. 
One problem did arise however, and that was one case had a catastrophic change 
be tween the t ime of complet ing the A H P questionnaire and being selected for further 
study. The commercia l company that was operating the centres for that local authori ty 
had gone into receivership because of problems in another área of the company . Initial 
discussions indicated that al though marketing activity was poor, a decis ión was made 
to include this case within the study because it provided a contrast wiíh which to 
theoretically compare the other three cases. If indeed the proposed measuremen t tools 
were to be effectivc, there should be some form of difference observed between the 
cases and that this fourth case would add richness to the data and the analysis . 
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The variety of methods being used to study market orientation and service quality 
within this study, and the contrast of cases within the sample, should provide a 
valuable, reliable and valid approach to this arena of study. 
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Chapter 8 RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY FIELD W O R K 
8.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this stage was to identify four cases of local authority sport and 
récréation providers for further investigation. The major criteria was that they 
indicated relatively high importance measurement against the market ing éléments 
within the survey instrument. The Analytic Hierarchy Process enables not only the 
identification of the priority value that a respondent places upon éléments within the 
given range of options, but also the transitivity, or the relationship that a respondent 
may have be tween the éléments which may or may not be based upon logic. 
Al though a respondent may state that a number of éléments are ranked in a given 
order, the weightings that are applied to the relationship of each of thèse éléments by 
the respondent may undermine the original ranked listing. This is not to suggest that 
the respondent may be incorrect in the completion of the questionnaire, this could 
perhaps be the case but there may also be pressures within the work envi ronment for 
example that do not allow logical choice of the éléments in question. This mechanism 
therefore a l lowed the identification of four local authorities that appeared to genuinely 
prioritise the market ing éléments using this survey instrument for further study. 
8.2 Analysis of Survey AHP Questionnaires 
Of the 106 questionnaires briginally sent, 46 useable questionnaires were returned. Of 
thèse, five did not contain the fînancial information needed for the initial comparat ive 
analysis. T w o methods of data préparation were undertaken: 
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1. The individual questionnaires were entered onto the AHP software 
to produce individual outputs for cach local authority. 
2. Scores were grouped with regard to the inconsistency values for 
each retum. Those with values of 0.1 and less, and those above this 
value. 
Of the 46 cases received, 14 had resultant inconsistency valúes equal to or below 
0.10, and 32 cases were above this threshold level. The questionnaires were inspected 
prior to data Ioading to ensure that none were biased due to respondents fatigue and/or 
completed incorrectly, for example completing long columns of the same number. 
T h e data from the questionnaires via the A H P software produced initial measures of: 
1. Normalised AHP priority output valúes for each of the three main 
headings of strategic management, strategic marketing planning 
and marketing management. 
2. Normalised AHP priority output valúes for the ninc elements 
under each heading, strategic management, strategic marketing 
planning and marketing management. The summated valué of the 
normalised output of each of the nine elements equalled the 
proportion of the main heading under which the elements were 
grouped. 
3. Inconsistency valúes for each of (1) and (2) for three groups 
overall and onc for each of inconsistency valúes below 0.10, and 
above 0.10. 
8.2.1 Results: Inconsistency Values (IC). 
O v e r a l l A B C 
I n c o n s i s t e n c y IC : A L L I C >0.1 I C =<0.1 
V a l u e e : 
D e s c r i p t i v e 
S t a t i a t i c a 
Mean 00 . 1 7 0 . 214 0 . 07 
S t a n d a r d 00 . 1 6 0 . 1 7 3 0 . 02 
D e v i a t i o n 
K u r t o s i a 18 . 57 1 6 . 2 6 - 0 . 6 9 
Skewness 03 . 7 6 3 . 6 5 - 0 . 30 
C o u n t 46 32 14 
Table 14 Overall Inconsistency Values: Descriptive Statistics 
The results of the inconsistency values outputs are shown on table 14. The descriptive 
statistics for ail cases (column A), average values where the IC > 0.1 (column B), and 
for average IC values = < 0.10 (column C) are given. The majority of questionnaires, 
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(32 in number) produced IC valúes which were above the significance valué of 0.10. 
The remaining 14 fell below this limit. The Kurtosis valué for all cases is sharply 
significant at a valué of 18.57, much above what would be expected (0 for a normal 
dístribution). 
The standard deviation indicates that the majority of valúes are well above the 
threshold IC significance valué of 0 .1 . The column denoted " C " (individual cases 
where IC <0.10) has a mean valué of 0.07. The distribution for this group also has a 
negative skewness , which suggests a greater proportion of the valúes are very slightly 
concentrated towards the higher end of the range (0.10). The Kurtosis valué is in 
sharp contrast to that of the group B, the distribution being slightly flatter than that of 
a normal distribution. 
8.2.2 Comparison of each of the Sub-Groups 
The statistical results for each of the groupings of strategic market ing, strategic 
marketing planning and marketing management varied. For the purpose of analysis 
these were grouped under the three main headings of all responses (column A), 
responses whose valué is above 0.10 (column B), and responses whose valué is 0.10 
or below (column C) . These are shown on table 15. 
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I n c o n s i a t e i i c y 
V a l u e s 
SU-IC 
A 
SMP-IC 
A 
MM-IC 
A 
SM-IC 
B 
SMP-IC 
B 
MM-IC 
B 
S M - I C 
C 
SMP-IC 
C 
MM-IC 
C 
Mean 0 . 1 5 3 0 . 1 4 6 0 . 1 3 5 0 . 359 0 . 335 0 . 3 0 6 0 . 0 8 3 0 . 0 6 1 0 . 071 
S t a n d a r d 
D e v i a t i o n 
0 . 095 0 . 114 0 . 0 8 2 0 . 202 0 . 1 6 8 0 . 1 9 6 0 . 0 4 2 0 . 030 0 . 047 
K u r t o s i s 2 . 0 3 1 3 . 632 0 . 3 1 9 - 1 . 2 0 4 - 0 . 9 T 7 • 1 . 0 6 2 - 0 . 6 7 7 - 0 . 669 3 . 406 
Skeamess 1 . 323 1 . 790 0 . 887 0 . 4 1 1 0 . 573 0 . 544 0 . 4 8 8 0 . 4 2 9 1 . 884 
Count 46 46 46 32 32 32 14 14 14 
C o n f i d e n c e 
9 5 * 
0 . 026 0 . 034 0 . 024 0 . 073 0 . 0 6 1 0 . 0 7 1 0 . 023 0 . 0 1 4 0 . 0 2 5 
Table 15 Descriptive Statistics Tor Inconsistency Values 
Columns A denotes all cases (46), Columns B; IC values > 0.10, Columns C: IC values =<0.10. 
Strategie Marketing (SM-fC). Strategie Marketing Planning (SMP-IC), Marketing Management (MM-
IQ. 
(a) Strategic Marketing (code SM-IC) 
The inconsistency valúes for groups B and C are markedly different. The average 
inconsistency is 4.32 t imes larger for group B compared to group C. Both valúes are 
significant at a 9 5 % level of confidence in terms of threshold inconsistency valué of 
0.10 and in terms of the average for the total number of cases. The Kurtosis valúes 
show that the distributions are flatter than compared to a normal dístribution. The 
skewness valúes both show a small positive valué, implying a slight trend towards the 
higher valúes for each group. 
(b) Strategic Marketing Planning (code SMP-IC) 
Mean valúes for each of the two groups show very signifícant differences. The valué 
for the average mean of group C (IC <0.10) being the lowest of all valúes returned. 
This is possibly indicative of a cohesive understanding of this topic, for group C 
organisat ions. 
(c) Marketing Management. 
The inconsistency average for group B, was very high at 0.306, and signiñcantly 
above the threshold level of 0.10. The IC value in group C was signíficantly lower (at 
95%) at 0 .071 . Different to all other values group C kurtosis was 3.40. This positive 
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valué implies a cohesivcness across the sample which could indícate respondent 
understanding of the elements in this group. Of the three groups, it was expected that 
this would be the most likely área for this to occur due to apparent c o m m o n 
knowledge of the tools of marketing management reported in the literature review. 
The higher positive skewness in comparison to the other valúes could also be an 
indication of a trend towards consistent decisión making within this group. 
8.2.3 Ove ra II Evaluation of the Inconsistency Measurement 
Under columns " A " (all cases) from table 15, although the average valué for each of 
the dimensions is above the normal threshold valué of 0.10, they are still be low the 
upper acceptable limit of 0.20 (Saaty 1980) at 0 .153, 0.146 and 0.135 for each of the 
groupings of strategic marketing, strategic marketing planning and market ing 
management respectively. The greater valué attributed to the dimensional construct of 
strategic market ing suggests that of the three, the elements of this group are more 
problematic to prioritise by respondents. 
When the results are grouped according to the threshold limit of 0.10 and above 
however, the average valúes returned are more telling. The average valúes are in the 
range of 0.359 to 0.306, which is indicative of serious priority difficulties in terms of 
evaluation and are considerably above the acceptable limit of 0.20. 
The final group, where the IC valué is less than 0.10, the averaged returned valúes 
were 0.083, 0.061 and 0.71 for each of the dimensions of strategic market ing, 
strategic marketing planning and marketing management respectively. This very 
exacting result is best with regard to the strategic market ing planning grouping 
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reflecting the lowest IC average. This was an unexpected result, since the tools of 
marke t ing management are implied from the literature to be better understood. 
In order to understand if any underlying trends exist within the data in terms of the 
three dimensional constructs, or if some elements of each the three groups were 
inappropriately incorporated, a factor analytic approach was adopted. The results of 
which are discussed next. 
8.2.4 Results: Factor Analysis of the AHP Data 
Although the Analytic Hierarchy Process produced apparently acceptable results, each 
local authoríty response being internally reliable due to the transitivity measurement , 
a validity measurement was necessary for the purpose of triangulation to identify if 
the data could be reduced to the equivalent of the three major groups initially 
identified from the literature. 
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Factor Analysis, Full Data Set 
F a c t o r s 1 2 3 
E l e m e n t s 
MM1 . 6 6 5 - . 2 4 9 •. 019 
MM2 . 6 8 3 - . 0 0 7 - . 088 
MM3 . 7 4 4 -.208 .237 
MM4 . 4 3 1 - .252 • .4 03 
MM5 . 8 1 2 -.009 -.245 
MM6 . 7 1 8 - . 0 0 5 - . 137 
MM7 . 7 4 6 - . 118 . 155 
MMB . 5 5 5 • .205 .495 
MM9 . 7 4 2 -.189 .274 
SM1 - . 5 1 5 -.381 - . 103 
SM2 - . 4 0 3 • .402 - . 149 
SM3 - . 5 4 7 -.515 -.372 
SM4 - . 413 - . 5 1 7 - .140 
SM5 - . 589 - . 2 5 3 .417 
SHS - . 606 - .54 8 - . 058 
SM7 - . 523 - .416 - . 193 
SMB - . 398 - .449 .533 
SM9 - . 321 -.389 . 6 5 0 
SMP1 - . 100 . 442 . 1 3 3 
SMP2 - . 092 . 7 9 7 - . 129 
SHP3 - . 181 . 6 6 2 . 250 
SMP4 - . 165 . 6 5 2 . 051 
SMP5 - .118 . 7 9 7 . 049 
SMP6 -.305 . 6 5 1 - . 131 
SMP7 -.132 . 7 1 1 - . 180 
SMP8 - . 253 . 7 1 4 . 055 
SMP9 - .165 .521 .355 
Table 16 Factor Anatysis of A H P Output for alt cases (46) 
Total % of Variancc Cumulative % 
1 6.630 24.741 24.741 
2 6.004 22.237 46.978 
3 2.041 7.559 54.537 
Table 17 Cumulative Variance, Ali Cases (46) 
Although this reliability test is resolved intcrnally via the inconsistency value, if an 
underlying trend could be identified, this would confirm or otherwise the validity of 
the data as provided by the full respondent group. Principal component analysis was 
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chosen over factor analysis, this being a method to reduce the 27 components to three 
real rather than hypothetical factors (KJine 1994). 
Principal component analysis was conducted on the full set of data without any 
rotations via SPSS, the results of which are shown on table 16. Due to the sample size 
(46), the factor loading limit was set at 0.60 to elimínate cross loading problems, and 
three factors selected. The eigenvalue limits given were also set above the numeric 
valué of 1. Table 17 shows the loading valúes for each of the three factors, all are well 
above the limits set, and in all account for 54 .4% of the variability. In addition to this, 
Bart le t t ' s test of sphericity was used to determine the appropriateness of this analytic 
approach. This resulted in a test valué of 1409 at a significance shown of >.00000. 
This therefore implied that this data set is appropriate for factoring (Sharma 1996). 
The analysis produced factor loadings at the level >0.60 that fell clearly into the two 
groupings, of marketing management and strategic market ing planning. The elements 
which were not included within these two groups were as follows: 
MM4: Promotion of producís and serviccs. 
MM8: Clarity of target segmentation to idcntified products and serviccs. 
SMP1: Synergy betwcen management levéis. 
SMP9: Flexibiüty of staff to respond to changing consumer needs. 
Only two elements of the strategic market ing group (SM6 and SM9) loaded above the 
threshold valué of 0.60 within this analysis. The failure of any significant loading on 
the strategic market ing elements could be the result of quest ionnaire design error, 
respondent error, or organisational pressures. It may even be a more basic recognition 
that organisations have difficulties and are not able to perform this function 
effectively and the A H P measurement instrument enables the identification of this 
issue. 
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By excluding strategic marketing planning construct, and using the groupings of 
strategic market ing planning and marketing management , thèse do appear to offer a 
mechanism to select organisations that consider thèse dimensions constructs as a high 
priority, provided that the inconsistency value is below the upper acceptable limit of 
0.20. 
8.2.5 Sélection of Cases for Further Study 
Review of all 46 cases identified four that produced the strategic market ing planning 
and market ing management outputs as higher priority than strategic market ing. The 
inconsistency values were also below an acceptable limit of 0.20. The values re tumed 
for thèse four cases are shown on table 18. 
Case No. IC Construct Priority 
Value Value 
36 0.071 SMP 0.584 
MM 0.281 
SM 0.135 
41 0.143 MM 0.614 
SMP 0.268 
SM 0.118 
42 0.151 MM 0.651 
SMP 0.235 
SM 0.114 
64 0.157 MM 0.627 
SMP 0.279 
SM 0.094 
Table 18 Priority Values of Top Four Cases 
SM=Stratcgic marketing, SMP=Stratcgic marketing planning, MM=Mavkcting management 
The priority values re tumed for the marketing management and strategic marketing 
planning elements were considerably higher compared to the value for the construct 
of strategic market ing in all four cases. In each of the three cases respectively, 
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marketing management as a priority was placed 2.3, 2.7 and 2.3 times in value higher 
than that of strategic marketing planning suggesting a high level of emphasis with 
regard to the market ing management elements construct. The local authority with the 
lowest inconsistency value however placed strategic marketing planning at a higher 
priority than marketing management , it being approximately 2.1 times the value. At 
this stage, the only ídentified différence is the eut off value of 0.10 inconsistency 
value which differentiates the fírst case from the remaining three. These cases are 
however the highest priority values of strategic marketing planning and marketing 
management recorded of all returned cases, and does indícate an emphasis of 
marketing related emphasis within the decisión making of each local authority, and 
thcreby placing these cases within the criteria for further investigation for the 
purposes of this study. 
As a result of this process therefore, the Chief Officer for each Local Authori ty was 
contacted by téléphone in the first instance with a request for their permission for 
participation in the research process for this study. Fortunately for the purposes of this 
study, all four of the Chief Officers of the local authorities contacted gave their 
permission for their department to particípate in further research. Following this, 
programmes of meetings and interviews were arranged with key members of staff of 
each local authority to conduct the further quantitative and qualitative stages of this 
study. 
8.3 Summary 
This stage has provided four cases which can be investigated further to consider the 
dimensional constructs of market orientation and service quality. Although complex, 
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the method adopted (the Analytic Hierarchy Process) has shown to be an internally 
reliable method to indicate the ability of respondents to present "their v iew" with 
regard to market ing effectiveness for the sport and recreation providers of their 
authority. lt was possible to eliminate from the enquiry those cases which appeared to 
be unsuitable due to the combination of priority and inconsistency measurements . 
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Chapter 9 QUANTITATIVE DATA FINDINGS. 
9.1 Introduction 
The questionnaire was composed of two major sections, market orientation and 
service quality. Each of thèse is evaluated in turn, initialiy to determine if the 
constructs exist within this sample as identified in the literature review. The 
qualitative stage, described and discussed later in this thesis is used to triangulate 
against this quantitative data, and between the two méthodologies to evaluate the 
market orientation and service quality constructs as evaluated in the literature review, 
to test the hypothèses of this study. 
9.2 Market Orientation Constructs: Reliability Measurement 
IG A I D B R c 
1 
. 8 3 8 8 1 1 . 8 4 8 9 2 1 . 8 9 4 6 
2 
. 8 3 0 0 1 2 . 6 3 6 0 2 2 . 8 8 0 2 
3 . 8 1 5 3 1 3 . 8 1 8 6 2 4 . 8 8 4 0 
5 . 8 3 2 1 1 4 . 8 4 1 0 2 6 . 8 8 8 1 
6 
. 8 4 1 9 1 5 . 8 2 7 7 2 7 . 8 7 7 8 
7 
. 8 2 7 3 1 6 . 8 2 2 9 2 8 . 8 9 5 3 
a . 8 2 6 4 2 9 . 8 8 8 0 
10 
. 8 3 0 7 3 0 . 8 9 2 9 
3 1 . 8 9 1 5 
3 2 . 8 7 7 2 
. 8485 . 8568 . 8 9 73 
Table 19 Cronbach Alpha Values for Market Orientation Constructs. 
[G = Intelligence generation, ID = Intelligence dissémination, R = Responsiveness. 
Columns A, B, C = Cronbach alpha if that élément removed from group. 
Initialiy the 32 item scale was subjected to Cronbach alpha reliability tests for each of 
the three groupings relating to the dimensionai constructs of Kohli et al. (1993) 
identified in the literature review. The three values found were above the min imum 
accepted values, but were ' improved by an iterative removal process to increase the 
reliability of the data (table 19). This process was stopped when the alpha levels 
reached were above the maximum value obtained for each group. The questions listed 
were under the dimensionai constructs for intelligence generation (IG), intelligence 
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dissémination (ID) and responsiveness (R). The Cronbach alpha values returned were 
the m a x i m u m possible under each of the three groupings and were satisfactory, i.e. 
above the min imum acceptable limit of 0.60 for this test (Sharma 1996). This set of 
data was therefore subjected to principle component analysis. 
9.2.1 Factor Analysis: Market Orientation Constructs 
I n i t i a l 
E i g e n v a l u e s 
C o m p o n e n t T o t a l o f C u m u l a t i v e % 
ï x t r a c t e d V a r i a n c e 
1 9 9 7 9 4 1 5 7 8 4 1 5 7 8 
2 2 0 8 6 8 6 9 1 5 0 2 6 9 
3 1 3 5 3 5 6 3 6 5 5 9 0 6 
4 1 1 8 0 4 9 1 5 6 0 8 2 1 
5 1 1 7 8 4 9 0 9 6 5 7 2 9 
6 1 0 3 8 4 3 2 5 7 0 0 5 4 
7 9 2 0 3 8 3 5 7 3 8 8 9 
8 8 7 7 3 6 5 2 7 7 5 4 1 
9 7 5 9 3 1 6 0 8 0 7 0 2 
1 0 6 8 6 2 9 5 8 8 3 5 6 0 
1 1 5 8 7 2 4 4 6 8 6 0 0 6 
1 2 5 0 3 2 0 9 8 8 8 1 0 3 
1 3 4 6 5 1 9 3 7 9 0 0 4 1 
14 4 1 1 1 7 1 3 9 1 7 5 4 
1 5 3 7 2 1 5 4 9 9 3 3 0 3 
16 3 1 1 1 2 9 8 94 6 0 0 
1 7 2 9 7 1 2 3 8 9 5 8 3 8 
1 8 2 5 1 1 0 4 7 9 6 8 8 5 
1 9 1 9 7 8 2 0 9 7 7 0 5 
2 0 1 6 2 6 7 5 9 8 3 7 9 
2 1 1 3 5 5 6 2 9 8 9 4 1 
2 2 1 2 8 5 3 2 9 9 4 7 3 
2 3 0 6 9 2 8 6 9 9 7 5 9 
2 4 . 0 5 8 2 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 20 Total Variance Explained (Market Orientation Constructs) 
The éléments which were retained that provided the suitable Cronbach alpha scores 
for each of the expected dimensionai constructs of market orientation were subjected 
to the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test of sampling adequacy and the B a r l e t t a test o f 
sphericity. These were found to be 0.772 for the K M O test, and 965.62 for the 
Bart let t ' s test at a significance of .000 and degrees of freedom value 276. Both of 
thèse were above the acceptable limits (Malhotra 1996) which indicated that this data 
set was suitable for factoring. Principal component analysis was applied incorporating 
a Varimax rotation (Kohli et al. 1993; Farrell and Oczkowski 1998). The total 
variance explained in this data set was found to be 7 0 . 0 5 % (table 20). The min imum 
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level was set at 0.60 to prevent errors arising due to cross loading problems (Sharma 
1996). The contained éléments loaded onto six dimensions as shown in table 20. It is 
appropriate at this stage to discuss the results of this analysis, particularly because the 
éléments have loaded onto two additional dimensionai constructs above the expected 
three indicated in the literature. This discussion will be considered under the headings 
o f intelligence generation, intelligence dissémination and responsiveness (Kohli et al. 
1993). 
In te l l igence Gene ra t i on 
The data of the éléments I G 1 to I G 1 0 is shown on table 2 1 , and were expected to load 
under a single dimensionai construct. In the event, the éléments I G 2 , I G 3 and IG5 
loaded under one construct (No. 1), and I G 7 , I G 8 loaded under another (No. 6 ) . The 
questions to which these refer are as follows: 
Elements which loaded abovc the threshold limit on Dimensionai Construct No. 1 
1G 2 Individuais from our development unit interact directly with customers to Icam how to 
serve them better. 
IG 3 In this department, we do a lot of market rescarch. 
1G 5 We poli end users at least once a year to assess the quality of our produets and services. 
Elements which loaded above the threshold limit on Dimensionai Construct No. 6 
IG 7 We collect industry information by informai means (c.g., lunch with industry friends, 
talks with trade partners). 
IG 8 In our department, intelligence on our competitors is generated independently by several 
departments. 
This would indicate an apparent différence in the perception of information that is 
obtained via market research and related activity (construct N o . 1), and that o f 
information about competi tors and other industry information (construct N o . 6). A n 
extant search of the literature, particularly Kohli et al. (1993) , Farrell and Oczkowski 
(1998) do not identify such a division in this area, but consider these under the single 
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heading of intelligence generation. This may be a characteristic of this type of service 
industry différent to that so far identified in the literature. 
Intell igence Dissémination 
The data under this heading (IDI to ID 8) was expected to load under one 
dimensional construct. The results which can be seen on table 21 show that the 
éléments I D I , [D4 and ID5 load onto one construct. For thèse é léments this is 
consistent with the literature, particularly tCohli et al. (1993), Farrell and Oczkowski 
(1998) . 
R e s p o n s i v e n e s s 
The é léments for this construct shown on table 21 appear to load onto three separate 
d imensions . R4, R8 and R14 appear under heading No. 2, RIO, R l l and R 1 3 appear 
under heading no. 4 and R2 appears under No . 5. 
Eléments Under Construct No. 2 
R4 Wc pcriodically rcview our product dcvclopment efforts to ensure that they are 
in line with what customers want. 
RS If a major competitor werc to launch an intensive campaign targeted at our 
customers, we would implcment a response immediately 
R14 Whcn we fïnd that customers would Ukc us to modify a product of service, the 
departments involved make concerted efforts to do so. 
Eléments Under Construct No. 4 
RIO Customer complaints fall on deaf cars in this department. 
RI I Evcn if we came up with a great marketing pian, we probably would not be able 
to implcment it in a timely fashion. 
RI3 Whcn we find out that customers arc unhappy with the qualîty of our service, 
wc take corrective action immediately. 
Eléments Under Construct No. 5 
R2 Principies of market segmentation drive new product dcvclopment efforts in 
this business unit. 
Eléments under ail three constructs can be seen to fall under the dimensional construct 
"Respons iveness" identified in the literature (Kohli et al. 1993). What is différent is 
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that these three groups have appeared rather than one. Those under heading no . 4 are 
negatively worded elements. Deng and Dart (1994) ideníified that in their scale 
puriíication process negatively worded items were eliminated due to respondent 
reaction. Elements under constructs no. 2 and 4 could therefore be considered to be 
grouped together. The element under construct no. 5 appears to be different in that it 
refers to a market ing tool, whereas the others are more of a pragmatic approach. It is 
however a "responsiveness" item and loads separately not because it is different to 
constructs 2 and 4, but that it appears to be perceived as a different type of 
responsiveness activity, All three dimensional constructs could therefore be 
considered to be under one generic heading of " responsiveness" and were grouped as 
such for further analysis and tests of contrast between the four local authorit ies. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 
I G 1 . 3 9 7 . 4 1 8 . 3 3 4 . 1 1 7 . 1 0 2 . 2 0 4 
I G 2 . 6 5 0 . 3 6 0 . 1 1 9 - . 1 1 4 - . 0 9 4 . 3 6 1 
I G 3 . 6 9 9 . 1 4 1 . 3 0 9 . 1 1 2 . 2 3 6 . 1 4 7 
I G 5 . 8 1 2 . 0 0 4 . 0 5 6 . 2 1 4 . 0 2 9 . 1 8 7 
I G 6 . 5 8 3 - . 1 7 0 . 4 8 7 . 1 2 6 . 2 2 4 - . 0 8 8 
I G 7 . 2 4 1 . 1 2 6 . 1 7 6 . 1 6 0 . 1 6 3 . 7 7 1 
I G 8 . 1 8 7 . 1 1 6 . 2 4 3 . 1 0 7 . 1 6 3 . 8 1 0 
I G 1 0 . 4 3 6 . 2 5 1 . 3 0 0 . 0 1 3 . 2 9 1 . 2 0 3 
I D I . 1 4 3 . 2 6 1 . 6 9 2 - . 08C . 1 8 6 . 1 2 0 
I D 2 . 3 5 3 . 2 5 2 . 2 1 5 . 0 4 5 . 5 0 4 . 3 5 0 
I D 3 . 4 6 6 . 2 8 1 . 2 8 6 . 0 1 6 . 5 8 8 . 2 8 4 
I D 4 . 1 0 0 . 0 6 9 . 6 9 8 . 1 5 2 . 3 2 4 . 2 5 3 
I D 5 . 2 0 6 . 2 0 9 . 6 8 4 . 2 0 8 . 0 0 2 . 2 1 1 
I D 6 . 4 6 6 , 3 6 7 . 5 3 2 . 2 8 2 . 0 2 8 . 0 5 7 
R2 - . 0 4 7 . 1 3 9 . 1 9 5 . 1 2 3 . 7 5 8 . 1 5 4 
R4 . 1 4 9 . 6 8 7 . 2 6 4 . 2 6 9 . 2 3 2 . 2 9 4 
R6 . 4 8 7 . 5 2 3 . 0 5 1 . 0 4 5 . 2 8 3 . 3 3 2 
R8 - . 0 1 8 . 8 5 1 . 1 4 8 . 1 2 1 . 1 9 3 . 0 6 1 
R9 . 3 3 6 . 5 8 5 . 1 9 1 . 4 2 1 . 0 4 3 . 1 DB 
RIO - . 015 . 0 7 9 - . 0 2 4 . 8 4 7 . 1 0 7 . 2 8 4 
R l l . 3 6 3 . 1 7 5 . 1 4 6 . 6 0 3 . 3 6 3 . 1 4 2 
R 1 2 . 3 9 3 . 3 4 4 . 0 3 2 . 3 2 0 . 5 4 5 - . 0 6 3 
R 1 3 . 1 1 7 . 3 2 0 . 2 1 0 . 7 7 2 - . 0 1 8 
- . 0 8 5 
R14 . 0 9 6 . 6 4 1 . 1 7 4 . 4 9 9 . 2 5 8 . 0 0 6 
Table 21 Rotateci Comportent Matrix, Market Orientation Construct Elements 
[G= Intelligence generation cléments, ID= Intelligence dissémination éléments, R= Responsivcness éléments 
S o u r c e D é p e n d e n t 
V a r i a b l e 
d f F S i q 
Q58 IG T 3 3 . 2 8 5 . 0 2 9 
I D T 3 8 . 3 2 0 . 0 0 0 
R_T 3_ 7 . 3 4 6 . 0 0 0 
Table 22 Significance Values, Market Orientation Construct Elements 
M e a n S t d . 
E r r o r 
D e p e n d e n t L o c a l 
V a r i a b l e A u t h o r i t y 
I G _ T LA-C 2 9 6 0 . 2 4 1 
L A - A 3 0 0 8 . 2 8 3 
LA-B 3 0 9 7 . 3 7 7 
LA-D 4 8 4 4 . 5 6 6 
I D _ T LA-C 2 6 8 9 . 2 5 2 
LA-A 2 7 9 2 . 2 9 6 
L A - B 3 5 1 9 . 3 94 
LA-D 5 7 5 0 . 5 9 1 
R__T LA-C 2 3 7 7 . 2 1 1 
LA-A 2 7 0 0 . 2 4 8 
L A - B 2 8 4 4 . 3 3 0 
LA-D 4 9 0 0 . 4 96 
Table 23 Mean Values For Market Orientation Construct Elements 
IG_T= Intelligence generation, ID_T= Intelligence dissemination, R_T= Responsiveness 
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C a s e 1 2 
C 2 2 2 . 9 6 0 2 
A 1 6 3 . 0 0 7 8 
B 9 3 . 0 9 7 2 
D 4 4 . 8 4 3 8 
S i g . . 9 9 6 1 . 0 0 0 
Table 24 Intelligence Generation, 
Significance Test. 
C a s e 1 2 
C 2 2 2 . 3 7 7 3 
A 1 6 2 . 7 0 0 0 
B 9 2 . 8 4 4 4 
D 4 4 . 9 0 0 0 
S i g . . 8 1 4 1 . 0 0 0 
Table 25 Intelligence Dissemination, 
Significance Test 
C a s e 1 2 
C 2 2 2 . 6 8 9 4 
A 1 6 2 . 7 9 1 7 
B 9 3 . 5 1 8 5 
D 4 5 . 7 5 0 0 
S i g . . 5 5 7 1 . 0 0 0 
Table 26 Responsiveness, 
Significance Test 
The average values for the constructs of intelligence 
generation, intelligence dissemination and 
responsiveness were calculated for each local 
authority and are shown on table 23, To identify if 
any significant differences existed between the four 
local authorities for the values shown, multivariate 
tests of analysis were conducted. The results are 
shown on tables 24, 25 and 26. The initial test 
indicated significance for all dimensional constructs 
of market orientation for the variable "local 
authorit ies" (table 22). Further analysis, to identify 
significant measures however between each of the 
local authorities identified significant differences 
between Local Authori ty D and the other cases . The 
scale Constructs for Each Local Authori ty values 
reported for Local Authori ty D place it in a very 
poor position in comparison to the other three. 
9.2.2 Summary 
This data set returned acceptable results for the Cronbach alpha test scores for each of 
the dimensional constructs . The K M O test proved satisfactory indicating that this data 
set was appropriate for factoring analysis. Although the Bart le t t ' s test of sphericity 
was somewhat weak, it was not sufficiently large to determine that factoring was 
inappropriate. 
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The principal component analysis using the Varimax rotation method as determined 
in the literature (Kohli et al. 1993; Farrell and Oczkowski 1998) provided a number of 
dimensions above the expected three constructs. Closer review of these however 
indicated that ali éléments could be grouped into three constructs with only one 
différence, an élément from the intelligence dissémination construct loading onto the 
intelligence generation construct. A review of the wording of this question however 
indicates that it may be a subdivision of this construct characteristic of the type of 
service industry. 
The results of the confirmatory factor analysis however has indicated that a relatively 
large number of items nave loaded onto dimensionai constructs indicated in the 
literature (15 out of 32). A multiple analysis of variance test of each of the dimensions 
against locai authorities indicated a sigmficant différence in each of the four local 
authorities across ali three constructs of market orientation. The Scheffe 's test of 
contrasts however indicated that it was only one local authority (D) which was 
significantly différent from the other three, and this différence placed locai authority 
(D) in a significantly lower perceived position in relation to the other three 
organisations for each of the market orientation constructs . 
For the purposes of the qualitative stage of the study, the average values which are 
significantly différent for each of the locai authorities will be used in conjunction with 
the other data available. The values will be calculated from ali the éléments which 
presented a satisfactory Cronbach alpha scores. 
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9.3 Service Quality Constructs: Reliability Measurement 
Similar to that of the market orientation data, the service quality data was subjected to 
Cronbach alpha reliability tests, the results of which are shown in table 27 . Iterative 
removal of only three éléments increased the scores, to a level above 0.70 for four of 
the constructs, which although is above the min imum limit of 0.60 (Sharma 1996) is a 
generally accepted lower limit, (Hair et al. 1995). 
Tan A R e i B R e s c A s s D Emp E 
S Q l . 7 2 6 6 SQ5 . 7 6 1 6 S Q l l . 5 8 6 1 S Q l 4 . 5 8 8 4 S Q l 8 . 6 0 9 0 
SQ2 . 5 5 1 1 SQ6 . 7 2 2 5 SQ12 . 6 0 9 8 SQ15 . 7 0 4 0 SQ19 . 6 5 7 8 
SQ3 . 7 6 9 2 SQ7 . 7 2 0 8 SQ13 . 4 9 0 7 SQ16 . 6 0 1 7 SQ20 . 7 2 0 5 
SQ4 . 6 1 3 5 SQ8 . 7 6 1 4 S Q 2 1 . 6 8 3 1 
SQ9 . 7 6 6 8 
Overall 
alpha 
. 7 4 0 9 . 7 8 6 7 . 6 5 8 7 . 7 2 7 5 . 7 3 0 3 
Table 27 Cronbach Alpha Levels Tor Service Quality Dimensionai Constructs 
Tan = Tangibles, Rei = Reliability, Res = Responsiveness, Ass = Assurance, Emp = Empalhy 
Cotumns A, B, C, D, and E represent resulting alpha values if corresponding élément removed. 
Despite the lower limit of the Cronbach alpha score for the "Respons iveness" 
construet (0.6587), it was still above the min imum acceptable limit of 0.60 (Nunnally 
1978). The questions listed in Table 27 are those for Tangibles (Tan, A), Reliability 
(Rei, B) , Responsiveness (Res, C), Assurance (Ass, D) and Empathy (Emp, E) . The 
values shown for columns B, C, D and E are the max imum possible for this data set. 
For Column A, ail four éléments were retained, even though an increase score could 
have been achieved, because the resuit was greater than the m i n i m u m limit of 0.70 
and higher than the responsiveness construct (column C). This test proving 
satisfactory, the data set was then subjected to principle component analysis. 
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9.3.1 Factor Analysis: Service Quality Constructs. 
Similar to the process applied to the market orientation data, é léments were retained 
that provided the suitable Cronbach alpha scores for each of the expected dimensionai 
constructs . In addition to this, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin ( K M O ) test of sampling 
adequacy and the Bar l e t t a test of sphericity were conducted, Acceptable returned 
values for thèse tests would indicate that this data set was suitable for factor analysis. 
The values were found to be 0.709 for the K M O test, and 629.9 for the Bart let t ' s test 
at a significance of .000 and degrees of freedom value 171. The K M O test was above 
the acceptable limits (Malhotra 1996), and at though the Bart le t t ' s test was weak , both 
stili indicated that this data set was suitable for factoring and was therefore subjected 
to principal component analysis incorporating a Varimax rotation (Cronin and Taylor 
1992). The total variance explained in this data set was found to be 6 8 . 2 4 % (table 29). 
The various éléments loaded onto six dimensions as shown in table 28 , and the 
m i n i m u m level was set at 0.60 to prevent errors arising due to cross loading problems 
(Sharma 1998). Of the original 22 éléments used in the S E R V P E R F instrument, 15 
éléments loaded onto dimensions which are équivalent to that described in the 
literaturę (Cronin and Taylor 1992, 1994; Parasuraman et al. 1988; Zeithaml et al. 
1990;) There is however one element (SQ3), which appeared to load separately and 
consequent ly warrants further discussion at this stage. 
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2 2 3 4 5 6 
S Q 1 . 1 0 3 - . 0 2 4 . 1 3 9 . 7 7 5 . 0 8 1 - . 0 8 6 
SQ2 . 3 0 7 - . 1 2 8 . 1 8 9 . 7 8 2 - . 0 4 4 . 2 1 7 
SQ3 . 1 6 6 . 1 5 9 - . 0 2 5 . 2 6 4 . 0 6 4 . 7 7 7 
SQ4 . 0 1 7 . 1 5 6 . 1 0 1 . 7 2 8 - . 0 1 8 . 3 8 4 
SQ5 . 6 7 2 . 2 2 3 . 0 8 3 . 2 1 8 - . 1 3 8 . 3 4 6 
SQ6 . 4 9 8 . 1 6 3 . 4 9 4 . 1 5 8 . 0 6 7 . 1 8 4 
SQ7 . BOS . 2 1 7 . 1 3 6 . 0 8 7 . 0 7 4 - . 0 5 6 
SQ8 . 6 2 2 - . 0 1 4 . 0 6 3 . 0 3 9 - . 0 1 8 . 5 3 8 
SQ9 . 5 9 1 . 1 4 9 . 0 0 2 . 2 0 5 . 4 2 9 . 0 3 5 
S Q 1 1 - . 1 1 4 . 3 0 1 . 2 1 3 - . 0 7 3 . 6 4 5 . 4 5 0 
SQ12 . 4 5 7 - . 1 3 0 . 2 3 0 - . 3 2 4 . 5 6 4 . 1 5 9 
SQ13 . 0 6 7 . 1 1 9 . 0 9 3 . 1 0 3 . 8 6 3 - . 1 0 8 
SQ14 . 0 8 9 . 7 9 7 . 1 0 7 . 0 2 0 . 0 6 7 . 0 7 3 
S Q 1 5 . 0 6 5 . 6 6 9 . 1 4 3 - . 1 7 0 . 0 0 4 . 1 7 8 
SQ16 . 3 0 8 . 7 6 7 . 1 0 8 . 0 5 2 . 1B2 - . 0 0 5 
S Q 1 8 . 1 3 3 . 0 0 2 . 8 2 5 . 0 9 1 . 1 4 2 . 0 1 4 
SQ19 - . 0 2 2 . 1 9 1 . 8 5 4 . 0 9 8 . 0 1 7 - . 0 1 6 
SQ2 0 . 1 9 7 . 2 5 9 . 4 8 6 . 1 7 3 . 1 5 8 . 0 4 0 
S Q 2 1 . 4 7 5 . 4 2 6 . 3 2 5 . 1 4 1 . 3 1 6 - . 1 2 7 
Table 28 Rotated Comportent Matrix 
C o m p o n e n t T o t a l 
I n i t i a l 
E i g e n v a l u e s 
% o f 
V a r i a n c e 
C u m u l a t i v e % 
5 .5; i 2 9 . 1 ! . 2 9 . 1 ! . 
! 2 . 1 ( 1 1 1 . 5 : ; 4 0 . 6 ( ; 
! 1.51 ' 8.3C : 49 .o : 1 
! 1 . 4 : • 7 . 5 : : 5 6 . 6 1 ; 
1 . 2 ( , 6 . 3 : : 6 2 . 9 1 : 
-
1 . 0 ( ' 5 . 2 « : 6 8 . 2 1 i 
7 . 9 5 8 5 . 0 4 0 7 3 . 2 8 0 
9 . 7 5 7 3 . 9 8 6 7 7 . 2 6 5 
9 . 6 7 9 3 . 5 7 5 8 0 . 8 4 0 
1 0 . 6 1 5 3 . 2 3 5 8 4 . 0 7 5 
1 1 . 5 2 4 2 . 7 5 7 8 6 . 8 3 2 
1 2 . 4 9 3 2 . 5 9 4 8 9 . 4 2 6 
1 3 . 4 6 2 2 . 4 2 9 9 1 . 8 5 5 
1 4 . 4 0 2 2 . 1 1 4 9 3 . 9 6 9 
1 5 . 3 3 2 1 . 7 4 7 9 5 . 7 1 6 
1 6 . 2 4 5 1 . 2 9 0 9 7 . 0 0 6 
1 7 . 2 3 9 1 . 2 5 8 9 8 . 2 6 4 
1 8 . 1 9 8 1 . 0 4 3 9 9 . 3 0 7 
1 9 . 1 3 2 . 6 9 3 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 
Table 29 Total Variance Explained for Service Quality Components 
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E l e m e n t s S Q L 2. 3 and 4. 
From table 28 it can be seen that éléments S Q 1 , SQ2 and SQ4 load onto dimension 4, 
whereas SQ3 loads onto dimension 6. The questions to which thèse éléments refer are 
shown on table 30: 
Tangibles 
SQ 1 : This centre generally has up to date equipment. 
SQ 2: This centre's physical facilitics are visually appealing. 
SQ 3: This centre's staff are well dressed and appear neat. 
SQ 4: The appearance of the physical facilitics of this centre 
is in keeping wtth the type of service provided. 
Table 30 SERVPERF Dimension Questions: Tangibles 
Three of the questions refer to physical i tems, whereas SQ 3 refers to staff. It would 
appear therefore that this construet does refer to tangible items, but there is a 
perceptual différence of the "tangibles". This in terms of equipment and physical 
facilities as one construet (SQ1, SQ2, SQ4), and possibly another (SQ3) relating to 
staff. This latter construet can still be construed as a " tangible" , but there is a not an 
unexpected différence as viewed by the respondents between physical assets and the 
facilities staff. The questions listed under each of the constructs are listed as follows 
on table 31 (SQ3 is listed under tangibles): 
Tangibles Reliability Responsiveness Assurance Empathy 
SQ1 * SQ5 * SQ10 SQ14 * SQ18 • 
SQ2 • SQ6 SQ11 « SQI5 * SQ19 * 
SQ3 * SQ7 SQ12 • SQI6 * SQ20 
SQ4 * SQ8 _ * SQ13 * SQ17 SQ21 
SQ9 * SQ22 
Table 31 SERVPERF Dimensionai Elements Fouud 
* represent éléments ofthe SERVPERF model identißed after principal component analysis for this data set. 
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Mul t ip le Ana l ys i s of Va r i ance Ana lys is 
The service quality data set was subject to a Multiple Analysis of Variance analysis to 
identify whether any significant relationships could be found within the four cases. 
The initial results are shown in table 32 and significant différences were found for the 
dimensionai conslructs of 1 and 4 which correspond to the éléments of reliability and 
tangibles respectively of the S E R V P E R F construet. 
S o u r c e D é p e n d e n t V a r i a b l e F F | S i g . 
Q58 REGR factor score 1 for analysis 1 6.728 . 000 
REGR f a c t o r s c o r e 2 f o r a n a l y s i s 1 2 . 1 0 5 . 1 0 7 
REGR f a c t o r s c o r e 3 f o r a n a l y s i s 1 . 5 9 7 . 6 1 9 
REGR factor score 4 for analysis 1 15.382 .000 
REGR f a c t o r s c o r e 5 f o r a n a l y s i s 1 1 . 5 5 6 . 2 0 8 
REGR f a c t o r s c o r e 6 f o r a n a l y s i s 1 . 8 6 0 . 4 6 6 
Table 32 Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
D é p e n d e n t 
V a r i a b l e 
C a s e M e a n S t d . 
E r r o r 
SQ_TAN C 2 2 9 8 . 2 0 3 
A 2 6 4 5 . 2 5 9 
B 3 5 7 4 . 2 7 4 
D 5 1 5 6 . 3 9 9 
SQ_REL C 2 0 2 6 . 1 5 9 
A 2 3 7 9 . 2 0 4 
D 3 2 7 5 . 3 1 4 
B 3 5 1 8 . 2 1 5 
SQ_RES C 1 8 6 0 . 2 3 0 
D 2 2 0 8 . 4 5 2 
A 2 4 3 9 . 2 9 3 
B 2 54 9 . 3 1 0 
SQ_ASS C 1 8 8 2 . 1 7 4 
D 2 0 4 2 . 3 4 3 
A 2 2 2 8 . 2 2 2 
B 2 6 6 7 . 2 3 5 
SQ_EMP C 2 0 1 6 . 2 2 9 
D 2 4 3 7 . 4 5 0 
A 2 4 6 1 . 2 9 2 
B 3 1 3 2 . 3 0 9 
Table 33 Mean Values: SERVPERF Constructs for Each Case 
SQ_TAN=Tangibles, SQ_REL=Reliability, SQ_RES=Responsiveness, SQ_AS£=As suran.ee, 
SQ_EMP=Empathy 
Average values for each of the cases against the éléments of the S E R V P E R F 
construet showed a range of values (table 33). From this however , it is not clear if 
there are any significant différences in the values, particularly for the dimensions of 
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reliability and tangibles which have already been found to have statistically différent 
values. Therefore, a post hoc test of différences (Scheffe 's test) was conducted to 
identify if any significant différences existed between the four cases for the 
dimensionai constructs "reliability" and "tangibles". The results are shown on tables 
34 and 35 respectively. The Scheffe test of contrasts indicates that thèse two 
dimensionai constructs each segregate into three subgroups for both constructs, 
" tangibles" and "reliability". The tables show that there are significant différences for 
both constructs, but in a différent order. For the élément "reliability", there are 
différences and the cases fall into three subgroups. The range of values however is not 
large, even for case B which indicates the lowest value this is shown as 3 .51. On a 
scale of 1 to 7 this is not a low value. These results however do indicate that there is a 
significant différence across the four cases, albeit in the three sub groups, which does 
al low for some discrimination when comparing against the qualitative data, which is 
considered later in this thesis. 
CASE 1 2 3 
C 3 1 
A 19 
D 8 
B 1 7 
S i g . 
2 . 0 2 5 8 
2 . 3 7 8 9 
. 7 5 8 
2 . 3 7 8 9 
3 . 2 7 5 0 
. 0 6 4 
3 . 2 7 5 0 
3 . 5 1 7 6 
. 9 0 6 
Table 34 Scheffe Test: Construct "Reliability" 
CASE 1 2 3 
C 3 1 
A 1 9 
B 17 
D B 
S i g . 
2 . 2 9 8 4 
2 . 6 4 4 7 
. 8 7 3 
2 . 6 4 4 7 
3 . 5 7 3 5 
. 1 7 9 
5 . 1 5 6 3 
1 . 0 0 0 
Table 35 Scheffe Test: Construct "Tangibles" 
For the élément of tangibles however (table 35), one case was markedly différent 
from the other three, Case D. This returned a relatively low value of 5.15. This 
élément is discussed in more detail later in the thesis, but the facilities in this case 
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were older than the other cases, and were notably run down, and as reported in the 
interviews in need of maintenance and repair. In terms of measurement this is a very 
significant resuit. 
9.4 Summary 
The reliability tests via the Cronbach alpha measurement for each of the expected five 
dimensionai constructs were above acceptable limits and so indicated that this data set 
was suitable for factoring (principal component analysis). Al though the éléments 
loaded onto six dimensionai constructs, it was only one élément that loaded onto a 
single dimensionai construct, which was part of the " tangibles" group. Closer review 
of the quest ions indicated that this ségrégation could have corne about as a resuit of 
the perceptual différence in the respondents between the physical facilities and 
"people" providing the service. The literature does not provide any examples of this 
separate construct which may be a resuit unique to this type of service, in that the staff 
are an intégral part of the provision in conjunction with the facilities. 
Multiple analysis of variance tests to identify significant différences, if they existed 
be tween the S E R V P E R F dimensionai constructs and the local authorities indicated 
significant values for the constructs of the " tangibles" and "reliability". Further 
examination us ing the Scheffe tests of contrasts identified that the cases separated into 
three sub-groupings for each of thèse éléments, indicating that in part this ordered the 
cases in terms of the responses. The range of values however for the é lément of 
reliability was not as great as the élément for tangibles. 
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These results therefore indicate that this method is one which is suitable in this 
context to gain measurement for the elements of reliability and tangibles within the 
S E R V P E R F dimensionai construct. 
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Chapter 10 QUALITATIVE DATA FINDINGS. 
10.1 Introduction 
Outl ined in chapter 5, the research rncthodology adopted al lowed a number of 
fíndings regarding market orientation and service quality constructs to be drawn. 
Information was obtained as a result of a quantitative and qualitative mixed methods 
approach. The principie role of the qualitative stage was for the purpose of 
tr iangulation with the quantitative data stage. In addition to this however , a l though the 
data was obtained in a structured format, qualitative anaiytical techniques employed 
for this section allowed the emergence of other issues which the quantitative stage 
could not provide. This enabled the strengths of this approach to a l low a richness of 
meaning to be drawn from the information which is not possible using quantitative 
methods alone. This allowed a wider analysis to be undertaken, which enabled other 
aspects of market orientation, market ing and service quality constructs to be 
considered against the strictly measured market orientation and service quality model 
constructs developed and measured in the quantitative stage. 
A consequence of the mixed methodology approach (Creswell 1994), in that there has 
been a combined approach to using quantitative and qualitative methods , is that there 
is no set method to the presentation and fíndings. Within this section therefore, there 
is an analysis of the general and particular themes that aróse, which allows an outline 
of the themes of market orientation and service quality to be discussed, and then later 
considered against the results and fíndings found via the other research methods 
employed in sepárate áreas of this thesis. In this section therefore there are three 
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major sections, (a) market orientation and (b) service quality constructs, then followed 
by (c) raw data analysis of individuai local authorities. 
To assist the analysis, the number of Statements were totalled for each local authority 
to identify the emphasis placed upon each of the thèmes, and hence also for the 
gênerai dimensions, as a proportion of the total responses derived from the raw data 
thèmes. This also enabled a comparison to be obtained be tween the market orientation 
and service quality dimensional constructs in terms of the volume of their présence as 
derived from the raw data thèmes. 
10.2 Thème Analysis: Overview 
This stage was primarily intended as a triangulation mechanism against the 
quantitative stage evaluating the market orientation construct. Qualitative analytical 
techniques however allow a wider perspective with regard to the assessment of the 
data, particularly with référence to related issues of market orientation and service 
quality. Table 36 shows the comparat ive results for each of the constructs identified. 
Constructs Identified from Qualitative Analysis. 
Local Authority Cases A B C D ALL 
Market Orientation 
(Kohliand Jaworski, 1990) 
161 56% 71 33% 77 40% 55 45% 364 45% 
General Marketing 
(not alrcady coded) 
11 4% 54 26% 53 28% 14 10% i 32 16% 
Service Quality (Cronin and 
Taylor 1992, 1994) 
60 21% 25 10% 13 7% 12 10% HO 14% 
Market Orientation (Narver 
Slatcr, 1990 model 
dimensions) 
21 8% 23 11% 23 12% 19 16% 86 11% 
General Service Quality 
(not alrcady coded) 
5 2% 19 9% 10 5% 6 S% 40 5% 
General Marketing/Service 
Quality (not already coded) 
4 1% 1 0% 7 4% 9 2% 21 5% 
Other 17 7% 25 11% 8 4% 7 6% 57 7% 
279 100% 218 100% 191 100% 122 100% 810 100% 
Table 36 Constructs Derived from First Order Thèmes 
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The analysis of the data enabled the identification of three constructs and three 
general thèmes . Items that feil outside of these were coded under the category of 
"o ther" . 
(a) Market Orientation 
This construct obtained the highest proport ion of responses (45%) and in compar ison 
to the Narver and Slater (1990) model which gained 1 1 % of the responses, suggests 
that the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) fit was better. The market orientat ion first order 
thèmes are considered under a separate heading. 
(b) General Marketing 
This thème arose not unexpectedly in the discussions of managers . A range of issues 
arose, but it did not gain as much response as that of the construct of market 
orientation. The major issues that appeared were measurement of market ing activity, 
and relating it to investment, resources, définition of this area, and market ing 
Communications. 
First Order Thèmes: General Marketing Elements 
Measurement 28 21% 
Resources 24 18% 
Definition 21 16% 
Marketing Communications 17 13% 
Organisational Structure 13 10% 
Tangibles 12 9% 
Motivation 9 7% 
Posittoning 8 6% 
132 100% 
Table 37 First Order Thèmes: General Marketing Elements 
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(c) Service Quality (Cronin and Taylor 1992, 1994). 
An issue yet to be clearly resolved is that of the relationship be tween market 
orientation and service qnality (Chang and Chen 1998). This analysis indicates that a 
greater proport ion of response is taken with market orientation and market ing related 
issues. Although it is unlikely that there is a functional relationship be tween the two 
constructs, this analysis will show later there are elements of each of the constructs 
which sit side by side providing a combined approach, which appear to be appropriate 
for this industry. 
(d) Market Orientation (Narver and Slater 1990) 
This was the theme which aróse according to the crileria of this market orientation 
model, and did not gain as much response as the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) model 
across all of its elements which comprise this dimensional construct. One element did 
gain consistent response however and that was competi tor orientation. 
(e) General Service Quality 
This theme aróse from the factors which were outside the criteria of the Cronin and 
Taylor (1992, 1994) service quality construct. In comparison to the comments overall , 
these did not account for a large proportion, and the item with the highest priority was 
that of motivat ion of the work forcé. This was seen as a key issue in some cases 
against perceived harsh conditions. The issue of resources also arises in other 
constructs as an issue which is considered important. 
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First Order Thèmes: General Service Quality Elements 
Motivation 11 31% 
Measurcmcnt 9 25% 
Resources 9 25% 
Definition 6 16% 
Training 1 3% 
36 100% 
Table 38 First Order Thèmes: General Service Quality Elements 
(f) General Marketing/Service Quality {not already coded). 
This thème arose from factors which were considered from both perspectives outside 
of the considered market orientation and service quality construct models . This did 
not account for a signifìcant amount of the total responses (1%) , and as a conséquence 
is outside of the focus of this research. 
(g) Both Market Orientation and Service Quality Constructs. 
A few responses were coded "both market orientation and service quali ty" since they 
could be interprcted as both. Statements included both service quality and market ing 
issues. In total however these were very few in relation to the total number of 
responses , and thcir content did not represent any form of confusion with regard to 
the issues or définitions in question. These were therefore not considered in this 
analysis which at this stage focuses upon market orientation and service quality. 
10.3 Thème Analysis: Market Orientation Construct 
First Order Thèmes: Market Orientation Construct (Kohli and Jaworskt 1990) 
A B C D ALL 
Intelligence Generation 50 31 i 28 39 i 33 43 'o 20 36 '0 i: ) 35 4 
Intelligence Dissémination 54 34 Ó 33 47 o 39 51 & 18 32 i l » 40 4 
Responsiveness 57 35 ó 10 14 , 5 6 'o 18 32 i • 3 25 'o 
161 100% 71 100% 77 100% 56 100% 363 100% 
Table 39 First Order Thèmes: Market Orientation Construct (Kohli and Jaworski 1990) 
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First Order Thèmes: Market Orientation Construit (Narver Slater 1990) 
A B C D ALL 
Competitor Orientation 21 10C i 15 64 'a 10 43 o 6 32 Ì 61 4 
Customer Orientation 0 G 'o 0 1 0 2 9 b 0 G > 2 'o 
Interrunctional Co-ordinatîon 0 0 î> 8 35 Ó 11 48 Ó 13 68 i> > 37 4 
21 100% 23 100% 23 100% 19 100% 86 100% 
Table 40 First Order Thèmes: Market Orientation Construct (Narver and Slater 1990) 
There has been much discussion in the literaturę about the reliability and validity of 
the available market orientation models available, particularly with regard to the 
weakness of the self-reported measures by managers as a method adopted by 
researchers (Cadogan and Diamantopoulos 1995; Mathews and Diamantopoulos 
1995). 
The combined methodology and the qualitative analysis of the second stage adopted 
in this research al lows a comparison to be made , indicating a better match for the 
Kohli and Jaworski (1990) constructs. Whilst marketing scholars have been keen to 
investigate the nature and purported effectiveness of the marke t orientation models 
available, no study has been found which attempts to suggest a weight ing of the 
éléments which make up this dimensiona! construct, where perhaps a differing 
balance of relative values might indicate better performance. The values provided are 
intended only as a guide to give a comparative view across each of the cases and 
construct é léments under considération and would best perhaps be used to indicate a 
rank order. Compar i son of each of thèse is considered next. 
10.3.1 Kohl i and Jaworsk i (1990) Market Orientat ion Construct 
Intelligence dissémination gains highest priority of ail responses within this construct, 
which is reflected across three of the four cases. That said, the balance of responses 
for thèse three éléments distributes relatively evenly, the lowest value being 
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responsiveness at 2 5 % . The qualitative method adopted however is very inexact, as 
can be seen by the compensating balance for cases B and C, where the proportion of 
responses for "responsiveness" is very low in comparison to cases A and D. 
This analysis does suggest however that the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) market 
orientation model is an appropriate mechanism to capture this dimensionai construct. 
In compar ison with the quantitative data, case D performs statistically very poorly 
against the other three. In the qualitative stage, the lowest number of responses is 
recorded in compar ison to the other three cases. 
10.3.2 Narver and Slater (1990) Market Orientation Construct 
Overall , in comparison to the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) model , responses did not 
code effectively across ali of the cases and éléments within this construct. This is 
consistent with other work in this area which questions the validity of this construct, 
and empirical study indicated reliability difficultés (Sigaw and Diamantopoulos , 
1994). 
Interestingly, the one element which would have been thought to be significantly 
important within this construct, customer orientation, fails to appear at ali well in the 
analysis . This is in contrast to recent work in the area which suggest that some form 
of customer orientation is important as a "next s tep" beyond market orientation 
models , that of "quality orientation" (Miles et al. 1995; M o h r Jackson 1998; Rapert 
and Babakus 1996; Westbrook et al. 1996). Despite reporting a relatively high 
proport ion of responses for Interfunctional Coordination, the quanti tat ive study found 
Case D obtained a statistically significant low value compared to the other three cases 
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for the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) élément of intelligence dissémination. This could 
be indicative of management activity reported, whereby what is stated is différent to 
the actual situation (Argyris, 1966). 
(a) Competitor Orientation 
One élément however which had significant prominence within the responses in this 
stage of the research was that of competi tor orientation. Using the définitions of 
Narver and Slater (1990) however, this term is somewhat bland and mis leading as an 
"orientat ion" construct. Although this description implies some form of intelligence 
or information gathering about this item, the Narver and Slater (1990) instrument does 
not capture any form of competi tor information. 
This é lément therefore reflects more of a concern or attitude towards compet i tor 
présence by the respondent as defined in the Narver and Slater (1990) model . This 
was found in a number of responses from the interviewées across ail four local 
authorities, but in no instance was any information offered which suggested formai 
research into the nature and type of competitors that were présent. This was therefore 
consistent with the Narver and Slater (1990) model construct for this élément . 
10.4 Thème Analysis: Service Quality Construct 
First Order Thèmes: Service Quality Construct (Cronin and Taylor 1992, 1994) 
A B c D ALL 
Tangibles 15 25% 15 60% 10 7 7 % 6 50% 46 42% 
Responsivcness 26 44% 5 20% 3 23% 6 50% 40 36% 
Assurance 8 13% 4 16% 0 0% 0 0% 12 11% 
Reliabilitv 9 15% 1 4% 0 0% 0 0% 10 9% 
Empathy 2 3% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 2 2% 
60 100% 25 100% 13 100% 12 100% 110 100% 
Table 41 First Order Thèmes: Service Quality Construct. 
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At an almost equal level of response, in this qualitative stage the two highest coded 
e lements arising from the raw data analysis were " tangibles" and "responsiveness" . 
Due to the nature of the provisión of sport and recreation providers, the maintenance 
and other related activities, this highly placed item is understandable as a result o f 
interviews with managers. The low level of the element of "reliability", which was 
shown as a statistically significant item in the quantitative study is surprising, since 
failure of service would almost certainly involve management almost immediately. In 
contrast also, the element "responsiveness" did not show a significant result in the 
quantitative study. 
The range of responses however in this stage does suggest that the e lements which 
comprise this construct are appropriate for this industry, particularly where managers 
are being interviewed. Although the quantitative study did not show a significant 
difference for some of the elements, the survey instrument did al low for a "don ' t 
k n o w " code. Had the respondents therefore used this extensively for these 
dimensional constructs, spurious valúes would have been returned. This was not the 
case however, which suggests that some elements of this construct are available. 
10.5 Theme Analysis: Other Coded Elements 
The elements which aróse under this heading are shown in table 42, and the most 
significant element to arise from the analysis under this heading was that o f resources. 
This accounted for nearly half of the coded responses. This element was seen as one 
of the most important issues íf facilities were to be developed and maintained, and in 
one local authority amounted to an expenditure programme of several mill ions over a 
planned period of some five years. 
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Service QualUy First Order Themes: Other Coded Elements 
Resources 46 4 7 . 4 2 % 
Motivation 13 1 3 . 4 0 % 
Measurement 11 1 1 . 30% 
Definition 8 8 . 2 5 % 
Organisational Structure 8 8 . 2 5 % 
Environmental lssucs 4 4 . 1 2 % 
CCT 3 3 . 09% 
Training 1 1 . 03% 
Customer Reaction 1 1 . 03% 
Culture 1 1 . 0 3 * 
Confidentiality 1 1 . 03% 
9 7 1 0 0 . 0 0 % 
Table 42 Service Quality First Order Themes: Other Coded Elements 
The element of " resources" is not considered as part of either the market orientation 
or service quality constructs, but is an item which without sufficient support could 
hinder either construct. It could be unique to this environment, in that performance is 
not only linked to commercial measures, but politicai ones. It is an issue however 
which does not appear to be addressed in the literature within the arena of market 
orientation or service quality. 
The other remaining issue was that of "motivation", which drew both negative and 
positive responses but was seen by many as an important issue of the provision of 
service. The mechanisms which were reported as available to influence staff were 
noted as being restricted, and exacerbated by the nature of the long periods of service 
availabìlity, and available resources to take staff "off l ine" in order to provide the 
necessary training. Ali cases saw this issue as important and three (Cases A, B and C) 
provided organisation wide systems of training for staff, or application to obtain 
Investors in people / ISO 9000/ISO 9002 , or both. Poor resources in case D was the 
reason cited for not providing training or at tempting other methods to influence staff. 
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10.6 Qualitative Raw Data Analysis 
10.6.1 Introduction 
This section considers various other aspects of each of the cases in this study, using a 
variety of data sources to assist in the triangulation of the methods to establish the 
validity and reliability of the data found. Each case is considered in turn, under a 
systematic procedure which begins with the background to each of the cases, and then 
evaluating a variety of data sources including supporting documentat ion and 
individual responses of management staff. The latter section reviews the data under 
market orientation and service quality construct headings. 
10.6.2 Local Authority Case A 
(a) Background 
This local authority was located on the south eastern coast of the UIC and managed 
three major facilities for sport and recreation. These were part of a larger 
multidisciplinary department, although the facilities were managed under one contract 
which had been won through the competitive tendering process two years earlier. The 
management structure provided one contract manager who was responsible also for 
the largest facility o f the three, with two deputies, responsible for the other two 
facilities. One of the deputies was also responsible for the market ing function of the 
contract. 
1. Leisure Centre A: This consisted of a 3 3 ' / 3 metre swimming pool with a moveable 
bulkhead, learner and beach pool, large sports hall, changing and shower facilities, 
fitness and dance studios, sunbed, servery, and creche. The dry sports facilities 
and studios offer considerable flexibility in terms of product offering, whilst the 
"moveable bulkhead" enables the floor of the main pool to be raised and lowered 
depending upon the nature of demand. Normally the bulkhead would be raised for 
teaching lessons and similar activities, and in the lowered position for competi t ive 
sports where deeper water was required (e.g. water polo and compet i t ive 
swimming) 
2. Leisure Centre B: This facility offered a 25 metre swimming pool, a beach area 
(indoor), flume, water features, servery, changing and shower facilities. 
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3. Leisure Centre C: This provided a sports hall/skating rink, fitness and dance 
studios, sunbed, creche, squash courts, sports shop, changing and shower 
facilities. It is unusually positioned in that it is situated on the end of a Pier on the 
Coast . 
Total at tendances for previous ñnancial year (excluding spectators) 646 ,486 
(b) Review of Supporting Documentaron 
Compulso ry Competi t ive Tenderinq Documenta t ion 
The specification document issued by local authority A was very detailed and 
provided operational details of the facilities, as well as limits required. This included 
for example even the range of the temperature of the swimming pool water. Almost 
all aspects of the operations of the facilities are covered, but there is a reliance within 
the document upon the " tangible" items i.e. what can be seen, measured and 
moni tored. All of the facilities and their operation are considered as " the service" 
under which the "marketing activities" are specified. It is clear from the 
documentat ion that there was a reliance upon mcasur ing the " tangible" aspects of the 
service for the purposes of management , and that market ing was a sub activity of this 
service. 
The market ing functions are specified, and the requirement of a "sound market ing 
p lan" was necessary as a part of the tender bid of all organisations. In addition to this, 
advertising, publicity a n d ' sponsorship were specified as sepárate activities which 
must be attended to by the contractor. Market research in the form of an "all user 
survey" was identified as an essential activity, but "at the contractors expense" . It is 
Total Income for the previous financial year: 
Total Expenditure for previous financial year: 
£1 ,339 ,359 
£1 ,366 ,424 
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thercfore not surprising that in the early part of the contract when finances were 
r eponed as being very limited, this activity had not been undertaken. 
(c) Case A: Interviews with Key Management Staff 
M a r k e t i n g P lans 
The initial marketing plan was incorporated in the tender document for the 
compulsory competi t ive tendering process . Its structure comprised a strengths, 
weaknesses , opportunities and threats analysis, combined with general statistical 
information about the population trends surrounding the facilities. This detail then led 
onto the organisational objectives, facility, promotion, media and market ing research 
plans. 
Objectives: These were somewhat global in their detail and covered only major 
aspects o f the operation. They were as follows: 
1. Achieve annual target turnover for a!l centres. 
2. Increase Passport to Leisure memberships from 6,980 to 7,850. 
3 . Increase attendances of those on low incomes from 5,000 to 15,000 pe r year. 
4 . Increase swimming lesson courses bookings at the X centre from 350 to 600 per 
course per iod and at Y centre from 340 to 360 per course period. 
5. Maintain casual swimming admissions at the 1995/96 leve] equat ing to 357,144 
swims. 
(Extract from "Market ing Plan" tender submission document , 1997) 
The detail of the operation was concentrated in t ime based plans for each facility, all 
of which were listed by facility, as were the promotion and media plans. All of these 
plans were monitored on a monthly basis and sl ippage reported. At the t ime of the 
study, other than the market research, no major slippages were reported at any of the 
centres . 
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Other documen ta t ion 
Other documentat ion reviewed included the ISO 9002 Systems and audit 
documentat ion which was very detailed and required review of ail aspects of the 
service from that of the customer areas to head office and the plant room opérat ions. 
Ail centres were required to comply with the Systems for the purposes of the contract 
and as management control. This mechanistic System relied upon " tangible" éléments 
o f the service, but did not provide any information about staffing style, attitude or 
behaviour, other that just a physical "présence". 
With regard to the overall monitoring of the contract, a t tendance and financial 
information was compiled for each centre manager, indicating an " a b o v e " or "be low" 
performance. This global information gave an emphasis with regard to income, 
expenditure and attendance, and was given priority over other measurements at 
managers and staff meet ings. For example the first year of the current contract 
resulted in an operating loss. Remédiai action was taken, and when asked about the 
performance increase: 
"Well we made a loss in year 1 of £ 2 0 0 k give or take a few pounds and we made a 
surplus in year 2, end of year 2 just recently finished made a surplus of £ 3 3 k and that 
is on turnover of £ 1.8 million. So it is quite a good performance, we are very pleased 
and the projects, we had a monthly subscription scheme that we introduced and we 
increased the market ing output and very little else, there were other smaller projects 
but it was really those two areas that we improved and we can look at what we cali the 
five star membership scheme and say that generated an extra £ 136k, so £ 1 3 6 k from 
£ 2 3 3 possibly derives from the market ing effort, there were other p rogramme changes 
and smaller i tems that w e introduced." 
(Contract manager , local authority A) 
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M a r k e t i n g : Déf in i t ions , role a n d func t ion 
The marketing définition applied by the marketing manager was also clearly a 
commercial one: 
"...if s identifying and trying to satisfy customer requirements profitably". 
(Marketing manager, local authority A) 
This involved managing to a clear business plan which was measured on an annual 
basis by a net bottom line income surplus minimum limit. This was also an annually 
fixed figure which was not permilted to be carried over to the following year, either 
net income surplus nor net expenditure surplus. Managers o f each centre were now 
responsible for their own marketing plan within the overall business plan of the 
department, although co-ordination of marketing was effected through the marketing 
manager. 
Two managers however in their interviews were very emphatic about the links 
between the role of the expectations of the customer, the primary function of 
marketing, and that of providing a service: 
"...the role of marketing is very much their business. If we are providing a service, 
whereby w e are trying to exceed customer's expectations, and do it profitably, I 
would hope that marketing is the driving force at every centre with every manager and 
we are trying to inculcate that with every member of staff . 
(Contract manager, local authority A) 
The function of marketing was seen as fundamental to the opération of the 
department. T h e initial contract agreement had not permitted a marketing manager 
with a Substantive amount of time dedicated to this function. The net resuit was a 
significant fall in income for the department early in their contract period. This was 
then rectified and income levéis were reported to have returned to the previous 
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contract levéis. The restrictions on contract spending however were very apparent 
with the marketing manager being personally responsible for the design, création and 
printing of most of the departments marketing literature. Although the market ing 
manager identified this method on the grounds of cost efficiency, he added: 
"...I am the graphie design artist, I am the one with the Apple Mac , so m y promotions 
assistant is sort of a day and a half very occasionally. I 've not seen her this week for 
instance, and probably w o n ' t see her next week and so i f s very, the actual sort of, i f s 
not the system I suppose as the actual organisation of the department but some of that 
is driven by the fact that one of our unstated aims is really one of survival in a 
contract situation and being the early part of a contract that is the n a m e of the game 
really. 1 ' 
(Marketing manager, local authority A) 
There was évidence of a heavy reliance on the management side of goodwill towards 
work output, and duplication of roles. The Director of Leisure services had noted that 
a number of the market ing skills employed by the contract organisation were 
bénéficiai, that staff were willing to provide them as part of their work duty and were 
unplanned. 
Marke t i ng : M e a s u r e m e n t i ssues 
Difficultés were expressed with regard to the measurement of this activity. When 
asked about how market ing activity was measured; 
" W e don ' t really, we don ' t have any, or only few objective means of measur ing the 
success of market ing effort. We tend to do it, when w e won the mos t récent contract I 
was under a bit of pressure from my new principal leisure officer to restructure, and 
we resisted doing that and this chap I have who currently spends most of his t ime on 
marketing he was spending more t ime at one of the centres managing that centre with 
market ing effort on top of that and no promotions assistant. N o w w e did not ice during 
the first year of the contract that our income took a dive, and our loss for that year was 
greater than projected in the 7 year plan. Now we had forewamed the council that that 
was likely to happen, but we couldn ' t prove it then and afier year 1 of the contract and 
got him away from that centre and gave him a promotions assistant and since then 
have turned it around, but that is in conjunction with other projects so again w e can ' t 
say that marketing effort increased therefore it generated a £ 3 0 k or £ 5 0 k additional 
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surplus but our marketing output went up, promotional output went up greatiy and it 
has coincided with a much better performance" 
(Contract manager , local authority A) 
The mechan i sm of measuring the marketing output of the depar tment was therefore 
via income of each centre. Initial estimates are laid in a business plan, and these are 
compared on a monthly basis against actual income for each centre. A need had been 
identified for a more sophisticated management information system, but at the t ime 
this research was being conducted this had not been installed fully and tested. The 
view of the contract manager and the market ing manager however was that market ing 
as a specific entity could not be effectívely measured, and was therefore an intangible 
entity. The experience of the absence of a marketing manager, the drop in expected 
income and the correlation of a return to expected levéis of income once a marketing 
manager had been appointed conñrmed the view of all management staff that 
market ing and income were intrinsically linked, but not to the level that both could be 
proport ionately measured against each other. 
In te l l i qence qene ra t i on 
Both formal and informal means were reported with regard to gaining information 
about markets and competitors. Due to the financial restrictions, market research 
activity was reported to be "behind schedule" and to date only one market ing research 
p rogramme had been completed since the new contract had been taken over. 
Compet i tors were also seen in respect of those who were " . . .competíng for the leisure 
pound", i.e. any form of leisure that could take a customer away, to a similar service, 
to a contractor who may bid in the future to win the contract to manage the local 
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authorities facilities. As a resuit considérable care was taken by the staff to ensure that 
financial information was not disclosed to unauthorised third parties. 
" . . .we know w e have to be careful about our information and who sees it, because we 
do the same and try to obtain our competi tors information. I am sure we are better at it 
than they are, because I am sure that we have got their information but they do not 
have ours" . 
(Contract manager , local authority A) 
Intelligence disséminat ion 
Communicat ion within the organisation was indicated as an extremely high priority, it 
being part of an overall major area of commitment as determined by the council . The 
major mechanisms described were via formai meetings in which information ".. .was 
cascaded" via weekly and monthly meetings. Marketing information was 
disseminated via thèse meetings, the subject being specified as an agenda item at most 
of the management and staffing meetings. One of the problems highlighted however 
with respect to this issue was the high turnover of staff due to low pay rates. 
Significant cmphasis was therefore placed upon induction and other training to inform 
staff of marketing and other related issues. Ail managers reported the communica t ion 
issue however as problematic. Reasons given for difficultés arising included: 
1. Shift working pat terns. 
2. Long opening hours. 
3. Seven day opening opération. 
4. Geographical location of centres. 
5. Poor IT communica t ion system. 
6. Poor internai postal System. 
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R e s p o n s i v e n e s s 
The major mechanism of identifying this aspect of marketing is measurement via 
at tendance, particularly for specific projects. One of the tactical advantages gained in 
winning the contract was the specification o f new projects which were started at the 
onset of the new contract. One major scheine introduced for this project was a " Five 
Star Project", aimed specifically at a higher paying customer for the dance Studios and 
gym. T h e anticipated membership was approximately 1000, and the number enrolled 
was actually 1300. A ceiling was set once this figure was reached to prevent overuse 
and overbooking. This membership figure was reported to have represented 
approximately 50,000 to 80,000 increased at tendances per year, which would have 
been in excess of the previous contract 's specified mín imum targets. 
The business plan identified the organisat ion's intended approach. The operation of 
this depar tment enabled the organisation to be run as a "business" , in some respects 
being reported by the Director of Leisure as being counter culture to the normal 
working of the local authority. This was supported by the view that the Directorate of 
Services organisat ion (DSO) permitt ing the contract to be managed at "...an a r m ' s 
length", permitt ing greater flexibility with regard to decisión making. Responsiveness 
is a p lanned approach however, particularly as a result of the compulsory competit ive 
tendering process, and activity is carefully measured agaínst income and expenditure 
on a monthly basis. 
". . .we are working very much in a, if s not really a competi t ive environment , we are 
working in a contract environment which means following a tender, budgets are really 
tight for at least 2 years we have to instígate a number of growth items projects, very 
very quickly after winning tender, we have, really what I would say a limited number 
of managemen t resource and so we tend to focus on key áreas, key result arcas, we 
have to get straight in and we have to get those off the ground, w e have spent, we 
usually spend quite a lot of time preparing for that point so it not a quest ion of just 
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dtving straight in and running around like headless chickens, but it is a very pressured 
period and the t ime goes very quickly and we need those projects to pay dividends 
quickly or else the contract doesn ' t survive, we have just completed the first 2 years 
of this 7 year contract and they, ali the projects have paid dividends but it does resuit 
in a number of things going out of the window, the business planning process is, I 
suppose because w e have planned for that 2 years , we know what w e need to focus 
upon and our effort really is directed towards that." 
(Contract Manager , local authority A) 
"Response" was determined somewhat by a product driven culture, the facilities being 
the main focus of the provision, rather than a classic market ing approach which used 
customer research methods to determine product/service demand. 
Marke t i ng : o ther 
Although marketing is seen as an essential tool, it is observed as being a tactical day 
to day activity in terms of its operation. It is limited due to the financial constraints of 
the contracting mechanism, and problems of communicat ion across the department 
impede some of its efficacy according to the management staff. The marketing plans 
also specify activities to be undertaken, but are very weak on mechanisms of 
measurement and feedback on major arcas. There was however an intrinsic link 
observed between marketing and services quality. 
Serv ice Qua l i tv : De f in i t i ons . rote and func t ion 
Services quality was observed as being intrinsically linked with marketing: 
"Services quality, right, end product. The vital part that market ing plays in that the 
marketing we do should actually achieve what the end product that we require ." 
(Director of Leisure Services, locai authority A) 
Despite the essential need of the facilities to provide the product, services quality is 
certainly viewed as being significantly dependant upon the staff. 
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". . .we are obviously very conscious of the fact that i t 's the staff that staff have really 
got to lead the way (good service quality provision at the cent res)" 
(Marketing manager , locai authority A) 
Services quality was therefore seen to be an enabling function, the means by which 
cus tomer satisfaction was achieved by the combination of the facilities and staff. 
Improvements in service quality were interpreted as the ability to employ more staff 
in the short term. 
" . . .because of the financial pressures, it is a tight rope that w e have to get the balance 
jus t right. W e could provide a much better quality service if we employed more 
people . As a simple example, either more managers , and more front line staff, w e 
would prefer to have more receptionists working out on the front, w e wouid like a 
cus tomer services desk, but the pressure in the first couple of years is such that we 
cannot entertain that, it is within the strategy further along the line, and it certainly 
hinders in that respect and I think in the old way of doing things we would have been 
able to justify higher budgets and we would have been providing a better quality 
service. W e try to provide a service that is acceptable, it won ' t drive people away, but 
with that w e have to watch what else is being provided in the district 
( rercompet i t ion)" 
(Contract , locai authori ty A) 
Serv ice Quality. M e a s u r e m e n t i s s u e s . 
This was viewed as an organisational issue in terms of the Systems that were in place 
both extemal ly and internally. External vérification via the ISO 9002 hall mark was 
seen as an essential component and a requirement for the organisation for both the 
cus tomers and as a part of the tactical advantage when undergoing the tender process 
of the compulsory competitive tendering mechanism. This incorporated a formai 
system of inspection via a "quality inspector" who reported back on a detailed set of 
measured items on a fortriightly basis. The majority of these however relied upon 
" tangible" matters, particularly those that were described and defined in the C C T 
document . In addition to this, informai means of measurement included the 
complaints levéis, and the customer comments forms, the content of which were 
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reponed on monthly. Informal means of measurement were in the process of being set 
up via focus groups and interviews with customers, but at the t ime of this study none 
as yet had taken place, the reasons given were shortage of staffing resources and 
finance being the major reason for the delays in implementation. 
The emphasis as reponed by the managers did rely upon the tangible issues of the 
services reported from the various sources, co-ordinated by the contrae! and 
market ing manager to determine what level of resource, and henee the priority of the 
service issues in question: 
". . .my role is to work with each manager, and is for me to evalúate the level of 
customer service quality at each centre. Whether it is access to the centre as you 
struggled with today, or car parking, réceptions, queuing, internai s ignage, notice 
boards, quality of changing facilities. That is partly my role, the role o f the market ing 
manager , and his meet ings with the various centre managers . " 
(Contract manager , local authority A) 
T a n g i b l e s 
T w o major issues that are perceived as key to management are the facilities 
themselves and the staff that provide the service within the facilities. Design faults are 
not easily remedied if référence was needed to the Council for works to be 
commissioned. T ime scales in some instances of two years from problem reporting to 
repair being reported, this being due to financial restrictions being placed upon the 
council. If financial surpluses permitted however, the management of the contract 
team were prepared to invest in building repair if it was seen as an improvement to the 
quality of service and would enable either an improvement , or lowering of 
complaints. This however would not necessarily be linked with revenue increase. 
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One of the major difficulties however perceived under this heading with regard to 
staff was the relatively high turnover. Methods of overcoming this included training, 
communicat ion and effective induction: 
" W e had a day away, ali the managers last week, partly to try and get us back on track 
with our planning processes and having another look at the strategie direction of the 
contract over the next 5 years , and what we need to do with regard to best value. But 
5 0 % of that day was spent on looking at how w e could look at improving on staff 
involvement, participation, communicat ion. The major problem that we do have with 
predominant ly low pay rates, whether we ought to look at a per formance related pay 
scheme, high staff turnover, communicat ing with staff was a topic of the day and have 
got to improve on that. We do have schedule of meetings, but those meet ings tend to 
be a little bit too I suppose operational, which is necessary, but we do try and drop in 
training éléments within those meetings but there is a distinct lack of involving staff 
in décision making processes, and we certainly want to look at h o w we can develop 
that, ' 1 
(Contract manager , local authority A) 
Rel iabi l i ty 
This aspect was viewed under two major headings, that of the facilities and that of 
Staffing issues, but thèse were seen as combined with regard to the provision of the 
service. Prior to the compulsory competi t ive tendering process m a n y years previous, 
the service was described by the contract manager as a "caretaking role": 
"I have been here, must be in my ninth year now and I came in at a t ime when ali the 
staff présent were really providing a caretaking service, they were ail very nice 
people, they were well liked by customers, but they were pretty much opening doors , 
setting equipment up, and doing the cleaning." 
(Contract manager , local authori ty A) 
The means by which reliability issues were reported intemally were via the staff 
meetings, weekly, monthly etc, as well as via the quality inspector. These mechanisms 
however did rely upon the " tangible" items that could be specified and measured, 
whereas the customer viewpoint relied upon the self-reporting complaint mechanism 
and comment s cards and was therefore not systematic nor measurable . 
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A term which arose in discussions with the managers was the improvement of 
services for the customers to over and above their anticipated Ievel of "expectat ions" . 
Exceeding this was a means of inducing customer word of mouth advertising: 
". . .we introduced at an early stage, and that continues because of the staff turnover, an 
ethos where we are going to try and go beyond that, where we are trying to exceed a 
cus tomer ' s expectations, I think " w o w " factor is one of the latest buzz words , isn ' t it, 
where you are not jus t opening doors and locking up behind them. We are trying to 
provide that extra bit of service where a customer will go away and tell people about 
it, perhaps even come back to me and say, "really was impressed at the X Sports 
Centre the other day" or Y, everybody nowadays I think is t rying to provide a good 
quality service, and it is that exceeding expectations angle that we would try to 
introduce to staff over the years , that they have to go beyond the norm. A cus tomer 
will be quite satisfied I am sure providing the buildings are clean and the water is the 
right temperature, and is healthy, and the showers work and providing they get a smile 
when they get to reception and no one is rude to them, I mean that is what w e would 
describe as acceptable standards, but we want to go beyond that and w e need to try to 
involve the staff, motivate the staff to want to go beyond that, otherwise they might as 
well tread water themselves, so we are beginning to re evaluating ail that, but that is 
nothing new, that is something we have tried to do over the nine years and w e have 
had some success, but is a very difficult one to maintain". 
(Contact manager , local authori ty A) 
Although this was seen as an important mechanism from the customer perspective, no 
means by which this could be measured was stated in any of the formai or informai 
systems, other than " the managers view". 
10.6.3 Locai Authority Case B 
(a) Background 
This locai authority is situated in the north eastern part of south east England, serving 
a typically large commut ing community. The sport and recreation facilities are 
concentrated in this borough into one major facility consisting of a large range of 
sports and recreation products. This is managed by a locai authority management 
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team which had won the compulsory competit ive tendering process twice against a 
number of other bids. 
1. Leisure Centre A: This facility consists of an ice skating rink, three swimming 
pools (main pool with fiume, outdoor pool and learner pool), large sports hall, 
health suite (two sauna cabins, sunbeds, jacuzzi) , snooker room, three squash 
courts, fitness room, crèche, two licensed bars, restaurant and snack bar, catering 
kiosk and sports shop. 
Total Income for the previous financial year: £ 1,618,754 
Total Expenditure for previous financial year: £ 1,626,100 
Total at tendances for previous financial year (excluding spectators) 1,045,145 
(b) Review of Supporting Documentation 
C o m p u l s o r y Compe t i t i ve Tende r i ng Documen ta t i on 
This documentat ion was typically detailed, and described the "service provision" 
cover ing ali activities of the opérations of the centre. Requi rements to produce 
business and marketing plans were included, as were the objectives required of the 
contractor . 
(a) To improve the health of résidents of the Borough and to improve the 
quality of life generally by providing a mixed and balanced programme 
of sporting and leisure activities and sporting éducat ion and training to 
cater for the needs of ali age groups and abilities including the 
handicapped. 
(b) To achieve the fullest possible use of the Centre for sport ing and leisure 
activities and informai, social and refreshment purposes . 
(c) T o provide oppor tun i t é s for the development of sporting excellence 
and the establishment of LA-B as an important régional centre for sport 
and récréation. 
(d) To provide oppor tun i tés for cultural and entertainment activities where 
thèse can compliment activities at the C o u n c i f s other cultural and 
entertainment facilites. 
(e) To attrae! visitors to L A - B . 
(f) To operate the centre at the lowest cost to the Counci l that is consistent 
with other objectives. 
(Service Objectives, C C T spécification , local authority B) 
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Thèse were very general in their interprétation other than to indícate a mixed 
p rog ramme of activity, and objective (f) which provides the only operational 
measurement which is via a financial benchmark. 
Marke t i ng P lans 
This identified outputs in terms of "increased awareness" and required activity 
through available media. Measurement of marketing plan activity against tangible 
items was not detailed, emphasis being placed upon qualitative issues, e.g. branding 
descriptions, media and direct mail opérations. 
(c) Case B: Interviews with Key Management Staff 
Marke t i ng : Def in í t ions , role and function 
Market ing was seen as a wide set of activities, but only in the context that it was an 
income driven operation: 
" Well as far as we are concerned it is a continual process, I mean we are talking 
about X, i t ' s an income driven operation. But i t ' s a big centre with a substantial 
turnover with a customer throughput in full year with about three quarters of a mill ion 
people. So it relies on the money that comes through the till, and the people w h o come 
through the door pay that money, and only come through the door if the services that 
we provide are the ones that they'll pay for." 
(Director of Leisure Services, Local Authori ty B) 
The market ing manager of the department, closer to the function held a wider , more 
pragmatic view wi th regard to the market ing function: 
" it takes market ing on a wider view, so from my point of view market ing takes forms 
of advertísement, from intemal and external, actual press reléase, obviously 
newspapers local radio. W e don' t do anything on an international scale as such, even 
though the ice show does actually go wider a field and throughout the whole of East 
Anglía, and also promot ions , and that 's whether i t ' s providing compl imentary tickets 
and competi t ions or whether its actually going out and doing a stand sort o f at a show. 
So I mean, we do from our point of view in market ing take on the whole what sort of 
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Span of what we can possibly do and also obviously market research and what our 
cus tomer ' s want, and also what the staff think about the product we are provìding." 
(Marketing Manager of Leisure Services, Locai Authori ty B) 
The integration of the market ing function with the opération of the service was 
enforced by placing the manager in charge of service staff such as reception and other 
operational staff. This duplication of roles (manager of staff and marketing) did 
provide the manager with direct communicat ion lines to staff w h o had first contact 
with customers , which was viewed as an advantage by the market ing manager . 
M a r k e t i n g : M e a s u r e m e n t i ssues 
Until recently, measurement of this activity was based upon revenue and attendance, 
but weaknesses in this approach had been identified: 
" W e are talking about developing some new measures , thèse are a lways a bit difficult. 
Some of thèse include things like, marketing spend per visitor. This is jus t the first list 
that w e produced a while ago and this is best value orientated. But trying to play the 
dangerous game of cost ratios which take market ing spend into account and trying to 
focus it down on specific áreas. The problem with these is that there are a lways ali 
sorts of other variables which , you know we get a really good summer , w e ' v e got 
three swimming pools and the market ing doesn ' t make the slightest bit of différence 
it 's the sun coming out that brings the people in. But what w e think w e are trying to 
develop is more targeted objective measurement; was this year ' s summer programme 
for kids more beneficiai across ali sorts of measures and what were the reasons and 
try to develop ways of analysing that. But it is difficult, I mean I think probably we 
are very much driven by the bottom line and if we can feel that there is a degree of 
measurable benefit, then you tend to get a gut feel rather than actually have. I mean 
you can develop ali sorts of figures but actually what do they mean is very difficult 
somet ímes . I mean the other thing that we do rely on are the sort of cus tomer surveys 
we do because 1 mean they, periodically, well in this case annually, they cover the 
same áreas in so far we are able to teli they are consistently applied. A lot of them 
relate to, well I mean t h e y all relate in one way or another to the nature of the offer 
and the public perception of that customer atti tude. So I would like to feel that 
market ing would play a strong part in that ." 
(Director of Leisure Services, locai authority B) 
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A performance indicator system was being considered at the t ime of this study which 
incorporated a number of measures which included: 
1. Average spend per head (customer). 
2. Staff costs as a % of total income. 
3 . Market ing spend per visitor. 
4. No . of visits per complaint/compliment. 
5. Income per item of fitness equipment. 
6. Market ing spend as a % of total income. 
7. Spend per head (customer) of catering. 
This process was in its formative stages however, and as stated, up to this point in 
time measurement was based upon income/expenditure and attendance base line 
figures. The contract manager expressed difficulty in measur ing market ing activity, in 
that he stated: " h e couldn ' t" . With regard to image and réputation, informal 
qualitative mechanisms werc used and provided a general perceived outlook. Th is 
mechanism however did not provide any quantitative measurement , a l though negative 
returns would result in management action: 
"(to measure the market ing function)...it 's difficult to actually do that, w e do know 
that we are a busy and successful centre. W e do know from our market research and 
our external assessment that we are doing a reasonably good job . We do know from 
our market research where our customers find out about us and where they listen, they 
basically listen to us on locai radio and see us in the local paper. But again tha t ' s very 
difficult to assess in figure terms. Having said that, our at tendances are going up and I 
mean I would like to be able to put figures to it, but I can ' t at this stage, it would be 
nice to but I can ' t . " 
(Contract Manager , local authori ty B) 
Despite this difficulty to measure the marketing function, it is stili considered an 
important asset, so much so that the marketing manager is a m e m b e r of the senior 
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board of managers which opérate this very large centre indicating its high political 
s ta tus . 
I n te i l i qence qene ra t i on 
A significant emphasis was placed upon the internal systems, particularly comment 
cards and complaints, as a source of information. These were usually qualitative in 
style and communicated internally via management and staff meet ings. Extemal 
mechanisms also placed an emphasis upon attempting to link information to 
a t tendance figures: 
"I keep a list of things I nave actually advertised throughout papers and press releases 
that have gone out through the radio station. W e obviously keep an eye on the figures 
of at tendance. If I change a style a leaflet I will also keep, I mean 1 will speak to the 
instructors as well as keeping an eye on the figures, I don ' t just do it by computer . I t ' s 
mainly a case of looking at the figures of people that coming in, but also finding out if 
people are actually aware about it so, because we have got the people at the council 
that are not actually here, i t 's quite easy sometimes just , if you are going down there 
to do something else just to speak to people and see if they are aware of something 
that you have done recently". 
(Marketing Manager , local authority B). 
It was clear however that any information derived was in some way linked to both 
income, expenditure and attendance figures, mostly due to management awareness to 
prevent deviations from the projections in the business plan in the short term, 
especially financial. 
In te l l igence d i ssémina t i on 
This was seen under two headings, internal and external. The internal system 
consisted of the formal communicat ions systems, staff and management meet ings etc, 
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but was identifíed as being problematic due to the shifì working pa t t ems and "cross 
over" diff icul tés between functional areas: 
"Because w e ' v e got two reception areas because the X is completely separate, i t 's 
important that at the moment to make sure that the cross overs people up stairs k n o w 
wha t ' s going on down stairs, other wise you don ' t see, people don ' t seem to know 
what the other half is doing." 
(Marketing Manager , local authority B) 
The mechanism of intelligence dissémination was also considered by the contract 
manager as an extremely high priority, the problems in this area being a source of a 
number of problems. M a n y différent mechanisms had been introduced in order to 
enable effective communicat ion, but this aspect was still identified as a problem area: 
"I mean we have, we obviously internai mémos, we have a staff newsletter, w e have 
meetings we have ail the normal forms of communicat ion that we have. W e have a 
computer screen so w e ' v e got the opportunity to leave messages and that sort o f thing. 
Having said that w e ' v e got ail of those médiums, téléphone, voice mai l you k n o w 
communicat ion is always seems to be a problem in this. It is exacerbated by the fact 
that we are open extensive hours and I think it needs to be said that some individuals 
are motivated to let staff know and others aren ' t and that ' s quite a difficult situation to 
get over. I mean we are working on it and we 've introduced more meet ings and more 
focus groups than w e ' v e ever had before, but if I could solve the communica t ion 
problem it would be very nice thank you very much . " 
(Contract Manager , local authori ty B) 
It would appear therefore that the large range of facilities and the résultant working 
shift pa t tems has created difficultés with regard to effective intelligence 
dissémination within this centre. 
R e s p o n s i v e n e s s 
The key criteria for determining action was stated as " income" . This was determined 
as part of the compulsory competitive tendering process . Difficulties were expressed 
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vvith this method and approach in that the flexibility to change according to demand 
was curtailed due to the financial constraint placed upon the organisation. 
" . . .because the centre is run on a contract, the fací that it is a sort of 4 to 6 year life 
span doesn ' t help because the main décisions on objectives, financial, social etc are 
done at the start of the contract and therefore there is not the ability to make a change. 
There is the ability, but it simply doesn ' t happen within the period of the contract 
unless there is a huge reason to do so ." 
(Client Manager , local authority B) 
The planning mechanism and process is therefore seen as a hindrance to 
responsi ve nés s rather than an enabling mechanism, especially when combined within 
the financial constraint placed upon the department. 
Se rv ice Qualitv: Definitions. role and function 
Definitions of this topic were somewhat elusive and identified indirectly via 
a t tendance. 
". . . there is obviously bums on seats in terms of numbers through the door, and tha t ' s 
sort of a poor quantitative measure that I would say that people like me have been 
relying on for too long. There ' s that, and you can ' t dismiss that ." 
(Client Manager , local authority B) 
A n issue which aróse as important under this heading was that of "cus tomer 
expectat ions" . The provisión of sport and recreation, and the customer involvement 
was l inked intrinsically with expectation as a key topic in the management perception. 
"Weíl , i f s not necessarily top quality what it is I think something that matches up to 
two th ings 1 suppose, firstly what w e have saíd what w e are going to do , and then 
what the customer expectation is. Now sometimes cus tomer ' s expectat ions is 
significantly more than what we said we were going to do, and that ' s a lways difficult. 
But, I mean I think basically as long as you deliver what you said you are going to do 
and you deliver that in the right kind of way then I think that is it." 
(Director of Leisure Services, local authority A) . 
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Three concepts arise from this, expectation, performance and reliability. Al though 
identified by the Director of Leisure services as important, mechanisms of 
determining these three áreas by measurement means had not been established with 
the organisational system. 
Serv ice Qual i ty : M e a s u r e m e n t i ssues . 
Repeated emphasis was placed upon the internal measured "bot tom line figure" of 
income, expenditure and attendance. Other than informal qualitative mechanisms of 
complaint , customer cards and staff discussion, no other means were identified of 
methods of measur ing service quality, despite it being stated as " important" . Some 
áreas were identified as a "monopoly" , and carried less attention by management in 
terms of service quality, but a key determinant was stated as : 
".. .because obviously if people are coming in, and they are coming regulariy and we 
can measure that fact that the same people are coming back and they are satisfied and 
that obviously got to be very valuable test." 
(Client Manager , local authority B) 
This reliance upon repeat visit has been built upon historical experience. Reviews of 
customer surveys indicated that 8 3 % of at tendances were once per week or greater. 
This suggested that al though service quality measurement was not directíy indicated, 
service quality provisión was set within certain ranges that were acceptable to the 
customer, but undefined in quantitative terms for management . 
There was also use of extemal measures conducted by independent agencies such as 
the Institute o f Leisure and Amenity Management , which provided cus tomer audits, 
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M O R I resident surveys and user commit tees . This information was communica ted to 
management and staff via meetings etc. 
T a n g i b l e s 
The product/service range of this authority was "tangible led", i.e. without the facility 
the activities could not effectively take place. One product was considered a 
" m o n o p o l y " for the entire town (swimming pools). The range of facilities in this 
centre was however large, the authority choosing to centre ail major sport and 
récréation facilities in the one location. Problems were expressed however with regard 
to the fabric of the building, and that some competi tors to some of the product /service 
offerings were opening with "newer" facilities which were enticing some of the more 
wealthy clientele away (weights and fitness training). As a resuit of this building 
works had been programmed, but t ime delays had been noted, which caused some 
management concern especially as a " n e w " commercial facility was due to open in a 
few months offering a competing product to the "monopoly" . The newer facilities 
were considered as a higher quality, and plans had been instigated that would possibly 
match this. 
Rel iab i l i tv 
The majority of the facilities which were offered by this local authority do not have a 
high staff involvement with regard lo the provision of the service i.e. the swimming 
pools and ice rink. Reliability is therefore easily identified by basic tangible 
measurements , the présence of the raw éléments of water and ice respectively. Other 
éléments of the service also did not require high levéis of staff involvement such as 
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catering, bars and sports halls for non instructor led services. As a resuit, the 
reliability of the facilities was in the main determined by a technical approach and the 
costs of running each section. 
10.6.4 Local Authority Case C 
(a) Background 
This local authority is situated on the outskirts of North London serving a large rural 
and commuter population. The facilities are currently undergoing an extensive 
refurbishment programme, but are stili operational whilst the building works are being 
conducted. in one instance the facility is new, and is currently only part of a building 
programme which is ongoing. 
1. Leisure centre A: This facility is currently under extensive development ai though 
a substantive part of the sports and récréation provision is open and functioning 
normally. The facilities that are operational consist of a 25 mètre swimming pool, 
crèche, chi ldren 's play area, health and fitness studios and dance studio. 
2. Leisure centre B : This centre was built in the early 1970 ' s and comprises a large 
sports hall, fitness suite, sunbed rooms, two squash courts, ou tdoor football area, 
and three netball/ tennis courts . 
3 . Leisure Centre C: This centre comprises a 33 V3 mètre swimming pool, large 
sports hall, crèche, bar, health suite, multipurpose rooms, synthetic hockey pitch 
and grass football pitches. 
Total Income for the previous financial year: £2 ,198 ,990 
** 
Total Expenditure for previous financial year: £2 ,346 ,430 
** 
Total at tendances for previous financial year (excluding spectators) 761 ,386* 
* Figure for one centre est imated on four month attendance extrapolated to one year. 
(Centre opened in Feb 1999) 
** Figure based upon adjusted budget projections based upon previous year ' s actual, 
reduced by 3 % to al low for inflation so figures are comparable against other 
authorities for last financial year. 
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(b) Review of Supporting Documentation 
Compul so rv Compéti t ive Tender inq Documenta t ion 
The documentation under this heading was extremely detailed, complex and 
at tempted to cover ail éventua l i t és in t enus of service opérat ions and marketing. 
Initially, contract bids were required to incorporate market ing plans not only in 
gênerai terms, but specifically for each centre. The objectives laid out in the tender 
document were also very detailed, and were time/financially constrained where 
appropriate. The rôles and responsibilities of the contractor and client were very clear, 
even to the extent for example, of specifying that waste bins must not be al lowed to 
fill greater than 30%. Significant emphasis was placed upon the importance of 
producing a market ing plan to which the contract organisation would operate. 
Service quality was described in the contract document by the various opérat ions 
required, for example the cleaning routines, which staff were required to follow. 
Considérable emphasis was therefore placed on "tangible" issues, mostly in the 
opérations section of the spécifications. Détail routines were laid down, including 
photographs of items to ensure clear communicat ion of the specified tasks. 
Marketing P l a n s 
The marketing planning documentat ion was the most extensive of the four case 
studies reviewed, the main document being some 11,000 words in length. Major areas 
identified are: staff, communicat ions , health and fttness, product development , 
stratégie alliances, youth, research, Systems, 1T, and a major new centre. Thèse were 
determined by internai management groups working to produce key activity areas 
based upon factors including management p r io r i t é s , customer at tendance levels, and 
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a strengths/ weaknesses/opportunities/threats analysis. The various activities were 
considered under the headings of: cleanliness, health and safety, maintenance & 
equipment , customer service, diversity & quality of programme, staff expertise and 
welfare, and communicat ions . Each of thèse in t um was extensively described with 
aims and objective détails. Objectives were normally date limited, but most activity 
was not quantitatively measured. What was clear from the documentat ion however 
was that the market ing pian was an active document used by ail management 
throughout their opérat ions, with référence to both marketing and services activity 
which will be discussed later in thèse findings. 
(c) Case C: Interviews with Key Management Staff 
Marke t i ng : Déf in i t ions , ro le a n d func t ion 
A number of the management staff were of the perception that market ing and service 
provision were "what they did": 
"I think that in everything the we do 1 would not like to classify it as market ing or 
management or service provision. I think that everything has to be integrated in ail 
actions that w e take with a mind to promoting our service and providing a quality of 
service which using the cliché meets and exceeds customer expectat ions." 
(Director of Leisure Services, local authority C) 
This view was echoed by other managers in the authority, for example : 
"I would suggest the everything that we do from the service we provide, the facilities 
that we are offering, the expérience that the customer enjoys hopefully. Cleanliness, 
safety, everything that we do from the moment the cus tomer arrives to the moment 
they leave and in terms of those that are using us and hopefully that expérience in 
attracting o thers . " 
(Manager A, local authority C) 
I see market ing as a much bigger function than simply letting our cus tomers know 
what we are doing. So yes it encomapasses ail of the things that I have already 
discussed about looking competi tors, looking at industry trends, looking at you know 
how other centres influence their service delivery to customers , are they doing things 
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better than we are, i t ' s about looking at best practice and replicating it here and that 
might be within C, or I would say it would be beyond that, i t ' s looking at other leisure 
providers , and I 'd see the publicity part of it as supporting that function. So that 
would really be the outcome of that process. 
(Manager B, local authority C) 
Others described this process more classically as "getting and retaining customers" , 
(manager C, local authority C). This wide definition created market ing with the image 
of being intangible, and created difficulties with regard to the measurement of this 
activity. 
Marke t i ng : M e a s u r e m e n t i ssues 
Despite the extensive plans and the integration of marketing planning within the 
management structures, measurement of market ing as an activity was described as 
"problematic". Systems of measurement were all manual, and IT systems had not 
effectively linked this function. Quantitative financial and other information was 
therefore circulated approximately two months after collection. Management action 
against quantitative data was measured against "bot tom line figures", particularly 
against the business plan that had been initially submitted for the compulsory 
competi t ive tendering bid: 
"I suppose at the end of the day it is to determine if you have achieved the objectives 
that you have achieved in your business plan and those objectives can be measured as 
I think I said earlier in terms of finances, in terms of number of people using the 
building number of new activities that you have introduced your meet ing targets for 
var ious target groups if you have got those etc 
(Director of Leisure Services, local authority C) 
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The uncertainty produced about the mechanisms of measuring the market ing function 
stili however had not sufficient impact for the market ing function to be either 
eliminated or curtailed. 
" N o w that is a fairly glib answer because what you could say is right, don ' t spend a 
penny on market ing, jus t don ' t spend anything and go for a year and by that I mean a 
penny on advertising and promotion as opposed to marketing in the bigger picture, 
don ' t spend a penny and see what happens and it would be quite fascinating if you 
would be prepared to take that risk, 1 think as 1 say I don ' t think we could ever g ive up 
this sort of internai marketing, you know the quality of service, the staff delivering the 
good service and being polite etc but I would love to have the guts one year to say 
right we spend in the región of a quarter of a mill ion pounds on market ing, that 
includes staff uniforms and one or two other bits and pieces. But I would love to say 
you are only going to have £ 125k this year and I want you to achieve the same results 
as the year before. 1 takes a brave person to do that but it would be very interesting to 
see whether it would stili work out and I don ' t know." 
(Director of Leisure Services, local authority C) 
The management activity which resulted under the heading of "marke t ing" and driven 
by the marketing manager through the management team was considerable, with 
significant amounts o f output resulting from qualitative analysis o f the various aspects 
of the market ing pian. 
In te l l igence g e n e r a t i o n 
Considerable emphasis was placed upon multiple sources of information by 
managers , both internai and external. Formai mechanisms of communicat ion, e.g. 
appraisal meet ings with staff, enabled data to be then communica ted to other 
managers to assist in p rogramme development. Other sources of internai information 
included for example architects and contractors working on site at one centre stili 
under completion and even in one case listening to staff who have been in contact 
with the public in the town centre on an informal basis. Other than market research 
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conducted, other formal Systems of intelligence génération from customers relied 
upon complaint and comments cards. These were collected weekly and reported 
monthly. 
In te l l igence d i ssémina t i on 
A n extensive System of formal communicat ions methods exists within this authority 
to enable staff and management to exchange information at all levéis and across 
centres. A large variety of meeting groups, team, staff, appraisal, management 
meetings were all described. Emphasis was placed upon differing management staff 
being in membership of the various key activity groups. The main focus of the various 
groups set up was via the market ing plan document, and information was considered 
under the major headings of this document. Signiñcant emphasis was placed upon the 
staff expérience with customers as a source of information within this process : 
" . . .communicat ion is a, I was going to say a two way process , but i t ' s more than a two 
way process isn ' t it, i t ' s more. Staff are aware of their role within the centre, if there 
are changes operationally or to the programme or market ing or there are corpora te 
initiatives that we have taken on board, obviously they need to be aware of it. They 
are going to have interaction with customers on a regular basis that maybe I a m not 
going to see or receptionist staff i sn ' t going to see, or a m e m b e r of the teaching staff 
isn ' t going to be aware of, so it is important that they are communica t ing back to me 
any ideas that they may have or any you know informal comments that people might 
be making, that they just think I don ' t really need to, or i t 's not my remit to deal with 
that. I t ' s encouraging that ongoing dialogue. 
(Manager B , local authority C) 
Although not quantified, it was clear that a considerable amount of emphasis was 
placed upon communica t ions within the organisation, and resource devoted to it. The 
feedback mechanisms employed were not only management sourced, all staff were 
encouraged to attend a variety o f meetings to promote communica t ion and feedback 
with regard to the opérat ions of the centres: 
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"Within each of our centres there are management team meetings, there are sub 
meet ings , whether it be receptionists, leisure assistants, we feed back into those 
meet ings cus tomer comments whether it be from our user groups, cus tomer comment 
analysis, accidents, customer comments as I have said, ali of those are fed into a 
database, regurgitated, they give us cumulat ive and snapshots of the way our 
customers are perceiving any particular élément of our service so for instance what 
we are looking for is not the odd comment here or the odd comment there, we are 
looking for thèmes, it is ali about représentative samples and so on and meaningful 
information and the Systems in place primarily database analysis allow us to put 
together thèmes , in other words 'your changing rooms are dirty, why? ". 
(Contract Manager , locai authority C) 
It was clear from the interviews of all managers that communicat ion was seen to be a 
difficulty that required input from all staff who were able to observe any aspect of the 
service operation. This feedback mechanism was also communica ted to the varíous 
working groups that were identified in the market ing plan document , which enabled a 
qualitative evaluation of progress against the intended plans specifíed. 
R e s p o n s i v e n e s s 
A considerable emphasis was placed upon the facilities in terms of "delivering the 
product" , so much so that this local authority had embarked on an extensive 
refurbishment and new build programme over the next ftve years. Current valué of 
this p rog ramme was approximately £ 2 2 million. This local authority had also a l lowed 
the contract organisation flexibility in terms of its operation: 
" . . . t he re is a certain amount of, quite a lot of freedom given to the operat ions unit, 
and again as a result as m u c h as anything of C C T where they won the contract, they 
were given the contract price, right get off and deliver it and so the system doesn ' t 
h inder the process and I would suggest that if there was a r e tum on an investment and 
that is not just ñnancial but in other ways as well . The authority and the system and 
would a l low that to occur and so there is a great deal of empowermen t , (use that word 
loosely because I know it is another j a rgón word) a great deal of empowermen t to the 
on site managers and the head of operations w h o looks after all the sports centres and 
swimming pools to get on and do what is effective without interference." 
(Director of Leisure Services, local authority C) 
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This range of empowerment allows the contract managers to vary items such as 
pricing, promotions, and product/service delivery, with overall financial target 
provisos, i.e. variation could be made but an overall income and expenditure balance 
must be maintained. 
The ability to respond effectively and at a high level of perceived quality was placed 
very high on the priority list by all managers interviewed. Difficulties of staff turnover 
were noted, but in one instance a maintenance shutdown resulted in almost all staff 
being laid off, and then only those who were considered "sui table" being re­
employed. This occurred only at one centre however. This organisation also used 
extensively other methods to condition and "gu ide" staff into appropriate behaviours . 
Both formal and informal methods were adopted. Formally, the depar tment had 
adopted an N V Q training scheme for all staff. This enabled many areas of this 
educat ion p rog ramme to be tailored to the needs of the department . Management and 
other staff were also commit ted to other training and education p rogrammes : 
"I would also cite again formal quality assurance systems like ISO 9002 which rely 
upon an auditing system which is carried out by all members of staff at different 
levels, highlights if you like areas of concern, operational concern. So again, it comes 
back to this communica t ion thing and how we are feeding back to people both at the 
sharp end and a little bit further back, problems and that the systems that we employ 
are many and varied." 
(Contract manager , local authority C) 
The purpose of the formal education programme for all staff was the belief that it 
improved the customer/staff interface, and hence the quality of the responsiveness that 
customers experienced: 
" W e were commit ted to an N V Q based training regime, if you like that is the fabric of 
our training, our approach to training, there are any number different initiatives, 
Stewart is I S R M diploma, I am doing a Masters , we have got higher ed academic 
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qualifications being pursued you get within our centres and lower qualifications such 
as N V Q level 2. All of our front line staff will have in due course undertaken NVQ 
level 3 customer care, and anecdotal information suggests that there is a perceptible 
improvement in their general demeanour, their willingness to interrelate with 
cus tomers in a very positive way to be able to project through a telephone if you like 
that positivity. I think within the industry at large there is a growing awareness of the 
need to ensure that our customers needs come first. I 'm not under any illusions I know 
that it is unlikely that I will ever see bad customer care in my centres and the real 
indicators are when I am not there and when the manage r ' s not there. But there are 
enough initiatives in place to ensure that we get feedback." 
(Contract manager , local authority C) 
The perceived benefits of the training programme were all based upon qualitative, 
anecdotal information, and maintained by the communicat ions system set up which 
was sourced both externally and internally. All managers were of the opinion that the 
system adopted by this local authority was very beneficial and gave management 
input on what is often a difficult and intangible issue. 
Serv i ce Qual i ty : Def in i t ions, ro le a n d func t ion 
Service quality was seen by many of the managers as "everything w e do" , a not 
dissimilar description of the marketing activity. Manager B, when asked how 
market ing would be defined for the centre: 
"I would suggest the everything that we do from the service we provide, the facilities 
that w e are offering, the experience that the customer enjoys hopefully. Cleanliness, 
safety, everything that we do from the moment the cus tomer arrives to the moment 
they leave and in terms of those that are using us and hopefully that experience in 
at tracting others. 
(Manager B, local authori ty C) 
This integrative view was echoed by other managers, and was not clearly 
differentiated from the activities of marketing in general terms. 
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Serv i ce Qua l i t v : M e a s u r e m e n t tssues. 
Measurement was determined by an emphasis with regard to bottom line income, 
expenditure and attendance figures. Because customers would normally attend a 
centre at least once per week, throughput was therefore expressed as an indicator of 
quality, it being the range acceptable which did not deter customers from using the 
services. Issues of product/service balance which often caused conflict or complaint 
were also dealt with by user surveys: 
"...the number of people at swimming lessons, the number of people coming to our 
p a r t e s , tha t ' s got to be an indication that there is cus tomer satisfaction out there and 
again we would mesh that with all sorts of user surveys, we carry out surveys on a 
regular basis , again taking the X centre, we have undertaken a massive research 
project into perceptions about the quality of our swimming programme, cleanliness, 
balance of lañes versus free swim versus clubs and so on and so forth." 
(Contract Manager , local authority C) 
Management action was then taken to determine the most appropriate balance with 
regard to cus tomer perception. Other measurements incorporated external viewpoint 
and included mystery shoppers, quality assurance mechanisms such as ISO 9002. 
Information from these sources were fed back into management and staff meet ing 
groups across the entire group to determine appropriate action. 
T a n g i b l e s 
This authority placed a considerable emphasis upon the faci l i tes , undergoing a major 
refurbishment and rebuild, anticipated to be £ 2 2 million over the next five year 
period. A major motivat ion of the rebuild p rogramme was the concern of competi tors 
in the catchment área of their population providing facilities which were new and 
"superior". 
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"Again I keep coming back to this indicator of throughput, I do make this very raw 
corrélation be tween sustained increase throughput and cus tomer satisfaction. Of 
course, if we invest £ 6 m in the X Centre and it is an infinitely better quality facility, 
then it is quite likely that we will get more people than at say, B C Centre in another 
authority because the hardware is there ." 
(Contract manager , locai authority C) 
The commitment to formai and informai training schemes was a deliberate policy to 
provide a "high quali ty" of customer service, since the interaction of the staff was 
seen as a very " tangible" aspect of the service provision: 
"Ali of our front line staff will have in due course undertaken N V Q level 3 customer 
care , and anecdotal information suggests that there is a perceptible improvement in 
their general demeanour, their willingness to interrelate with customers in a very 
positive way, for example to be able to project through a téléphone if you like that 
positivity." 
(Contract manager , locai authority C) 
This dimension was clearly seen by ali managers interviewed as a two distinct áreas, 
one of the facilities and the fabric of the buildings and the other the front line staff 
that dealt with customers on a day to day basis. 
Rel iabi l i tv 
Reliability of the service was determined by two main áreas, firstly the compulsory 
competit ive tendering documentat ion and secondly the market ing pian. The C C T 
documentat ion was explicit in the détail of how the centres were to be operated in 
considerable détail, but almost ali of the itemised activities which provided the 
"reliable service" were tangible in their nature, i.e. cleaning and maintenance rotas, 
minimum staffmg levéis and opening hours. The marketing plan document specified a 
number of areas to which resource was to be devoted. The measurement mechanisms 
such as mystery shoppers and internai communicat ion methods provided the source 
information about the "reliabili ty" of the service provision, albeit via tangible clues. 
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10.6.5 Local Authority Case D 
(a) Background 
A substantive Borough situated in the west of London. Its two major facilities were 
built in the 1960 's and have been refurbished incrementally over the years. The major 
facilities were managed by a prívate contractor as a result of the compulsory 
compet i t ive tendering process until 1998, when the contractor went into receívership 
due to financial difficulties in another leisure contract not associated with this 
borough. As a result, the major facilities have been managed in house by the 
authorities own management team. 
1. Leisure centre A: This comprises a 33 1$ mètre main pool , teaching pool , male 
fitness room, female fitness room, cafetería, and sunbed room. 
2. Leisure centre B: This comprises a 33V3 mètre main pool, teaching pool, 
gymnas ium, male sauna/solarium, female sauna/solarium, cafetería and 
commit tee/meet ings room. 
Total Income for the previous financial year: £ 7 7 9 , 8 8 9 
Total Expenditure for previous financial year: £ 9 7 2 , 4 1 3 
Total at tendances for previous financial year (excluding spectators) 340 ,354 
(b) Review of Supporting Documentation 
C o m p u l s o r y Compe t i t i ve Tende r i ng Documen ta t i on 
This documentat ion was also very detailed, itemising almost all activity required in 
terms of the maintenance and opération of the two facilities. One major aspect 
however was the absence of marketing criteria or activity. The client management 
who compiled the initial contract determined that there was no legal requirement to 
put market ing criteria into the document , indeed that to have done so was would have 
been "ultra vires" or illégal. Other authorities in the UrC had clearly taken a différent 
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view. Since compulsory compétitive documentation was available from many other 
local authorities, as were standard tender document spécifications available from the 
professional bodies of the sport and récréation industry (Inst. Of Sport and Récréation 
Management and Inst. Of Leisure and Amenity Management) it is difficult to 
understand why this approach was written into the contract spécifications. The net 
resuit was no requirement of the contractor to undertake market ing activity as a part 
of the opération of the contract, and if any were, it would be at the contractors 
expense. The absence of any description of marketing activity within the contract also 
brought about confiict between the client and contractor, in that each thought the other 
responsible for this activity. 
"Well we had a major disagreement about the contract, because we felt that market ing 
was included and we felt that the contractor should undertake market ing al though it 
was a very difficult thing to quantify and X from his position had no other option but 
to say "hang on a minute, this is budget driven as far as w e are concerned, w e have no 
responsibility for that". W e even had to call in the Borough solicitor to actually 
adjudícate, because the spécification wasn ' t clear enough. N o w tha t ' s been overeóme, 
we work together and w e didn ' t fall out about it but it just shows you what problems 
we had." 
(Director of Leisure, local authority D) 
This was not the only problems which caused difficulty for the market ing opérations 
of this authority. The bureaucratie System also impeded activity due to restriction of 
finance. The contract was intended to run at a small déficit, and unfortunately was 
not. The operational déficit was some £193 ,000 , which resulted in severe curtailment 
of activity which increased expenditure in the short term. 
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The contract also did not require the contractor to offset any income against 
expenditure i.e. income was merely collected on the counci l ' s behalf. A s a result, the 
operat ions were managed by the contractor with specific reference to control on 
expenditure, the responsibility for increasing income by the client. This presents an 
almost untenable situation with regard to increasing income and is considered a 
serious flaw in the contract and resultant operat ion of the organisation. The previous 
contract however did have a responsibility for income, and this was in a profit sharing 
ratio of 80:20 in favour of the contractor. This onus on the previous contractor gave 
motivat ion to increase income by both improved marketing and efficiency measures, 
and the contractor was reported as being able to produce some £ 7 5 0 , 0 0 0 surplus of 
income over expenditure for two years of the contract ' s durat ion. This contractor 
went into receivership because another contract taken on by them in a different local 
authority generated a negative cash flow, and as a consequence negat ive profits, 
which were greater than all the surplus generated at all o f their other contracts . This 
demonst ra ted therefore that although the facilities were not modern by contemporary 
standards, it is possible at least to créate an appropriate organisat ion that could 
genérate sufficient income significantly in excess of the current situation, which 
would in the very least satisfy financial objectives, and could satisfy other criteria 
such as rebuild and refurbishment with the financial surplus available. 
Marke t ing P lans 
At the t ime of this study, no marketing plans were in existence. The reasons given by 
the client and contract manager were that since having taken over the contract some 
two years previously, there had not been the opportunity to instígate an effective plan 
due to the operational requirements taking priority. Within the management team, 
there was not a marketing manager dedicated to market ing activity of the department. 
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There was however a supervisory/assistant manager whose role was primarily to 
produce posters for the two centres , but no other promotional literature. This function 
was the responsibility of the contract manager, but funded by the client organisation. 
This relationship, although now harmonious still resulted in delays in developing a 
marketing plan to the point that the client organisation felt it necessary to gain 
authority to develop a market ing plan from the leisure commít tee . This process, to 
merely gain the authority to develop a marketing plan from the leisure commit tee 
takes some months . At the time of this study, this authority had just been obtained. It 
was antícipated that after consultation with appropriate personnel , other organisat ions 
and other bodies, agreement from the leisure commit tee to approve an agreed 
market ing plan and strategy would not occur for some nine months to one year from 
the date of securing authority to prepare a market ing plan. This mechanism was 
viewed as extremely constraining by the management staff, and detrimental to the 
operations of the depar tment by the contract manager and Director of Leisure 
operat ions. 
(c) Case D: Interviews with Key Management Staff 
Marke t ing : Def in i t ions . ro le a n d func t ion 
Management of both the contract organisation and the client side were very aware of 
the definitive terms of this activity in its general sense. There was an awareness 
however that activities of the contract organisation had not incorporated any 
significant marketing activity. 
" Marketing, well in the general sense of the word, is everything to do with assessing 
what you are providing including market research, promotion, analysing your 
cus tomer ' s trends, income, the product that you are providing, whether you are 
meeting the needs of the community . So that 's what I think it is, what we have been 
actually providing has been a lot less that that." 
(Contract Manager , local authority D) 
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Although marketing was seen as an important activity, the problems of the 
receivership of the previous contractor had resulted in a serious management problem 
for the authority of which this activity had taken a very low priority for the previous 
year. Market ing activity was sporadic and limited, and flexibility was not afforded to 
managers to change items such as pricing on a local basis. This was now controlled by 
the council , and set on an annual basis. The facilitíes and stafñng budgets were also 
set on an annual basis by the council, so the only item which was under the control of 
managemen t was the promotions budget. This was not within the contract ing 
organisation, but on the client side. Needs for advert isements and marketing 
Communicat ions therefore, other than internal posters had to be requested from the 
contract organisation to the client section of the council which produced considerable 
delays and reduced effectiveness. 
Marke t i ng : M e a s u r e m e n t i ssues 
Very little activity was recorded. The basic measurement parameters of income and 
at tendance against marketing activity was provided, but by the client side. The 
contract manager , currently with no responsibility for income or improving 
at tendance until this point in time, did not devote any management resource t ime to 
this aspect: 
"(with regard to income).. .but I think what I wouid like to do, I mean w e ' v e only got a 
couple of years left of the contract, to see if w e could agree to a change in the contract 
so there was a 50/50 split on income. You shouldn ' t nave to do that in a way, but I 
think the staff felt well, i t ' s not our income, different department and I 'm not saying 
that they deliberately d idn ' t go out to get income, but they d idn ' t own that part of the 
process . Whereas expenditure was very very closely watched, very very scrutinised to 
the nth degree, income was more of a secondary issue, and we are just trying to 
redress that balance now. 
(Contract Manager , local authori ty D) 
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In te l l i gence gene ra t i on 
The department was just beginning to embark on a p lu ra l i s t e approach with regard to 
gathering information with regard to marketing, user forums had been started as were 
other mechanisms of gaining information. A new IT system was being planned at the 
time of this study which was due to be operational "in one or two months t ime 1 ' , 
which would give better information about customer habits and usage pat terns. 
In te l l igence d i ssémina t i on 
The major mechanism reported for this component is via weekly and fortnightly staff 
meetings, Other mechanisms were reported such as training sessions, and ad hoc 
meetings. 
". . .we have staff training every Tuesday af temoon for a couple o f hours , where it 
would be one group of staff one week, one group the next w e e k the w a y the rotas 
work. But within those, staff training times, some of it is spent obviously some of it 
doing swimming life saving training, but other stuff is spent on what happens in the 
event of fire, b o m b alerts this sort of thing so the staff are aware of exactly how to 
treat the cus tomers should those events happen. Various other issues crop up where 
things are chatted through it is explained to the staff and what they, wha t is expected 
of them in certain cases. W e also have induction packs where staff are given 
information on a whole range of issues, on how the centres operate from opening to 
closing sort of thing. So there is reading material as well as verbal comments" . 
(Manager A, local authority D) 
Problems were reported however with regard to the training sessions in that the seven 
day week opérat ions meant that consistency could not be achieved in te rms of 
communicat ion. 
" . . .would be the number of staff we do employ and the wages budget, and if I could 
increase that purely to have a few extra staff so that we can bring all the groups of 
staff together for training purposes, rather than having to have one day of training 
with one set of staff because of the rota then finding another t ime maybe a week later 
with another set of staff from the other shift makes it very difficult because no matter 
how hard you try perhaps both groups do not reeeive exactly the same information, 
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whereas if they are ail sitting down together at one time they received exactly the 
s ame information and instructions and then everybody within the building would 
k n o w what is expected rather than one group saying well we thought he meant this, 
and another group saying well he actually said this or said that and sometimes that can 
cause conflict within the centre, so we could actually have ail the main stream staff if 
you like being able to actually sit down and get some training together on the major 
issues that they perhaps feel they need training on and ail at the one t ime would be 
g o o d " . 
(Manager A, local authority D) 
This difficulty was reported as being one of the main causes of conflict with regard to 
communica t ions errors to staff. Therefore, despite regular meet ings of managers with 
staff, and other formai and informai mechanisms of communicat ion, difficultés 
existed in providing an homogeneous communicat ions method which presented to ail 
staff a consistent message. 
R e s p o n s i v e n e s s 
Problems were expressed with both the nature of the facilities and Staffing issues. The 
facilities, built in the middle 1960's were now considered by the managers to be 
seriously out of date. This included the swimming pools and their methods of use. 
Managers expressed an inability to respond effectively due to strong competi tor 
pressures in nearby boroughs: 
" F r o m the point of view of X we are fairly near the " H " boundary and there is a huge 
sports centre in " H " which takes some of our customers. There is another swimming 
pool at " N " which is fairly close by that w e compete with them. There are a couple of 
other swimming pools going out towards " R M and " H e " . " T R " area which will be 
considered to be probably our closest competitore. Some of those pools are purely 
local authority run, other ones such as " H " is a private company in there which is 
running it on a C C T basis. They are the major sort of people w h o we look at and see 
as customers. There are one or two private gyms as well, because " H i " has a 
reasonable set up stand, gym and fitness. On the g y m side some of our sports centres 
indeed, are compet ing for the customers to go there" . 
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The perception by the managers therefore was that they were unable to effectively 
respond against the competition that had been building up around from both 
municipal and prívate operators, inside and outside of the borough. 
Serv ice Quality: Definitions, role and function 
This was defined by the Director of Leisure via the external measure, the "counci l ' s 
annual survey". This was viewed as an accurate assessment in that it place the service 
on a low ranking in comparison to other services which were provided: 
"One of the wa ys is that we have an annual survey, where council services are ranked 
in order and for the last few years leisure has been, its service quality provisión has 
been fairly low with residents. W e are always flagging up because w e have got oíd 
facilities and that sort of thing." 
(Director of Leisure Services, local authority D) 
This was stated as being a generally "accurate" reflection of how the management 
team viewed the standard of leisure provisión currently in the authority. Managers 
however were still unsure about the term "qual i ty" in respect to the service that was 
being provided, particularly against the bot tom line measure of a t tendance to their 
sessions. 
"As far as individual sessions are concemed it 's basically fílling up a session, 
therefore there can ' t be too m u c h wrong , or w e have pi tched the price too low. 
Doesn ' t mean to say it 's good quality, that 's a subjective thing, that in all honesty if 
we were running an aerobios session say at one of our sports session and they were 
running at one of the brand new fítness centres y o u ' d say that their ' s was better 
because of the better environment. Depends what people regard as quality, whether it 
is the coach, whether is the locality. What we are a lways aware of is that the sessions 
are underused , so that you can take it that as being an indication that it is not good 
quality, or not what people want. But it is difficult to say that even though a session is 
fully booked is still good quality or above a certain level." 
(Contract manager , local authority D) . 
This indicates a problem with regard to understanding the relationship of the customer 
and their percept ion of service quality by the management of the department. 
Normal ly this would be identifíed by the staff and communicated via the staff 
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meetings which are held. Other indications are the "classes which are not tul!", which, 
although could be due to any number of factors, only now are user groups being 
consulted to identify customer centred issues of service provisión. 
Serv ice Qua l i tv : M e a s u r e m e n t issues, 
Very little mechanisms exist to identify levéis of service quality, other than informal 
discussions at staff meet ings. Attendances at the various sessions are monitored, but 
these are not effectively communicated across the management team, ñor are they 
linked performance criteria. In general, they are reviewed on an annual basis globally. 
"Good service quality, you get feedback from comments , customer comments , 
complaints, that ' s about the only gauge we have really and w e look at figures 
annually and see what the % increase or decrease i s . " 
(Manger B , local authority D) 
This measurement mechanism therefore does not appear to be linked in any way to 
finance, i.e. improvements equate to increased tunding to generate higher 
custom/income. 
Tang ib les 
The emphasis placed upon this topic was not about staff as tangibles, but more of the 
fabric of the buildings. These were considered to be both old in style and in need of 
repair and refurbishment. This problem also extends to new product development . 
" . . . w e are given a really restricted budget as managers and if you put a proposai for 
instance, if you wanted to do a new health suite or even put a new carpet down 
because the cus tomers are saying that the carpet looks threadbare or whatever , you 
have to go through such a r igmarole to get any funds released to replace that, if you 
can ' t get it out of your normal budget. Invariably you can ' t do m u c h out of your 
normal budget you just can ' t do any improvements. There is a hold on maintenance, I 
mean it 's really really bad, so even to get a new lock on the door its very difficult, it 
can take months . " 
(Manager B. , local authority D) 
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The importance that is placed upon providing this type of service through a major 
facility is very high, and this type of problem could cause perceptual problems of 
good quali ty to customers . 
Rel iab i l i ty 
Although the maintenance of the facilities is poor, the services that are being operated 
were functional. Those facilities with serious problems however were shut and not 
available as a resource. Under such conditions therefore, a percept ion of "re l iable" 
could be considered because ali of the major facilities were being maintained and 
operational . The ancillary services however were not considered by staff as being 
"reliable". For example, when asked about how to improve services quality: 
"a big influx of money to just routine stuff to just provide a better quality of service to 
the customers , i.e. proper showers that work and proper toilets that flush, the basic 
essentials ." 
(Manager B , locai authority D) 
This br ings into question the concept of "zone of tolérance". For example if the 
showers are cold and not working, does this stop customers using the centre. This is 
not an easy question to answer because customers may either be attending as 
individuals, or as a group, and there may be other pressures which support the use of a 
centre with "less than satisfactory service standards". 
10.7 Summary 
The purpose of the qualitative stage was to develop a data source that could be 
tr iangulated against the quantitative data which had been obtained via the market 
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orientation and service quality research instrument. The market orientation 
comparison noted differences with regard to Intelligence Generat ion, Intelligence 
Dissemination and Responsiveness. With regard to service quality, dimensions of 
tangibles and reliability appeared important. Case C noted strong emphasis with 
regard to marketing planning which was also evident in the staffing structures and 
documentat ion of meetings. This was used as a unìform platform to develop a market 
orientation. Extensive refurbishment had also been undertaken to provide better 
" tangible" evidence of sport and recreation provision. Underpinning Case A, similar 
to Case C also were extensive documentat ion of management approaches detailing 
objectives, aims, planning issues for both marketing and service quality issues. The 
other ext reme Case was D, which had very poor contract details with regard to 
marketing and service quality issues, poor marketing and service quality strategies 
reinforced by a weak documented infrastructure. 
An important facet which arose from the investigation were the results of the 
activities of ISO 9000/9002, and Investors in People applications which Cases C and 
A were pursuing. These processes provided a vehicle which focused many of the 
internai functions including Communications, objective setting, measurement and 
evaluation. This appeared to provide an infrastructure and base upon which the 
observed dimensionai constructs for market orientation and service quality could 
effectively operate for these two cases (A and C) , al though this was not a pr imary 
intention of this activity fore i ther case. 
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Other aspects which aróse included two of the dimensional constructs of the Narver 
and Slater (1990) market orientation model which were competi tor orientation and 
interfunctional co-ordination which appeared from the themed analysis. As a result 
some consideration should be given to incorporating these two elements into a market 
or ientat ion research instrument. Other themes that also aróse were , measurement 
issues of marketing, resources, the definition of market ing, market ing 
Communications, and organisational structure. 
With regard to service quality, consistent with the quantitative section, two key 
elements which aróse were tangibles and reliability. Other dimensions did arise from 
the themed analysis, and these were motivation, measurement , resources and the 
definition of service quality. 
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Chapter 11 GENERAL DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
11.1 Introduction 
Previous studies have not as yet effectively integrated the dimensional constructs of 
market orientation and service quality. The debate of both thèse areas is also far from 
clear concerning their composition, a considerable number of authors reporting a 
variety of dimensions which purport to measure a market orientation and service 
quality constructs . The literature is relatively well segregated however at the présent 
t ime, with some studies attempting to identify a relationship be tween market 
orientation and service quality (Caruana et al. 1999; Chang and Chen 1998; V a n 
Egeren a n d O ' C o n n o r 1998). 
This relationship, if it exists has not as yet been effectively identified. To compound 
the issue, despite the works that have been undertaken in the arena of services 
market ing, it would appear therefore that it is still not clear how thèse two constructs 
are differentiated. Managers in this study have reported similar responses when asked 
to define market ing and service quality, one for example stating " . . . i t is everything 
we do" , (manager B, local authority C) for both définitions of market ing and services 
quality. 
This discussion will therefore consider the results of the research methods adopted 
with regard to the constructs of (1) market orientation, (2) service quality, (3) other 
impacting dimensions, (4) the link to performance, (5) a comprehensive means of 
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measur ing the market orientation and service quality construct models , (6) and finally, 
methodologicaì issues. 
11.2 The Market Orientation Construct 
This study was able to effectively replicate the dimensions of the Kohli and Jaworski 
(1990) model , albeit with fewer éléments due to the iterative removal of items to 
improve the overall Cronbach alpha scores for each dimension within the construct. 
Further tests of différence (Scheffe tests) which were conducted also provided 
significant results across ali thee of the dimensions of the overall construct. These are 
discussed under the section "link to performance". 
One advantage this work has brought to this arena, is the fewer number of définitions 
for market orientation available compared to market ing. There are four currently 
accepted forms of définition for market orientation as follows: 
"Market orientation is defined as organisationwide generation of 
market intelligence pertaining to curxent and future customer needs, 
dissémination of intelligence across departments, and organisationwide 
responsiveness to it." 
(rCohli and Jaworski 1990) 
"...market orientation consists of three behavioural components-
customer orientation, competitor orientation and Interfunctional 
coordination-and two décision criteria-long term focus and 
profìtability." 
(Narver and Slater 1990) 
". . .we define customer orientation as the set of beliefs that puts the 
customer's interest first, while not excluding those of other 
stakeholders such as- owners, managers, and employées, in order to 
develop a long temi profitable enterprise." 
(Deshpande, Farley, and Webster 1993) 
"...market orientation represents superior skills in understanding and 
satisfying customers." 
(Day 1994) 
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From a management perspective, D a y ' s (1994) construct is difficult to operationalise 
in the same manner as the Narver and Slater (1990) and the Kohli and Jaworski 
(1990) models . The Deshpande et al. (1993) definition, whilst it may appear logical, 
from this data set does not appear to hold significance from any of the ínterviewed 
respondents . The results from this data set al.so do not appear to complete ly support 
only one of the two models either, as table 43 & 44 indícate: 
First Order Thèmes: Market Orientation Construct (Kohli and Jaworski 1990) 
A B C D ALL 
Intelligence Generalion 50 31% 28 39% 33 43% 20 36% 129 35% 
Intelligence Dissémination 54 34% 33 47% 39 51% 18 32% 144 40% 
Responsiveness 57 35% 10 14% 5 6% 18 32% 90 25% 
161 100% 71 100% 77 100% 56 100% 363 100% 
Table 43 First Order Thèmes: Market Orientation Construct (Kohli and Jaworski 1990) 
First Order Thèmes: Market Orientation Construct (Narver Slater, 1990) 
A B C D ALL 
Competitor Orientation 21 100% 15 64% 10 43% 6 32% 52 61% 
Customer Orientation 0 0% 0 1% 2 9% 0 0% 2 2% 
Interfunctional Co-ord i nation 0 0% 8 35% II 48% 13 68% 32 37% 
21 100% 23 100% 23 100% 19 100% 86 100% 
Table 44 First Order Thèmes: Market Orientation Construct (Narver and Slater 1990) 
First Order Thèmes: General Marketing Elements 
Mcasurcmcnt 28 2 1 % 
Resources 24 18% 
Definition 21 16% 
Marketing Communications 17 13% 
Organisational Structure 13 10% 
Tangibles 12 9 % 
Motivation 9 7% 
Positioning 8 6% 
132 100% 
Table 45 First Order Thèmes: General Marketing Elements 
The weaknesses of the quantitative research technique is the limitation of the area of 
study, in that no other émergent thème can develop. The use of qualitative techniques 
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has al lowed consideration of market related themes outside of the strictly defined 
bounds of the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) model, and indícales possibly that market 
orientation could be better served by a combination of elements incorporating 
competi tor orientation, interfunctional co-ordination from the Narver and Slater 
(1990) model . Using the existing questionnaire structures that have been already 
tested and evaluated this would perhaps, give a useful tool. 
Other themes also emerged which may have a direct impact upon market orientation 
(table 45) . The elements of positioning and marketing Communications would be 
considered to be subsumed within the market orientation element of "responsiveness"; 
that of organisational structure and motivat ion under "interfunctional coord inadon" . 
The concems with regard to the issues of the definitions of market ing for services 
particularly (Glynn and Lehtinen 1995) and measurement cannot be dealt with until 
an established and agreed base can be determined. This leaves the elements of 
"resources" and "tangibles" , the latter of which will be dealt with under the services 
quality construct. 
Resources as discussed by the interviewees are a unique feature of public sector sport 
and recreation providers. Al though this is a semi-commercial environment, in which 
the providers need to be market sensitive and most of their revenue income is derived 
from customers by choice, major development is via capital investment from a 
number of sources, but primari ly from the local authority. The costs of service quality 
are often not seen and consequently not allowed within organisational planning 
(Barnes and Cumby 1995). The high level of tangible materials necessary for this type 
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of provisión enables this element to be identified as important and useful when 
posi t ioning the service from a marketing perspective (Flipo 1988). This determines 
short and longer term development, and there is a need, identified by this data set to 
establish an effective means by which to measure this. The convenience of "adding to 
the iist" after appropriate valídity and reliability tests would be appropriate, but the 
pluralistic nature of the environment would only enable a view of "what is needed" 
rather than "how the resources are being deployed". This latter concept could perhaps 
be subsumed under the element of "responsiveness", leaving the way clear to include 
this e lement of "resources" to be developed and included within the quantitative 
study, and not requiring it to be investigated by other research methods , most 
probably via a qualitative approach. 
11.3 The Service Quality Construct 
The quantitative section of this study was able to replícate the dimensions of the 
service quality construct, albeit with a fewer number of e lements supporting the work 
of Cronin and Taylor (1992, 1994) in this área. It was not as well supported however 
within the qualitative phase. The two highest rated elements were those of " tangib les" 
and "reliability". "Empathy" gained a very poor level of valué either in terms of the 
number of times it was discussed by interviewees, or whether it was considered 
important by any individual. This last element may be unique to this type of 
provisión, in that much of the activities are undertaken by customers in tangible 
facilities. It is therefore not surprising that " tangibles" appears high on the listings. 
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First Order Themes: Service Qualitv Construct. 
A B C D ALL 
Taneibles 15 25% 15 60% 10 77% 6 50% 46 42% 
Reliability 26 44% 5 20% 3 23% 6 50% 40 36% 
Assurance 8 13% 4 16% 0 0% 0 0% 12 11% 
Responsiveness 9 15% 1 4% 0 0% 0 0% 10 9% 
Empathy 2 3% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 2 2% 
60 100% 25 100% 13 100% 12 100% 110 100% 
Table 46 First Order Themes: Service Qualíty Construct 
Although this was established via principie component analysis, only two elements of 
the service quality construct were round to have significant valúes when compared 
across the four case studies. These two elements, " tangibles" and "reliabili ty" were 
also found to have a relatively high level of support in the qualitative section of the 
study. For the second of these two elements, this is consistent with Parasuraman et 
a l . ' s (1991) work, that found this was the most important e lement o f the service 
quality dimensional construct. In this study, this presented the greatest range of valúes 
indicating a useful measurement method for this element. 
11.4 Other Impacting Dimensions 
11.4.1 Customer Expectations 
This element does not appear to be significant with regard to the managers of this 
sample, either as a theme or as individual discussions from the qualitative study. Thus 
it would appear therefore not to be an issue which management of any of the cases 
would want developed for measurement . Berry and Parasuraman (1991) suggest that 
the management of expectations involves: (1) a realistic picture of the service is 
portrayed to the customer, (2) a premium is placed upon company reliability, (3) 
effective Communications with customers takes place, (4) employees excel during 
service performance and exceed customers expectations, and (5) the recovery 
situation is exploited to the full. The nature of the service in this study, in that a 
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majority of customers attend very regularly ítems (1), (2) and (3) are logical from a 
management point of view. 
One difficulty which presents itself with this líst of "Management of Expectat ions" 
with regard to the industry of this study is the integral nature of the physical facilities 
and staff. Without either the service cannot be provided, and exceedíng a customer 
expectat ion for example of a swimming pool with regard to a tangible item, i.e. the 
pool itself, is difficult to conceive. It is however easy to understand poor 
performance, unpleasant conditions or a facility is closed for example. This is further 
compounded by the nature of ínvolvement of the customer They also are an integral 
parí o f the service. Exceeding customer requirements is therefore in part within the 
domain of the customer themselves, particularly if they are partaking in a self-
imposed regime of fítness. Customers continuance to use the service is therefore in 
part, outside the control of the service provider, for this industry. In any event other 
work in this área has not been found to provide links with performance (Pitt and 
Jeantrout 1994). Expectat ions, and the management thereof will no doubt still be 
considered and evaluated in the literature within service industries. It would appear, 
that from the qualitative data of this study, and the nature o f the service provisión, this 
is not a dimensión which would yield a useful function, either academically or from a 
management perspective. 
11.4.2 Customer Orientation 
Customer orientation does not have a construct of its own in the Kohli and Jaworski 
(1990) model . Also, in the qualitative phase of this study this dimensión (customer 
orientation) did not rate significantly within the interviews, either as an emphatic 
issue in the raw data, or as a theme. This is consistent with the Kohli and Jaworski 
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(1990) market orientation models but in contrast with earlier themes which termed in 
part market orientation as "cióse to the cus tomer" (Shapiro 1988; Webster 1988). 
11.4.3 Total Quality Orientation 
In contrast to the results of this study, there has been recent work which extends the 
debate conceming dimensional constructs of marketing in the services arena from a 
base of "quality orientation", which incorporates earlier work from a number o f fields. 
This , theoretically is a logical progression, since marketing ideology, when present is 
usually considered as an operational component of a larger corporate or business 
strategy (Webster 1988), often seen compet ing with the other business disciplines 
(Lorenz 1986). 
The basis of a quality orientation has its roots in T Q M (total quality management ) , the 
key principies of which are customer focus, continuous improvement and teamwork 
(Dean and Bowen 1994). This suggests that there are several that are common , and 
further, many of these overlap with dimensions used to measure market ing 
orientation. In many situations, however , these relate to outcomes, which may not be 
a good indicator of the underlying processes involved. This revives some of the 
arguments that the measurement of " the process quality attributes" are insufficient to 
capture all of the service quality dimensional construct, since the "outcome quality 
attributes" are being ignored (Mangold and Babakus 1991; Richard and Al laway 
1993). 
The debate conceming the measurement of process or ou tcome with regard to the 
service quality dimensional construct is as yet, also unresolved. Therefore if the 
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object ive is to come to an operationalisation of the total quality construct, the issue of 
t eamwork raised by Dean and Bowen (1994), theoretically should not be overlooked, 
and this theme was in parí supported by the qualitative phase of this study which 
provided the theme of "interrunctional coo rd ina ron" as defined by the Narver and 
Slater (1990) model. Again an important issue particularly reported by the managers 
of local authority C. Key determined áreas identified via a market ing plan were 
developed by various staff groups drawn from all áreas of the organisation. This is 
tes t imony to the principie which was considered an important organisational approach 
with regard to delivering services. 
The models of a Total Quality Orientation have yet to be effectively tested and 
replicated, but a major consideration is the common theme of cus tomer satisfaction 
which appears in a number of works (Miles ct al. 1995; Wes tbrook et al. 1996; Raper t 
and Babakus 1996; Mohr-Jackson 1998). Some have argued that despite this being a 
fundamentally sound principie, measurements of customer satisfaction are considered 
not to be especially informative or diagnostic (Peterson and Wilson 1992). A theme of 
cus tomer satisfaction did not appear in the qualitative phase of this study, ñor 
significantly in any of the individual interviews. 
11.5 Link to Performance 
One of the major outputs of the market orientation and service quality measurement is 
the ability to link the data positively to performance related data. Because of the 
problems of profit and other derived measures, only income, expenditure and 
at tendance figures are considered. Table 47 indicates that Case D shows the poorest 
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levéis of income, the lowest attendance figures and the highest deficit level ( income 
minus expenditure) . This also extends to the ratio of income per cus tomer which is the 
highest of the four cases, indicating a relatively low value for money return from a 
customer perspective. Limitations in this study however exist with regard to income 
and at tendance over a single year period. Although not a longitudinal study, spurious 
changes may nave affected these direct measures, which if evaluated over a longer 
time period may have provided a more stable view of these two criteria. 
Case A 
Total Income for the previous financial year: £1,339,359 
Total Expenditure for previous financial year: £1,366,424 
Total attendances for previous financial year (excluding spectators) 
646,486 
Financial Surplus/(-Deficit) £ (27,065) 
Case B 
Total Income for the previous financial year: £1,618,754 
Total Expenditure for previous financial year: £ 1,626,100 
Total attendances for previous financial year (excluding spectators) 
1,045,145 
Financial SurpIus/(-Deficit) £ (7,346) 
CaseC 
Total Income for the previous financial year: £2,198,990 ** 
Total Expenditure for previous financia! year: £2,346,430 ** 
Total attendanecs for previous financia! year (excluding spectators) 
761,386* 
Financial Surp!us/(-Deficit) £ (147,440) 
* Figure for onc centre cstimated on four month attendance extrapolatcd to onc year. 
(Centre opened in Feb 1999) 
** Figure based upon adjusted budget projections based upon previous year's actual, 
reduced by 3% to allow for inílation so figures are comparable against other 
authoritics for last financia! year. 
Case D 
Total Income for the previous financial year: £ 779,889 
Total Expenditure for previous financial year: £ 972,413 
Total attendances for previous financial year (excluding spectators) 
340,354 
Financial Surplus/(-Deficit) £ (192,524) 
Table 47 Financial and Attendance Data for Each Case. 
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The only statistically significant tables are the ScheíTe's test for the market orientation 
constructs which place Case D in the lowest category for all three elements of the 
dimensional construct of market orientation. The same cannot be said for the service 
quality constructs, which only re tumed as statistically valid two of the four constructs, 
although confirming the existence of all five. This is consistent with some studies in 
this área, in that service quality and performance are k n o w n to be related but the 
means of measuring this relationship appears to be somewhat elusive. Also consistent 
with the literature is the statistically significant re tum for the element "reliability", 
found to be the most important factor of all the dimensional constructs e lements in the 
Parasuraman et ai. (1991) study. 
11.6 A Comprehensive Means Of Measuring The Market 
Orientation And Service Quality Construct Models. 
Recent attempts have been made to identify the relationship between this dimensional 
construct and market orientation, if one exists (Chang and Chen 1998; Caruana et al. 
1999). These constructs are somewhat abstract and a difficulty arises in that any form 
of relationship is going to be complex. From a management perspective, the key issue 
arises in that there may not be a meaningful relationship be tween them at all, and that 
the elements of the dimensional constructs sit alongside each other. 
The qualitative phase indicated that market orientation and market ing issues held the 
greatest proport ion of responses . The market orientation quanti tat ive study also 
indicated a link to performance for this data set. Whilst the literature has established 
in part the purported benefits and positive link to performance for both market 
orientation (Doyle 1992; Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Slater and Narver 1994; Wensley 
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1995; Van Egeren and O 'Connor) , and service quality (Rust et al. 1995; Caruana ct al. 
1999). Studies have also considered very complex relationships that exist between 
market orientation and service quality, (Chang and Chen 1998; van Egeren and 
O ' C o n n o r 1998). These have not been conclusive however and have not had 
suffícient t ime to be replicated in the literature to determine the level of acceptance. 
These studies, considering the internai mechanisms of the relationship between these 
two major constructs however assume that there is a relationship that exists between 
the two constructs . 
The quali tat ive phase of this study would suggest that there is very little overlap. 
Al though intuitively it would be expected that managers , if they were at tempting to 
improve market orientation, they would also at tempi to achieve this for service 
quality. There may be a case therefore that a relationship does not exist at ali between 
the two constructs, and these two constructs merely sit beside each other, enabling 
management to manipúlate them for the purposes of satisfying organisât i onal 
objectives. For pragmatic purposes therefore there is a need to provide a means by 
which managers can determine a level of market orientation and service quality, and 
link some form of that measurement to performance. The method suggested as a result 
of this data set would be to use what has been effectively established in this study in 
terms of significant responses from the quantitative phase and place the appropriate 
questions within one measurement instrument. By using the éléments which have 
shown only statistical signirlcance, this would also résolve the issue of the duplication 
of the "responsiveness" éléments in both the market orientation and service quality 
constructs, since only the market orientation "responsiveness" élément would be used. 
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The next queslion is what would be the purpose of "cherry p icking" the appropriate 
elements from the available dimensional constructs and placing them in one research 
tool? It would provide a composi te view of market orientation and service quality, but 
the elements of the market orientation would be used to indícate a link to 
performance, whereas the service quality elements would indícate the "non-
management" view of the service facility from a " tangible" and "reliability" 
perspective. Poor responses in terms of the market orientation constructs would 
indícate a linkage to poor financial performance. Poor response with regard to either 
or both " tangibles" or "reliability" measurements would indícate where management 
effort could be directed, in addition to the áreas of the three elemental constructs of 
the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) model construct. Therefore, only part of the response 
would be used to link to performance i.e. the elements of market orientation. It is not 
possible to determine at this stage the valué of including dimensional constructs of 
"resourccs" , "compet i t ion" and "interfunctional co-ordinat ion" because of validity 
and reliability issues forthis industry. 
With regard to the methodology adopted, significantly different is the use of front line 
staff to act as "surrogate cus tomers" to obtain measurements for the market 
orientation constructs. T h e literature suggested that where repeated act ions occur, 
strong role and script patterns of behaviour can be established by the customers , with 
the front line staff (Shrank and Abelson 1977; Booms and Bitner 1982). The results of 
this study would therefore. indícate that front line staff are an appropriate source of 
information that will produce valid and reliable results. 
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It is therefore suggested, from the results of this data set, that the quest ions which 
provided statistically significant results be combined into one measurement 
instrument. This should comprise the éléments of the dimensionai construct for the 
market orientation Kohli and Jaworski (1990) model in conjunction to the questions 
which comprise the éléments of the "tangibles" and "reliability" service quality 
construct of the Cronin and Taylor (1992, 1994) and that front line staff be 
incorporated into the process to obtain the "surrogate cus tomer" viewpoint . 
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Chapter 12 PROPOSITION EVALUATION 
12.1 Introduction 
Chapters 9 and 10 document the research fíndings from the combined research design 
incorporating the case study research, and analysis of the quantitative survey data. 
The iterative process of removing elements of the survey instrument improved the 
reliability measurement via the Cronbach alpha scores. This produced two sets of 
elements which were subjected to principal component analysis using the Varimax 
rotation to determine the presence or otherwise of any underlying traits consistent 
vvith the literature with regard to the market orientation and service quality constructs. 
Such dimensions were found which could be consídered comparable to that 
discovered in the literature. These dimensional constructs of market orientation and 
service quality were also subjected to múltiple analysis of variance to determine if 
there were any statistically significant differences found between the four local 
authorities examined. This was found to be so for only some of the dimensions which 
compose the market orientation and service quality constructs , and this chapter 
evaluates these differences in relation to the hypotheses developed earlier in this 
thesis. This chapter evaluates the hypotheses developed, and other issues which have 
arisen in relation to this research. 
The hypotheses developed in this thesis are as follows: 
H i " M A R K O R " is an appropriate model for measur ing the construct of 
Market Orientat ion. 
H 2 Public sector sport and recreation providers that indícate Market 
Orientation as measured by the " M A R K O R " model perform better as 
indicated by direct measurements of income and at tendance. 
H 3 " S E R V P E R F " is appropriate for measuring the construct of 
Service Quality. 
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H4 Publ ic sector sport and recreation providers that indicate good service 
quality as measured by " S E R V P E R F " , perform better as indicated by 
direct measurements of income and at tendance. 
12.2 Evaluation: Hypothesis H-, 
H i " M A R K Ö R " is an appropriate model for measur ing the construct of Market 
Orientation. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
I G l . 3 8 7 . 4 1 8 . 3 3 4 . 1 1 7 1 0 2 . 2 0 4 
I G 2 .650 . 3 6 0 . 1 1 9 - . 1 1 4 - 0 9 4 . 3 6 1 
I G 3 .699 . 1 4 1 . 3 0 9 . 1 1 2 . 2 3 6 . 1 4 7 
I G 5 .812 . 0 04 . 0 5 6 . 2 1 4 . 0 2 9 . 1 8 7 
I G 6 . 5 8 3 - . 1 7 0 . 4 8 7 . 1 2 6 . 2 2 4 - . 0 8 8 
I G 7 . 2 4 1 . 1 2 6 . 1 7 6 . 1 6 0 1 6 3 .771 
I G 8 . 1 8 7 . 1 1 6 . 2 4 3 . 1 0 7 . 1 6 3 .810 
I G 1 0 . 4 3 6 . 2 5 1 . 3 0 0 . 0 1 3 . 2 9 1 . 2 0 3 
I D I . 1 4 3 . 2 6 1 .692 - . 0 8 0 . 1 8 6 . 1 2 0 
I D 2 . 3 S 3 . 2 5 2 . 2 1 5 . 0 4 5 . 5 04 . 3 5 0 
I D 3 . 4 0 6 . 2 8 1 . 2 8 6 . 0 1 6 . 5 8 8 . 2 8 4 
I D 4 . 1 0 0 . 0 6 9 .698 . 1 5 2 . 3 2 4 . 2 5 3 
I D 5 . 2 0 6 . 2 0 9 .684 . 2 0 8 . 0 0 2 . 2 1 1 
I D 6 . 4 6 6 . 3 6 7 . 5 3 2 . 2 8 2 . 0 2 8 . 0 5 7 
R2 - . 04 7 . 1 3 9 . 1 9 5 . 1 2 3 .758 . 1 5 4 
R4 . 1 4 9 .687 . 2 6 4 . 2 6 9 . 2 3 2 . 2 9 4 
R6 . 4 8 7 . 5 2 3 . 0 5 1 . 0 4 5 . 2 8 3 . 3 3 2 
R8 - . 0 1 8 .851 . 1 4 8 . 1 2 1 . 1 9 3 . 0 6 1 
R9 . 3 3 6 . 5 8 5 . 1 9 1 . 4 2 1 . 0 4 3 . 1 0 8 
RIO - . 0 1 5 . 0 7 9 - . 0 2 4 .847 . 1 0 7 . 2 8 4 
R l l . 3 6 3 . 1 7 5 . 1 4 6 .603 . 3 6 3 . 1 4 2 
R I 2 . 3 9 3 . 3 4 4 . 0 3 2 . 3 2 0 . 5 4 5 - . 0 6 3 
R 1 3 . 1 1 7 . 3 2 0 . 2 1 0 .772 - . 0 1 8 - . 0 8 5 
R14 . 0 9 6 .641 . 1 7 4 . 4 9 9 . 2 5 8 . 0 0 6 
Table 48 Principal Component Analysis of Market 
Orientation Elements. 
Table 48 shows the various market orientation elements which load under the factors 
1 to 6. The market orientation construct (Kohli et al. 1993) consists of three major 
dimensions, intelligence gathering (IG 1-10), intelligence dissemination (ID1-6) and 
responsiveness (R2-14). These six dimensions account for some 7 0 . 1 % of the 
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variance, a relatively high value. Kline (1994) has suggested that "variance extracted" 
acts as a good method of providing an adequate measure of construct validity. This 
implies therefore that the greater the variance extracted via a model using this 
approach, a better measure results to describe the construct of market orientation. This 
value therefore represents a good indicator of construct validity for this data set. 
Intelligence generat ion in this data set appears to consist of two dimensions , 1 and 6. 
Intelligence dissémination appears to consist of one dimension in this data set, 
whereas the responsiveness construct appears in this data set to consist of three 
dimensions, 2, 4 and 5. Intelligence generation. In the event, the é léments IG3 , IG5 
and IG6 loaded under one construct (No. 4) , and IG7, IG8 loaded under another (No. 
2) . The quest ions to which thèse refer are as follows: 
Eléments which loaded above the threshold limit on Dimensionai Construct No. 1 
IG 2 Individuals from our development unit interact directly with customers to leam how to serve 
them better. 
1G 3 In this department, we do a lot of market research. 
IG 5 We poil end users at least once a ycar to asscss thc quality of our products and services. 
Eléments which loaded above the threshold limit on Dimensionai Construct No. 6 
IG 7 We collect industry information by informai means (e.g., lunch with industry fricnds, talks 
with tradc partners). 
IG 8 In our department, intelligence on our competitors is generated indcpendcntly by several 
departments. 
There appears to be a différence in the apparent perception of information that is 
obtained via market research and related activity (construct No . 1) and that o f 
information about competi tors and other industry information (construct No . 6) . An 
extant review of the literature, particularly Kohli et al. (1993) , Farrell and 
Oczkowski ' s (1998) studies do not identify such a division in this area, but consider 
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thèse under the single heading of intelligence generation. This may be characteristic 
of this type of service, différent to that so far identified in the literature. The Narver 
and Slater ( 1990) construct howevcr does contain an é lément "compet i tor 
orientat ion". This is supported by the themed analysis in the qualitative stage, where 
this élément appears within the themed analysis. This study also finds an anomaly in 
the respect of competi tor orientation in that al though it émerges in the themed 
analysis, information or intelligence is not systematically or routinely sought about 
compet i tors , moreover there is an "awareness" that competi tors are présent and they 
are a threat. This is in contrast with the concept of the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) 
model under the élément of Intelligence Generation, lt would appear therefore that in 
this study, the élément of competi tor orientation should be separated from the existing 
é léments , and should form a construct in its own righi, similar to the Narver and 
Slater (1990) model construct. 
In te l l i gence D i ssém ina t i on 
The data under this heading ( IDI to ID 8) was expected to load under one 
dimensionai construct. The results which can be seen on table 4 8 show that the 
é léments I D I , ID4 and ID5 load onto one construct. For thèse é léments this is 
consistent with the literature, particularly Kohli et al. (1993), Farrell and Oczkowski 
(1998) . 
R e s o o n s i v e n e s s 
The éléments for this construct shown on table 48 appear to load onto three separate 
d imensions . R4, R8 and R14 appear under heading No . 2, RIO, R l l and R13 appear 
under heading No . 4 and R2 appears under N o . 5. 
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Elements Under Construct No. 2 
R4 We periodically review our product development efforts to ensure that 
they are in line with what customers want. 
R8 If a major compctitor were to launch an intensive campaign targeted at 
our customers, wc would implement a response immediately 
R14 When wc find that customers would Iikc us to modify a product of the 
service, the departments involvcd make concerted efforts to do so. 
Elements Under Construct No. 4 
RIO Customer complaints fall on deaf ears in this department. 
RI 1 Even if we came up with a grcat marketing pian, wc probably would not 
be ablc to implement it in a timely fashion. 
R13 When wc find out that customers are unhappy with the quality of our 
service, wc take corrective action immediately. 
Elements Under Construct No. 5 
R2 Principies of market segmentation drive new product development 
efforts in this business unit. 
Elements under all three construets can be seen to fall under the dimensionai construct 
"Responsiveness" identified in the literature (Kohli et al. 1993). What is différent is 
that these three groups have appeared rather than one. Those under heading No . 4 are 
negatively worded éléments. Deng and Dart (1994) identified that in their scale 
purification process negatively worded items were eliminated due to respondent 
reaction. In addition, services marketing literature also identified that problems with 
negatively worded questions, and removal improved reliability (Babakus and Boiler 
1992; Babakus and Mangold 1992; Carman 1990). Later studies regarding market 
orientation also eliminate negatively worded Statements confirming that their use may 
produce spurious results, despite being advocated as good design to el iminate 
respondent bias (Churchill 1979). Elements under construets No . 2 and 4 could 
therefore be considered to be grouped together. The e lement under construct No . 5 
appears to be différent to the other two in that it refers to a market ing tool, whereas 
the others are more of a pragmatic approach. It is however a "responsiveness" item 
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and loads separately not because it is différent to construets 2 and 4, but that it 
appears to be perceived as a différent type of responsiveness activity. Ail three 
dimensionai construets could therefore be considered to be under one generic heading 
of "responsiveness ' 1 . The qualitative phase of this study however provided support for 
two of the Narver and Slater (1990) éléments, namely competi tor orientation and 
interfunctional co-ordination, thèse achieving relatively high levels of response from 
the interviewées. 
It is therefore concluded that the M A R K Ö R measurement instrument using the 
restricted number of éléments as identified using principal component analysis is an 
appropriate measure of the market orientation construct for this data set for the 
éléments identified within the survey instrument. That is with the exception that an 
additional élément of "competi tor orientation" should be created, as a resuit of this 
data analysis. 
12.3 Evaluation: Hypothesis H 2 
H 2 Public sector sport and récréation providers that indicate Market 
Orientation as measured by the "MARKÖR" model perform 
better as indicated by direct measurements of income and 
attendanec. 
For this hypothesis, multiple analysis of variance was condueted to determine if any 
statistically significant différences existed, thèse are shown on the following tables. 
Initially, the intelligence dissémination and responsiveness construets show a 
significant value with regard to the four local authonties. Further analysis revealed 
one local authority, D which was significantly différent from the other three on ail 
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dimensions of the market orientation constructs (see tables 44, 45 and 46) . Review of 
the income and attendance figures ori page 228 correlates with this difference of this 
locai authori ty (D) in comparison to the other three. 
Case 1 2 
C 2 2 2 . 9 6 0 2 
A IG 3 . 0 0 7 8 
B 9 3 . 0 9 7 2 
D 4 4 . 8 4 3 8 
S i g . . 9 9 6 1 . 0 0 0 
Table 49 Intelligence Generation: Significance Test 
Case 1 2 
C 2 2 2 . 6 8 9 4 
A 1 6 2 . 7 9 1 7 
B 9 3 . 5 1 8 5 
D 4 5 . 7 5 0 0 
S i g . . 5 5 7 1 . 0 0 0 
Table 50 Intelligence Dissemination: Significance Test 
Case 1 2 
C 2 2 2 . 3 7 7 3 
A 1 6 2 . 7 0 0 0 
B 9 2 . 8 4 4 4 
D 4 4 . 9 0 0 0 
S i g . . 8 1 4 1 . 0 0 0 
Table 51 Responsiveness: Significance Test 
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Case A 
Total Incomc for trie previous financial year: £1,339,359 
Total Expenditure for previous financial year: £1,366,424 
Total attendanccs for previous financial year (excluding spectators) 646,486 
Financial Surplus/(-Dcficit) £ (27,065) 
Case B 
Total Incomc for trie previous financial year: £1,618,754 
Total Expenditure for previous financial year: £1,626,100 
Total attendanccs for previous financial year (excluding spectators) 1,045,145 
Financial SurpIus/(-DcficÍt) £ (7,346) 
C a s e C 
Total Income for the previous financial year: £2,198,990 ** 
Total Expenditure for previous financial year: £2,346,430 ** 
Total attendances for previous financial year (excluding spectators) 761,386* 
Financial Surplus/(-Deficit) £ (147,440) 
* Figure for onc centre estimated on four month attendance extrapolated to one year. 
(Centre opened in Feb 1999) 
** Figure based upon adjusted budget projections based upon previous year's actual, reduced by 
3% to allow for inflation so figures are comparable against other authoritics for last financial 
year. 
Case D 
Total Incomc for the previous financial year: £ 779,889 
Total Expenditure for previous financial year: £ 972,413 
Total attendanccs for previous financial year (excluding spectators) 340,354 
Financial Surplus/(-Deficit) £ (192 ,524) 
The deficit value in comparison to the attendances recorded indicates a very 
significant différence for local authority D in relation to the other three. The 
qualitative phase of the research indicated that this authority had recently been in 
difficulty in that the operational contractor had gone into receivership. The facilities 
as a result had been managed in the short term by an in house department pending 
reorganisation. Résultant organisational changes, identified in the interviews, 
indicated that almost ali décision making other than within prescribed budgets had 
been removed from the managers, and marketing policies such as pricing were made 
by commit tee on an annual basis. This approach is very similar to that observed by 
Cowell (1979) , which was indicated at the time as being problematic , and did not 
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make best use of resources. This is confirmed by this study in that local authority D 
has the highest deficit and the lowest attendance levels. Ratios of income, expenditure 
and attendance provide some comparison. 
Case A B C D 
Income per customer (£) 2.07 1.54 1.23 2.29 
Expenditure per customer (£) 2.11 1.55 3.08 2.86 
Table 52 Comparative Income/Expenditure Statistics 
Table 52 shows the relative values per customer for income and expenditure. Case D 
is notable in that its income per head is the highest of the four, and yet the qualitative 
phase indicated that the facilities and product/service provision was the oldest and of 
poorest quality. In compar ison to the others however , expendi ture is not the lowest, 
indicating a poor use of resources when compared with the qualitative data of ail four 
cases. The quantitative stage placed case D in the lowest category for ail dimensions, 
which was also consistent with the qualitative phase of the enquiry. The total number 
of attendances for case D was also the lowest of all four cases reviewed. 
Based upon the Statistical significance of this test, in that local authority D is rated 
very poorly, and that the other sources of information indicate better performance 
measured by their lower deficit values, hypothesis 2 is, for this test alone confirmed. 
This does not however imply a performance link with market orientation, since the 
différences observed between the other authorities were not statistically significant. 
12.4 Evaluation: Hypothesis H 3 
This hypothesis relates to the services quality section of the quanti tat ive section of 
this study, and is based upon the S E R V P E R F performance évaluation model of 
Cronin and Taylor (1992, 1994). 
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H3 " S E R V P E R F " is appropriate for measuring the construct of 
Service Quality. 
1 2 3 4 5 e 
S Q l . 1 0 3 - . 0 2 4 . 1 3 9 . 7 7 5 . 0 8 1 - . 0 8 6 
SQ2 . 3 0 7 - . 1 2 8 . 1 B 9 . 7 8 2 - . 0 4 4 . 2 1 7 
SQ3 . 1 6 6 . 1 5 9 - . 0 2 5 . 2 6 4 . 0 6 4 . 7 7 7 
SQ4 . 0 1 7 . 1 5 6 . 1 0 1 . 7 2 8 - . 0 1 8 . 3 8 4 
SQ5 . 6 7 2 . 2 2 3 . 0 8 3 . 2 1 8 - . 1 3 8 . 3 4 6 
SQ6 . 4 9 8 . 1 6 3 . 4 94 . 1 5 8 . 0 6 7 . 1 8 4 
SQ7 . 8 0 5 . 2 1 7 . 1 3 6 . 0 8 7 . 0 7 4 - . 0 5 6 
SQ8 . 6 2 2 - . 0 1 4 . 0 6 3 . 0 3 9 - . 0 1 8 . 5 3 8 
SQ9 . 5 9 1 . 1 4 9 . 0 0 2 . 2 0 5 . 4 2 9 . 0 3 5 
S Q 1 1 - . 1 1 4 . 3 0 1 . 2 1 3 - . 0 7 3 . 6 4 5 . 4 5 0 
SQ12 . 4 5 7 - . 1 3 0 . 2 3 0 - . 3 2 4 . 5 6 4 . 1 5 9 
S Q l 3 . 0 6 7 . 1 1 9 . 0 9 3 . 1 0 3 . 8 6 3 - . 1 0 8 
SQ14 . 0 8 9 . 7 9 7 . 1 0 7 . 0 2 0 . 0 6 7 . 0 7 3 
S Q l 5 . 0 6 5 . 6 6 9 . 1 4 3 - . 1 7 0 . 0 0 4 . 1 7 8 
S Q l 6 . 3 0 8 . 7 6 7 . 1 0 8 . 0 5 2 . 1 8 2 - . 0 0 5 
SQ18 . 1 3 3 . 0 0 2 . 8 2 5 . 0 9 1 . 1 4 2 . 0 1 4 
SQ19 - . 0 2 2 . 1 9 1 . 8 5 4 . 0 9 8 . 0 1 7 - . 0 1 6 
SQ20 . 1 9 7 . 2 5 9 . 4 8 6 . 1 7 3 . 1 5 8 . 04 0 
S Q 2 1 . 4 7 5 . 4 2 6 . 3 2 5 . 1 4 1 . 3 1 6 - . 1 2 7 
Table 53 SERVPERF: Rotateti Components Matrix 
The iterative removal of question éléments due to low Cronbach alpha reliability 
scores resulted in 19 éléments of the originai 22 being retained. These are shown in 
table 53 , alongsidc the principal component analysis (Var imax rotated) corrélation 
scores. 
(a) Eléments SQ1, 2, 3 and 4. 
From table 53 it can be seen that éléments S Q l , SQ2 and SQ4 load onto d imension 4 , 
whereas SQ3 loads onto dimension 6. The questions to which these éléments refer are 
shown on table 54: 
Tangibles 
SQ 1 This centre gcnerally has up to date equipment. 
SQ 2 This ccntre's physical facilities are visually appcaling. 
SQ 3 This centre's staffare well dresscd and appear neat. 
S Q 4 The appearance of the physical facilities of this centre is in 
keeping with the type of service provided. 
Table 54 SERVPERF Dimension Questions: Tangibles 
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Three of the quest ions refer to physical items, whereas SQ 3 refers to staff. It would 
appear therefore that al though this construct does refer to tangible i tems, there is a 
perceptual différence of the "tangibles" in terms of equipment/physical facilities as 
one construct ( S Q 1 , SQ2 , SQ4) , and another (SQ3) relating to staff. This latter 
construct can still be construed as a "tangible", but the différence as viewed by the 
respondents be tween physical assets/facilities and staff is not unexpected. T h e 
questions listed under each of the constructs are listed as follows (SQ3 is listed under 
tangibles): 
Tangibles Reliability Responsiveness Assurance Empathy 
SQ1 • SQ5 » SQ10 SQ14 SQ18 
SQ2 * SQ6 SQ11 • SQ15 * SQ19 * 
SQ3 * SQ7 * SQ12 + SQ16 • SQ20 
SQ4 * SQ8 * SQ13 * SQ17 SQ21 
SQ9 * SQ22 
Table 55 * Elements Of The SERVPERF Model [denti lied after Principal Comportent Analysis. 
It is therefore concluded, that as a resuit of thèse reliability and validity tests, and 
factor analysis the S E R V P E R F model is an adequate measure of service quality for 
this data set using the restricted range of éléments for this service industry. 
12.5 Evaluation: Hypothesis H 4 
This hypothesis considers the performance of the local authorities in this study in 
relation to the dimensionai constructs of service quality. 
H4 Public sector sport and récréation providers that indicate good 
service quality as measured by "SERVPERF", perform better as 
indicated by direct measurements of income and attendance. 
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(a) Multiple Analysis of Variance Analysis 
The service quality data set was subject to a multiple analysis of variance to identify 
whether any statistically significant relationships could be found against the four 
différent local authorities. The results are shown in table 56 and significant 
différences were found for the dimensionai constructs of 1 and 4 which correspond to 
the dimensionai constructs of "reliability" and "tangibles" respectively. 
S o u r c e D é p e n d e n t V a r i a b l e F S i g . 
Q 5 8 REGR factor score 1 for analysis 1 6 .728 .000 
REGR f a c t o r s c o r e 2 f o r a n a l y s i s 1 2 . 1 0 5 , 1 0 7 
REGR f a c t o r s c o r e 3 f o r a n a l y s i s 1 . 5 9 7 . 6 1 9 
REGR factor score 4 for analysis 1 15 .382 . 000 
REGR f a c t o r s c o r e 5 f o r a n a l y s i s 1 1 . 5 5 6 . 2 0 8 
REGR f a c t o r s c o r e 6 f o r a n a l y s i s 1 . 8 6 0 . 4 6 6 
Table 56 Tests of Betwcen-Subjects Effects for Service Quality Constructs . 
The average values for the éléments for each local authority across each of the five 
S E R V P E R F dimensionai constructs are shown on table 57 . A post hoc test of 
différences (Scheffe's test) was conducted to identify if any significant différences 
existed be tween the four local authorities for the dimensionai constructs established 
for this data set. The results are shown on table 58 and 59. Significant différences at 
the .05 level were found for factor 1 (reliability), in which local authority B was found 
to be separated from the remaining three, and factor 4 (tangibles) in which local 
authority D was found to be s igni f icante différent from the other local authorities. 
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Dependent Case Mean Std. Error 
Variable 
Tangibles A 2 6 4 5 . 2 5 9 
D 5 1 5 6 . 3 9 9 
B 3 5 7 4 . 2 7 4 
C 2 2 9 8 . 2 0 3 
Reliability A 2 3 7 9 . 2 0 4 
D 3 2 7 5 . 3 1 4 
B 3 5 1 8 . 2 1 5 
C 2 0 2 6 . 1 5 9 
Responsiveness A 2 4 3 9 . 2 9 3 
D 2 2 0 8 . 4 5 2 
B 2 5 4 9 . 3 1 0 
C 1 8 6 0 . 2 3 0 
Assurance A 2 2 2 8 . 2 2 2 
D 2 0 4 2 . 3 4 3 
B 2 6 6 7 . 2 3 5 
C 1 8 8 2 . 1 7 4 
Empathy A 2 4 6 1 . 2 9 2 
D 2 4 3 7 . 4 5 0 
B 3 1 3 2 . 3 0 9 
C 2 0 1 6 . 2 2 9 
Table 57 Average Values: Elements of the S E R V P E R F Construct 
AUTHORITY 1 2 3 
LA-C 3 1 
LA-A 1 9 
LA-B 1 7 
LA-D 8 
Sig. 
2 . 2 9 8 4 
2 . 6 4 4 7 
. 8 7 3 
2 . 6 4 4 7 
3 . 5 7 3 5 
. 1 7 9 
5 . 1 5 6 3 
1 . 0 0 0 
Table 58 Scheffe's Test: Construct "Tangibles" 
AUTHORITY 1 2 3 
LA-C 3 1 
LA-A 1 9 
LA-D 8 
LA-B 1 7 
Sig. 
2 . 0 2 5 8 
2 . 3 7 8 9 
. 7 5 8 
2 . 3 7 8 9 
3 . 2 7 5 0 
. 0 6 4 
3 . 2 7 5 0 
3 . 5 1 7 6 
. 9 0 6 
Table 59 Scheffc's Test: Construct "Reliability" 
The results indicate that these two dimensional constructs each segregate into three 
subgroups for both constructs, " tangibles" and "reliability". For the " tangibles" 
construct, the order of level was Local authority C and A in subgroup 1, local 
authority A and B in sub-group 2, and local authority D in the third and final group. 
For the "reliabil i ty" construct, the order of level was local authorities A and C in 
subgroup 1, local authorit ies A and D in subgroup 2, and local authority B in the third 
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and final group. The greater valué scores indícate a lower position (original scale 
valué 1 to 7). The valúes for each construct however are wider for the tangibles 
construct indicating a wider perception of difference. The other dimensional 
constructs did not indícate any signíficant differences in the valúes returned. 
" T a n g i b l e s " C o n s t r u c t 
The two extreme local authorities are perhaps the better indicators of this dimensional 
construct result. Local Authority D rates the lowest, the facilities being described in 
the qualitative stage as being "oíd, and in need of considerable maintenance". Local 
authority C on the other hand has been embarking on a refurbishment and rebuild 
p r o g r a m m e for the previous two years, and due to finish in three to five years t ime 
va lued at some £ 2 2 million. Clearly this would give local authority C an advantage in 
providing a service in "Excellent" facilities. Local authorities A and B have also been 
embarking on refurbishment p rogrammes , but not to the same degree as local 
authority C, but certainly in a better position than loca! authority D which has not, and 
is not currently undergoing any form of refurbishment programme. The high level of 
tangible materials necessary for this type of provisión enables this element to be 
ident iñed as important and useful when positioning the service from a market ing 
perspect ive (Flipo 1988). 
These results however also produced one element under the " tangibles 1 ' construct in a 
sepárate dimensión which related to the staff of the centre. Significant resource was 
devoted from the market ing budget head for staff uniforms, and this coupled with the 
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N V Q training programme would provide a very "tangible" présence of staff in a 
facility. 
" R e l i a b i l i t y " C o n s t r u c t 
The qualitative stage of the research provides easily an explanation for local authority 
D rating the lowest of ail the group. The facilities are reported as being old, (mid 
1960's) , and some of which are shut due to maintenance problems. Similarly for the 
reliability dimensional construct, reports of significant difficulties may be a reflection 
of this measured value. Local authority B however is not such a facility, albeit not 
new, but reliability values are the lowest for this case. Interviews with managers 
however indicate a keenness and motivation, but serious problems were reported with 
regard to communicat ions to staff and implementing programmes . Such difficulties 
cannot also be attributed to organisational or bureaucratie problems. This case (B) had 
one, albeit very large single facility as its provision for sport and récréation. 
Local authority C however is rated the most highly with regard to reliability, and this 
organisation was emphat ic about staff meetings, communicat ion and the considérable 
resources devoted to the issue of internai communicat ions and the ability to keep staff 
"up to da te" constantly about the service provision. Provision of adéquate and capable 
staff was also reported in local authority C as being of pr ime importance, and the 
relationship of staff with the organisation as being a bénéficiai "partnership". Ail staff 
in this local authority were participants of a personal N V Q programme, which was 
seen by the managers as bénéficiai to both, providing the staff with a recognised and 
transportable qualification whilst it provided the opportunity for the organisation to 
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customise training programmes suitable to the needs of the service. Managers are ail 
also keenly dynamic, with hands on approach, very aware of the service provision in 
their facilities. 
12.6 Summary 
This thesis has set out to test the following Hypotheses: 
Hi " M A R K O R " is an appropriate model for measuring 
the construct of Market Orientation. 
H 2 public sector sport and récréation providers that 
indicate Market Orientation as measured by the 
" M A R K O R " model perform better as indicated by direct 
measurements of income and attendance. 
H3 " S E R V P Ë R F " is appropriate for measur ing the 
construct of Service Quality. 
H 4 public sector sport and récréation providers that 
indicate good service quality as measured by 
" S E R V P E R F " , perform better as indicated by direct 
measurements of income and attendance. 
Hi is supported with the caveat that there are fewer éléments , and in addit ion to the 
three dimensions, additional ones are proposed to account for "compét i t ion" and 
"interfunctional coordination". 
H2 is also supported in that one of the cases which reports market ing very poorly and 
ranks the lowest from the tests undertaken. These measurements of market orientation 
are therefore significant "in extreme", i.e. where relatively large différences exist. 
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H3 is also supported, also with the cavcat that there are fewer e lements within each 
dimensión, and only two consíructs show significance, " tangibles" and "reliability". 
For the construct " tangibles" , it is further divided to account for the "peop le" 
providing the process and the "physical tangibles" which provide the environment for 
this service. 
H4 is only supported via two of the constructs (tangibles and reliability), which show 
signiñcant differences in the quantitative study. For the " tangibles" construct, this is 
clearly validated by the other measures for all of the four cases, particularly between 
the two extreme cases. With regard to reliability, the major issue of the two cases 
which rated together in the lowest sub-group was commun i catión, and this was cited 
as a major management difficulty. This hypothesis is also signiñcant "in extreme", i.e. 
where relatívely large differences exist. 
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Chapter 13 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE RESEARCH 
PROGRAMME 
13.1 Market Orientation and Service Quality Constructs 
Business success dépends upon customers. This issue has always driven académies 
and practitioners alike in an attempi to determine methods to measure the elusive 
construct of "marketing". Early works enabled the identification, in terms of 
marke t ing , of "what to do" , but not "how to do it" More récent studies a t tempted to 
consider the Implementation of the marketing concept, which has now been generally 
accepted as "market orientation". 
W o r k in this area has been prolific, but whilst the first types of industry to take 
advantage of marketing and related techniques were product industries, service 
industries which are now a sigrüficant proportion of the industrialised developed 
countr ies , did not appear to embrace the techniques of market ing with such alacrity. 
This has not been the case however in the last 30 years where work in both the 
market ing and service quality arenas have been prolific. 
Early works were s ignif icante influenced by a seemingly simple concept, that the 
cus tomer was important, and all areas of an organisation should be directed towards 
that effort. The next logicai step would be to measure the views of the customer, 
either from the perspective of the cus tomers ' themselves (customer satisfaction, 
expectat ion, perception etc.), or from the view of the providing organisat ion 
(customer orientation) as viewed by the customer. Although some very sophisticated 
models have been produced in an attempi to measure a range of related concepts , a 
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number of camps nave evolved all claiming to have the valid, reliable and appropriate 
measurement instrument, and challenging other works in the área. This has resulted in 
a plethora of works , none of which appear to achieve a consensus opinión, lt would 
appear also that the complex customer is not the correct group to ask for their views 
about service quality. Other issues arise wíth regard to empirical studies, in that 
managers self reporting can be biased, particularly vvhen reporting issues of 
performance. 
It is only in the last 10 years (post 1990) that an attempt has been m a d e to articúlate a 
more scientific method to evalúate and measure the implementat ion of the market ing 
concept , or the market orientation of an organisation. In contrast to this, despi te the 
claimed "s lower" adoption of marketing in the services industry, at tempts to articúlate 
a service quality construct appeared in the literature some five years earlier. At tempts 
have been made to link both constructs with performance of organisations. Market 
Orientation constructs have however been more successful in this respect than studies 
comparing service quality and organisational performance. 
It is only in the latter part of the 1990's at tempts have been m a d e to consider both 
constructs of market orientation and service quality via a scientific method, mostly in 
an attempt to determine the nature of the relationship be tween them. They have 
assumed however that a relationship does exist, and studies have provided some very 
complex models to verify such proposítions. No studies have however started out with 
the concept of this study that perhaps little or no relationship exists be tween the two 
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as far as the constructs of market orientation and service quality are concerned, and 
a t tempted to measure thèse against the criteria of organisationai performance. 
The next issue was to consider an appropriate means to obtain the necessary data. 
Front line staff have been reported, in some works to be an effective source of 
information about customers. This applies particularly in service industries when 
high levels of repeat custom occur, and habituai rôles are established by the customer. 
Front line staff, it would appear, tend to have a better grasp of the reality of the 
service provision, mostly because they are présent at its delivery. Managers on the 
other hand are not likely to be présent for the exchange of the service provision, since 
it would be assumed that they would be usually "managing" , normally away from the 
location of the service provision. 
This data set provided a good fit overall with regard to Kohli and Jaworski (1990) 
market orientation construct models , and the Cronin and Taylor (1992, 1994) 
performance measurement for the service quality construct. These are not however 
without caveats . 
Some of the questions in both dimensionai constructs were removed by the iterative 
process to improve the statistica! Cronbach alpha scores. Whether thèse quest ions 
should be removed permanently, or if their removal was due to "Statistical no ise" in 
this data set can only be determined by further work in this area. Wha t is significant 
however is that the dimensions were confirmed for both constructs . 
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The link to performance and the Market Orientation construct has been reasonably 
well established now in the literature, and this data set confirms a linkage to 
performance, albeit due to an error outsidc of the control of the researcher ín the case 
selection method. It enabled one authority to be identified, which is performing very 
poorly against three others which are performing apparently well . Statistically 
significant results were identified across all three dimensions of the market orientation 
constructs . 
The same however cannot be said to exist for the service quality construct examined 
in this study. Only two of the dimensions presented statistically significant results, the 
elements of "reliability" and "tangibles", and the cases identified at either extremes 
were not correlated with performance for the element of "reliability", but were for 
" tangibles". T h e link to performance is therefore not shown clearly in this data set. 
The qualitative phase however did indícate problems for the two cases that indicated 
poor reliability problems. These were attributed to difficult Communications by 
interviewed respondents; but it was also noted that these two authorit ies were not as 
vigorous as the two cases which achieved the higher scores, for example in their 
emphasis towards continued meetings with staff, or the training, or the drive to 
achieve the ISO 9000, 9002 and Investors in People Award. In compar ison therefore, 
this measurement instrument does present a useful management indicator for the 
element of "reliability". The range of valúes being from 2.02 to 3 .51 , a l though it was 
statistically significant across three sub-groups for four cases, this measurement 
would appear to be reasonably sensitive. 
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For the e lement of "tangibles" for the extremes of cases (C and D), whilst one case 
had extensive rebuilding programmes, costing some millions of pounds set over a 
number o f years, case D did not have such a programme, and interviewees reported 
diffículties over maintenance ítems. This also is a useful management indicator, 
not ing also that the range of valúes for this element was the highest of all, valúes at 
each ex t reme being 2.29 and 5.15 respectively. Signifícant on a 1 to 7 scale range. 
An interesting issue to arise from the data analysis is the possibility that staff are 
perceived as tangibles, but differently to the physical facitities. These questions 
appearing on sepárate but discrete dimensions in the quantitative study via principal 
component analysis. In hindsight, this is an obvious distinction to d raw but one which 
has been commonly identiñed in the service quality arena. It is an issue however 
which would appear to benefit from further investígation, since a dimensional 
construct which segregates staff and physical facilities would be a useful management 
indicator. 
Overall , the Kohli and Jaworski (1990) market orientation measurement instrument, 
and the Cronin and Taylor (1992, 1994) service quality measurement instrument for 
the elements of "reliability" and "tangibles", combined have been found to correlate 
well in part with organisational performance (for market orientation) and other useful 
management indicators for service quality. The results of this study suggest fherefore 
that this combined measurement instrument can be used, combined with a qualitative 
approach to determine an appropriate level of market orientation and service quality, 
linked in part to organisation performance with regard to market orientation. This is 
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new to this service and is considered a significan! contribution to knowledge for 
public sector organisations to be able to measure service quality and market 
orientation, and link the latter construct to performance. 
Market orientation and service quality are constructs which managers from this data 
set would appcar to see as relatively diffcrent and distinct concepts , wi th little 
effective or meaningful relationship between them. Further work in this área will 
confirm or not, the generalisability of these conclusions to this, or similar service 
industries. 
13.2 Methodological Issues 
This study consisted of two phases, initially an exploratory phase to select cases 
suitable for this study, followed by a combined research phase of a quantitative and 
quatítative phase. The ftrst phase which used the Analytic Híerarchy Process was 
found to be successful in selecting suitable cases, but an unforeseen difficulty aróse in 
that the company initially selected which operated the contract for the local authority 
went into receivership between the t ime of sending out the initial questionnaire and 
proceeding with the second phase. Although this was seen to be catastrophic at the 
time, the sport and recreation providers that were operating the facilities were doing 
so poorly from a market ing orientation, and service quality perspective. This therefore 
provided a useful perspective to compare against, which indicated a weakness in the 
research design. If all cases had been operating successfully, there would not have 
been perhaps the statistically significant results with which to compare the three 
effective cases. 
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The combined research design proved an effective approach to compare the 
quantitative study against. The emergent themes which aróse as a result of the 
qualitative study indicated further dimensions which could be considered for both the 
constructs of market orientation and service quality, suggesting further additions to 
each. Academics may be competing for "the best measurement instrument", but it 
would appear that a combination of elements to form the dimensional constructs 
would be appropriate from the results of this data set. 
Fínally, the approach that this study has undertaken with regard to the quantitative 
measurement has been to obtain a view of "all of the s ta f f , since they are considered 
a rich and valuable source of information, and developed a clear view from a 
cus tomer perspective. This is often found under certain condit ions in service 
industries (Bitner and Booms 1994). M u c h of the management action reported in this 
study was dependant upon a pluralístic approach in te rms of information sources, 
coupled with effective communicat ion. Much of the sources of information also were 
front line staff, in daily contact with large numbers of frequent repeat customers . 
Some studies nave indicated that staff exhibit a "learning curve", being influenced by 
the cus tomer that "actually helps to co-produce the service." (Schneider and Bowen 
1993). Front line staff therefore would appear to be useful sources of information to 
determine market orientation and service quality valúes as determined by this data set. 
It wou ld also appear that they do not suffer from the same "fa t igue" problems that 
customers exhibit w h e n . completing questionnaires, enabling a longer, more 
comprehensive measurement instrument to be used. 
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The management issue subsequent to this is therefore about effective two way 
communicat ion, reponed by the local aulhority which carne highest in the "reliability" 
dimensional construct as essential, and which devoted considerable resources to the 
enactment of it. The results from this data set indicate initially they are effective since 
the dimensional constructs for both the market orientation and service quality were in 
a large part confirmed. As a method for research, staff in a service industry where 
large numbers of repeat visits by customers occur, would appear to be a more reliable 
and valid source of data than customers themselves. 
13.3 Limitations to this Research 
The combined design of this study has given an effective means whereby the 
quantitative phase of stage 2 could be effectively triangulated against the qualitative 
data. T h e strict boundaries of the quantitative stage 2 did not enable the quantitative 
measurement of the Narver and Slater (1990) market orientation constructs which 
appeared to emerge from the qualitative analysis of the interviewed respondents . T w o 
of the dimensional constructs, competitor orientation and Ínter tune tional co­
o r d i n a r o n would appear to warrant consideration to be included within future studies, 
to determine the valué, or not of their inclusión in the measurement instrument. The 
same can be said for the apparent dimensional construct of " resources" which also 
emerged in the qualitative phase. 
Limitations also exist with regard to income and attendance over a single year period. 
Although not a longitudinal study, spurious changes may have affected these direct 
measures which evaluation over a longer time period may have provided a more 
stable view of these two criteria. Further studies may consider this aspect. 
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13.4 Implications for Further Study. 
A measure, which is composed of a set number of dimensions and is generically 
applicable across ail industries, from an extant review of the literature and this study 
appears to be a diffïcult objective to achieve. Certainly, dimensions appear which are 
consistent, but thèse were formed from a reduced set of éléments which were 
determined by reliability measures . Future studies vvill consider the methodological 
foundations of thèse constructs, and whether or not différences are occurring due to 
the nature of the instruments being used, the contextual situation of the studies, or 
whether it is the respondents themselves causing the variations. 
The results of this data set indicate that the élément "responsiveness" of service 
quality is better served by the more widely defined market orientation élément of 
"responsiveness". N o doubt researchers in this area will quest ion and evaluate the 
resuit found in this study. 
Although a link to organisâtional performance was found for the market orientation 
construct, other dimensionai éléments which appeared in the qualitative analysis 
included two of the Narver and Slater éléments (interfunctional co-ordination and 
competi tor orientation), and a further construct "resources" . Further work in this area 
will determine if it is appropriate to include this éléments in the measurement 
instrument, and if the same link to performance can be achieved. It may be noted 
however that " resources" as a dimensionai construct may be unique also to the Sport 
and Récréation Service Providers. 
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The concept of a "total quality orientation" which incorporâtes a number of other 
d imensionai constructs, although a utopian ideal, from the results of this data set 
would appear to présent considérable difficulties in being effectively replicated for 
this service area. 
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Date: ref: 
John Beaumont-Kerridgc 
Senior Lccturcr (Marketing) 
University of Luton 
Park Sq 
Luton 
Beds LUI 3JU 
Dear 
Phone: 
Fax: 
Pager: 
0402 165 560 
01582 450 500 
0941 101 339 
Re: Phd study, Marketing Process Survey. 
Firstly, may I thank you for taking part in this survey conceming the above. It is the first of its 
type, and is intended to identify the effectiveness of the various marketing processcs which 
occur within leisure departments, as applied to built facilitics for sports provision. 
Wha t is needed, is for you to state for each of the pairs presented on the questionnaires 
attached, your opinion of how important you consider one marketing élément to be over the 
other. The numeric scale ranges from 1 (neutral) to 9 (extreme différence). 
The study should be able to identify initially: 
• Marketing éléments considered to be the most important by Heads of Leisure Services. 
• W h a t is the industry standard based upon the collective input.. 
The différence with this approach is the use of a technique called "Analytic Hierarchy 
Process", which holds that décisions are made in terms of hiérarchies. The maths behind it is 
seriously boring, however it does enable the rclationship of cléments to be rated, and thereafter 
detennine their perceived functionality. This has not been done before. 
The questionnaire needs your instinctive thoughts rather than long contemplation and should 
only take about ten minutes to complete. Unfortunately, shortage of finance does not permit me 
to offer any reward other than a very warm thank you. If you would like a set of rcsults 
however, could you please return the tcar off slip below with the questionnaire. 
Yours sinccrcly 
John Beaumont-Kcrridge 
please tear along line 
From: 
Please send me a set of results of this 
study which includes a printout of: 
The results of MY questionnaire 
The rcsults ofthe total input 
PS. Please remember, when completing the questionnaires, this study applies only to built 
facilities for sports provision. 
EFFECTIVE MARKETING OF SPORTS FACILITIES 
Compare the relative importance of cach élément in each pair 
l=equal 3=moderate 5=strong 7=very strong 9=cxtremc 
Strategie marketing 
Strategie marketing 
Strategie marketing planning 
9 8 7 6 5 4 Q 2 1 
9 8 7 6 0 4 3 2 1 
9 8 7 6 5 4 © 2 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Strategie marketing planning 
Marketing management 
Marketing management 
This is an example of how to complete page 1 of the questionnaire. 
• This exampie rends: 
• Strategie marketing is moderately more important than Strategie 
marketing planning (3, left of centre) 
• Strategie marketing is strongly more important than marketing 
management (5, left of centre) 
• Strategie marketing planning is moderately more important than 
marketing management (3, left of centre) 
The remaining pages except the last (page 5) follow the same 
principle as above. The final page contains descriptions (if needed) 
of the terms used. 
Please note, ail questions apply to built facilities that provide wet 
and/or dry sports programmes. 
With respect tD the overall effective marketing of Sports / Rec Centres 
Which, in each pair below is more important: 
EFFECTIVE MARKETING OF SPORTS FACILITIES 
Compare the relative importance of each élément in each pair 
l=equal 3=moderate 5=strong 7=very strong 9=extrcme 
Page 1 of 5 
With respect to the overall effective marketing of Sports / Ree Centres 
Which, in each pair below is more important: 
itegic marketing 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Strategie marketing planning 
itegic marketing 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Marketing management 
itegic marketing planning 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Marketing management 
noie, that the importance of each élément in a pair on: 
(this page) is with respect to overall effective marketing 
: is with respect to strategie marketing, 
l is with respect to strategie marketing planning, 
is with respect to marketing management. 
;
 asks for some basic information about the sports centres in your authority. 
ick page contains some explanations of the lerms used. 
Please complete pages 1 to 5 
(including this one) 
EFFECTIVE MARKETING OF SPORTS FACILITIES 
Compare the relative importance of each élément in each pair 
l=equal 3=moderate 5=strong 7=very strong 9=extreme 
Page 2 of 5 
With respect to the overall Strategie Marketing of Sports Centres 
lanning method of the Council for 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 Planning ahead against future 
trategy formation. unccrtairvtY 
lanning method of the Council for 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Proactive planning of sports 
trategy formation, programmes 
lanning method of the Council for 9 8 7 6 S 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Pressures resulting in the reactive 
trategy formation. planning of sports programmes 
lanning method of the Council for 
trategy formation. 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Décision making efficiency of 
Directorate via Council Committee 
lanning method of the Council for 9 8 7 G S 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Analytical tool used: Ansoff matrix 
trategy formation. 
lanning method of the Council for 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Objectives set by Leisure Directorate 
trategy formation. 
lanning method of the Council for 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Council members political ethos 
trategy formation. 
lamiing method of the Council for 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Synergy between Council depts 
trategy formation. 
lanning against future uncertainty 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 Proactivc planning of sports 
programmes 
lanning against future uncertainty 9 8 7 6 S 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Pressures rcsulting in the reactive 
planning of sports programmes 
ianning against future uncertainty 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Décision making efficiency of 
Directorate via Council Committee 
anning against future uncertainty 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Analvlical tool used: Ansoff matrix 
ianning against future uncertainty 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Objectives set by Leisure Directorate 
anning against future uncertainty 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Council members political ethos 
anning against future uncertainty 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Synergy between Council dcpls 
oactive planning of sports 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Pressures rcsulting in the reactive 
ogrammes planning of sports programmes 
oacttve planning of sports 
ogrammes 
9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Décision making efficiency of 
Directorate via Council Committee 
oactive planning of sports 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Analytical tool used: Ansoff matrix 
ogrammes 
oactive planning of sports 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Objectives set by Leisure Directorate 
ogrammes 
oactive planning of sports 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Council members political ethos 
ogrammes 
oactive planning of sports 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Synergy between Council depts 
ogrammes 
essures rcsulting in the réactive 
anning of sports programmes 
9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 l 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Décision making efficiency of 
Directorate via Council Commtllce 
essures rcsulting in the reactive 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Analytical tool used: Ansoff matrix 
anning of sports programmes 
essures rcsulting in the reactive 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Objectives set by Leisure Directorate 
anning of sports programmes 
essures resulting in the réactive 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Council members political ethos 
anning of sports programmes 
essures rcsulting in the réactive 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Synergy between Council depts 
inning of sports programmes 
xis ion making efficiency of 
rectorale via Council Commutée 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Analytical tool used: Ansoff matrix 
:cision making efficiency of 
rectorate via Council Committee 
9 8 7 C 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Objectives set by Leisure Directorate 
xision making efficiency of 
rectorate via Council Committee 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Council members political ethos 
xision making efficiency of 
rectorate via Council Committee 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Synergy between Council depts 
lalvtical tool used: Ansoff matrix 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Objectives set by Leisure Directorate 
mlytical tool used: Ansoff matrix 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Council members political ethos 
latylical tool used: Ansoff matrix 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Synergy between Council depts. 
ijectives set by Leisure Directorate 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Council members political ethos 
ijectives set by Leisure Directorate 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Synergy between Council depts 
•uncil members politicai ethos 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 Synergy between Council depts 
EFFECTIVE MARKETING OF SPORTS FACILITIES 
Compare the relative importance of each élément in each pair 
i=equal 3=moderatc 5=strong 7=very strong 9=extreme 
Page 3 of 5 
With respect to the Strategie Marketins Planning of Sports Centres 
ynergy between management levéis 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Staff marketing planning skills 
iternal to the dept. and knowledge 
ynergy between management levéis 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Marketing orientation of directorate 
iternal to the dept. 
ynergy between management levéis 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Specific goal mcasurement of 
iternal to the dept. sports programmes 
ynergy between management levéis 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Matching dept strengths / 
itcmal to the dept. opportunitics 
ynergy between management levcls 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Identification of weaknesses / threats 
itenial to the dept. 
ynergy between management levéis 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Marketing research 
iternal to the dept. 
ynergy between management levcls 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Marketing information 
itenial to the dept. 
ynergy between management levéis 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Allocation of resources to match 
iternal to the dept. identified market opporlunities 
:aff marketing planning skills 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 l 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Marketing orientation of directorate 
id knowledge 
Laff marketing planning skills 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Specific goal mcasurement of 
id knowledge sports programmes 
aff marketing planning skills 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Matching dept strengths / 
id knowledge opportunitics 
aff marketing planning skills 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Identification of weaknesses / threats 
id knowledge 
aff marketing planning skills 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Marketing research 
id knowledge 
aff marketing planning skills 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Marketing information 
id knowledge 
aff marketing planning skills 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Allocation of resources to match 
id knowledge identified market opportunities 
Marketing orientation of directorate 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2. 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Specific goal mcasurement of 
sports programmes 
"arketing orientation of directorate 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Matching dept strengths / 
opportunities 
larketing orientation of directorate 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Identification of weaknesses / threats 
arketing orientation of directorate 9 8 7 G S 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Marketing research 
larketing orientation of directorate 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 S G 7 8 9 Marketing information 
'arketing orientation of directorate 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Allocation of resources to match 
identified market opportunities 
>ccific goal mcasurement of 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Matching dept strengths / 
orts programmes opportunities 
recific goal mcasurement of 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Identification of weaknesses / threats 
•orts programmes 
Kcific goal mcasurement of 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Marketing research 
orts programmes 
iccific goal measurement of 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 Marketing infonnation 
orts programmes 
>ccific goal measurement of 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Allocation of resources lo match 
orts programmes identified market opportunitics 
atching dept strengths / opportunilics 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Identification of weaknesses / threats 
alching dept strengths / opportunitics 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Marketing research 
atching strengths and opportunities 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Marketing information 
atching dept strengths / opportunilies 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 Allocation of resources to match 
identified market opportunilies 
¿ntification of weaknesses / threats 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 Marketing rescarch 
*ntificalion of weaknesses / threats 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Marketing information 
¿ntification of weaknesses / threats 9 8 7 G 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 Allocation of resources to match 
identified market opportunities 
arketing rescarch 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Marketing information 
arketing rescarch 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Allocation of resources to match 
identified market opportunities 
arketing information 9 8 7 G S 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Allocation of resources to match 
identified market opportunilies 
EFFECTIVE MARKETING OF SPORTS FACILITIES 
Compare the relative importance of each élément in each pair 
l=cqual 3=moderatc 5=strong 7=very strong 9=extreme 
Page 4 of 5 
With respect to the Marketing Management of Sports Centres 
Which in each pair below is more important: 
.ange of product/ service provision 9 8 7 6 S 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Price of product / service 
.ange of product / service provision 9 8 7 6 S 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Promotion of product / service 
.ange of product / service provision 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Location of built facilities 
.ange of product / service provision 9 8 7 6 S 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Quality of product / service provision 
Lange of product / service provision 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Customer expérience of 
product/services 
lange of product / service provision 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Competitor products / services 
lange of product / service provision 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Clarity of target segmentation to 
identified products / services 
.ange of product/ service provision 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Flcxibility of staff to respond to 
changing consumer needs 
ricing of products / services 9 8 7 6 S 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Promotion of product / service 
ricing of products / services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Location of built facilities 
ricing of products / services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Quality of product / service provision 
ricing of products / services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Customer expérience of 
product/services 
ricing of products / services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Competitor products / services 
ricing of products / services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Clarity of target segmentation to 
identified products / services 
ricing of products / services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Flexibility of staff to respond to 
changing consumer nceds 
romotion of products / services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Location of built facilities 
romotion of products / services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Quality of product / service provision 
romotion of products / services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Customer expérience of 
product/services 
romotion of products / services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Competitor products / services 
romotion of products / services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Clarity of target segmentation to 
identified products / services 
romotion of products / services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Flcxibility of staff to respond to 
changing consumer needs 
ocation of built facilities 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Quality of product / service provision 
ocation of built facilities 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Customer expérience of 
product/services 
ocation of built facilities 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Competitor products / services 
ocation of built facilities 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 Clarity of target segmentation to 
identified products / services 
ocation of built facilities 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Flexibility of staff to respond to 
changing consumer needs 
uality of product / service provision 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 Customer expérience of 
product/services 
uality of product / service provision 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Competitor products / services 
uality of product / service provision 9 S 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Clarity of target segmentation to 
identified products / services 
uality of product / service provision 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Flexibility of staff to respond to 
changing consumer needs 
Listomer expérience of 
oduct/services 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Competitor products / services 
jstomer expérience of 
oduct/services 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 Ú 7 8 9 Clarity of target segmentation to 
identified products / services 
astomer expérience of 
oduct/services 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Flcxibility of staff to respond to 
changing consumer needs 
ompetitor products / services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Clarity of target segmentation to 
identified products / services 
nnpetitor products / services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Flexibility of staff to respond to 
changing consumer needs 
arity of largel segmentation to 
entified products / services 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Flexibility of staff to respond to 
changing consumer needs 
EFFECTIVE MARKETING OF SPORTS FACILITIES 
Compare the relative importance of each clément in each pair 
l=equal 3=moderatc 5=strong 7=vcry strong 9=extreme 
Page 5 o f5 
Coiildyou please also provide thefollowing brief information 
Q l H o w many combined wet and dry sports centres does the authority have?. 
Q2 H o w many centres that provide dry sports only does your authority have?. 
Q3 How many centres that contain s\vimming pools only (and no dry sports provision) does your 
authority have? 
Q4 Approximately how many full time équivalents staff (including centres operated under CCT) 
does your Leisure department have? 
Q5 Is your Leisure department a) A department with a chief officer in its own right?. Y / N 
b) or, part of another department?. Y / N 
Q6 What is the approximate total income of the sports and récréation centres given in Q1-Q3? 
Q7 W h a t is the approx. total expenditure of the sports and récréation centres given in Q1-Q3? 
Dear 
Thank you very much for your help in this study. 
John Beaumont-Kerrldge 
EXPLANATION OF TERMS USED. 
Il Strategie Marketing Planning \\ Strategie Marketing 
Strategìe Marketing 
inagerial and operational activilies 
juired to creale and sustain effective 
d efficient marketing stratégies 
Planning Method Of The 
:partment For Strategy Formation, 
is refers the effect of the system of 
mning of the department to develop the 
propriate strategy to cflcctivcly 
)vide products and services of Ute 
lartment. 
Planning Against Future Uncertainty 
is activity is intended to overeóme 
urc problcms due to uncertainty. 
Proactive Planning Of Sports 
î g T a m m e s . 
is method, as an head office activity, 
ates change rather than waits to react. 
Pressures Resulting In The Reactive 
inning Of Sports Programmes, 
is method, as an head office activity, 
cts lo change rather than makes 
inges. 
Décision Making Efficiency Of 
ectorate Via Council Commutées , 
iv effective in terms of efficiency is the 
ision making for the department via 
various Council Committees. 
Vnalytical Tools Used: Ansoff Matrix 
s considers the provision of the 
vice based upon two dimensions, 
duet and market. These are each then 
divided into two further catégories of 
isting" and "ncw". Its purpose is to 
irly identify the existing aspects from 
ncw ones, which hclps in décision 
ting. 
)bjectives Set By Leisure 
ectorate 
:sc are the operational objectives of 
department determined by head 
ce. 
,'ouncil Members Political Ethos 
s is the politicai complexión of the 
neil, and ils effect on the delivery of 
services. 
Synergy Between Council 
>artments 
s refers to the other departments of 
Council, and whether they "gct on" 
\ this department. 
1 Strategie Marketing Planning 
Devclops the broad marketing objectives 
and strategy based upon an analysis of 
the current market situation and 
3 Staff Marketing Planning Skills / 
Knowledge 
This refers to the ability of staff to have 
the available skill and knowledge of 
marketing planning techniques to the 
advantage of the department. 
4 Marketing Orientation of 
Directorate. 
This is the orientation of the head office 
in terms of their approach to the 
marketing opérations of the department 
5 Spécifie Goal Measurement 
This refers to the clarity of the products 
and services provided, and how their use 
i s mcasured. 
6 Matching of Organisa t ions 
Strengths and Opportunities 
To gain and main tain the best advantage, 
the matching of organisational strengths 
against the available opportunitics. 
7 Effective identification of 
organisations Weaknesses and Threats 
Avoiding the pitfalls of weaknesses of the 
organisation and the outside threats 
which might cause détriment or prevent 
product / service opération or lake up. 
8 Marketing Research 
The use of marketing research focuses the 
organisation towards its intended 
customer targets. 
9 Marketing Information 
Information about customers is essential 
for a marketing orientation. This type of 
information cornes from compulcrised 
ticket sales Systems and gives valuablc 
indications of customer usage trends. 
10 Allocation Of Resources T o Match 
Identified Market Opportunitics. 
As well as finance, the deploymcnt of 
staff and ail other items that would be 
considered "resources". 
Marketing Management \ 
1 Marketing Management 
The process of planning and executing 
the conception, pricing, promotion and 
distribution of ideas, goods and services 
to create exchanges that satisfy individual 
and organisational goals. 
2 Range ofProduct /Service provision 
This is the individual product or service 
that the customer buys. e.g. swim, 
squash. 
3 Price of Products / Services 
This is the actual price of the individual 
product or service purchased. It does not 
include the moneys paid by individuáis in 
rates. 
4 Promotion of Products and Services 
This includes the advertising, leafieting 
and all other methods of communication 
of the products and services provided. 
5 Location of Built Facilities 
This refers to the geographical situation 
of the built facilities in relation to the 
intended target groups for whom the 
products and services are provided. 
6 Quality of Product / Service 
Provision 
This refers to the quality of products and 
services, and the facilities in which they 
are provided. 
7 Customer Expérience 
This is an indirect measurc of the 
cmpliasis the organisation and its staff 
places upon customers, for examplc in 
dealing with customer complaints. 
8 Competitor Products / Services 
This refers to the provision of producís 
and services, and the level of 
considération given to competitors that 
may take customers away. 
9 Clarity of Target Segmentation to 
Identified Products and Services 
This refers to how the department defines 
its customers in terms of identifiable 
characteristics e.g. age, employment. 
10 Flexibility of Staff to Respond to 
Changing Consumer Needs 
This refers to the ability of the 
department to réorganise its resources to 
adapt lo changes required by changes in 
consumer demands. 
opportunities. 
2 Synergy Between Management 
Levéis 
This refers to the "do the managers 
between each level gel on with each 
other" factor. 
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Market Orientation and Service Quality in a Leisure Setting 
lank you for completing this questionnaire. When considering your responses, 
3 s e note that the reply is YOUR VIEW of others in the centre, and NOT your view 
about yourself. 
his department, we mee t 
1 customers regularìy to find 
what products or services 
y will need in the future. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 3
 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR „ 
DISAGREE U 5
 • s
 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
B DONT KNOW Q 
viduals from our 
elopment unit interact 
ïctly with customers to learn 
/ lo serve them better. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
' • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE LJ 5
 • 5
 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
ì DONT KNOW Q 
lis department, we do a lot 
Tiarket research. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
!
 • 
' • 
\ NEITHER AGREE NOR 
)ISAGREE LJ 
< • 
' • 
' STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
I DONT KNOW Q 
We are slow to detect changes 
in our customers' produci 
prefere nces. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 2
 • 3
 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE LI 5
 • 
* • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DO NT KNOW Q 
Q5 w e poli end users at least once 
a year to assess the quality of 
our products and services. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 3
 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE Li 5
 • 6
 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
BDONT KNOW Q 
Q6 w e often talk with or survey 
those who can influence our end 
users' purchases. (e.g. locai 
groups, community activity 
information centres). 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 3
 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR „ 
DISAGREE LI 5
 • 6
 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 D O N T KNOW Q 
û7 We collect industry information 
by informai means (e.g., lunch 
with industry friends, talks with 
trade partners). 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 2
 • 3
 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE LI 5
 • 6
 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q8 in our department, intelligence 
on our competitore is generated 
independently by several 
departments. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 2
 • 3
 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE LJ 5
 • 6
 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q9 We are slow to detect 
fundamental shifts in our 
industry (e.g., compétition, 
technology, régulation). 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 3
 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR ^ 
DISAGREE LI 5
 • 6
 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Qi^Our department periodically 
circulâtes documents (e.g., 
reports, news-letters) that 
provide information on our 
customers. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR r~. 
DISAGREE LJ 
* • 
* • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q i 5 W h e n something important 
happens to a major customer of 
the market, the whole 
department knows about it 
within a short period. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 2
 • 3
 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR •— | 
DISAGREE LJ 
s • 
• • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Qi6Qata on customer satisfaction 
are disseminated at all levéis in 
this business unit on a regular 
basis. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 3
 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE LJ 
5 • 
« • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q i 7 T h e r e is minimal 
communication between 
marketing and manufacturing 
departments concerning market 
developments. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEfTHER AGREE NOR _ 
DISAGREE LJ 5
 • 6
 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE [~J 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Qiawhen one department finds out 
something important about 
competitors, it is slow to alert 
other departments. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 3
 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR „ 
DISAGREE U 
* • 
« • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q19 Jt takes us foreverto decide 
how to respond to our 
competitor's price changes. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
* • 
» • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE LJ 
* • 
• • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q 2 o p r i n c i p l e s of market 
segmentation drive new product 
development efforts in this 
business unit. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2 • 3
 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE LI 
» • 6
 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q2i For one reason or another we 
tend to ignore changes in our 
customer's product or service 
needs. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR
 fc 
DISAGREE Ll 
s • 
* • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE [~J 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q26 |f a major compet i tor w e r e to 
launch an in tens ive c a m p a i g n 
targeted at our c u s t o m e r s , w e 
would i m p l e m e n t a r e s p o n s e 
i m m e d i a t e l y 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR .— i 
DISAGREE LJ 
* • 
• • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q27The act ivi t ies of the différent 
d e p a r t m e n t s in this b u s i n e s s 
unit are well co -ord inated . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR ,— ì 
DISAGREE I J 
* • 
6 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q28Customer c o m p l a i n t s fall on 
d e a f e a r s in this d e p a r t m e n t . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR j — . 
DISAGREE 1_| 
« • 
e • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q29 E v e n if w e c a m e up with a great 
market ing plan, w e probably 
would not b e ab le to i m p l e m e n t 
it in a t imely fash ion . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR ,—fc 
DISAGREE LJ 5
 • 
« • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
6 DONT KNOW Q 
Q 3 0 W e are quick to r e s p o n d to 
s ignif icant c h a n g e s in our 
compet i tor J s ' pricing s tructures . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR _ 
DISAGREE LJ 
* • 
s • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q31 When we find out that 
customers are unhappy with the 
quality of our service, we take 
corrective action immediately. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE LJ 
* • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q3ZWhen w e find that c u s t o m e r s 
would like u s to modify a 
product of s e r v i c e , t h e 
d e p a r t m e n t s i n v o l v e d m a k e 
c o n c e r t e d efforts to d o s o . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE LJ 
' • 
• • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q33This centre generally has up to 
date équipaient 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE LJ 
" • 
« • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
is c e n t r e ' s p h y s i c a l faci l i t ies 
; v isual ty a p p e a l i n g . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR _ 
DISAGREE LJ 
= • 
* • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
5 DONT KNOW Q 
is centre ' s staff are well 
î s s e d a n d a p p e a r n e a t . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE LJ 
* • 
• • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE |_J 
8 0ONT KNOW Q 
3 a p p e a r a n c e of the phys ical 
ilities of this centre is in 
jping with t h e t y p e of s e r v i c e 
v i d e d . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR .—. 
DISAGREE LJ 
* • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
6 DONT KNOW Q 
ien this c e n t r e p r o m i s e s to d o 
nething by a certain t ime, it 
î s s o . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE LJ 
* • 
6 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q38When there are p r o b l e m s for 
the c u s t o m e r , this centre is 
s y m p a t h e t i c a n d reassur ing . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR ,—. 
DISAGREE LJ 
5 • 
* • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q39This c e n t r e is d e p e n d a b l e . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR p- . 
DISAGREE LJ 
s • 
« • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
B DONT KNOW Q 
CMOThis c e n t r e p r o v i d e s t h e 
s e r v i c e s at t h e t i m e it p r o m i s e s 
to d o s o . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE LJ 
» • 
» • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q41 This centre k e e p s its records 
accurate ly . . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR ,—. 
DISAGREE LJ 
s • 
6 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q42This c e n t r e d o e s not tell its 
c u s t o m e r s e x a c t l y w h e n 
s e r v i c e s will b e per formed . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
* • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR ,__ 
DISAGREE LJ 
5 • 
• • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q43The e m p l o y é e s of t h e c e n t r e d o 
not provide a prompt s e r v i c e . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
- • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR ,—. 
DISAGREE LJ 
s • 
« • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE [J 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q44 E m p l o y é e s of this c e n t r e are not 
a l w a y s Willing to h e l p 
c u s t o m e r s . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR ,—fc 
DISAGREE LJ 
5 • 
6 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q45 E m p l o y é e s of this c e n t r e are too 
busy to r e s p o n d to c u s t o m e r 
r e q u e s t s promptly. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE LJ 5
 • 
« • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
j can trust employées of this 
ître. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR ¡—ï 
DISAGREE L J 
* • 
6 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
îtomers can feel safe in their 
isactions with this centre's 
ployees. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE L J 
' • 
» • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
5 DONT KNOW Q 
ployees of this centre are 
ays polite. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2 • 
> • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR ,__ 
DISAGREE L J 
= • 
» • 
1 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
3 DONT KNOW Q 
ployees get adéquate 
port from this centre to do 
r jobs well. 
I STRONGLY AGREE Q 
* • 
» • 
1 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE L J 
' • 
•> • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
ï DONT KNOW Q 
Q50This centre d o e s not g i v e 
individual attention to 
c u s t o m e r s . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR •—. 
DISAGREE L J 
5 • 
• • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q51 Employées of this centre do not 
give personal attention. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR ,—. 
DISAGREE L J 
s • 
6 • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q 5 2 E m p l o y e e s o f t h i s c e n t r e d o n o t 
k n o w w h a t c u s t o m e r s n e e d s 
a r e . 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
= • 
3 U 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR •—. 
DISAGREE L J 
5 • 
« • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q 5 3 T h i s centre does not have the 
customer's best interests at 
heart.. 
î STRONGLY AGREE Q 
2
 • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR ,—fc 
DISAGREE I J 
= • 
• • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DONT KNOW Q 
Q54This centre does not have 
operating hours convenient to 
their cüstomers. 
1 STRONGLY AGREE Q 
•' • 
3 • 
4 NEITHER AGREE NOR 
DISAGREE L J 
* • 
• • 
7 STRONGLY DISAGREE Q 
8 DO NT KNOW Q 
Q55 centre 
Kingsmead | | 
Whitstable SP Q 
Herons Leisure Pool Q 
Pier Sports Centre Q 
Highgrove SP | l 
HayesSP Q 
The Venue ] | 
Furzfleld Q 
Hertspring Q 
10 • 
11 • 
12 • 
13 • 
14 • 
15 • 
16 • 
" • 
18 Q 
19 Riverside Ice and Leisure Q 
20 • 
Q56staff Work Role 
Directorate Q 
Área management Q j 
Centre management [ | 
Operational staff | [ 
other Q 
Q 5 7 G e n d e r 
female Q 
male Q 
QSBWhich Local Authority is this? 
Canterbury Q 
Hillingdon Q 
Chelmsford f~| 
Hertsmere Q 
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'med Response» First Order Construct LA 
have regular informal meeting!) to discuss différent approaches Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
ean a lot of il Js anecdotal and tliat's itow it gets passed around Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
ithat, a lot of tliose things also get passed around to senior managers meetings and mos! of Urem arc very 
resling and I suppose Üiat's one oflhe, I mean I a bit long in Uie toolh in Ulis job, bul il ìs onc ofttie intcresling 
gs about the job lhat Hiere are always tliese things that crop up almost daily whicli we bavent come across before 
ic nature of a complainl or no two, or are rarely the same, exactly thc same, so 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO A 
11'm one of the meclianisms, l ani the sort of designated marketing manager and wc have regular staff meetings 
i the centre managers once a monili, 1 in theorv have regular marketing meetings vvith ihc managers 
Intelligence 
di ssemi nailon 
MO A 
íy doni always happen, but we do have a marketing plan, we had to produce that for the lender Submission bul 
i ou si y we would be producing one anyway, which we try and work to and l'm the actual bod that physically 
cks out the hard, the end material really, the advertising the leallets the posters but it ìs sort ofateam effort, 
ìously pcoplc, in formal i on ìs cascaded down front ttic top and via centre managers as well Tor their needs, bul IVe 
i wilh ihe deparunent for, musi be approachìng 10 years so I have a certain understanding of what the facililies 
lire anyway 
Intelligence 
disseminatici) 
MO A 
M of ìt is by wordof mouth with the managers, How has this promotion worked, how has tliis of advertising 
ked, wc do try as best we can to get receptionists to ask how theyVc heard about us 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO A 
ilie moment ifs ail a bit loóse, to a degree has bcen, witli our new management system wc arc hoping to improve 
i) that But a lot of it is donc by word ofmouth 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
)t of it is anccdotal, a lot of it, is wc have our regular montili y meetings, I will be asking managers how did thaï 
g go. if il didrft work then we worft do it again next ycar, or we will query why didnt il work, did we gel Ihe offer 
ng, was Üie timing in the advert wrong, and we do try and sort of lake inlo account in terms of the marketing 
i/marketing process 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
discussed tliis a couple of weeks ago and we think if we sent out a sort of staff attitude survey at the moment 
lably onc of tire largesl complaints would be communication, and I dont know whether soitietimes that's a knec 
réaction lhat staff dont believe thal things are communicated to them having said that in our discussions we do 
¿ve that we do need to involvc staff more 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO A 
also appreciate that some staff it really doesnt matter if you communicatc to them or not, tlicy are probably not 
csted, ¡t's a job 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO A 
dui know the ccnlrc managers al Kingsmcad, at Whilstable Sports Centre as they were tlien, we didn't have the 
¡i lwo pools bul there was no, wc now have, most of the slafFknow each other now 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO A 
tainly at a senior management levcl, and we do place in a great emphasìs on communicating at that leve), but then 
;etting it cascadcd down really to ihc ground floor staff as well But it is important 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO A 
ean ali centres are supposed lo have staff meetings, mos! centres have duty managers meetings so they are the sort 
ic senior management meetings within each centre and issues get passed down really as and when il is pertinent to 
0 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO A 
ean I'm supposed to have marketing meetings wilh each centro manager as well, although it doesnt necessarily 
j to be Ihe centre manager, I mean previously 1 was having meetings wilh a particular duty manager at a couple of 
res who werc picking up the marketing role on bchalf of the centre and Utat does work very well 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
lin lhat is so nielli i ng that has lapscd, ifs somelhìng that we want lo return to as soon as possible because it is quite 
îuctive, and again it liasn't happeued really because of, again I will probably return to tliis time and time again in 
is of the survival and the fire fighting and perhaps and took'tng at il personally my orni sort of time management 
planning 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO A 
iin its getting it theil cascaded down lo the other staff, and sometimes I will see individuai staff anyway and when I 
>ver there I make a point of dragging them in and praising or chastising as the case might be or teaching 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
ing il lo that extreme we arc, again gelling back to the survival bit of il we are strelchcd on that I believe, our 
plions are stretched, but at the moment it's dìfiicult to assess how much ofthat being stressed is down to the new 
agement infonnation system and therefore people learning that system, getting to grips with ìt and thereforc it 
Id be very easy to throw rcsources at tliat ali of a sudden and think that would be sort of answer to that when it will 
aps cure itself in time so we have got to monitor Utat anyway 
Intelligence 
Dìssemination 
MO A 
.v each centre, each centre manager is rcsponsible for producing their own plans and our marketing manager bas a 
illily meeting wilh each centre manager to keep thosc plans on track, modify them 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
v else might we involve marketing witlün Üie centres? There is communication throughout each centre and again 
s slipped aflate because wc have been chasing our tails but we have monthly staff meetings and weckly duty 
agers meetings, as standard bul obviously it is very important for us to report performance lo them and marketing 
is a large chunk of tliat discussion, the developmenl of the facililies, customer care, tends to form part of the 
ling élément ofthe agenda 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO A 
have monlhly senior managers meetings where I have ali the centre managers and various specialist managers 
it 13 of us in total puttogether and again a loi oflhe agenda tends lo revolve around marketing 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
it is partly my role, the role ofthe marketing manager, and his meetings with the various centre managers Intelligence 
disseminatìon 
MO A 
extremely important in my eyes and we dont do it cnough Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
liad a day away, ali the managers last week, partly to try and get us back on track wilh our planning processes and 
ng anollier look at the strategie direction of the contract over the next 5 years, and what wc need to do with regard 
•st value 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
50% ofthat day was spenl on looking at how we could look at improving on staff ìnvolvemenl, participation, 
municalion, Ihe major problem that we do have with prcdominantly low pay rates whether we ouglit to look at a 
irmance related pay scheme, high staff turnover, communicating wilh staff was a topic oflhe day and have gol to 
ove on that, bui we do have schedule of meetings, but those meetings tend to be a little bit too f suppose 
alional which is necessary, bui we do try and drop in training éléments within Ihosc meetings but Ihere is a distinct 
of involving staff in décision making processes, and wc certainly want to look al how we can develop that, we do 
an annual system of appraisats, it is a fairly simple system, but wc keep ìt simple but then il is done 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
e made it too oncrous it would fall by the waysidc, given the pressures that we ali have with time Intelligence 
disseminatìon 
MO A 
ic moment il is really via their training, it is via staff meetings, we dont have a heading called marketing but 
iably as marketing is really a part of all our opérations it is therefore within the agenda anylliing we talk oboul 
ably involvcs marketing somcwhere 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO A 
e try and ensure that our overall aim is communicated to all staff, and it is a marketing aim I believe Intelligence 
disseminatìon 
MO A 
c are now looking at giving better performance information back to staff, going back to an earlier question, whether 
current system help or hinders our marketing we dont tend to reveal much about our performance because well wç 
very worried about competitors getting hold of information, because they will do because we try and get hold of 
irs 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO A 
• we have tended to keep a lot of information close to our chest and a lot of very important information we have kept 
either just myself or my immediate deputy, and the third most senior manager but with the onset of best value we 
looking to relax that and we can persude the council thai tendering is not the best value option and we can be a lot 
re open, and [ think mat staff involvement should increase if we can start letting litem know what is going on by 
ing these arc the objectives, and this is how we are doing against those objectives 
Intel li gcncc 
disseminatìon 
MO A 
•blems are always reported back through staff meetings, llicy are reported back there and then if they are serious 
ICS 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
e also report compliments, things that have gone particularly well, we dont have quite so many of those as ¡s usual 
in terms of for instance, here at Kuigsmead, we have a particular problem with the design of pool changing rooms, 
1 wc do gel a number of customer comments forms completed on lhal and other letters, and we discuss il at staff 
clings and our weekly duty manager meetings We discuss means by which that service quality can be improved At 
moment it is pretty awful, it is belter than il was but something more drastic has to be done 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
guiar meetings wilh, central meetings so that all centre management, senior management are present helps to 
lire that the right policies arc adopted and promoted 
Intelligence 
Disseminatìon 
MO A 
inimunicalioii importance) Very, StafTneed lo know what is going on and why it's going on Intelligence 
Disscminalion 
MO A 
icy need to know, if staffhave the wrong information going tlirough or information going through too late if can 
;ct the way lhat they deal and treat with customers by giving possibly wrong information and slower service 
Intelligence 
Disseminatìon 
MO A 
an also lead to low morale and poor motivation amongst staff I nlel ligence 
Disseminatìon 
MO A 
:ir, we have monthly meetings wilh staff, weekly meetings wilh duty manager staff Intelligence 
Disseminatìon 
MO A 
a fairly small centre we only have 25 employees, most staff arc seen on a daily basis so any new information needs 
•c communicated can actually be told more often than not on a one to one basis 
Intelligence 
Dìssemination 
MO A 
iff appraisals help sort oDielp lo assess lhat situation anything coming through of significance in marketing will be 
miunicatcd by internal memos depending upon the importance of, it's attached to anything 
Intelligence 
Disseminatìon 
MO A 
night beto each individual or just to the centre to be then communicated verbally to the staff Intelligence 
Dìssemination 
MO A 
<y, again because it is a small centre they can be spoken to and then seen on a daily basis so that any issues or 
bletns or any matters arising from any instance, arc dealt with quite promptly if not by myself then by the duty 
Hägers and then passed on through, we have gol the daily diary so that's just going to be left there for me 
Intelligence 
Dìssemination 
MO A 
ident records for other matters more serious mailers lhat are then passed on to senior management, so most matters 
be dealt with immediately as they happen 
Intelligence 
Dìssemination 
MO A 
ink possibly that over the years that the main difference is more formal meetings than wc used to have which does 
i the opportunity to get the important information 
Intelligence 
Disseminatìon 
MO A 
ere is always the risk lhat when you arc just doing on an informal basis lhat might get out to 9 0 % of the staff but 
or two miss out 
Intelligence 
Disseminatìon 
MO A 
t lhat is probably the main ways, but it slightly more, it's more structured Intelligence 
Disseminatìon 
MO A 
picking up your point which ¡s Hie one wilh staff is, the staffare the most vital, the cascading of information and 
tally communicating wilh them, whether is through letter form or whether its verbal, weekly meetings, monthly 
tings, team briefings etc, arc second to none 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO A 
body within local authorities have as yet go it right, a lot are working towards it, some of the London Boroughs in 
i cu lar are way ahead of the rural areas, but again you've gotto look at it yourself and for il to work, it's the old 
g the latesl buzz word is best value and everything that is associated with it, but if you dont mean it, if you dont 
m thai the staffare you're most valuable resource then dont say it 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO A 
lit, how Ihey arc communicated with in general, obviously lhat is done by the general manager DSO and thai 
ades down with weekly, monthly meetings etc whatever lie sets in 
Intelligence 
disseminatìon 
MO A 
;isc with Ihe general manager personally on issues Intelligence 
disseminatìon 
MO A 
;ing marketing specifically, thai is only, it only becomes a part oflhe cither weekly meeting with managers or the 
ithly with relevant staff, say for example receptionists, cleaners, sports attendants etc 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
it's only, it isnt done as a specific function, they maybe within the manager's meeting a section on environment, on 
ncial issues, marketing but there arent as such set marketing meetings weekly or monthly 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO A 
jy do have special meetings where if they arc discussing tlie marketing plan for the year that they will call ad hoc 
(hat will be done, it's not done enough but basically lhat is what should happen, is that they arc more regular they'll 
¡>cn to be, oil well it's vital to the organisation now we are moving forward let's have a session on il 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO A 
in, service quality if you look at the marketing I've said lhat it's only at weekly or monthly meetings as an issue, 
n service quality issues arc the same, so you can more or less say the same about the service quality as about 
keliiig except for what you tend lo find is there if an issues goes wrong in a centre it's usually a service quality 
s 
Intelligence 
disseminatìon 
MO A 
at comes down from lhat is that there is five or six main areas that we have discussed in best value working 
ios. and one of those is communication 
Intelligence 
Disseminatìon 
MO A 
icily how wc would do il, we would plan and look al, as a group Intelligence 
disseminai ioti 
MO A 
Ï thing that's an arca 1 Ihink thai Ihe centre lo be honest is looking to improve upon wilh, to use computerisation, 
ire looking to bring in tilings like leisure cards and membership systems which will hopefully give us the tools we 
! to measure our marketing success. 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO D 
1 obviously il is crucial in any organisation, but any service led organisation of this sort it is paramount because 
Dusly the people furthest from the management are often the most in contact with the customer particularly in this 
nisation here which is a larger than average leisure centre, working long shifts, people dont see each other very 
t and it's obviously crucial lhat communication is as good as il can be Obviously has a benefit for the customer 
the quality of service. 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO li 
:llent communication lines, internally and externally, within the centre and outside of the centre to get your 
;agc across, and also the actual time to effectively market research your products 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO It 
solulely thc niost essential tlting going in a centre of ihis size because if somebody doesnt know that something is 
ng on then they are not going to be able to get the message across to the public 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO D 
sically it is imperative Uiat communicalion is takcn all the way through from the cleaner ofthe centre who is here 
1 thing in the morning to basically ihe person who locks up the building last Ihing at night which is generally tlie 
stewards and duty managers 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO B 
he reception dont know from me what's actually going on before I advertise it then they are not aware that may be 
ing extra enquiñes about a certain product 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO B 
dont get clear coniniunication from Uie managers as to what they actually wanl me to sort of advertise then that 
snt actually doesnt get advertised corrcctly so the information doesnt get out to thc public corrcctly and, once you 
t of start lo break down the information and trust between the public and what you are providing it's, you know it's 
Iding up tliat up hill struggle again 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO B 
lean obviously at the same time communication belween ourselvcs and tlie basically local, well pul local amenities, 
i\ services so thal they can actually help toprovide information about our services whilc, I sort of menlioned aboul 
ties wilh the town centre management, weVe gol involved in a lol of projeets due lo the fact that I keep her updated 
lliings that we've started on somettiing new 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO B 
:'ve rece ni 1 y liad some swmiming rattos from 1SRM rcgulations, and it's been a case of jusl everyone possibly 
iws exactlv what's going on ratlier Uian having a breakdown and one person missing out 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO I I 
've got. wc have Individual meetings for services which generally, Íl depends upon thc department but generally at 
;t once cvery six weeks and basically quality / service management is one ofthe issues that is coming up rcgularly 
ause of best valué coming in 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO B 
i only problem might be that, from my poínl of view, that I have gol such a large team, wc have representatives and 
iny be Uie information feedíng down from the representatives that may not be as strong as it could be, bul lite 
'iously minutes go out lo ihose people as well 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO B 
i also have a ncwslettcr that gocs out roughly once cvery other month, and that will have information about best 
je and quality initiatives, and that also passes the information across 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO n 
mi my point of view, things are improving very slowly, but I think because it needs lo be improved slowly, but lo 
icrfectly honest atthe end of Ihc day a lol ofthe services wc are providing where quality is concemed were 
jally very good, something that we are actually doing next weck is bringing the wholc new phone system because 
been our biggcst problem and communication links from that point of view have been appalling, but everyone been 
of lold why we are doing it, and everyone is jumping around for joy that we are actually going lo have that 
iroved 
Intelligence 
disseminatici! 
MO B 
lin really. that is another interna) question and I think there are inlcmat systems in place for slaff briefings but it's 
bably bclter if you asktlie centre manager. 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO B 
ican communication is so important, communication, thc riglit communication, team spírit is all good all ¡mportant 
ors 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO B 
link if I could solve thc communication problem in here l'd be a millionaire because I'd sel) it everywhere else Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO B 
lean we have, we obviously intemal memos, we have a staff newslctter, we have meetings wc have all the normal 
ns of communication that we have 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO B 
s have a computer screen so we've got the opportunity to leave messages and that sort of thing Intelligence 
disseminatìon 
MO B 
ving said Ihat we've got all of tliosc médiums, tetephone, voice mail you know communication is always seems to 
i problem in this 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO B 
s exacerbated by ihc fact thal wc are open extensive hours and I think it needs to be said that some individuáis are 
ivated to let staff know and olhers arent and that's quite a difficult situatíon to get over 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO B 
ican we are worktng on it and we've introduced more mccttngs and more focus groups Uian weVe ever liad before, 
if I could solve the communicalion problem ¡t would be very nicc thank you very niuch 
Intelligence 
disseminatìon 
MO B 
7 are not really, before April wc had a part time marketing person who used to circuíate all the details but it's 
lelhing now that we are looking now to develop with thc management team and once we've dcveloped it with the 
lagement team we will ihen cascade il down Ihc Iree as it were 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO B 
u know. as with everylhing else, heallh and safety, finance, aims and objedives, management plan, all of Üiose 
igs need to go down, ils something wc havent done, it's something we are going lo do 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO B 
II again, when we look at service quality we do notify the staff of our market rescarch Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO B 
ey ore aware oflhe ILAM reporta that we have, IhaVs ihe indepcndcnl reporta and wc Iry and be posilive Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO B 
ain it's something that because we are now changing the structure we are looking at the customer services and he or 
will look at that elemenl, thal service element, how we treat our cuslomers how can wc ¡mprove, cuslomer carc 
other things that we can introduce to improve and that will then cascade, once wc have looked at it management 
n leve), wc will then cascade Ihal down for comments for staff, because al the end of Ihc day we've got 150 slaff 
; and they all have got some good ideas and weVe gotto usethose inlhe process of improving thc centre really 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO B 
ncwhere like Rivcrside it's very important, it's also very difficult, I mean there are hoards of staff interms of 
nanent and casual staff, I mean it opérales up to 16 hours a day 7 days a weck, eloses one day a year 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO B 
ere are times when there are people in the building 24 hours a day continuousiy, and so títere are substantial and 
iplicatcd shift pattems, and Communications is cjrtrcmcly difficult under those circumstances 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO B 
( over thc past ycar or so, we have made substantial to try to improve thal through giving slaff Ihe opportunity to 
imunicatc face to face upwardly as well as down and it's important but difficult in a big operation like thal 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO B 
11 not separately from everything else, Service Quality, we dont sort ofsay right today we are going to talk about 
•ice quality, because eflectively the nature of thc service is what most oflhe staff there are 100% responsible for, 
know Ihc lifcguard slaff, your cate ring, the people al the sharp end really and il just forms an ongoingpart of you 
•w Ihe regular assessment and fcedback from thc individual bits oflhe place 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO B 
:ausc we've gol two reception arcas because thc ice rink is complctely sepárate, il's ¡mportant that at the moment to 
;e sure Üiat tlie cross overs people up stairs knows whal's going on down stairs, otlier wise you dont see, people 
't secm to know what Ihe olher halfis doing 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO lì 
: have manager's meetings where wc will also have updates on the interna) meetings so you, anything that anybody 
eception from my point of view is brouglit up then I will bringtothe mecting, so that everybody else is aware of, 
ve are not only aware of just what our customer witlu'n our own área wants and is provided for, but basically what 
•ybody in the centre wants as a whole 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO B 
11 Ihink now we are coming up to best valúe, and 1 know that Diere is a competition element in Ihat, but I think we 
quite confidcnt in our abilities and what we are now secking to do is lo get Ihe staff on board with you know our 
s and objectives and our business plan and as part of that we will involve health and safety, marketing, staff 
lions and all those issues are important right the way down the organisation 
Intelligence 
disscminalion 
MO B 
i, communication is vital, but nobody docs it well Intelligence 
disseminatìon 
MO C 
i these are the sort of mechanisms we employ to improve thc quality of service or service or service delivery, and 
rays 1 think as 1 say are trying to get feedback from staff, bul how effective lhat is remains lo be seen 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO c 
link, well 1 dont think I know that they get feedback from customer complaints and customer praises, 1 think it is 
sortant that we have the pats on thc back which are not as oflen as the kicks up the backside in terms of people 
iting to us, and saying that they are not satisfied 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO c 
id so they have regular team meetings where information like that is fed back, but indeed, and probably Chris will 
you this himself part of Chris's staff development at interview was a requirement to begin to develop lhat process a 
le bit more, I am still not convinced as the director of thc organisation lhat we actually encouraging greater 
dback and greater involvement ofthe staff at the sharp end in the sort of issues that you are talking about and I 
ik that I have a feeling and il may be commented differently that the approach is still too much bottom, I'm sorry, 
• down approach as opposed to a sort of more equitable bottom up and top down sort of approach, so and as I say 
not being patronising to the staff at the sharp end but they are incredibly valuable sources of information to get in 
marketing process, and I dont think we are exploiting that opportunity as much as maybe we could do 
Intelligence 
disseminatìon 
MO c 
it il is having ihc ability to get the message across and that's not always easy and as I say a centre lhat opens for 100 
1 odd hours per week so it is not an easy onc there 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO c 
Do you have a slaff suggestion scheme? No, we dont Intelligence 
disseminatìon 
MO c 
ry important, we've highlighted it as an area that in our marketing strategy, and we have got 10 areas and 
nmunication is one of them, bolh internally and externally 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO c 
link on a customer service training communication is part of it, because it is all customer care, and what I have 
u ti on ed in my marketing strategy is that obviously die internal customers, if ihcy arc noi looked after and iflhey 
it know what is going on they are noi going to then pass on a good service lo Ihe external customer because if 
re's any sort of resentment bitterness or feeling of not knowing that will reflect in the overall service 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO c 
lumber of ways, we have regular marketing meetings, I'm not at every one, but I am al most of ihem Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO c 
I tend to get involved with thc head person of that particular area, and we will then sort of go through the minutes 
: see how we arc progressing 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO c 
î have like a health and fitness group where all ihe centres get together and we discuss either short term and long 
u and long term fitness issues, what's happening with competition, we have got an action plan that we look al to 
te sure that wc are sort of keeping on track of things 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO c 
lat was the question again? (Q rpt) Yes and obviously wilh the marketing strategy again I have told you we have 
group meetings on thai and then obviously wc will have minutes that will get circulated to even those people who 
VI necessarily involved, so they're aware of what's going on 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO c 
itn with quality assurance, there is these audit meetings, wilh all the operational staff and various members, and 
all get together and go through customer comments, cleanliness, health and safety all these issues 
Intelligence 
dìssemination 
MO c 
lean we have health and safety groups, wc have training issues, there is so marry working groups, working parties 
: get together on a whole host of issues, but some within a centre, some corporate!}' bars and catering, again health 
fitness that 1 have mentioned so these are when issues are raised I think 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO c 
ink it helps in mal as I say wc have just been Uirough, and wc review on an annual basis normally wc would be 
king to a business plan, and those business plans would be derived from each centre 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO c 
c system assisted in that you know for the first lime 'cos wc arc investing quite a lot of capital within Hertsnicre, 
le a loi is an understatement really, we've now, you know looked more strategically, not just al whal we are doing 
r this financial year but what we are going to be doing over the next five years and we've pooled together all oflhe 
mrccs from all ofthe centres and a lot of people have had an opportunity to contribute to that plan, and I think that 
eneficial, so when the end document is produced, individuals from centres, not just centre managers or marketing 
lacts but other people can see where they fit within the development of that, I think then it's obviously owned, and 
iccomes more of a working document as opposed to something lhat just is produced for thc sake of producing it 
then filed 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO c 
have just undertaken a comprehensive marketing review which lias generated, and this is the first draft and I am 
ng Helen about it tin's very afternoon, that's the meeting I mentioned you, (lie Ihree year marketing plan 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
w 1 think integral to that is the concept of communicalion. it underpins everything we do and we are talking both 
nial and external communication 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
again there are so many cliches in marketing and operations generally and that's because it's actually ils a very 
pic business that we are in, we really arc, and communication in Ihe first instance to our staff, the communication 
íy ideals, my aspirations which ultimately will translate into enhanced customer service, is crucial, but again it 
ents single challenge to bring everybody on board, even if I communicate my ideals and Helen's ideals and 
laps the ideals of elected members, there is an cnourmous chasm if you like between talking thc talk and walking 
walk at Die sharp end 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
i is an example of a far reaching all encompassing review, il was chaired by myself and driven by myself in 
junction with one or Iwo people at Head Office, Helen, marketing coordinator, and commercial manager 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
i vol ved any number of sub working groups, but diere again senior managers would chair if you like focus groups 
eople different perspectives, different remits, different aspirations, and hopefully this is an amalgamation of 
atives of which are embraced by the people in our organisation 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
liin each of our centres there are management team meetings, there are sub meetings, whether it be receptionists, 
ire assistants, we Teed back into those meetings customer comments whether il be from our user groups, customer 
imeni analysis, accidents, customer commente as I have said, all of those are fed into a database, regurgitated, lliey 
us cumulative and snapshots oflhe way our customers are perceiving any particular element of our service so for 
mce what wc arc looking for is not thc odd comment here or the odd comment there, we are looking for themes, it 
1 about representative samples and so on and meaningful information and thc systems in place primarily datahase 
vsis allow us to put together themes, in other words "your changing rooms are dirty, why" 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
auld also cite again formal quality assurance systems like ISO 9000 which rely upon an auditing system which is 
ied out by all members of staffai different levels, highlights if you like areas of concern, operational concern 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
igain, it comes hack 10 this communication thing and how wc are feeding back to people both at the sharp end and 
lie bit further back, problems and thai thc systems that we employ are many and varied 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
there are enough iniatives in place to ensure that we gel feedback Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
have meetings on a regular basis so thai gives slaff an opportunity lo feed back, because they are obviously al the 
face with customers and what they hearing on the pool surround or in the pool surround or in reception or while 
are leaching lessons is obviously is very valuable so that's more proactive in some sense than someone lo 
píete a comment which is invariably tends to be negative 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
that might be positive comments about the service delivery or it might be "oh at the old pool you used to do X, 
y don't you replicate it here" 
Intelligence 
Disscminalion 
MO C 
rt and parcel of thai business plan would be a marketing plan, to ihe marketing lo cither centre context would be 
olved in developing a marketing plan and that would give us an opportunity, to look at, you know not just what we 
doing but what's happening outside, what arc the social, political and technological changes that we need to bear in 
id when producing a marketing plan what are our competitors doing and wc go through the full SWOT analysis 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
nditions, a process as I say needs to be a communicated process, wc need to have involvement from the people who 
ultimately going to be affected by thc marketing, well marketing. So that's allowing people to contribute to thc 
cess and thereafter making sure that what we have agreed in thai process is communicated lo individuals 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
Iremely, I think I have talked about communication I think throughout Hie previous questions and again it's, 
nmunication is a, 1 was going to say a two way process, but it's more than a two way process isnt it, it's more, staff 
aware of their role within the centre, if there are changes operationally or to thc programme or marketing or their 
corporale in ti ali ves that we have taken on board, obviously they need lo be aware of il 
Intelligence 
Disscminalion 
MO c 
icy are going to have interaction with customers on a regular basis that maybe 1 am not going to see or receptionist 
[f isnt going lo see, or a member of ihe leaching staff isnt going to be aware of, so it is important that they are 
nmumcating back to me any ideas thai they may have or any yau know informal comments thai people might DC 
king, lhat they just think I dont really need to. or it's not my remit to deal with that 
Intelligence 
Dìssemination 
MO c 
. encouraging lhat ongoing dialogue Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
.ivy ways, as i say we have regular meetings, learn meetings and then just general staff meetings, so that would bean 
lortunily for them to, and I proadively ask for their feedback on Iheir programming ideas you know, I can see areas 
ticularly as it's a new building, parts of thc programme lhat we need to work on 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
lhal's kind of an informal process bul it is documented, so at least if there action points wc will make sure lhat Ihey 
reviewed at the next meeting 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
cy've all been, well they ha vent all been but a lot of slaff have been part and party oflhe marketing strategy lhat vvc 
putting together and the outcome of lhat will be communicated to all staff 
Intelligence 
Disscminalion 
MO c 
s, appraisal meelings really form quite an important part of thc communication process and regular meetings and 
Taction on an ongoing basis between myself duty manager slaff, reception staff, leisure assistants, so picking up as 
ch information as possible 
Intelligence 
Disscminalion 
MO c 
?ay ihc same, all the processes would be Hie same Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
cy're changed when customer comment and customer feedback I think is a very tangible tiling to use because it's 
just me as a centre manager saying 1 think we need to improve our standards of cleanliness or our standards of 
lib and safety or our, you know diversify Ihe pool programme, it's coming from somebody else, and it's as I say it's 
jiblc, it needs to be, I need to give them some form of response. I'm not saying negative customer are useful, we'd 
: to eliminate all of them, but in terms in effecting personal change, łhen they are a useful tool 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
emal customers may comment, we have coniaci from head office, from olhcr centres, it is quite useful often 
ming best practice from another centre and you know saying to staff well, this is a tempiale that is working 
where we can use this so other centres in effect will influence change maybe within this centre particularly as it's a 
/ environment and Furzficld and Hawksmoorc have gone through similar processes 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO c 
laffarent communicated with lhat they dont know where duty managers, centre managers, area managers are 
ling from, where the department is aiming (o go in the long term, if lhat communication isnt taking place and they 
jusl left in limbo, and probably speak lo the customers and make things up and as they sec fit when asked questions 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO u 
bin Ihc centres there are weekly / fortnightly meetings lhat take place between slaff, duty managers, senior 
lagers where information is passed down tlirough the line as it should work, in terms of marketing again at the 
nctulhc only real sort of issues that are passed down the lines of communication are thai if people want posters 
ie up then Ihey know where lo go, ifthere are new classes taking place then they know who to go to and speak to 
ut getting the publicity lhat wc do ourselves at the moment, but they know where lo go and get that organised so 
,' can actually publisise thc new events thai arc taking place or Ihc existing events that we arc trying to target 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO D 
ry, essentially important, very very important. We have staff meelings regularly, wc discuss all the problems which 
you know thc problems we have to live with but I think you need to let lliem know what is going on good or bad 
slafT, what's going on otherwise they feel totally miffed 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO l> 
¡usl discussed at staff meetings really and if there is anything they can do to help or assist you know for instance 
just recently wanted to market our creche and a couple ofthe mums here took posters down to the local clinics and 
ith centres 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO ]> 
a way, even some months ago, thai the not too distant past the thought of Alan and I talking together on one thing 
: probably would noi have happened 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO D 
: arc working much closer together now and onc ofthe benefits of that already has been, that some of the ideas on 
keting that have come from Alan's department havent had Ihc resources to carry it through and now through 
king together 1 am actually providing some ofthe human resource lo do this in terms of basic marketing researcli, 
getting our receptionists to ask questions as people coming through 
Intelligence 
dissemination 
MO D 
Q) 1 think, communication, I think everyone has to understand why you are doing it, everything, you are not doing 
gs in isolation, going back lo the expenditure ihing before, I think everyone was working in little pockets of leisure 
we were never really linked together 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO D 
liât has happened at our level, is that wc arc having more meetings, Eric is more aware of what information we 
i to get, wc are more aware oflhe restraints in terms of staff availability and we will find a way around it, whereas 
ire it was in the contract, out of thc contract now we, the edges are more blurred 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO 1) 
; are going through the process at the moment of getting accreditation of investors in people and communication is 
tricably linked in investors in people What and if what marketing issues we cover in that would be communicated 
1, but I'd say it's not something given its significance it deserves 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO D 
; staff have, obviously Eric has his regular meetings with the site managers, bul I am not sure how often Eric see's 
lis rcccys, but 1 have always felt lhat ihcrc might be a problem of communication 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO D 
LI have regular, and I know that is good, bul sometimes we need lo laik to recreation assistants but perhaps thc 
sage hasnt got, but perhaps it's not the way in which I thought it was going to be given to them, not in all cases 
sometimes it's difficult because there is a chain of command, and perhaps the message does get mixed up with 
r things, ihere are a lot of olhcr things to consider 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO D 
can last lime thai she was around she was talking about, we are doing this thing over the summer up in the 
enture Holiday place in North Wales that the Borough owns I am not saying that thc message would not have got 
ugh the other way, hut I think that it has reinforced tt, that ihe staff say "oh you know, we are getting it through our 
i line management and wc arc getting this as well" and I think it has probably improved it 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO D 
I mean lhat has been our problem as well, not having enough access, or enough exposure to the staff because we 
: not had enough time 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO D 
a¡n tlirough meetings with managers, site managers, area managers, certainly I know we have staiTtraining every 
csday afternoon for a couple of hours, where il would be one group of staff one weck, onc group the next weck the 
y the rotas work 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO D 
irious other issues crop up where tilings are chatted tlirough it is explained to the staff and what they, what is 
iccted of them in certain cases 
Intelligence 
Disseminatìon 
MO D 
ain, just at staff meetings we talk about all sorts of issues like that, what we can do about it, how we can cope with 
le best we can with Ihe limited resources we have 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO D 
11, on these two siles service quality would be an issue in terms of inspections and monitoring which regardless of 
thing lhat Eric and his staff would pick up, ir it is a formal thing and wc do inspections it will be reported at our 
ular meetings and that would go down the line or wc would deal directly with the site managers and advise Eric of 
at wc have done So on Ihc formal side of service quality lhat is covered within thc contract 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO D 
e also have induction packs where staff are given information on a whole range of issues, on how the centres 
rale from opening to closing sort of thing. So there is reading material as well as verbal comments 
Intelligence 
Dissemination 
MO D 
s will link thai obviously to consultation packages and finding out what's happening Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
some of your aims and objectives potentially can go out oflhe window, 1 mean wc have to keep focused on those 
ioiisly bul at the end of the day it's bottom line management and we have to survive 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
liât you can easily do is actually you throw out an offer and it's your existing customers who were going to use il 
way to take advantage of it and a classic one was last year we got lured into doing a Jordans bar promotion and it 
i a lot of our regular swimmers who were taken advantage ofthe scheme and we didn't, couldnt get the feedback 
:thcr it was encouraging them any more times, i.e that thc fact that they gelling these vouchers well that they were 
ling twice a week instead of just once a week 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
: do find il quite difficult, a lot of il done when we do do some kind of promotion or advertising we often do do a 
icher, we arc running onc at the moment at ihe pier sports centre for ihe roller skating, and we know we are getting 
tellers back so wc will have look at lhal after the week's over and sec how many we actually gleaned 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
•w the advert to lhat centre cost £300, each of ihosc 6 people joining would have been spending about £284 pounds, 
me person has paid for the advert Now that's very simple Simon, but that's how it lends to happen 
Intelligence 
General ìon 
MO A 
aring in mind we dont do a tremendous amount of newspaper advertising or high profile advertising for which we 
ly do want to know that we have spent £1500 pounds on that, have we got our money back on that 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
use my bosses words again, to have made £1500 and a penny is a success really, lhal's what wc are really 
rested in 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
me respect they are the greatest marketing tool in many respects, they arc also obviously at the end of the day they 
the people coming through the doors and paying ihc money which keeps me in a job, so they arc incredibly 
ortant to us and as such wc always lake note of what the customers say 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
lean we have quite a, I mean our customer sort of comment procedure and thc way that we glean information from 
.oniers through anecdotal information which docs get sort of passed around alt the time 1 think is testimony to thai 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
lean we need to get it righi, and if the customers dont soy what they either enjoy or what they dont enjoy that is 
re it can all fall down 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
in get 4, 5 ,6 calls a day ou a bad day asking me to advertise in, on tliis calendar, litis surgery booklet, this disabled 
klet, and how to reach a quarter of million people in Kent 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
t then my argument would be that you could plan lo dealli, bul if you havent got the resources to actually carry out 
planning then, but that what's wc ore sort of embroiled in at the moment is trying to improve that planning process 
actually come up with proper business plans for each centre as well which we have never really done before 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
've had an overall plan and it's been very effective really because, I think because ofthe, really a loi of it's down to 
iras I am concerned personally to the organisational skills and ihe oversight of Neil West He has been very much 
onlrol of lhat but I think we are aware noi thai we really need lo get back to a probably to lhal tender submission 
we did about three years ago 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
va make a loss in the first year, then everybody is breathing down our neck to have it lumed around to prove lhat 
ire turning it around during lhat year, if not il should really be put out to tender and Ihc district auditor is looking, 
diing what is going on as well 
Intelligence 
General ion 
MO A 
are considering the use of customer focus groups, wc have been talking to a number of individual groups again 
main customers which maybe the clubs, we have a membership scheme with about 1500 monthly subscribers, as 
1 as oilier categories of membership, so there are I think plenty of people we could probably draw from to perhaps 
y and do a little bit more than the usual questionnaires, and we can sit down periodically wilh customers and find 
what they want 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO A 
ig thought nimm) I hope a lot of it is done naturally as a matter of course really, the type of people lhat we try and 
nit, the induction training their development once ihey are with us and thc content of much ofthe communication 
lope that we focus on the customer, obviously all oflhe staff arc aware oflhe phrase "thc customer is always right" 
we tend to dispute (hat bul we do iry and ensure Ihcy are, every individual is focusing on a customers needs or as 
;oming as wc can be, the facility is as user friendly as possible 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO A 
oretically wc should be doing it through our research, and thai has slipped as well over thc last two years, and 
's now 1 hope back on track this year, an annual user survey, we have customer comment boxes at any centre, wc 
; a fairly regimented complaints procedure through our quality assurance, thc quality assurance regime itself I hope 
ributes to providing facilities lhat exceed expectations, but we do need to do it in a lot more detail and we wont to 
eyond an annual user survey to identify our main customer sub groups, and we are in thc process of doing thai at 
no ment and each centre manager expanding their research schedule to perhaps one survey a month for each sub 
ip or what ever is required and as we talking about earlier perhaps trying lo purchase some computer software lhat 
help us in survey design and analysis and reporting so lhat we can have the where wilh all lo conduct much more 
arch than we do at the moment 
Intelligence 
general ìon 
MO A 
dont really, wc dont have any, or only few objective means of measuring the success of marketing effort Intelligence 
generation 
MO A 
h individual has an annual appraisal, and there are training plans drawn up as a result of that and that helps with 
:ommuncialions it is time out again for each individual, if we could we would like to make lhat lwice yearly bul 
ant RO thai far 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO A 
nmunication is vital, and if we had a staff attitude survey, which is also something we are looking to do in the near 
re, another reason for looking at SNAP, is that we are pretty sure that communication would probably be Hie main 
lem arca, il has been in the past and we try and address it but 1 am certain that staff at the front end would 
ably Ihink lhal they really dont know enough about what is going on and they are not given enough opportunity to 
nore involved but linked to that a lot of managers think that low pay is demotivating, although it wouldnt 
ssari ly be a motivating factor but it is currently a demotivating factor and unfortunately when we have spent a lot 
ne training staff and within a couple of years Ihcy are off lo garage forecourts or restaurants where they can 
ably earn half as much if not twice as much as Ihcy are earning presently 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO A 
we wondered if we could look at performance related scheme where they could benefit from surpluses now we are 
k in surplus and it might encourage them again with quality circles, or more product use of the staff meetings that 
have 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO A 
:nerally speaking, listening to people, not just customers but staff as well because they must a strong insight into 
at is required and also finding out information on competition and reviewing ways of trying to attract new people in 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
i f something starts to drop in numbers and you havent had any complaints it could well be there is something 
>ng 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
, its maybe that you need to talk the people that arc still using it and find out what is going on Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
e have market research that is supposedly once a year, but it has been a bit lapse recently, market survey sorry, 
lomer survey 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
c have customer comment forms available, wc also have customer care forms for specific comments from 
toniers 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
view is that overall we tend to be quite positive quite good, overall tend to listen to customer needs and 
uirements 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
ssibfy it's budget restrictions and limitations have limited that to some degree over the past few years, but the 
iciple is still there, but its a lot tighter and the sort of time element on human resources makes it impossible for 
>ple to carry out that as well as they possibly would intend to 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
the system helps by having a devoted person to give a unified approach for all of the centres to make sure that 
irmalion is passed through 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
:ds to be a fairly, needs to be good communication lines, needs to be very open communication lines so that people 
1 that they can discuss, approach people or be approached and the general honesty of the set up so that people know 
1 they actually will be listened to and what's promised will happen 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
cctly by looking at the statistics of numbers through the doors, by listening again to comments, customer 
iimeiils, staff comments, by looking at income figures, by looking at targets that are set, whether they have achieved 
last, and again looking at customer surveys, responses from advertisement, poster campaigns whatever 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
tin I think wc do achieve what we've said, we do lay down what we've set in our business plan, but again there is no 
rcct mechanism, there is not actual mechanism monitoring of the how, or what effect the marketing has had 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
•viously the two ways that we do occasionally wc do do market research analysis annually, or it should be annually 
sometimes that isnt the case we could do with more market research on what the findings are, it's as if wc are 
rying ahead and doing the marketing as laid down, but how we arc monitoring and evaluating what that's achieved 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
•w obviously that is the role that the general manager has to achieve, myself being twin hatted being bom client and 
tractor, I've got a role (a) to see that Neil is achieving what he says he's going to do, but (b) ensuring that the 
ncil gets value for money as well 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
c second one is customer research, we are setting up in all leisure, not just leisure centres but other parts, 
chores, caravan parks wc arc setting up customer focus groups so obviously best value and benchmarking etc will 
e on all of these issues, all come back to your marketing and how are actually achieving, or if you arc achieving 
it you said you are going to do 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
mi, harping back, two words that I will use more at the moment than anything else are best value and the 
brmance indicators, local performance plan 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
nlerbury City Council has dedicated completely to following the regime of best value Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
; want those people coming through those doors, and you can't gel all but you've got to get as bigger percentage as 
can 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
it to be effective we really need certainly within the sport and leisure angle we need thai the people are (a) up to 
s with the latest information, the latest trends, how things are done within marketing 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
:'ve have like as I say one officer who is has a qualification in marketing, marketing based, but other people again 
just what they have picked up and what they have learnt and what they have experienced, I think that we actually 
; somewhat with keeping abreast of the latest trends as I say and just having the time to have the dedicate to 
feting we do fall short on that as well 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
1've now just got a management information system in at the leisure centres along with the new financial 
lagement system that the client's got that will hopefully help us in doing that 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
t basic bottom line is when it comes down to it is that we're doing a marketing plan and we are following through 
le best of ability, but the monitoring and evaluation really is not there to back it up 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
;n better, just coming up at the moment at the DSO, strategic planning meetings so actually the teams are getting 
:lher to discuss strategic ways forward and already coming out that is that there is a need for separate marketing 
tings, not just marketing but the other areas that I have mentioned as well 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
ten it conies down to it my own thoughts would be, I'd do more background information if I was looking at jt 
onally, but I would use the experience of the people that I have got who work for me and take their information, 
;l they think the way forward and I would actually take that experience, I would also, the networking that we do 
lin Kent, throughout all of the leisure services, all of the diiferent districts, picking up ideas of the way forward, 
it they arc trying, what they are doing 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
currently at Hie council in investors in people, wc are looking at issues of business excellence model Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
v would I, we have quality assurance system, we have a quality inspector, we have managed to persuade our client, 
ly boss really who looks after Hie client side and oversees my side, we had a contract monitoring officer, and 
tin the last 18 months wc have managed to have him re-designated a quality inspector, the two roles are very 
lar 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
has a schedule of audits, that I put together with him, quality audits every fortnight, and he has been attending our 
ithlv managers meeting to give a report of those audits 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
do have an external consultant that comes in once a year that wc have continued with and he provides an audit of 
'"nil system, and we have the external assessors of course for our accreditation and so that is one aspect, that's not 
marketing but does cover a number of those areas, number of complaints is reported upon annually, whether or not 
ichieve our objectives and targets for a year is part of that evaluation, we have customer comments forms at every 
re and ihey arc monitored 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
le a wide range of things. By listening to customers comments, listening or taking note of customer actions, in 
r words attendances 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO A 
li respect to marketing issues, it's, in the past cannot say, in the future its going to increase by the internal research Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
< personally speak to stall within the centre about whether, especially because we've got Brentwood and areas 
md Chelmsford, about whether Ihey have noticed things in the paper, whether they, actually, what they think of 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
nie of the posters, what they think of Ihe leaflets, whclhcr they think becausc they are dealing with the public that 
y^ are actually beîng effective 
oui the point of vìew of the product wc are providing, the staff are quite forthcoming in their commenls anyway, 
cause I think we are an accessible management team the staff find it qutle easy to come and talk to us if they tliink 
melhing is noi working 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
icre's a whole range of things really. On a day to day level or as far as the centre goes ihere is an element of market 
<earch, although I ihink lhat could be improved 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
liere's opportunities for cuslomers to come forward via comment cards lo offer Ihcir opinions Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
liere are user committees which are for the same opportunity and to a lesser exlenL 1 mean in a big centre like ibis 
;re is the opportunity to deal with staff directly to find out their customer wants and needs 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
ìat's purcly at a centre level, I mean you are looking to explore the bigger picture in ternis of marketing in ihe sort of 
utext of the ccnUe of the council as the bigger piclure or noi, or purely al ihe centre? (Q at the centre). 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
bviously there's questionnaires that are filled in, comment cards, users committees ali the usuai things but 1 am noi 
e that they givo usthe information we that we need to be able to fUIly judge whether our actions are successful or 
i 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
; bave a number of ways that wc listen to our customers. We have a users forum which is hcld every threc monlhs, 
it is chaired by an independent person 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
e have a customer comments system which has about half a dozen points around the building which is emptied 
cklv and ihose are monitored on a regular basis 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
e obvìously monitor any wrìttcn complaìnts Uiat we have and obviously tliose replies arc sent out, or tlie compiami 
mvestigated and Uicn we sent oui and Uiat actually comes downfrom ali of the staff and ali of the repliesthen come 
une so I see ali of what rocs on 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
e also have ihc borougli council officiai complaints procedure Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
e talk to a]] of our clubs within die centre on a regular basis and we talk lo our customers as much as we can Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
lot of il is donc infonnally, but we do have a formai system of complaints and you know proper sort of procédures 
<ingto clubs and that 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
view is that we doni do il cnougli, and ihcre is a number of reasons for lhat, time is probably Ihe one big conslraint 
Ml us 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
c do do il informally, it*s not formally donc and ifs difficult lo assess lhat when you are doing it informalty rather 
n Ihe formai system 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
e do have an annual marketing survey, we do have cxtcmal vérification of our facilities and our opération from a 
v customer perspective 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
c try and have a good public relations exercise on a regular basis Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
£ do gel involvcd with oinsidc organisations and liclpthem as much as possible, bui al the end of the day is the 
¡mee coming in and time tobe able lo sil down and talk to our customers and listen lo what they want ed to say. We 
do it but obviously it is (ime conslraincd situation 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
e do know Troni our market researeh and our exlcntal asscssmenl inai we ore doing a rcasonably good job Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
c do know from our market rescarch where our cuslomers find out about us and where they listen, they basically 
a i to us on local radio and see us in the locai papcr 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
1 lime to devote to a whole range of research, and customer surveys and needs analysìs and so on and so on and so Intelligence 
generation 
MO D 
lean the other tliingthat we do rely on are the sor! of customer survcys wc do because 1 mean they, periodically, 
Il in this case annually, they cover the same arcas in so far we are able to teli they are consislcnlly applied 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
ve go tliraugh from Ihc actual market research point of view first, so wc know what Ine customer wants. wc have 
customer comment cards which are in boxes which are emptied every week, and the dcpartmenlal manager will 
lalty deal thosc, they are obviously the righi person lo deal with the information going out 
intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
A'e gol market research which up unti! know lias becn up until now has once possìbly twicc a year, minimum of 
J sample which actually indicate where % of our customers are coming whether it's the pools or the ice rink, and 
i make sure that corresponds with tlie pcople we actually asking questions to 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
nal l'm actually doing lilis year, but weVe only done tlie internai ones so far, what we are actually goìnglo do is go 
inlo Ihe town centre as well and find out why peoplc are coming ìn and why they are not, and also increase the 
f, and hopingto at least two of the public ones a year. Obviously that hasnt happcned yet 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
line Customer orientation?, do 1 know, well customer orientation as in knowing what our customers, our actual 
tomers who they are and whal they wanl, I would say our approach is actually very good because we do, every 
: lager has contact with public within their department so you are constantly kept up to date with what pcople want, 
t we quite oflcn do duty management shifts so obviously you are in Ihe front line, so as soon as you know what the 
tomer is looking for and what they are noi happy about 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
l ifyou want my opinion as an outsider, if you like, I think the staff on the ground here probably are noi well, not 
veli as Uiey could be I would say, informed of Ihe urgenl marketing issues that affect tlie customer. Obviously Ihcrc 
some staff that will know what they need to know, and lliat's about it, but I dont think it gocs much wider that that 
I think it could do. 
Intelligence 
generation 
MO B 
vould be certain!)' feedback from customers, whether that's positive or negative, obviously Ihe more positive 
unents we have would indicate that we are providing a good quality service, and the negative comments would 
ąesl Ihe converse 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO C 
ihe lifebiood ils, I do occasionai lectures on various issues in terms of sports management and I always say that 
ìout a communications slrategy or a communications policy how can you add any other poi icy or strategy being 
dive becausc you cant get Ihrough to tlie staff of what that policy is ali about 
Intel ligenec 
Generation 
MO C 
I think it is absolutely tlie life blood and noi just from management lo staff but very importantly from staff lo 
lagement and 1 think the communication, the frecdom lo feed back information becausc of ali tlie formai 
hanisms that you have in terms of qualitative rescarch or feedback from customer user survcys, customer 
iplaints the most valu ab le thing I think is the "off the cuff remark" that is made to a member of staff, the 
ptionist, the pool attendant or whatever it may be and tfiere must be a mechanism to fecd that back in up to 
lagement and for management to take notice 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO C 
t is somewhal subjective and in terms of interpret you would have lo do qualitative you would haveto do 
Illative research into your customers, with your cuslomers should 1 say usìng various mechanisms and to determine 
isfted" but 1 wouldnt rest there because I get very annoyed when I rcad that 95% are satisfied with our services. 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO C 
:1i they bloody would be wouldnl Ihey othcrwise they wouldnl be coming into your building Why arenl other 
stoniers coming into your building and there are a high percent who are not interested in sport or swimming or 
diuinton and I would not ignore those peoplc but I do not necessarilv think that their views are valid 
mal I would like to get to is "why do you go lo leisure centre Y down Ihe road and not come to leisure centre X 
n'ch is our leisure centre" in terms of what we are offering, so I think in measuríng that you have got to determine 
icther you aro matching your service to those non user people who are sports pcople or regular users of fadlilies, but 
hink ¡t is aboul a fairly dclailcd sort of quantilative and qualitative sort of rescarch approach to determine if you can 
that if you are achieving service quality 
Intelligcnce 
Generation 
MO C 
hink. I would like to think that they are effeclivc in the first inslance, olthough as we have alrcady discussed eariier 
I think to a certain extent that we assume that they are effective but there ¡s a pausity of research which can actually 
[relíate what wc invest in marketing to prolilability, or indeed social gain, which is clearly a fundamental 
iportance o í a local authoritv context 
lnlelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
ur intention in Ihe first instance is to ossertain what cur customers require and thereafler it is to provide what they 
: looking for on a cost effective basis which equates to valúe for money and precipítales in due course continuous 
iprovement 
hitelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
ell I think it has got to be considered as a forcé for good that the more feedback we can get from our customers, 
od bad or indifferent the more likclY wc are to engender satisfactíon on their part and indeed rctcnlton 
Intelügencc 
Generation 
MO c 
ut al the end of the day, we have to be looking at sustainabilily, Üic Furzfield centre we've liad a honeymoon period 
twecn 6 months and a year 1 would suggest, if thereafler we're retaining the number of people at swimming lessons, 
¡ number of people coming to our parties, that's got to be an indication that there is customer satisfactíon out there 
d again we would mesh that with al] sorts of user surveys, wc carry out surveys on a regular basis, again taking the 
rzficld, wc have undertaken a massive research project into perceptions about the quality of our swimming 
igrammc, eleanliness, balance oflanes versus free swim versus clubs and so on and so TorHi 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
*e have user fora, we encourage customer feedback by comments card, we subscribe to a customer charter which is a 
:al autliority thing, but wc aim to tum around all our correspondence in a very short spacc of lime 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
e are also undertaking a myslery customer initiative in partnership wilh Stcvenage and Wclwyn Hatfield and so 
.iin it is inviting otlicr peoplc in from different organisations lo objectively and dispationately test ourprogress 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
liuk lliat one of Ihe first issues is to determine tlic customer base and (he polcnlial customer base and deciding what 
he most effeclive fomis of promotion and marketing tolhat customer base or anticipated cuslomcr base and perhaps 
ist importanlly to makesure that there is, tliat everything fils hito place that all tliat we do is not just aboul a vencer 
it wc have a good glossy brochurc or we promote on radio or anything like that 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
s we have got, Cliris Rushton ihe head of our operalions will probably lell you more detail, but wc have got four 
:r groups and wc do sort of qucstionnaJres wc have done somc independent research, I suppose Üie usual things that 
re and more facitities are undertaking now and wc do occasional user surveys so that sort of information fecds back 
1 wc have a formal complaints and suggestion schemes and a couple of our centres are iso 9000 registered and as a 
t of that process we are fceding inlo the customer side of things so we are yca we are proactive in there in Ihat arca 
wc do a fair amount of thal 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
!ic of the things that we are already ¡ntroduced is our mystcry shopper programme, and we doing that anolher lwo 
al authoritics and we will be going in sort of feedback on the good and the bad of each local authoríty 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
mcrship as I have menlioned ¡s one Ihat peoplc to have input, which is why before we wcre working on a marketing 
itegy we liad sort of focus groups with all the kcy players from all the centres and we liad brain storming sessions, 
at we did see was the purpose of why wc wcrc in business so we reviewed our míssion Etatcment and liten we liad 
t of sub groups meel to discuss the various arcas thal wc wanled to concéntrale on in the next lwo years 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
e will also do questionnaires after, you know, a new service has been launched, which we will get feedback as lo 
i know what did they think, how did they hear about it 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
here possible we will ask customers you know, how ibe/ve heard about anything new or which part of our 
npaign, was it posters brochures, ads you know heard aboul us, and obviously customer comments we get, and what 
thcY are just somc of the things 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
• looking at the number of customer comments Ihat we get, and complaints, wc can measurc how well we are doing lnlelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
so some ofllic centres have quality assurancc so ati exlemal auditor will come in and see, and do an audil on Ihe 
itres, so Ihat's again anolher way we can monitor service provisión 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
so wc have focus groups which have various members of Ihe communtty coming in and liicy will give us feedback 
particular áreas of concern or how well we are doing 
Intelligence 
Generalion 
MO c 
rket research, strategic marketing plan which we are currently working on which I am sure you are aware of havíng 
keu to Helen 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
istomer comments card systcm, so thal is proactively asking customers to comment on the level of service thal we 
delivering, and ihen they will be analysed on a monthly basis and wc will look at that analysis and obviously 
impl to make some amendments thereañer 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
e will ask exísling customers of the about activities they are nol currenlly pursuing so thal cross selling rather than 
ng lo get new customers in 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
Í1 is real 1 y trying lo get feedback from cxisling customers Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
oking at externa! competitors which I think we do on a fairly regular basis, corporately, not necessaríly on a site by 
basis, but secing what the competition are doing, keeping abreast of industry Irends so we can feedthat into our 
i strategy 
Intelligence 
Generauon 
MO c 
I say, in terms of a formal system the only formal systcm thal we [uve at the moment is a comment card system 
ich enables customers to fecd tlirougli, we liavc customer user groups so wc ask represcnlalivcs from each sector of 
user group at any given centte to contribule lo a meetíng and that follows a formal agenda so again, we asking 
n lo get involved 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
ould see it again marketing as very reserach, based very strategic based and I would have a very clear distinclion 
.vccn marketing and Ihe produclion of publicity material 
Intelligence 
Generalion 
MO c 
c problem we have, but Ihis is inherenl of ihe leisure ¡ndustry is you know might come up wilh a, you know weVe 
ie up lilis five year plan but Hiere are externa) factors that you have not necessarily identified at ihe begmning of 
process that then impinge upon how wc do things and those externa! factors might be political change, ihcy might 
.-haiíges in llie economic climate that wc werent proactive enough to you know ¡dentify in advance, there might be 
nges in local competition, tliere might be problcms willi tlie building thal we hadnl accounlcd for, not saying that it 
happen here but it certainly did at Herlsmere Centre Pool. You know we wcre, planl would go down, we had 
tilems wilh ihe roof and Ihe building was elosed for a period of time so Ihat will all impací upon marketing systems 
processes 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
rough user groups, tlirougli informal comments that staff are often exposed to when ihey are out in the confines of 
chamwood for example, we would compare ihe use of (he centre, maybe with olher pools and over in the filness 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
e of things for example we are looking at to brand our facilities and I also coordinate the health and fitness side of 
ngs 
i it's as a team how do we think we can increase our customer base at this particular activity, numbers are dropping 
iy are they dropping? You arc there, at the interface with customers is there something we that are not doing or 
>uld be doing? 
lnlelligence 
Generation 
MO C 
t the moment we have, the spotlight is on us because we are in the process of being built, this is a third of what will 
a huge centre, so we have behaviour is affected tlirough comments from architects for example, and from builders 
d from sub contractors, and oilier contractors who are on site who have all got observations lo make how we arc 
iniiig things rightly or wrongly 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
e do quite a lot of useful research in terms of existing customers within our facilities but we dont have that much 
ormation on certainly non users, and even some of our user groups, we don't have information on purely because 
-y are casual users, so they are just coming in paying a fee as they come in and that is problematic 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO c 
> yes it encomapasses all of the things lhat I have already discussed about looking competitors, looking at industry 
nds, looking at you know how other centres influence their service delivery to customers, ore they doing things 
iter than we are, it's about looking at best practice and replicating it here and thai might be within Hertsmerc or I 
»u Id say it would be beyond that, it's looking at other leisure providers, and I'd see the publicity part of it as 
iportinE that function. So lhat would really be the outcome of lhat process 
Intelligence 
Generalion 
MO c 
here is the potential to do more, because of the leisure card scheme wc have the information on our customers, but 
haven't, the same way as a loyally card in a supermarket, we have a lot of information about our customers and ihe 
y that they use facilities, but we havent had the resources up to now to analyse it correctly and apply it 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO D 
< that is what I see as being the next step to try and start using this information, and that is a form of market research Intelligence 
Generation 
MO D 
-'e ore at a bit of a crossroads at the moment, I mean through best value, which we have been working together as a 
nip together on, mere is a whole range of things that come out of this and the public consultation side of litis is a big 
: plus of this 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO D 
hink that we can, obviously ifwc are running any courses, if we arc running any courses and specific promotions in 
paper or through other means wc try and assess the effectiveness of lhat, I would say thai is our weakest point 
lnlelligence 
Generation 
MO D 
r leisure card systcm runs on that. Now when it, when we ordered il, back end o f 95 they hadn't converted it to 
idows, wc weren't aware that the windows was going to be as close as it was. Now, looking back, we were under 
•ssure lo gel something in, wc also knew thai there was likely lo be a budget saving exercise. So the new system, 
1 give back up, and will give back office systems, so we can do this stuff at our leisure rather than flitting around It 
i real problem at the moment But hopefully will be resolved soon 
lnlelligence 
Generation 
MO D 
who actually docs the inspections) Well it was me, I havent done them for some time, but 1 have a colleague in the 
ice who undertakes them (so these inspections are internal) yes 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO D 
the whole I think that wc do listen to what customers have to say and respond to what customers say, we've 
ently started focus groups with, certainly at Highgrovc we've had one already and Hayes are having a meeting in 
near future and lhat is very much the sort of first round of these meetings where best value type tilings arc coming 
therefore wc are sitting with Ihe customers and listening what the customers saying and actually acting on what 
y are saying for a change rather than in the past it's been very much a client / contractor split and the customer 
is i deration has been purely through the contractor and very little to do with the client and now lhat wc are all one 
larmieiit again we are trying to sort of have a, or bolli departments aie trying to have some sort of impact on 
.tomcr orientation and see what more can go with the customer 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO D 
you just take say market rescarch it may be on a borough wide basis lhat we would organise here, it may be on a 
lited basis in the sense say when we changed the locker situation at one of the pools the customers were asked what 
y felt about that 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO D 
lie department's approach, very difficult becausc wc have onlyjust become a new department, come together in one 
lartment tlirough ihe best value process we are having to undertake increased consultation, there was a user form at 
; of our pools, Highgrove Pool, three weeks ago which was very well attended, others arc planned, Hayes Pool will 
•c one soon 
lnlelligence 
Generalion 
MO I) 
fiat's Hie first open invitation to people to come and talk to us at an open meeting for a long time Intelligence 
Generation 
MO D 
'c arc having to ask some very basic questions of whether we should be providing anything to our facilities in the 
t place 
Intelligence 
Generalion 
MO D 
ea, we really have gone back lo basics on Hie this, because we are not a statutory service, you know wc need find Intelligence 
Generalion 
MO D 
ins now run its course, we are reviewing it again now, we are now in the process of discussing with Ihe company an 
irade to windows, we are looking also to see ifwc are lo change the configuration rather than have separate PC's at 
h sile, we will have a central server here, there arc extra costs involved, but there are other benefits 
lnlelligence 
Generation 
MO D 
we are going through lhat process now and one of the problems going back to your original question about getting 
information out is lhat il is so difficult because we only provided the system large enough to run the ticketing 
tent, so if we need lo go to say to Hayes Pool to get the information out, wc need to intcrupt the admissions to do it. 
could only afford the barest minimum 
Intelligence 
Generalion 
MO U 
.it again, I'd say since we'd had, since wc have been one, we have joined as one department we have had more use 
nformalton pulled out of thai system, real useful since we have joined into one department than in the last two or 
:e years 
lnlelligence 
Generation 
MO D 
ne of ihe ways is lhat we have an annual survey, where council services are ranked in order and for the last few 
rs leisure has been, its service quality provision has been fairly low with residents We are always flagging up 
ause wc have got old facilities and lhat sort of tiling 
lnlelligence 
Generation 
MO D 
uean as before one of the things I mentioned of one of the resources wc have a fairly sophisticated till system, but 
icr having the time or the pcople to sit there and analyse it we havent had, I mean we good on operating on ostcrity 
••sures, and the big financial squeeze, and having to cut staff back, and it is sort of a fire fighting job 1 have had 
1er than planning ahead on anything 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO D 
; have got a reasonable amount of information about our own client customers We don'l know why other people are 
coming, that's what we need to know 
intelligence 
Generation 
MO D 
ie teclinological issue about the system lhat wc have got, and has been in three years now and it was quite a major 
rase getting it in, because the difference in the old system 
Intelligence 
Generation 
MO 1> 
5ii Id say if I included the leisure card I would have something in (he region of £25 K (Q And how much would you 
, would you consider as a minimum to do the effective marketing that you wanted to do) Well in Ihc first year it 
ild be at least double lhat because one of the things wc need lo do is the range of non user surveys. So I would say 
rder lo organise some realistic, this would all be in house, I dont think we would be able to afford outside 
sultants on Uiat bul we would need about £50k in one year just to get mat basic data going, and then somewhere in 
region of £30k to Í40k a year after that Bul I am looking over a bigger range, this isnt just the two siles 
Intelligence 
Generalion 
MO B 
it wc have come to the conclusion, even that is 90% of the staff, it probably isn't, we should be doing it for the 10% 
yway, and we should be trying to, when I started again, I mean going of at tangents here, bul I mean when 1 started 
tli the department, it was very very different, I mean it's pre CCT and I didn't know the centre managers, I was the 
itre manager at the Pier Sports Centre 
Responsiveness MO A 
gain, in my position it probably wouldn't be me doing it, if we do develop in that sort of area, really again, because 
• background is basically managing the facilities, I have carved this sort of niche for myself in terms of actually 
ocking out the physical stuff and that is an area that I would like to develop So I could carve lhat for myself but it 
mldnt necessarily be me doing it because it doesnt necessarily be me doing it because it doesn't necessarily make 
od sense for me lo do that 
Responsiveness MO A 
has a lot of pcople coming through and it would lake pressure of their reception counters if they had a customer 
vices desk 
Responsiveness MO A 
;nin I'm not sure 1 understand the question, 1 mean without gadding into them nuts and bolts perhaps of my own 
•sonai situation which is as "the marketing manager", 1 mean 1 have a part lime marketing assistant which was sort 
nearer to full time at one stage but again resources and the nature of compulsory competitive tendering tends to 
talc that I am deputy sport and leisure manager, I am marketing manager I am manager of Herons Swimming pool, 
in the chap who knocks out all the marketing information, I am the graphic design artist, I am the one with the 
•pie Mac, so my promotions assistant is sort of day and a half very occasionally 
Responsiveness MO A 
e not seen her this week for instance and probably won't see her next week and so it's very, the actual sort of, it's not 
much the system 1 suppose as the actual organisation of the department but some of that is driven by the fact that 
à or our unstated oims is really is survival in a contract situation and being in the early part ofa contract that is the 
mc of the game reallv 
Responsiveness MO A 
ncaii we used to go out to an advertising agency and pay llirough the nose for the kind of stuff Uiat I now knock out, 
rcdibly cheaply as far as I am concerned, il is a more cost effective way of doing il 
Responsiveness MO A 
finally 1 mean I think it's a better way of doing il, 1 have control, I mean 1 am knocking the programmes to the 
itrcs and I, the sort of the feed back 1 gel from the centres if lhat if there is something wrong with the programme I 
i change it immediately 
Responsiveness MO A 
-i 10,000 glossy programmes done from somebody and within a two week period you know at the start they arc out 
date already becausc something happens inevitably, the timetable has to be changed, but the constraints do tend to 
financial especially in the early stages of a tender submission, or tender success 
Responsive nés e MO A 
it each individual centre has its own individual need Responsiveness MO A 
tere are more generalised things which do apply to all centres but obviously the nature of our facilities as well is 
ually if you compared them with perhaps other districts we have peculiarities, I mean something like the Pier sports 
itre which is literally out on an old pier and has quite a history as far as roller skating goes, and its the home of 
1er hocky, their needs arc very specific and very different from Whitstable Sports Centre which is a dual use facility 
:n evenings and weekends and is attached to the school and their activities are quite different in some respects but 
, from the marketing point of view, wc do place a fair amount of emphasis on tlie need to get people through the 
irs and to disseminate information as well which is all part of the marketing processes which is perhaps as I sec it 
Responsiveness MO A 
rpt) Right, what conditions, obviously really from my point of view you've got to hit your target audience, there's 
point in, I mean our philosophy and a lot of which has been passed down to me it's information from say Neil West, 
o is, has qualifications in marketing 
Responsiveness MO A 
my sort of philosophy on marketing is bom out of, I've gleaned from him over Ihc years, but our philosophy is 
lly wc want to target the audience as best we can and because of the constraints on finances as well we very have 
1 to hone in on who we actually trying to get at here 
Responsiveness MO A 
mctimes we miss the point, I mean I'm aware of (hat, we knock out so much stuff, a lot of it is purely informational, 
people need thai information but we do try and target the audience 
Responsiveness MO A 
ell my response is why do I want to reach quarter of a million people in Kent, our facilities dont travel on Hie 
ole, our facilities are local community based facilities, we want to get to the peoplc who actually live in Ihc area, 
Heme Bay and Whilstablc, included obviously, they're our target audience and even wilh Canterbury as being such 
nge tourist trap, again our facilities on the whole dont attract tourists, certainly noi day trippers for them although 
itcrbury is a big lure for the numbers of coaches lhat are in every day, they are coming to shop basically 
Responsiveness MO A 
: use different means, we do use vouchers whenever possible ifwc are advertising Responsiveness MO A 
c dont do a tremendous amount of advertising having said that we are trying to contact the local population wc do 
il so we use the local press reasonably frequently 
Responsiveness MO A 
hen we do we obviously like to, because it's getting the promotion like the actual, we sec an awful lot of centres sort 
ust I know doing two for ones and bring a friend and doing offers, and we often see it, and we've have shown this 
ic true in the past where you (ry and encourage, what you arc trying to do is encourage new customers 
Responsiveness MO A 
i high value purchases like our five star scheme, my manager of Whitstable Swimming Pool when we did a piece of 
ertising in Whitstable knew of six people that had joined as a result of this advert 
Responsiveness MO A 
ican in terms of in terms of the marketing il is practically everything thai you want to talk about really, you know 
building through to the staff, your programming etc 
Responsiveness MO A 
ere are other costs with me I suppose bul I have always seen it as a very cost effective way, I understand the 
incss as well and from my previous, we've used one company in particular quite a lot and they dont understand 
it you are asking them enough and therefore often tilings arc coming and going backwards and forwards all of the 
e and it's not being got right and that's costing you money all the time, it's frustrating, most of the centres know 
y can come to mc and I can bash stuff out there and them for them 1 mean I can get stuff out the same day, and, but 
re isnt enough money at this moment in time to properly be doing the marketing 
Responsiveness MO A 
ncy and the marketing and how from my own personal point of view how I would like (o see it go is perhaps 
e rent from, and I (read (hat line as well because 1 am deputy sport and leisure manager and I am marketing, I am a 
lager ofa centre and I constantly sort of pul myself in Neil West shoes and if 1 probably wouldnt allow me to do 
;e things, becausc certain tilings 1 would like to do becausc 1 am not sure lhat thai would be the right way to go and 
n aware of that constantly, it's all very well sort of carving out my own sort of niche, and doing the bits that 1 like to 
as opposed to the bits that 1 know probably I should be doing be doing for the department Bui no, we havent. 
Responsiveness MO A 
leu you have got people perhaps such as myself having a winge, doing 2 or 3 tilings at once, some of the other 
eels of the job like communicating to staff and having the time to sit down properly atslaffmcctings and duty 
lagers meetings and get across all you want lo get across it tends to be sort of firefighting all the time 
Responsiveness MO A 
i not aware of too many other sort of sport and leisure departments throughout the country although it will probably 
pen in the big cities maybe they do try and we do try and take very much more of a private club approach lo some 
<ur activities and facilities than an awful lot of local authorities 
Responsiveness MO A 
im my own selfish point of view I would love to carve out, I like, say messing about, the graphic design stuff on the 
inuter 
Responsiveness MO A 
I they are kind of areas that training I do believe, training is unfortunately again a little bit the same as marketing 
: in itself is at least one of those things when you are saving money there tlie areas that often get short shift 
Responsiveness MO A 
e have an officer whose responsibility marketing is and he has his own office, luxury, all his own equipment, he has 
iromotions assistant working with him, now lie collates the promotion plans, the marketing plans, and tries to 
ovidc a proactive role but, 1 must admit it has slipped over the last few years where its has tended to a bite more 
active but we are trying to get that back on track now, but he has a huge amount of work 
Responsiveness MO A 
lint systcm? Right, I dont know if it really hinders it (*help or hinder?) yea that's right, we are working very much in 
it's not really a competitive environment, we arc working in a contract environment which means following a tender, 
dgets are really tight for at least 2 years we have to instigate a number of growth items projects, very very quickly 
1er winning tender, we have, really what I would say a limited number of management resource and so wc tend to 
eus on key areas, key result areas, we have to get straight in and we have lo get those off the ground, we have spent, 
: usually spend quite a lot of time preparing for lhat point so il not a question of just diving straight in and running 
ound like headless chickens, but il is a very pressured period and the time goes very quickly and we need those 
ojecls to pay dividends quickly or else the contract doesnt survive, we have just completed the first 2 years of this 7 
ar contract and they, all the projects have paid dividends bui il does result in a number of things going out of the 
indow, the business planning process is, I suppose because we have planned forthat 2 years, we know whal we need 
focus upon and our effort really is directed towards that, and I tend to orchestrale it with it all the managers, and 
îrefore a lot of day to day business becomes, tends to read to situations rather than being fully prepared for them, so 
,ot of our marketing effort does go out of the window 
Responsiveness MO A 
lends to be that my deputy has a week where everybody is sending him material to have produced, new events thai 
c cropping up, new elements of the programmes, even silly things like appropriate moments in the year when we 
ould be should be reviewing our charges for the annual presentation to the council or the budgeting process, we find 
it we are missing those deadlines and the annual user survey hasnt happened for the last 2 years becausc ihe 
arketing effort really has to be projects because we need a result from those 
Responsiveness MO A 
îat was both, we had a target of 1000 enrolment within the first year of thai scheme operating and we actually 
hieved something like 1300 and we are now 1500 and we have decided to cut off at that level now because of the 
nibcr of peoplc trying to get into the gyms and dance studios and so on 
Responsiveness MO A 
ic council sets Ihe charges once a year on our recommendations so for the bulk of the charges wc would present a 
fiori to the council and we generally do not have any problems with getting those through however there are quite a 
iv activities lhat are introduced during the year, it might be for instance recently it's the spinning cycle Reebok 
tually that arc, and wc s d our own charges for those during the year and bring Ihc council up to speed later 
Responsiveness MO A 
ow it is very difficult, because they dont necessarily have the maturity or the work experience despite training to 
illy provide what 1 would term a professional service, their immaturity tends to come through 
Responsiveness MO A 
'e don't tend to have promotional budgets as sudi, our ethos is thai a centre can spend a million pound on promotion 
ihcy want, provided they make a million and one pounds within that one contrad year 
Responsiveness MO A 
'e would like more flexibility on charging, wc are quite lucky, we do have some flexibility but wc still have to report 
various people each lime and be a little bit wary of council readion, members reaction or our client sedions 
iction, treasurer's department readion as well 
Responsiveness MO A 
i it is quite a good performance, wc arc very pleased and the projects, wc had a monthly subscription scheme lhat 
: introduced and we increased the marketing output and very little else, there were oilier smaller projects but it was 
łlly those two areas lhat wc improved and wc can look at what we call ihc five star membership scheme and say lhat 
nernled an extra £136k, so £ 136k from £233 possibly derives from Ihe marketing effort, there were other programme 
anges and smaller items thai we introduced 
Responsiveness MO A 
wc ever felt that is was putting customers off then we would put more resources into it Responsiveness MO A 
'c do have a project (changing rooms) which has been cost cd wc think would solve a lot of the problems Responsiveness MO A 
tice when, just, as far as Canterbury is concerned 1 have been here must be in my ninth year now and 1 came in at a 
ne when all the staff present were really providing a carctakmg service, they were all very nice peoplc, they were 
:!l liked by customers, but they were pretty much opening doors, setting equipment up, and doing the cleaning, and 
: introduced at an early stage, and that continues because of the staff turnover, an ethos where we arc going to try 
d go beyond that, where we arc trying to exceed a customer's expedations, 1 think wow fador is one of the latest 
zz words, isnt it, where you arc noi just opening doors and locking up behind ihem 
Responsiveness MO A 
'e would spend a lot more on quality, 1 would spend a lot more on issues, marketing issues, improving, a simple one 
the moment is a customer services desk at one of the two main centres 
Responsiveness MO A 
e is the equivalent status really to my deputy contrad manager who looks after the marketing and the business 
velopmcnt manager is very much a project manager, but seeks new development works with the managers, works 
th myself, helps with Ihc planning process and oversees the major projects 
Responsiveness MO A 
J Is it a design issue or is it a staff issue?) It is primarily a design issue, and if we could chuck more resources at it 
mldnt be a problem I dont think, it wouldn't be a problem I dont think but again it is that balance, that trade off of 
ccllent quality versus adequale quality thai keeps customers coming through tlie front door 
Responsiveness MO A 
he detail to achieve those objedives involves a IdI of development and improvement Responsiveness MO A 
involves a number of processes for us strategic planning, business planning, wc produce a marketing plan within 
:h business plan 
Responsiveness MO A 
'e have our planning process, we sci our business objedives and targets which we obviously see as a development 
eh vear of Hie contrad 
Responsiveness MO A 
lie marketing plan elements, Ihe headings that we use, the product, the typical marketing mix, the produd the service 
: facility developments, customer care, programmes of adivitìes, we have pricing strategies, sounds a bit grand but it 
generally fairly simple, but wc spend a fair bit of time on our charges, wc nave promotion plans which my deputy, 
: poor individual, has to try and oversee and make sure everything is carried through wc have a schedule of research 
lich is undertaken and we have performance monitoring review and reporting to ensure that we arc staying on track 
lb the plans and modifying the plans accordingly 
Responsiveness MO A 
'e lend to do it, when we won the most recent contract I was under a bit of pressure from my new principal leisure 
leer lo reslrudure, and we resisted doing that and this chap I have who currently spends most of his lime on 
irkeling he was spending more time at one of the centres managing that centre with marketing effort on top of thai 
rj no promotions assistant 
Responsiveness MO A 
ow wc did notice during the first year of ihe contrad that our income took a dive, and our loss for that year was 
;a1cr lhan projeded in the 7 year plan. Now we had forewarned the council lhat thai was likely to happen, but we 
Lildn't prove it then and after year 1 of the contrad and got him away from lhat centre and gave him a promotions 
listant and since then have turned it around, but that is in conjundion with other projects so again wc cant say that 
irketing effort increased therefore it generated a £30k or £50k additional surplus bul our marketing output went up, 
imotional output went up greatly Rnd it has coincided wilh a much better pertormance(Q what was the level of the 
rfomiance increase?) Well we made a loss in year 1 of £200k give or take a few pounds and we made a surplus in 
ar 2, end of year 2 just recently finished made a surplus of £33k and that is on turnover of £1.8 million 
Responsiveness MO A 
> I dont think that prevents any restridion, but staffing resources do and also with management we have taken the 
w thai wc needed a dedicated manager for marketing and he has a promotions assistant but he would like another 
Responsiveness MO A 
il time promotions assistant for all the work we would like to do So our promotional effort is truncated 
3o vour have a sports development officer?) Wc have a sports development officer but not within the contract, that is 
;lient function We do part fund thai role, but we dont sec very much from it, we see very little They have a 
velopmcnt plan and they tend to work with schools, and they run courses al the local tennis courts and ihe 
liversity bul very little with ourselves There is very little programme lime available, again our work is very much 
rplus orientated, therefore any work that sports development did would have to be part of our planning process 
Responsiveness MO A 
interpret by customers having minimal queuing lime to get into use the facilities of their choice Responsiveness MO A 
he business plan again basically says what they will do and what ihey will achieve or try to achieve and they are 
lually kept lo lhat value ?? So ils for Ihe DSO for the business plan to say what wc are trying lo achieve within a set 
nc 
Responsiveness MO A 
his includes all of Ihe publicity that is done for the leisure centres, but also the contract specification has certain 
inurements which, there is a copy here which 1 can go through here, which I can go through here, which is a seven 
ar plan 
Responsiveness MO A 
'hat Neil Mason does who is the marketing officer, will actually co-ordinate the whole marketing function for the 
sure section 
Responsiveness MO A 
asically people have learnt that the customers are the most important people, they are the people wc serve Responsiveness MO A 
;ain no, not to the same extent they are picked up a fair bit within Ihe training there because a lot of the elementó of 
rvicc quality are down to training the slafl* properly and actually giving lhe knowledge to do things so il would be 
thin there, but there is also the service element that yes, there would be, there's more budgets required to actually 
Ip that, but I'd pick thai up in training basically 
Responsiveness MO A 
owever what I will say, because of the individuals we do have, and the general manager has a marketing 
ckground, thai also the deputy manager, Neil who you will sec later has, has got a skill that's ihcrc, and he puts a loi 
his own time in and a lot of his own efforts, and he has got a pride in what he achieves 
Responsiveness MO A 
nd product? The vital part that marketing plays in that the marketing that we do should actually achieve what the end 
adiict thai wc require 
Responsiveness MO A 
's not a tiling of just tlvrowing money at it but it's actually finding the way that's right, but is Hiere a right way, is 
Hing paper advertising at say for example a set column within a local paper every week of the year that's going to 
st a lot against going into giving free sessions, etc 
Responsiveness MO A 
ly interpretation of customer orientation is lhal the mix of customers, view is as the main facility in Chelmsford is 
it we are seeking to widen lhat as far as possible 
Responsiveness MO B 
lot of Ihcm retale to, well I mean ihey all relaie in one way or another to the nature of the offer and the public 
rccpiion ofthat customer atlilude 
Responsiveness MO B 
lit. 1 mean I think basically as long as you deliver what you said you are going to do and you deliver mal in the right 
id of way then I think that is it 
Responsiveness MO B 
>, vou know, we know what Hie likely lead in time is for they promotional campaign, so lets respond Respoasiveness MO B 
'c dont do anything on an international scale as such, even though Hie ice show does actually go wider afield and 
oughoutthe whole of East Anglia, and also promotions, and that's whether it's providing complimentary tickets and 
u pet it ions or whether its actually going out and doing a stand sort of at a show 
Responsiveness MO B 
mc, hinder possibly I would say, it's difficult because we arc such a large building and a public service we are 
wilg more and more private gymns opening up in the area and we cant always promote as more as attacldngly as 
:y do against us because it's not the way wc actually deal with tilings, we cant provide memberships and tilings like 
it which obviously a great sort of function for those type of places, but on the other hand thai actually helps us 
;nuse il means our doors are open to anybody, and whether you want to come once or every week you know you 
i, you can sort of conic along and use Uiat system. But I'm afraid that's the main help or hinder of the system lhal wc 
: working within 
Responsiveness MO B 
'c do try and, as far as possible getto the widest possible community out there that our facilities allow us to but I 
mid say that there is a danger with sonic of the facilities, because it is easier from a marketing point that we do 
get those that are easiest to be targeted and 1 think thai is a bit of a weakness 
Responsiveness MO B 
i you have got to be capable of being flexible and responding to their needs fairly quickly to areas of the programme 
1 are, need to be altered fairly quickly, particularly in response to obviously, competitors . 
Responsiveness MO B 
gain I dont have to report i l io committee, but I've got the authority to increase prices annually up to 15% or two 
íes the retail price index 
Responsiveness MO B 
c contract includes set opening hours which can be varied upon agreement and Responsiveness MO B 
link lhat can mean all things to all people, 1 mean I would suspect lhat if you were lo talking to a private sector 
;ralor effective promotion would be ensuring Hiat your activities in a marketing or promotions sense yield a 
îefils, and in the private sector thai is more about financial benefits, I mink in the public sector wc have to market to 
tain segments and Hiere is a need to ensure viability within set budgets but also there ìs a need to be aware of the 
:ds of local residents and thai is where wc get into the sort of social marketing of looking at pcople with greatest 
:ds or target groups whether they be women or people with disabilities so in terms of effective promotion I would 
: il is aboul reaching your target audience and persuading Hicm to take part, that is effective promotion in the public 
lor 
Responsiveness MO C 
ipposc one clement Hiat I think we could maybe focus more on is maybe non users which is always a big issue and 
. in tenus of ploughing resources into that area, it is also a fairly big cosi, the outcome of which you know you are 
mg to be able to necessarily justify prior to embarking on Hie project 
Responsiveness MO C 
i we have to react to Hie compétition and spend more on marketing to do that but also try and pre-empt what they 
doing and we you know have got a lot of new facilities now and so again the marketing budgets aient always 
:nualc but we do Ihe best we can really 
Responsiveness MO C 
liink you also have to be open minded to new opportunities, Hie web site is probably a prime example ofthat, not 
missive of anything, to be prepared, Hiat lots of peoplc have good ideas 
Responsiveness MO C 
ways bearing in mind probity issues and decency issues and tilings like thai but 1 think Hiat the biggest condition let 
people who are at Hie sharp end determine the best way and it is not just about money its about other things as well 
:h for the facilities so that the conditions thai prevail is a very open mind and a trusting of the staff that arc involved 
he marketing process and allow Hiem to get on wilh ìt 
Responsiveness MO C 
e may have to spend more money from Eric's budget because we have identified Hie need for something else which 
•ntually will create more income for this side 
Responsiveness MO D 
reused usage or ifwc are marketing a particular course or whether the course gets filled or not, because we actually 
it go externally, it's all internal stuff it's very hit and miss so the best we can do if we got anew course running we 
crtise in our centres and hopefully il will be filled but then again it's from current users and not particularly 
body new 
Responsiveness MO D 
rcascd usage or if we are marketing a particular course or wheHier the course gets filled or not, becausc wc actually 
it go externally, it's all internal stuff it's very hit and miss so Hie best wc can do if we got a new course running we 
Responsiveness MO D 
dvcrtise in our centres and hopefully it will be filled but then again it's from current users and not particularly 
nvbody new 
Basically, when you think, eventhebest of authorilies a very small percentage of the locai community actually use 
lie facility, you appreciate wherc you fît in to the local facîlily 
Responsi veness MO D 
Fees and charges are set cenlrally, limited flexibiHty for on site stafTto change those although we are trying to deal 
villi lhat 
Responsiveness MO D 
Wc arc limited purely to very small amounts of finances perhapsloput adverts in papere oursclvcs and wc have a 
narketing manager, who is callcd a marketing manager but hc is really producing localiscd publicity leaflcts posters 
liings like that to put up in ail the sports centres and pools 
Responsivcness MO I> 
Ilie peopie who are in the front line who I think know where the marketing is needed and what sort of publicity is 
lecded dont have the budget and the finances to actually to implement any of lhat marketing 
Responsiveness MO D 
think that the major conditions tliat we need are lliat tlie peopie operating Uie centres have tlie budgets, it is my belief 
lai we also have the knowledge to actually to carry out effective marketing, we perhaps need to sii down with the 
lient oflicers and develop a marketing stralegy for the whole of the leísure facílities within the borough, and then 
uce that is devcloped, allowing the centre staff and area managers to start marketing efficienti)' and effectively (Iieir 
entres 
Responsivcness MO D 
would firstly givc the two CCT sited at Ilayes pool and Highgrove pool their own marketing budgets and then 
irough dcvelopment wim the client and the contractor come up with some sort of marketing strategy that boti) parties 
lould be happy with, and then implement those stratégies from the centre, from where I believc wc have Ine 
nowledge and expertise to know where marketing is needed and haw it should be implemented 
Responsiveness MO D 
ibsolutely not, zilch, havent got any marketing budgets, or wc dont hold marketing budgets at any of our sites Responsivcness MO D 
io you and it's sort of, if thèse posters dont get out the crèche isnì going to succeed you know ils our best effort at 
oing it do you mind takim? it when you go down there and the staff understand that and they do everything lo help 
Responsivcness MO D 
'romolions is dcatt with predominanti)' here or borough widc advertising and site spécifie promotions are handled 
ver on site by the site managers or by an officcr wilhinthe contrae! side who has expérience of desktop publishing 
Responsivcness MO D 
As far as individual sessions are conccmed it's basically fillingup a session, therefore there cant betoo much wrong, 
r we have pitched the price loo Iow 
Responsivcness MO D 
he department, il's a big department if you talk about the récréation departmenl I dont think they particularly give a 
ami», but if you come down to the Icisure services actually on site then people are much more aware of what the 
istomer wanls, and what their needs are, but Ihey cant do much about it to be quite honest 
Responsiveness MO D 
he system ihat's in place at the moment is very, a big hindrancc because you'vc got a récréation department that hold 
te budget and arent really aware of what is required out in the sites and therefore you've got a catch 22 situation 
here the leisure site managers arc trying to get fùnds releascd for marketing and because there are so manycuts in the 
.idget in leisure we cant gel anything released to do anylhing 
Responsivcness MO D 
/e'vc got one person who is named a duty manager/marketing person and essenlially he is not the marketing person 
; is somebody who has got a bit of flair that wc have gol in our own midst and named him that because he was lite 
:st wc could have, we couldnt recruit a marketing person, there are marketing people at the civic centre but Ihey are 
r the wholc of the borough and not specificali)- Icisure and again we have to pay for that service so, IVe forgolten 
lint the main question was havent I', (rpt Q) The role of marketing, is really to, líke question 1, ìs really lo let 
'crybody know what weVe got on offer 
Responsivcness MO 1> 
tVell it's to ensurc that the facilitici that you are programniìng or providing mect the needs of your users, and non 
icrs as well of the community within existing budgets within simplìstic tcrms, and that we are able to say that we are 
il meeting a demand, and that we have got justification in order to change Ihings around to meet that demand 
Responsivcness MO D 
Vhcreas expenditure was very ver)' closeiy watched, very very scrutinised tothenthdegree, income was more of a 
condary issue, and we are just (rying to redress that balance now 
Responsivcness MO D 
ne thing we have done, in certain work areas tried as far as wc are able to within budgets is lo increase the numbers 
'sort of permanent staff. So ratherthanhave 3 people ali part time who arc conlinually changing, we nowemploy 
te person full time on a contrae!ed basis 
Structure MO B 
ic main thing if you liad asked me a month ago would have been Ihc phone system but lhat is coming in. I dont 
low really, I dont actually know because the phone system would have been on the top of my lisi, computer system's 
:ry effective 
Tangibles MO B 
'hai do you mean by "The system"? To bc fair it's quite reasonablc is that because the DSO as such do operale as an 
nis length contrari, so they arent stuck totally by the council's rules and régulations they are allowed to open up and 
lually do more and probably get (hings done more quickly Basically Ihey have got a pretty open style and they are 
lowed to do as they sec fil 
Responsiveness MO/SQ A 
/c have queues which Ìs nice, but we have téléphones that ring, receptionists even with three behind Ihc countcr just 
nt pick upthc phone, despile trying ali sorts of techniques, we can only have, we just cantafford to employtoo 
any people, we want to get the téléphone away from reception with a computer now we can do that, wc can take the 
okings anywherc we like, out in the car park if we want Over the last two years, we just couldnt cntertaìn thal, E 
cut Ine money on a counter, a computer link and surf ing 
Responsiveness MO/SQ A 
exibility in ternis of finance, I am trying to think of some cxamples, perhaps we can go on to surfing perhaps a lot 
E system lhat wc operating within has driven down labour cosi, now we, lhat has menni, we arc lending lo employ a 
sproportionatcly large number of young inexperienced staff at low pay rates 
Responsiveness MO/SQ A 
e dont really sec that, I mean direct competitors in tcrms Sport and Leisure, we dontscemto have many, I mean l 
uld name ihem, beyond that the wider sort of compétition is computers computer games, olher activkies, I mean 
u could look at almost anylhing, pubs, clubs cating out, there's lots of compétition out there and trying to get lhat 
sure spend out of people 
Compétition MO-NS A 
Ì it i sn \ and in Uiis area, il isn't so much lhat the private leisure clubs at présent are the kind, not to be sort of too 
meaning but are the Mickey Mouse sort of "oh I like puslung weights 1 'i 1 open up a gym" type place which actually 
us a favour on the wholc because they do tend to take away the type of clieiitelle, which again without being too, 
icriminating over this Ihey do take perhaps the grunt and groan merchante and give them that sort of spit and 
Aidust effect 
Compétition MO-NS A 
aving said that, I mean that's very mudi sort of old hat now, even the sort of private clubs tend to be a bil switched 
than that, bul they do take a clientele which somelimes wouldnt necessarily fit with our general social economie 
jups perhaps, wc will have in the not too distan! future a David Lloyd centre build across Uie way at Kingsmcad 
lich will, that again that will be another kettle of fish, but again they may cream offa certain number of users, but 
Teis ali sorts of différent issues and bridges to cross beforewo have to tackle thaï one as well, and from our own 
int of view we aro not necessary loo worried about Ihe David Lloyd centre cither because it, the King's School lhat 
s built down the road hasnt hit us very hard 
Compétition MO-NS A 
» wc are not too concerned aboulthe local compétition il is probably the wider issues of compétition from clscwherc Compétition MO-NS A 
id perhaps a[l sorts o f issues regarding sort o f PE and ihe curriculum in schools and Üie k¡nd of gettingsort of 
cnagers, cspccially perhaps girls into sport and llic decline in swimming and ele We are awarc of all ihose issues but 
s how we Üien rcact to thcm perhaps 
"here is a wide range of leisure pursuils, but we do have somc more dírect competitors we have a school around the 
)mer that provides lejsure facilities to the public, we have haléis that open up to the public, we have holels Uiat open 
i to the public or have reasonable access mcnibcrship schemes, we have prívale gyms, dance studios 
Compétition MO-NS A 
^e are quile fortúnate in Cantcrbury where we have not really liad any major competitors, bul 1 think next year, 
:rtainly Ihe year after there will be a redevclopment across the road, and it will be a David Lloyd facility and we wíll 
ive some fun there 
Compétition MO-NS A 
Ve do have compelilion springing up and we dont want to aliénate our customers, particularly as well introduce new 
hetues and it is our genuine aim to try to execed iheír expectations so we are trying to do ihat anyway but wc could 
i a lotbetter, but l do tiotknow ifthat really answcrs the question or helps, il is a bit of bolh 
Compétition MO-NS A 
Viten we have á large prívate facility across Üic road, I hopc that posilioning will put in good stead at lliat lime, 
rople wont want lo go and pay higher rates over the road, or we might have to reposition al that time 
Compelilion MO-NS A 
'e have got quile a number, il is pretty much anybody Ihat lakes cusiomers away from us Compelition MO-NS A 
/c deliberalcly dont allow people lo put posters up whetlier ¡t is for boot fairs, fun runs, wc do have prívate gyms, 
re Hiere and anywhere 
Compétition MO-NS A 
l lol of schools open up thcir halls now, so we have all sorts of competitors but Ihey lend lo be small scale, wc dont 
ive any comparable leisure facilities in the district, yet 
Compelition MO-NS A 
he tendering process Ihat we are currentiy sluck in is very limiting in the sense that you are eilher having lo cut back 
mect requiremems of contract which obviously affeets marketing directly or you are reaching your targets and 
:rc's the, which wc are currentiy in, where wc liavc the approach of no risks need be laken, hold cverytliing back 
itil the next bid, keep everylhing sort of up our slceves to hit our immediate rivals to ensure that we mee! our contract 
ain 
Compétition MO-NS A 
rectly any sort of local leisure activity Compétition MO-NS A 
could be a local charity disco Compétition MO-NS A 
il means all Üie kids are goingto Ihatrather trian come skating, leisure in general, it's so wide nowadays, personal 
mputers, people stay al home playing games ralher Ihan going out skating playing squash whalever 
Compétition MO-NS A 
(ore choice gencrally speaking, so that means you can get a much wider range nowadays than you used to be, we 
11 hold a slight monopoly with roller skating but olher man that, that's hit by the local cinema íf there is a major film 
l thal everyone want's to go and see then we can be hit badly, wc have to look very carefully al local cvents 
Compétition MO-NS A 
impctitors, it's quite Ínteres!ing is thal becausc again I'vc got, with the dual role, ¡f I was still contraéis manager it 
>uld be every body 
Compelition MO-NS A 
would be looking al everylhing whellier Uiat's prívate sector, voluntary sector, local sports clubs local gymns, you 
me it everybody 
Compétition MO-NS A 
1 (akc it a litlle bit wider now in the fact wc are competing completelv with cvery leisure niarket Compelition MO-NS A 
ot just a leisure centre, it's everylhing in leisure that you may wanl to do and that's people gardening, and it's people 
ing to the cinema, so literal ly the wider fteld is everybody out there is a comnetitor 
Compétition MO-NS A 
liere are a couple of olher swimming pools going out towards Rickmansworth and Hertfordshirc Tliree Rivers área 
lich will be considered to be probably our closest competitors 
Compelilion MO-NS D 
míe of those pools are purely local authorily mn, olher ones such as Harrow is a prívale cotnpany in llierc which is 
ining it on a CCT basis They are the major sort of people who we look al and see as cusiomers 
Compétition MO-NS D 
íere are one or lwo prívate gyms as well, because Highgrove has a reasonable sel up stand, gym and fitncss Compétition MO-NS D 
n ihc gym side somc of our sports centres indeed, are competing for the cusiomers to go there Compelilion MO-NS D 
1 the local prívale health clubs that are springing around us basically 1 mean wc have got ctreling around us really 
J they can offer for ihc same as what we are cliaiging for the facilities thal are brand spanking new and offer every 
tury, we know that ihev are Hiere and cant do anything about it 
Compelition MO-NS D 
he commercial Icisure centres in the borough Their facilities are more modcni and offer the sort of producís thal are 
nlcd by the public 
Compétition MO-NS D 
lien the King School closed for their extended refurbistiment and maintenance, customers who carne to us because 
y couldnt go there, a lot of thcm have stayed with us 
Compétition, MO-NS A 
hínk we are tolally, no no, wc are not totally customcr oricntated, we are totally awarc of Ihe importance of 
ilomers, I Ihink as an educalion Ihrough CCT, I Ihink CCT had a lot of bad Ihings, I think it liad a lot of good lliings 
i one of the Ihings I Ihink was to tum around pcrceplions thal we are here for the cusiomers benefit and not here for 
r own benefit 
Customcr 
Orientation 
MO-NS C 
• I mean I wouldnt alprofess to say that we are 100% customcr orietltated bul we are awarc ofthe valué of 
¡tomcr and it is onc of those things Ihat you have to keep sort of plying and making sure Dial people do understand 
t Ihat is what we are there for 
Cuslomcr 
Orientation 
MO-NS C 
il maybe our objectives on the client side arent clearty specified enough to enable the contract to be managed more 
•uslly, but that is only a personal view. 
Interfunctional 
Coordination 
MO-NS B 
íat do you mean by the "syslem" (Ihe system of Chelmsford BC) As far as Rivcrside is concemed there is a, ihe 
¡anisalion has tried lo give DSO's máximum operating frecdom, because Ihey have had to compete out in Ihe 
rkel. So in that sense, that is quite good. We do have a public relations and marketing unit which actually doesnt do 
ch in the way of marketing it's mainly public relations and prcas handlíng and thinga like lliat which seeks to exert 
influence over certa i n things that we do, really to ensure corporate livery which does presen! us wilñ difficulties 
ictimes, but not ¡nsurmountable 
Interfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS B 
11 not, I mean 1 Ihink gencrally in terms of cncouragement, I think the council's mission lias qualily within it and 
intion to delail and so on and so forth, bul I mean in terms of real inpul to that not a great deal, but again Ihat tends 
>e service chiven 
Inlerfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS B 
for example 1 mean, individual bits ofthe council will have pursued their own acreditation, 1 mean 1 think ihe only 
rail corporate sort of quality driven is inveslors in people 
Interfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS B 
as a resull of thal its own, permeate Ihrough all aspeets, I mean she is devcloping a role from a very recent slart. So 
t is an effedive one so it has to pervade all arcas 
lnterfunciional 
coordination 
MO-NS B 
brmation, I mean il's all the lcaflets that you'd gencrally expect from centres, weVe got excellent links with the 
,vn Centre Management, wlñch always comes in useful 
Interfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS B 
s've got four promolional events this week linkíng in wilh olher peoples evenls, purely from having Ihose sort of 
lacts and obviously the Council, because we are part ofthe Council, weVe got all the intenial emails that go to 
ry member ofthe Council 
Interfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS B 
; also got hotels and tourist information places in the centre Interfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS B 
il has to be conditions, have to be, one of Ihe big ihings is the fact that the oíd local authorily mcntality shouldnt Interfunctional MO-NS C 
èva i I and by that I will exaggerate to make the point, wc dont want to put an advert in the paper or do a leaflet drop 
: dont take a report to committee thai tliree months later that we get the decision to agree to go with it 
coordination 
think that the conditions have to be flexible, I think Uiat they have to be trusting in management on the ground floor 
respond to changing markets, customer bases and get on and do what they have to do 
Interfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS C 
would like someone to give me a magic solution for lhat one I think and 1 dont know whether video conferencing or 
owing certain Ihings or whatever ¡t may be, so I think getting that consistency across the board in some way would 
beneficial, and in some way engendering a sense of pride in the staff in what they are doing, and again probably I 
i wisliful thinking here, butto try and get in the staff of the importance of their job, because I think sometimes that a 
y a who sits on the pool for 6 hours a day or cleans out toilets for 4 hours a day, or sets out gymnastics equipment 
- 6 hours a day docsnt always realise the valuable and important part of his work, and that is part ofthe management 
iblcm and I am not sure how you address that other than in a longer term 
Inlerfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS C 
îcre's lots of different methods thai we use, one of my responsibilities is putting together a marketing plan, marketing 
ategy for the next two to three years, and Ihat's sort ofthe basis, and then other action plans from thai will be, Ihe 
ntrcs will be involved in and then we will be reviewing them on aperiodic basis 
Interfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS c 
) I Ihink that helps lo make sure that I'm writing this marketing strategy and then here, here you go you will be 
tually implementing it, its making sure that everyone is involved, and it will also you know, not just something 
it's, it will change so as things happen in the market place, you have to be prepared for that 
Interfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS c 
'hat we dont have and something mat has been referenced very very recently in fact is a customer policy, is a 
stonier services policy and ihat's something. I dont know if that's come out of other meetings, but I personally think 
it's maybe an area we need to develop further pulling everything together into a formal kind of policy. A lot of it we 
i doing, but not under thai banner of customer services policy if you like 
Interfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS c 
*ay the biggest, we have got a very good marketing co-ordinator, very knowledgeable and very able and docs work 
the best of her abilities in supporting the centres 
Inlerfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS c 
ut thai basically comes about from you know one individual actually produced the end tangible product although a 
of people might contribute to that 
Interfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS c 
t say the conditions would be making sure people are part of the process, and it isnt just one individual subscribing, 
prescribing rather to others how tilings should be done 
Inlerfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS c 
lie focus, everybody had an opportunity lo contribute to the customer focus for example, and that would then, once 
it has been agreed that has been communicated back, to them and lhat would form part of the appraisal meeting 
Interfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS c 
) every time we arc setting key result areas for individuals, reference would be to you know the focus of Ihc 
ilding, why are we here, what arc our objectives really and how does that fit in lo your job 
Interfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS c 
:ut it proves a point for us to our political masters bul, you know But if you start Icisure is great in Hillingdon they 
11 start ranking at the top 
Interfunctional 
Coordination 
MO-NS D 
"here is another sort of, what has happened at the same time, we have had another post created within the client side 
a sports development officer, and this is down to the person themselves her name is Hazel, and she is very 
husiastic and she is very good, and what she tends to do she lias met all the staff, and this sounds wrong, but it isnt 
lean she is meeting staff coming at a different angle if you like 
Inlerfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS D 
i what has happened, is Hazel has come in and because ofthe sports development work she is doing, she needs to 
k to the staff on site about things she wants to do, and things they want to do, but on top of that she is sort of also 
ing other things with her about marketing, about other things that wc are doing 
Inlerfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS D 
would agree with that, since Hazel has been around Again, it has been part of this, almost re-education process, 
ning back within one department and all working together And il did cause some teething problems, when " who is 
s coming in and telling us Ihis lhat and Ihc oilier and this is my line manager " and I think people now understand, il 
t taken that sort of suspicion away, we are all part of the same department wc arc all doing for the right reasons and 
link we are still in thai transitional stage hopefully we will get towards of that phase 
Interfunctional 
coordination 
MO-NS D 
here is normally a mission statement by each administration which wc have to lake into account Basically it is 
Hai ned in the introduction to the sports and recreation strategy 
Inlerfunctional 
Coordination 
MO-NS D 
s also broader that the local issues, I mean we have got funding outside, and people have said what is your strategy 
ihe future, and wc havent had one Now wc have, its a different game 
Interfunctional 
Coordination 
MO-NS D 
mean we haven't been able to bid directly for lottery money, but wc have assisted schools, colleges and there was 
; thai didnt get it and one of the reasons quoted was Ihe fact that there was no leisure strategy We have just, put in 
ither one for another school, bul we did have a strategy, although in draft form So we are wailing to see, siili 
iling to see, what's going to happen to that But without il you are sunk, cant do it 
Interfunctional 
Coordination 
MO-NS D 
o, absolutely not Because it covers, not just, the marketing budget which I have not just those sites bul the oilier dry 
:s as well, golf courses, leisure card, basically we are moving money between budgets anyway il is not enough 
Interfunctional 
Coordination 
MO-NS D 
hat 1 have lo do if I do anything Uiat can be termed as marketing I have to resource it from pinching money from 
.-.where 
Interfunctional 
Coordination 
MO-NS D 
ne of ihe things, I mean Erie is not even awarc of litis yet, is that there is a report going up to the next Leisure Sub 
minittee, about a marketing strategy because I have got a sport and ree strategy for you thai is part of it And one of 
things that we arc recommending all to do with the problems ofthe co-ordinated department is set up a marketing 
m drawn from both elements ofthe organisation. Now until that is donc I dont think we can make a really 
tccrlcd bid for more funding But if we can say look wc have got our act together, these are alt the things lhat we 
nt to do, spend this, we get Ihis, dial's what members like to hear, then I think we have got a better chance of getting 
ed i cat ed budget 
Interfunctional 
Coordination 
MO-NS D 
si found a gap, had some money, lets build a pool. No real thought about how much it is going to be used, but 
vndays, if you sec any longer applications you have to predict all of this in advance and that is the difference. 
Inlerfunctional 
Coordination 
MO-NS D 
iw that's between, we work together and wc didnt fall out about it but it just shows you what problems wc had., and 
:onrse now we sit together a lot closer, we have started to get a bit of benefit from that now. Well we had a major 
igrecmcnt about the contract, because we felt Üiat marketing was included and wc felt that the contractor should 
Icrtakc marketing although il was a very difficult thing to quantify and Eric from his position had no other option 
to say hang on a minute, this is budget driven as far as we are concerned, we have no responsibility for thai, wc 
n had to call in Ihc Borough solicitor lo actually adjudicate, because the specification wasnt clear enough 
Interfunctional 
Coordination 
MO-NS D 
e've suffered, before CCT there was a Leisure Department, stand alone, own directorate, could fight its own battles 
crnis oí the budget round and everything 
Interfunctional 
Coordination 
MO-NS D 
ell my view is that il has got to be accepted from the lop, for what you are trying lo do and that sometimes you 
e lo change the way you provide the services, the way you treat your customers and that in fact is all about the 
ige of ihc product, and the other problem was that because ihe lack of investment about the way in which our 
ducts were received in the community 
Responsiveness MOSQ D 
nosl areas yes, but there are some other areas such as marketing, but perhaps staff training to an extent and actually 
in g enough time to spend with the staff to make sure everybody ìb trained in exactly the same way to provide that 
:1 of service that wc are looking for 
Responsiveness MOSQ D 
hey arc communicated with and have Hie communication to hand they can respond positively and accurately to the Responsiveness MOSQ D 
istomcr's requests 
gain it's a hindrance because we cant actually, we are given a really restricted budget as managers and if you put a 
oposal for instance, if you wanted to do a new health suite or even put a new carpet down because the customers are 
ying that the carpet looks threadbare or whatever, you have to go through such a rigmarole to get any funds released 
replace that if you cant get it out of your normal budget, invariably you cant do much out of your normal budget 
m just cant do any improvements 
Responsiveness MOSQ D 
here is a hold on maintenance, I mean it's really really bad so even to get a new lock on the door its very difficult it 
m take months 
Responsiveness MOSQ D 
gain I dont think that the system helps at all, I think it purely hinders in that anything we as operators of the sites that 
e wish to implement within the centres to do with marketing publicity wise on customers, respond from customers 
mimenls and things we then have to go back to our client department cap in hand, can you do this yes or no, and at 
c moment on the whole the answers arc no, there isnt the finances there 
Responsiveness MOSQ D 
ecause in terms of facilities alone (he best we have got to offer is a building that was built in the mid 60's and (here 
actually a problem with mat 
Tangibles MOSQ D 
Jul we had a structural problem, which was caused by the advent of CCT and the way in which the contract was set 
i. marketing fell between the two 
CCT MX D 
lut there are other facilities out there which arc provided by the private centre which we need to compete with Again 
depends upon the sort of the different units within the centre, obviously swimming has got more of a monopoly 
-sition in Chelmsford, whereas other areas such as fitness, the marketing effort has to be greater to actually win the 
are of the market 
Competition MX B 
,ir competitors arc, and again il depends very much again on the area of the centre that you arc looking at we treat 
:r bars and catering as very much as a service to our customers coming in, wc dont look al those as local 
mpctition. But when you look al the sports hall, we have got a number of sports halls locally. If you look at the ice 
ik. our nearest ice rink is Lee Valley or Romford, and lliey are our competitors, but perhaps is quite a distance for us, 
we would pick up from East Anglia so I think wc are in quite a good position there. If you take the swimming, we 
e the only swimming pool in Chelmsford. Having said thai wc do know of a privale company that's opening up over 
: road in December, so we are very wary ofthat. We do know thai New Hall school has just opened a swimming 
ol and we have lost part of the swimming club to there, whether they have got public opening times l dont know but 
the end of the day, I am very pleased with what wc have got here, we have got a very big pool, people like thai so I 
iik from a swimming point of view we are market leaders locally although we havent got very much competition 
Competition MX B 
you then take the gym, now we do know there is 2 or 3 olher gyms around locally, ihcy have hit our financial 
;ures quite heavily because they arc a private club 
Competition MX B 
mie of that is snobbishness people do like to belong to a private club, bul again we've reacted to that we are looking 
payment schemes, we're not allowed under the contract lo have a membership scheme bul we can certainly have a 
ymcnt scheme and we arc looking at that 
Competition MX B 
'c know competition in the future is going to be quite tough because we have got a private company going in across 
: road in December 
Competition MX B 
liere is another leisure facility being built on (lie old Chelmsford football club side so competition is high Competition MX B 
nc of things you might like lo raise when go down there, is thai just across the road Pinnacles arc building a big new 
allh club which opens in December, so, major new competitor, so now whal 1 know Catherine is eager lo develop is 
narkeling strategy which basically gets ahead of the game 
Competition MX B 
lys right, you know, what it's going to be, we know that it's coining, we know it's offers, it's prices Competition MX B 
pcrience shows us the major private sector operators, as would be operators of our facilities Competition MX B 
f course Hiere are then the private sector operators who are specifically geared to the health and fitness market you 
ow I've just mentioned 
Competition MX B 
ícrc's another big operator which has opened up a while back, and of course we operate other sports centres 
rsctves in Chelmsford, but they tend to be a different scale and cater for different things 
Competition MX B 
it 1 mean in terms of sector that is (rue, but I mean competition for (he leisure pound is massive, you know, what 
ill we do, go lo Ihc cinema, go lo the swimming pool, go ice skating 
Competition MX B 
i wc are in a very competitive market and like most council services, if you want to make planning application for a 
incil house you know, there isnt another organisation you can go to, and a lot of the services that tiic council 
wide people dont actually pay for directly and so we have to compete in a way that is unusual for councils, bul is 
0 within a huge leisure market from going to Die local pub to whatever, and it is a real market place, which council's 
1
 not really particularly well geared up to being 
Competition MX B 
nr competitors vary Bramston's have gol a swimming pool, Maldon, which is our nearest competitor where 
i mining is concerned. We have (he Fitness First which opened up about a year ago which is a private gym. That 
s considered as, I think it has to be considered as a competitor, but at the same time we've actually found that a lot 
customers coming back because they are not happy with the facility that they are provided with there. Ice rinks, our 
irest competitor is Romford, but because going in (he other the direction wc have not really got a competitor to 
rry about I mean Lee Valley and Romford are pretty much going towards London, so they compete with each 
1er if anything and the nearest one afler lhat is Peterborough, so from (hat point of view Ice Rinks we are quite lucky 
lly. We have gol a private club opening up over the road in December which will have a swimming pool, and I 
,ik that will be our biggest competitor once it opens. So you do sort of look at, once again look in lhe areas of what 
provide. From the point of view of the sports hall, with certain facilities we should consider William De Feres and 
védales as competitors, but I dont necessarily believe lhat Ihey are competitors because William De Feres is pretty 
ich catering for Southwood and Feres and Dovedales pretty much caters for a slightly differenl product to what we 
We both provide badminton, you will generally find that somebody and bit more, and you know they are coming 
vu here for something else already (hen they arc likely to come down here. Dovdales is you know, part of a dual 
: college facility, so mat pretty much is facilitated by lhat So, 1 think because oflhe size of the venue we need to 
k al competitors depending upon departments 
Competition MX B 
:ry local authority and private sector within about a 10 mile radius of our operation Competition MX C 
ink dial we view as our direct competitors those people are in our similar market local adjacent sports centres, 
ticularly the private sector, health club facilities, we then look al alternative, external entertainment such as 
îmas, (en pin bowling and so on as the next form of competitor and finally, well not finally but thirdly is (he, the 
ìpctilor is home entertainment, television, video computers, and 1 would suggest if I wanted tobe clever that the 
gcsl competitor is apathy 
Competition MX C 
ican at one time you probably wouldnt think tliat local authorities could compete but because we have had such a 
investment in our facilities and we are trying look commercially and branding, and now wc have got, what we 
e is Beaumont's Health Club which is our health and fitness brand, and every time a new centre comes on line, we 
ilement those concepts and I think that's what is different to most local authorities lhat wc do sort of see things 
Competition MX C 
immercially and look at what our customers want, and I think wc have bien very successful and we have had one 
¡vate club opencd up in Potters Bar more or Icss that same time as our iirst sports centre was reopening and we took 
lol of business from them and they are struggling and we good facilities at a reasonable price and custoniers like that, 
id so wc are getting even thc top end of the market. that peoplc that want thc prcstige but still scc thc facilities as just 
- good al a slighlty bctler price 
o yes definitely prívate health clubs but also anything could be our compctilíon 1 meati ¡t's the leísure pound as well, 
«pie also want lo go to ihe cinema or all thasc olher complcxcs and spend ihcir moncy therc, especially kids and 
mili which is one ofourmarkets that we dontseem to attract becauselheyjust wantto go play onthe video 
achines and Ihings like that, so they donl want to go into our centre to be fit and healthy and also we dont have the 
cililics or Ihe environmenl to caler for what they want 
Competition MX C 
o yes. all the entcrlainment and big complcxcs are our compctilíon as well, and bowling and Uiíngs like that Competition MX c 
jid olher líttle, like even schools now put on sport1; halls and run kids actívitics in tlie holídays and that is our market 
. well, and they are our competilion 
Competition MX c 
iut the big one is the health clubs Competition MX c 
olmes Place is just about to open ín Borehamwood, so Üiey will be a major competitor in terms of thc filness market, 
t c in the fullncss of lime, bul thc Hawkesmoor at the moment 
Competilion MX c 
d say the Hatfield Centre Sw¡m Centre, Banict Coptal, Tlie Furzfield Centre Ín Potlers Bar, Harrow Leisurc Centre, 
some exlentthe Mike Heighly cenUe, maybe to a lesser extent, buttheyVe got quite a smatl segmenl of Ihe market 
aybc ihat are impinging upon our provisión at tlic moment 
Competition MX c 
robably Barnet Coptal, and Hatfield Swim Centre are thc major lwo, and índeed our own sites Competition MX c 
om the poinl of view of Highgrove we are fairly near ihe Harrow boundary and we have a huge sports centre in 
»rrow which tflkes some of our cuslomers and therc is another swímming pool at Northolt wliich is fairly cióse by 
ni wc compete with them 
Competilion MX D 
icrc's obviously competitors who are providing similar serviecs lo us Ín Chelmsford, partícularly the health and 
ness market There's olher local authorities across neighbouring local authoríties which provide similar serviecs to 
, Ihat obviously wc'vc got ovcrlapping catchmcnt áreas. There's also non sports adivines which are obviously biling 
lo peoples sort of leisure time. You know, theatres, ten pin bowling, things that wc donl offer here, are potentially 
cing our cuslomers away from us because they ofTcr an altcrnative servicc so therc are thosc Uiree áreas really. 
Competiton MX B 
hal do see of ¡t, well it's a huge arca of work. Well, basically markding, therc are many definilions, but it's basically 
terms of the sport and recrcation side is trying to find out what my customers want and tryíng to satisfy them, and I 
ppose Ín a business environment Irying to maximise income at lite same time So that's it overall what I would see 
ukdine as. 
Dcrinilion MX B 
ell our markets for this particular centre are wide and varied and encompass riglit from the very young to the very 
1. We cant be specific because wc offer so many facilities 
Definition MX B 
rom the poinl ofvicw ofthe ¡ce rink, it takes marketing on a wider víew, so from my point of view marketing takes 
nía of advertisement, from interna! and cxlemal, actual press reléase, obviously newspapcrs local radio 
Definition MX B 
5 linean, we do from our point of view in marketingtake onlhe wholc what sort of span of what we can possibly do 
d also obviously market research and what our cuslomcr'a want, and also what the staíf think about the produd we 
^ providing 
Dcfinifion MX B 
lie role of marketing is basically to make surc Ihat the publíc for which you are providing a service, (a) you know 
10 you should be providing that service for, (b)you know what they adually want and, (c) you are listening to them, 
d they know when it's going on, where it's going on and wliat's going on 
Definition MX B 
i expansive question lo start oíT with ísnt, marketing, any of vehieles and any other of conceptions as to what 
nales to marketing, I think ¡t can be classified as crealing and sustatníng demand on one levcl and tappíng into laten! 
maud on another 
Definition MX C 
ist about, it's Ihe oíd Ford cliché isnt it. "cverylliing we do is driven by you" and we subscribe lo that Definition MX C 
>w do you mean the "role of marketing", (Q Whal's thc role of marketing for thc major centres) The role of 
irkcting for bolh our major and minor centres is quite simply lo maximise throughput, at a price which is considered 
be valúe formoney 
Definition MX C 
link that in everything Ihe wc do I would not like to classify it as marketing or management or service provisión [ 
nk ihat everything has to be inlcgratcd in all aclions Uiat wc lakc willi a mind to promoling our service and 
ividing a quality of service which using the cliché meets and exceeds customcr expectations 
Definition MX C 
11 Ihink tlial anything that wc do whelher it is dired marketing or indeed administralivc work it all has an impad on 
! promotion of tlie facilities 
Definition MX C 
:ll Ihere is an oíd adage ihat 50% of marketing is wasted, but thc troublc is idcnlifying which 50% is wasled and I 
nk one of ihe intangibles wtlhin management is effedívcly determining whelher you are being effedive ín lerms of 
ir promotion 
Definition MX C 
«ertalion time really on that one, the role of marketing is, I am trying lo Ihink of a faney defmition but if 1 can say 
l the role of marketing is to ensure that the policies and priorities laid down by the authority are achieved, llien that 
ioI bad I see it as I said earlier, marketing I dont differentiate necessarily bctwccn marketing management and 
ílily service and servicc delivery, I think they are all so intergrained so really marketing is very much supporting 
irything that we do and Ihat it is to achieve the priorities, Ihe objedives ofthe authority whelher that be in lerms of 
uncial objedives percentage number of residents using thc facilities, percentage number of women, people with 
abililies people disadvantaged in whalcver way. So I see it integral to delivering the priorities and policies ofthe 
horitv 
Definition MX C 
say it's not about just about producing a brochure or putting an ad logdlier, bul it's a whole, it's a total concepl of 
ctine cuslomers nceds, finding out what tliey are and irying to satisfy them the best way we can 
Definition MX C 
« it as getting customers and rctaining cuslomers Definition MX C 
• 1 see marketing as a much bigger fundion than simply letting our customers know whal wc are doing Definition MX C 
¡slonier retention I ihink is very importan! Ihere, because obviously people are, rctaining our existing cuslomers 
ii (liey must be quile happy wilh Ihe product, although that is a bit of an assumption because Uiey mighl not have 
n elsc where 
Definition MX C 
enns of what takes place or what I perceive marketing to be? (rpt Q) My view of marketing is that we speak to 
toiners find out what customers nceds are, advertise the centres and make sure that publicíty is of a good standard 
hat Ihe local community know that the centre exisls and whal goes on in those centres 
Definition MX D 
1 think marketing is about letting local peoplc know what youVc got on offer and how you compare to otlicr 
ilities really 
Definition MX D 
arketing, well ín the general sense ofthe word, is everything lo do with assessing what you are providing including 
rkrt research, promotion, analysing. your customer's trends, income, the produd that you are providing, whether you 
merting the needs ofthe community 
Definition MX D 
:a, I agree wilh what Alan said, very much Uic same, my main concern is Ihe push to sell tiic produd which is what Definition MX D 
: are providing for the public, and to that end we are probably not doing true marketing, we are doing a limited 
lount and that's about in some centres the extent of it 
hat do I see as marketing, I see marketing for the sports and recreation centres as getting out there to the local 
ptilatton and let them know exactly what you've got on ofTer and where you ore because I think just concentrating on 
: local area people really doni know where we are and a lot of the time they dont know what we've gotto offer 
Dentition MX D 
aving said that wc do spend a considerable amount of money on marketing both advertising, market research, sort of 
n profit making marketing 
Marketing 
communication 
MX B 
gain our marketing tends to be, because we've got a big building here made up of three distinct buildings, the 
'imming being a local market, the sports hall being similarly a local market, although very much geared towards 
lelmsford, and then you've got the ice rink with their markets stretching out to Ipswich and Colchester and that sort 
distance 
Marketing 
communication 
MX B 
ur general marketing approach is one of awareness especially to do with the ice rink because obviously that is a 
isonable facility as well as we've got our advertising in our local papers where wc know the majority of people read 
: local papers so we try and hit the local market in that way 
Marketing 
communication 
MX B 
would think that the tools that we have in place are not dissimilar to everybody elses, we have above the line 
:hnjques such as newpaper advertising, we dabble in radio advertising, brochures, posters and so on, more subtle 
proaches such as competitions and so and so forth 
Marketing 
communication 
MX C 
1) of it is geared towards reinforcing our various brands and ensuring some sort of brand loyally Marketing 
communication 
MX C 
link at the end of the organisation as a whole has got buy in to a marketing concept, it's one thing for me to bandy 
jund with you buzz phrases, wc can talk about strategic alliances and brand reinforcement 
Marketing 
communication 
MX c 
ccausc I suspect that for every one resident out there in the streets who tells you that they are aware and participate 
:re will another five or six who wont even know that a leisure exists and in some respects you have gotto try and 
ike the people out there want your product and very often that is not easy, and mechanisms for effective promotion 
^ difficult to define, there arc ways and means, I mean there is the cut of slip in a newspaper advert or the sort of 
rvcys of customers as they come in and so on, are all mechanisms to sort of gel there but if somebody I think had the 
y to 100% effective promotion they would be a millionaire by now because E think it is one of those intangible 
ngs and not easy as I say to measure all of the time 
Marketing 
communication 
MX c 
ell I think that we try and use a myriad of things and the usual Illings are sort of newspaper adverts and leaflets and 
cet mail, radio advert and wc use a website as well, but I think that's a sort of, how can I say the hardware of it, I 
nk it is very important to recognise the softer issues of marketing and that is that the place is accessible, physically, 
car parks and bus routes and so on, that it is open at the limes when people want to come and use it (hat it is clean 
en you get there that the staff arc in recognisable uniforms, that the programme meets people requirements that it is 
iy to sort of get round the building etc etc you can go on, and as I said before I (hink that (he staff promote and 
irket facility, not in sort ofovert ways, you know, come and do an aerobics session, but in the sort of softer ways 
it make people feel comfortable and I remember somebody saying, and I have always clung onto it : "What we 
mid be doing is to make every individual who walks through our centre think that the only reason that we have 
med up is for him or her" and if you can sort of get that importance to people coming in that's not ignoring the 
iple who do not come in then that is a hell of good start that is 
Marketing 
communication 
MX c 
vould like to try and support greater awareness of the benefits of participation, I'd probably like to get the 
¡Mírtunity to use a few more "disciples" and being doing some more face to face selling. I think that you cant get 
ay from you know sitting down and speaking on a one to one basis with somebody and say well look just try it sort 
thing 
Marketing 
communication 
MX c 
3u know, I will pick you up in my car, and I will take you into Die centre and you can experience it But this has 
ou ree implications, and you know you have to be realistic on these issues and so generally speaking and being 
ilistic there is not a great deal other than probably looking at it more longer term than within short time spans 
Marketing 
communication 
MX c 
it I think, with new facilities, we have image, wc arc looking at branding and everything else that wc have to have 
ngs of a high standard, so it is important that you know, wc dont just, because I have been in private health clubs 
ere you get all this nice glossy stuff and then you get this tally bit of paper, that has their, important information it 
1 you get an image ofthat, and you know we don't want to go down that route 
Marketing 
communication 
MX c 
tat's supported by a whole host of publicity material which in itself I wouldn't see as marketing but it supports the 
rketing function 
Marketing 
communication 
MX c 
e role of marketing should belo increase public awareness but again at the moment there is just very very limited 
rkeling taking place, it's just down to localised posters and leaflets. No research taking place or anything 
Marketing 
Communication 
MX D 
e've certainly improved things like, very simply development of free advertising through you know promotions and 
dia exposure, which gel us quite a lot of column inches in each paper, but we dont actually pay for them and so I 
ik we are sort of on a mission of image improvement, which hopefully, well when you go through the questionnaire 
i will see a couple of things in there i mean the building is not a pretty building, it sils in a car park, it's an 
ileasanl looking structure, it's not terribly welcoming in ternis of customer appeal 
Marketing 
communication 
s 
MX B 
iviously from Die point of view of marketing, is it just within Hie centre as you were saying? We've gol information 
irds, we've got poster sites all around the whale centre 
Marketing 
communication 
s 
MX B 
it's a massive database of mailing out that goes on Marketing 
communication 
s 
MX B 
terms of the website, you can obviously look at the number of hits but I mean ours is a relatively new website and I 
ik a couple of hundred hits in the first month or two but half of those could have come from America, 1 have no 
a and of no interest whatsoever to Ihc local people 
Marketing 
communication 
s 
MX C 
rcrall wc rely on more subjective means rather lhan sort of more objective measurements of how successful it is Measurcmenl MX B 
ell 1 suppose in terms of, there is obviously bums on seals in terms of numbers through the door, and that's sort of a 
w quantitative measure thai I would say that people like me have been relying on for too long 
Measuremcnl MX B 
c have, our financial systems here mean that our income has to equate to our expenditure so, you know the most 
lortant thing to us is the income and we obviously have to monitor that on a regular basis to make sure that the 
LMiie is coming in and if the income is not coming in then we have to adjust as it were 
Mcasuremcnt MX B 
11 again, when you look at marketing, you can never seem lo gel an actual financial relum on what you are 
est in e and thai is, that's difficult I think to assess 
Measurcmenl MX B 
cause, where you, you know if you are investing x amount of pounds it's nice to see a return of why, and when you 
looking al marketing you cant actually see that and thai is one oflhe things I would like lo see where we arc doing 
lain promotions wc actually see what our expenses are and whal our return is, in any form whether it is a small form 
i cheaper price or a deal or a deal with somebody else, I think we need to see what wc are putting in and what we 
getting out and trying to assess the way forward 
Measuremcnt MX B 
11 again, as I said earlier it's difficult to actually do that, we do know that wc are a busy and successful centre Measurcmenl MX B 
3ut again thal's very difficult to assess in figure térras Measurement MX B 
taving said that, our attendances are going up and I mean I would like to be able to put figures to it, but I cant at this 
lage, it would be nice to but I cant 
Measurement MX B 
laving said that it would be nice to sce financia) retums on somc ítems to sec how much we may get back Measurement MX B 
laving said that I mean are dealíng with nearly 1 million through the door, so we cant doing anything to bad Measurement MX B 
.Ve are talking aboul develeping some ncw measures, these are always a bit difficulL Some of diese include things 
kc. marketing spend per visitar, I mean this is just Uie first list that we produced a while ago and this is besl valué 
rientated. But trying to play the dangerous game of cost ralios which take marketing spend into account and trying to 
icus it down on specific áreas 
Measurement MX lï 
íut what we think we are trying to develop is more targeted objective measurement, you know was really packaged, 
as tliis year's summcr programme for kids more beneficia! across all sorts of measures and what wcre the reasons and 
y to develop ways of analysing that 
Measurcmenl MX B 
mean you can develop all sorts of figures but actually what do they mean is very difTicult sometimes Measurement MX B 
keep a list of things 1 have actually advertised throughoul papers and press releases that have gone oul through the 
idio station, We obviously keep an eye on the figures of attendance 
Measurement MX B 
f I change a style a leaflet I will also keep, I mean I will speak tothe instructors as wcll as keeping an eye onthe 
pires, 1 dont just do it by computer 
Measurement MX B 
t's niainly a case of looking at Üie figures of pcoplc that are coming in, but also finding out if pcople are actually 
*vare about it so, because wc have gol the people at the council that are nol actually here, il's quite easy sometimes 
ist, if you are going down there to do something clse just to speak to people and see if they are aware of something 
iat you have done recenlly 
Measurement MX B 
es, l think it goes back lo whol I was saying carlicr somc of those things arent as easy 031 think you would like to 
inke them. Hiere are a couple or two orthree ways of doing it, I have mentioncdthe sort of cut ofTslip on tlie leaflet 
mi you send out that is the dcfinite mcosurable ihing there is the cuslomer or the non customer did you see this tn the 
üwspaper or did you get Ihís leaflet llirough your door and so you becomc aware of ¡t and therefore did you use it so 
ju can measure again the effeclivencss of that 
Measurement MX C 
' my primary indicator is throughpul, and by extention lumover, then ihat has got to be the most important indicator Measurement MX C 
Ve con tlirow in if you like positive cuslomer comments as a %ofthroughput, but in rcality you canthide fromthc 
gures thal your bank produce and I believe gcnuinely that whilst it might be unfoshionable to look at that onc primary 
dicalor that's really what il's about and it has lo done in conjunction with an optimisation of expenditure, nol a 
inimisation, but an optimisation and always we are quite prepared to accumulate and quite prepared to look at the 
mom line in térros vi whelhcr our investmenl has been worlhwhile. In olhcr words the bottom une has got to go 
rward each year, everylhing else being equal 
Measurement MX C 
o you have to qualify any mcasuring mechanism witli tlic knowledge tliat you know it may not be as it seems, i.e. 
)0 people hillíng our website are not 200 extra swimmcrs, does not work like ihal 
Measurement MX C 
;upposc at the end of tlic day it is to determine if you have achieved the objectives tliat you have achieved in your 
isiness plan and those objeclivcs can be measured as I Ihink 1 said cariier in terms of finances. in terms oínumber of 
:ople using the building number of new activities tlial you have introduced your mceting targels for various largel 
oups if you have got those etc Now tliat is a fairly glib answer because what you could say is right, dont spend a 
:nny on marketing, just dont spend anything and go for a year and by that I mean a penny on advertising and 
omotion as opposcd to marketing in tlic biggcr picture, dont spend a penny and see what happcns and it would be 
lite fascínating if you would be prepared to take that risk, l Ihink as I say I dont think we could ever give up this sort 
'interna! marketing, you know lite quality of Rervice, tlic staff dclivcring the good servicc and being polite etc but I 
3u Id lovc to have the guls one year lo say right wc spend in the región of a quarter of a million pounds on marketing, 
nt includes staff uniforms and one or lwo other bils and pieces. Bul I would love to say you are only going to have 
I25k this year and I want you lo achieve the same results as the yearbefore. 1 takes a brave person to do thal but it 
m Id be very ínteresting to sec whellier it would still work out and 1 dont know 
Measurcmenl MX C 
Iam truc to what I say, i.e. thebiggcst marketing plus thal you can have are the staff and the word of moulh in 
nny respeets that does not cost you anything in terms of marketing and yet we push out leaílcts and ncwspaper 
verts ele etc but intcresling point, but I am not so sure that I am brivve enough to test Ihat theory 
Measurcmenl MX C 
'we have a marketing campaign or an advertising campaign in the papers some of the things wc do will be like an 
Ter or bring this ad in so we can tell how manv responses wcS'c had 
Measurement MX C 
uppose ullimalely we measure it tn terms of tlirougbput, you know year on year, attendances, monlhly attendances 
ainst proíiled targets 
Measurement MX c 
we are doing particular campaigns wc would measure tliat tlirough you know responses to ihosc campaigns, we 
íuld measure it through our customer comments, if thcyre being reduced or people are commenting on Ihe fact Ihat 
:'ve had Ihis wonderful initiatívc we'd measure it through uscr forums, we'd measure it tlirougli just inlcraction witli 
stomers, we'd measure il through the impact it might have on other centres if wc are using say a thcatre to cross scll 
Iheir youth markel an activity that we might be putting on. We'd possibly need to communicate with them 
Measurement MX c 
'c dont necessary involve particular formulas in terms of marketing budget compared to incorne for example which 
jiow other centres might use lo bcnchmark, or you know lo have some idea of performance ¡ndicators. But we 
>uld really look on it as throughput, cuslomer retention 
Measurcmenl MX c 
rc run campaigns solcly al, looking al customer retention and we will monitor at the prc and post, the retention 
sgrammes how Ihe customer base how the customer compares and whether we have in fact relamed customers, what 
;ir activity pattern has been throughoul that períod 
Measurcmenl MX c 
> you cant just compare performance this year with last year and just say wc need lo Ínflate our marketing budget by 
i> 
Measurement MX c 
íink probably, probably Id like to stop the dock as well, as have a small resource Ihat enabled a marketing manager 
Riversidc to adually take difieren! units of staff just to onc side for a while and say right, for Ihe next day you 
vetft got to work on poolside, you havent got to clean the changing rooms, you havent got to do this, or do that, 
:re's our prices, ihcrc's our programme, therc's our performance in diflerent áreas, there's our compdition, here's a 
VOT analysis ofthe servicc ihat we opérate of tlic swimniing pools that IVe just done. In ollier words lake them out 
i try to adually sharpen up Uieirmind setso Ihat ideally there would be a lot of useful feed backfrom that onc that 
iherine could slart lo work with them to start to improve 
Motivation MX B 
lat isntthe time when you drag staff away from the operating side and say right, I'd like you all to sit in this room 
3 talk about marketing for the day 
Motivation MX B 
»they are operating in a very düTicult set of circumstances it has to be said and you know the people who look at it 
y dispassionately say well, you've got to open at 6 o'clock in Ihe moming, you've got to run the place through lo 
:30 al night, you know the pools, Ihe swimming pools have got to be up to a given standard, you know you gotto 
e certain levéis of staffing here and so on and so on and so on. Nobody ever says you've got to take time out for 
rkeling 
Motivation MX B 
11 would have Ihought probably the most important thing is an attitude wifliin staff ihal is sensitivethe important Motivation MX B 
e thal markeline has to plav within the hinctioo of the place 
ou know if you'vc gol ihat sort of attitude in idcally all ofyour staíTthen you are startíng from a position where you 
a, well hopefully, youVe got less of a marketing problem and if you have got issucs of a marketing kind that \vould 
sd to be addressed then you'vc got people that who are (1) motivated to achieving improvement and (2) and 
derstand how we need lo do it 
Motivation MX B 
is a sepárate issuc altogcther to if you like instil into all of our employecs a marketing culture which puls the 
stomer first which instils thcm with the dcsirc lo go tliat extra mile in satisfying our customcr's nceds and aspiralions 
Motivation MX C 
s a tieedforlhem to recognise that Ihey are very much a part of the marketing equation, and alsolomovc away from 
s concept that marketing happens at head office and the real world applies here 
Motivation MX C 
) thal is a problem with the systcm if you like, the lack of recognition from others as the importance of the 
irkeling function 
Motivation MX c 
.it such ís mv commitment to marketing and the varíous facets tlierín, Uiat I believe anecdotally that we would make 
liífcrence 
Motivation MX c 
lirngs like pricing, the council could be trying to affect pricing to achieve social objcctives to try to get a wider range 
people in Chclmsford into the building that maybe cant afTord to use some of (he facilities 
Posilioning MX B 
ralionale for lhat7 Tlie rationalc is, hecause it's a regional centre in (lie lown, il's very much a pay and play facilily, 
i what they didn't want to do is to have a mcmbcrship scheme where people pay a membership fee and have chcaper 
mission charges. They would prefer lo have onc fee and work it in that way 
Posilioníng MX B 
e do ofJer reduced fees for students and thal sort of thíng and in I think that will actual ly extend furÜier as lime goes 
thal we will introduce, in fact I think within the next 2 or 3 ycars we will be looking al things like residents cards 
i give them a chcaper fee bul the authority dont want to do a membership fee 
Posilioning MX B 
Can you vary them mid week, wcckend ele? Yes, as DSO manager l've got complete authority and in fact one of the 
iblcms wc'vc got at the moment, not a problem but some of our charges are linked to certain charges, now I will 
c you an exaniple, our adult swimming cliarge is linked to our club charge, so if we wanted lo put our club charge 
. we need to put our adult swim charge up, OK but ihere is nothing lo stop me putting ihal charge up and then 
cring swimming at a lower charge and in fact that is what I'm actually quite looking to do is lo, because 1 want the 
ximtim incomc from the clubs and to then cncourage the regular users to come more by reducing fee 
Posilioning MX B 
hink il's enablcd us lo pul togclhcr some more cohesive packaging as well Posilioning MX B 
s very easy to increase incomc by simply ¡ncreasing pnces, wliilst price has got to be, has got lo sil comforlably if 
j like with the aspírations of our user base, ¡t is about ¡ncreasing throughput andthereafler increasíng tumover 
Posilioning MX C 
íl thal the end product orlhe end service matches up to the levéis and the quality of marketing thal you push out Posítioning MX C 
¿ally we could do with putting more money towards marketing we could actually do with a dedicated officcr and 
ually commit a budget more towards it, il will repay back in ils time 
Resources MX A 
; the profits slart coming back in then possibly the gencration of monies back into marketing, bul marketing and 
¡ning are the lwo that l'd see that we need to improve on 
Resourecs MX A 
e sel aside, and again it is down to the bid whatever bid you are putting together, to put a marketing figure logelher, 
i the bottom line is ifwe werc looking at say a diíferenl mode of operaling say for example trust status, I would 
'isage that our marketing, and again I said marketing and training, l'd say thal marketing could possibly expand 
;fbld and training tenfold. So there are lwo issucs I would definitely look al if there was a different approach to 
;rating serviecs that would have a lot more funding put towards il 
Resources MX A 
iving said that I think we do do exceptionally well on what resourecs we have at (he moment, but it could be 
jroved upon bul obviously the nub of it as well is potenlially mcasuring the success or nol of that marketing anyway 
l that marketing efTort, so, but 1 could talk all day on thal onc and talk pros and cons and fors and against 
Resourecs MX A 
ain ifwe liad bigger budgets or more time if you like than we have at present, more time in lerms of the length of 
itraels and the flexibility to perhaps make bigger losses or lower surpluses (lien we would like (o spend a lot more 
slaff training so ifwe liad a bi( more lecway our marketing ctTort could be a lot greater 
Resources MX A 
icy are working wilhin a flexible operation so obviously with incomc, Ihey have gol a marketing budget, they are 
1 of a business unít, to some cxlent it ís a vicious circle they can only cali upon addilional resourecs ¡f they can 
i érate that through additional income and t think that is potentially is a problem, and that is where sometimos the 
•ni side we can contribute resourecs particularly to áreas such as cuslomer surveys, because thal's where obviously 
>nnation not just purcly at a sort of business level it's of interest, interms ofslralegic inlereslto the council as a 
ole 
Resources MX B 
c'vc justreccntly invested in a marketing manager and ihe way we man age the building is very much allowlhosc 
¡or managers lo look at thcir arcas and discuss Iheir budgets. If they fee! they are adequate or ínadequate then we 
i discuss that further. 
Resources MX B 
ni looking for my marketing manager to argüe the case and talk lo me about additional marketing if she actually 
Is that she actually wants it 
Resources MX B 
ont have a problem with making a resourec available provided there is a retum and obviously the marketing budget 
ery difficull to assess ihe retum on ¡t 
Resources MX B 
ice 1 took over wcVe increased the staffing levéis from a part time marketing person to a full lime marketing 
nager a brand ncw post and really previously to me being here or me taktng over as manager \vc very much ran the 
lding as a lwo management approach, myself as the deputy manager and tlic manager because we liad to forcé 
ígs through 
Resources MX B 
11, crucial really, it relies on Üic customers and the money that comes in and therefore the marketing process is key 
lia!. Catherin Mowlcy is the marketing manager one of the threc sénior managers at the centre now, so I suppose 
i rcflccts how importan! it is as you know the kcy fcature of the way the place operates 
Resources MX B 
-•er, we always want more money in marketing, my budgel is around (he £30k marte, that is excludtng printing Resources MX B 
s actually, compared lo otlier positions that I have held for marketing, it's the best budgel 1 have actually had, it is 
nuate, but you could do so much more with a litttc bit more money at the end of Ihe day 
Resources MX B 
If you would add the printing what would the budget be?) I'm assessing thal al (lie moment, because, I think you 
looking at Ihe £50k mark, but it has been put in with the slationary budget so that needs to be split up 
Resources MX B 
link it is a perceplion thing that if there are going lo be euls then they should be marketing cuts and we as local 
lority operators are not in the business of producing sexy adverts or glossy brochures, allliough the converse is in 
lity Iruce 
Resources MX C 
nuld say no, but every marketeer would say no but we donl do (o badly, we'd like more Resources MX C 
ink largely, and again I think its not just about marketing budgets you have to be able to reconcile those with 
ning budgets, and again it is al) part and parce) of the same equation 
Resources MX C 
mk so, my own opinión thal is 1 menlioned £250k for centres, altogelher for the centres weVe got and a littlc bit at 
i centre, that's not centrally controlled, but it is available to the centres and ¡t is diwied oul and you will scc how it 
<)tie when you get the paperwork, and my opinión is yes, that Ihat is adequate. I have to say that Ihe financial 
Resources MX C 
gets of the centres is quite challenging ond if you measured it in terms of just finance they do a damn good job, and 
ere I say there the other softer issues of marketing and so on, and so 1 think thai wc have an adequate budget, and in 
ct we have good fight, myself and Chris, well I have only been here a couple of budget setting years so far, but he is 
rt of, if you take £50k ofFI have to take of £150 the income type of thing, and it goes back to what we were talking 
out before it would be nice to experiment one year, and just say well look you know, you are more effective with 
,00k lhan you are with £250k and you will be OK 
il, no obviously. I think the awareness of marketing especially with our competition because wc have private health 
ibs being launched right on our door steps and so wc have to be competitive and Ihey are doing a six week campaign 
d that's what customers are seeing and they are not seeing anything from us then obviously you know they will look 
that and join them 
Resources MX C 
1 suggest the only potential problem there is the lack of additional resources, so we are relying on one person 
larkering) to deliver a hell of a lot, and wc are delivering a lot, I doni know if you whether you've had access lo 
formation, and the web site and just publicity and research and the strategic marketing plan is all being put together 
Resources MX c 
he other problem with the system is, obviously we are under quite a lot of financial pressure as a local authority so 
crybody's budget every unit, paired, will be scrutinised in terms of their budget, and marketing is unfortunately is 
sn an easy option to cut down on funds, because it's cutting bock on say publicity material, proactive marketing an 
¡ probably an easier target than say reducing or eliminating a member of staff at another centre or actually cutting 
ck on service delivery 
Resources MX c 
vould say no, and our centre budget for this year is fairly tight in marketing terms and I know at head office it has 
ceked slightly to account for marketing, and 1 think Herismere as an authority arc going through a quite a big period 
change, where we are enhancing our facilities, wc arc adding to them, so there haven't been any constants if you like 
er the last three, four, or five years 
Resources MX c 
think in terms of marketing for this particular site I mean because I am in quite a fortunate position because wc have 
the capital budget an clement of funding available to launch the rest of the building, and the ongoing marketing and 
smoting of what is happening here we can manage quite adequately 
Resources MX c 
lie marketing budget is actually held by the client officers, therefore Hayes and Highgrove pools do not have any 
irkcting budgets whatsoever 
Resources MX D 
'hen you say system, do you mean bureaucracy that type of tiling? Being a local authority (laughed) we do have 
tigs that wc think that the customer has cither requested or we feel would give a better service sometimes we cani 
o place because of red tape and it has to go through committees so time delays con occur because wc have to get 
provai so wc cani always react to the market or if a private health club is doing something and we want to either 
low suit or do something even belter we have to go tlirough various channels and it can cause delays and money is 
o a factor 
Responsiveness MX C 
was going to say, I actually don't have a marketing midget Responsiveness MX 1) 
'e are so conscious of Ihc fact mat we havenl done any marketing, any sort of major promotion, wc are more 
ncemed at getting the message out there, and wc doni know what effect it is having 
Responsiveness MX D 
c actually changed that and we've now got a management team of 6 or 7 managers and because we've invested in a 
irketing manager then I foresee thai marketing function working more closely wilh the managers and the marketing 
ìclion being critical of the facilities and the opening hours thai we are operating obviously for the benefit of the 
slomcrs that are coming through the door 
Structure MX B 
lean when we changed ihc marketing manager all I do is discuss it with Head of Leisure, and he might agree or 
¡agrec, but I argued my case and he agreed so I doni have a problem wilh thai 
Structure MX B 
I felt that by appointing a marketing company or a having additional staff here even on a short term basis would 
lp then I have got the authority to do that and, as long at the end of Hie day the budgcLs balance 
Structure MX B 
ell 1 like lo think that we have improved those just recently. We've appointed a marketing manager as a part of the 
lior management for the first lime 
Structure MX B 
ior to thai we had an approach where the different main elements of the centre, the dry side, the wet side and the ice 
k tended to do their own product development, not exactly in isolation bul looking within largely within sort of the 
ir walls as it were iheirown bit of the facility and 1 think that meant that probably that our offer came across to the 
blic as a little bit disjointed and what I think we have brought to the thing with the marketing managers appointment 
iomebody who's able to perhaps stand back and take a more global view and I think to the benefit, actually to 
Iping to sort of help the individual venue managers within ihe overall centre 
Structure MX B 
liI 1 mean I like lo think that we are moving in the right direction. Certainly the appointment of ihe marketing 
magcr is a major step in the right direction 
Structure MX B 
itherine is you know one of the three senior managers at the centre, and so marketing has its place at the top table 
1 of tiling 
Structure MX a 
ivould probably have a bigger budget, I might have an additional marketeer, I would look closely al in situ marketing 
ources in our centres whether it is IT and Corel Draw - is it Corel Draw, I dont know I am noi sure to dedicated 
irketing individuals so what we would ideally have is a central marketing department in tandem if you like with 
dicatcd marketeers in each centre and a bigger budget which would reflect that 
Structure MX C 
id one of the tilings Dial I often talk about that I was going to say unique and forgive me if it is not unique but in 
ins of sport and leisure we are the only service that a council offers where it is entirely at the discretion of the 
stonier. Nobody has lo come into our sports centres and swimming pools 
Structure MX C 
nd so there is a great deal of enpowcmient, (use that word loosely because I know it is another jargon word) a great 
il of enpowerment to the on site managers and the head of operations who looks after all the sports centres and 
imming pools lo gel on and do what is effective without inlerferrence from sort of "the council", the "municipal" 
dy and I think that lhat can be demonstrated you know tangibly in so far that we have developed individual logos' 
individual centres and whilst there is still a requirement to recognise the council's role within the centres that is 
iservicnltothe big logo lhat fils each individual building, so 1 think that they recognise the importance of the 
itres being seen as accessible and not sort of civic buildings as I think lhat can be sort of off pulling, 1 dont think 
it the corporate body adds a great deal of value lo a leisure centre in terms of its marketing generally 
Structure MX C 
mi, what I would do, I have just been to a fitness 2000 seminar and they are very much commercially minded and 
y arc saying you what you need are sales staff in your centres selling memberships you know dedicated people and 
he moment we dont do thai, so that would be something I think lhat if we had the capability or the funds to have 
licated sales people and possibly link Uiat wilh marketing as well, because not every centre has a dedicated 
rketing person, and often it is a duty officer who has a few hours per week and often that gets shunted more 
portant comes and things, you know slip and then when things start to slide, they say we didnl do any marketing bul 
y didnt have, it is just a vicious circle so that would be one of, to look at staffing definitely 
Structure MX C 
have a marketing budget for a start off and probably employ somebody that knows marketing Structure MX D 
hindered it because of the other things I said before, but 1 think if things go the way they look to be going they Structure MX D 
lould help it because I think the marketing issues in terms of who are our customers what do they want is all part of 
ic best value process, and dress it up in any term you like they make not regard it as marketing, but it's going lo the 
«me sort of issues of what a proper marketing policy would have 
would like to develop the hardware side of il and this department, this is the marketing department but I would like 
lore help and I would like more hardware and software and say, mat's a personal thing, that's a selfish thing because I 
ould like to be doing it 
Tangibles MX A 
Ic is now in his own right or in her own right a marketing tool, ihcy will help to sell the centre from top to bottom, 
ow talking specifically about Herons it's knowing lhat we are offering the right, getting the product right getting the 
rice right, the staff (raining, the quality of customer care that are staffare able lo bring to i t and that's not easy and 
laybc we will talk about that more later perhaps 
Tangibles MX A 
t is an overall picture as well, I'm not trained enougli, qualified enough in terms of marketing to talk about the five p's 
r the six or seven or (wenty four p's or whatever you want to call litem but it is getting the whole mix right, from the 
lomenl people and il's even physical, it is things like the building 
Tangibles MX A 
Ve have a particularly pretty, nice looking building Tangibles MX A 
Lliat particular centre, the design is pleasing (o (he eye, bul actually does give us operational problems, but can 
dually affects the marketing 
Tangibles MX A 
V lot of Die time I'm thinking about receptionists because their job is largely customer orientated, they arc the first 
Jrt of call, they arc the first contact Uiey are (he first impression and you never gel another chance to make a first 
npression as Ted Blake said, and ihcy have fundamental personality problems that perhaps which they arc noi even 
ware of, and il's, probably onc of ihe most difficult aspects of ihe job to try and get that across without completely 
lining some bodies confidence or motivation 
Tangibles MX A 
rom the point of view of us, we've got three main areas that we obviously need to indicate, 1 mean the swimming 
joIs. weVe got the only swimming pools in Chelmsford, so that's quite a local area thing 
Tangibles MX B 
ihink I said on Ihe first question how I sort of perceived marketing an although I doni warn il to be seen mat I'm from 
lead Office and this is what it is 1 want them all to have ownership on everyone in the centre is involved in marketing, 
Ihey are frontline staff and Ihey are dealing with customers Uien they are dealing with marketing, because it is all lo 
i wilh appearance, how you react, or interact wtlh customers so il is not just one specific person they have got their 
larketing hat on 
Tangibles MX C 
o il's like a, goes and round and round in a circle so we end up doing posters which is our best effort of providing 
imelhing 
Tangibles MX D 
To make marketing more effective? Weil I would change, I would put some money into the facilities (Q What sort of 
due would you put on that?) Well we are looking at, 1 mean at the moment we have standard pools with associated 
y facilities thai have sports fitness and so on, and we are looking at a number of possibilities of creating leisure 
litre which is what we really want. I would spend more money on the actual building When, if you see our buildings 
m will know wha( wc mean Wc promised, the staff have been promised, but have, from lime to time we have (his 
iiig called the wish list, and you know what would you like, and il raised everybody's hopes and nothing seems to 
lange appari from minor stuff, and it just gives staff the feeling that basically nobody cares 
Tangibles MX D 
cry little, apart from our own fliers or posters thai we do which virtually are up in our own swimming pools and 
nlres there is perhaps one advert a year for something particular, perhaps a summer holiday programme and thai is 
sentially because there isn't any sel budget for marketing 
Tangibles MX 1> 
o really it's very very poor, its what we can produce our self and that only really appeals to Hie people that come 
lually into our centres, because it doesn't go externally 
Tangibles MX I> 
's a need to look at the bigger picture that a clean changing room floor is as important as any advertisement and 
;arlv they have a rote to play on that front 
Tangibles MXSQ C 
"those customers are coming back they must be getting, lo me, a good level of service quality and ranges from staff 
ing neat, tidy, polite, the centre being clean and tidy, good posters obviously within the centres, good leaflets they 
n take away with them SO they know when classes are taking place and lhat sort of thing, and good response when 
¡y have complaints and comments to make about the centre that ihcy see tilings happening when Ihey make those 
rt of comments 
Tangibles MXSQ D 
o it affects, I mean marketing, a lot of people think it is just like pulling the ad in a paper, bul it is all down to, a lot 
other things including the way in which receptionists treat the staff, the customers, how the facility looks as you 
ilk into it 
Tangibles MXSQ 1) 
i>ain 1 keep coming back to this indicator of throughput, 1 do make this very raw correlation between sustained 
crease throughput and customer satisfaction 
Cuslomer 
Salisfadion 
MXSX C 
he role of marketing is to ascertain customer needs, to improve services, therefore to gain, by using marketing as a 
ol for (his purpose you can therefore improve the services and have more come and more using the facilities and 
ve people enjoy using the facilities more 
Definition MXSX A 
very customer that walks through our doors is camt, so wc have to be customer orientated, bul lhat having been said 
ry often and it happens in my own organisation hopefully less than other places we make up our minds what we 
tnt to do we then go and consult with the public lo hope lhat they will endorse what wc have decided and then wc 
II implement what thought in the first place so there are issucs surrounding lhat 1 mean warts and all in terms of thai 
1 very often you do do consultation bul it is more about please verify what we want as opposed to what do you really 
ml and therefore wc will change our service or service delivery or a programme lo suite exactly your needs 
Definition \fXSX C 
nean you and 1 because we are in the business, know the benefits and the enjoyment and Ihc pleasure and the health 
d all the rest of it of having a regular swim or a game of badminton or squash or whatever it may be, really is about 
ling people or getting them to understand that (here is, you know, il is an, I play squash, and I play squash not so 
idi lo keep fit but I enjoy a pint and 1 also think that I have eamt a pint aller I have had a gome of squash 
Definition MXSX C 
'ike a natter with me mate, and it is not just the 40 or 45 minutes I'm playing squash, it's about having another outlet, 
about getting away from the missus for an hour and a half type of thing, and it is really getting that message across 
people, so probably the apathy and the education issue is probably as bigger competitor to what we do as any 
ilerial things 
Definition MXSX C 
terms of the softer issues of marketing, the customer care, Ihe quality of service, Ihe facilities are proactive in that 
terms of training of looking for, not awards in terms of badges on walls bul awards in order lo improve service, I 
ntioned that they had got ISO 9000 and we are working at one of the centres to get QUEST the Leisure 
iiiagemetil quality award by the sort of autumn of (his year 
Definition MXSX C 
velopment in, I mean if you are looking at it in its broadest sense, both in terms of facilities and in terms of staff and 
service and marketing, one of the things you must never do is get complacent, I think that this sort of complacency, 
well we working at 95% capacity we cant do any more 
Definition MXSX C 
o I would say where we identify a problem we would look at il and pul thai in our plan to adually attack, or 
estimate attack and try and solve (he problem in the long term 
Responsiveness MXSX B 
.ill it would be very glib of me to say, come out wilh our sort of stated aims which is I think to give a quality service 
icrceived good value, but in a nut shell cffcdively that's what it is 
Definition SQ A 
mean we are a service led induslry so that's what wc are allempling to do for the people of llie district anyway Définition SQ A 
t's the quality of instructor, it's the quality of equipment we will be using, the qualily of the actual environment they 
e going to be working out in, it's laking the whole sort of picture reaily into account 
Définition SQ B 
ow would I interpret (rpt Q) Well Uie bottom line is how, perhaps how many, how full classes are and how full the 
:ntrc is but obviously it's a widcr a picture, we are obviously very conscious of the fact of tliat it's the staff have reaily 
)t to lcad the way 
Empathy SQ A 
iow again, in my time in the industry gone are the days are the ree asst or the lifeguard standing on the poolside was 
ircly and simplv a lifeguard 
Empathy SQ A 
Ve doni go, interesting point actually, because I have donc a bit work with Quesl and I wenl to the centre, and onc of 
e thingslsaid tolhcm, not to catch them out at ali, how many lockers not working is acceptable? 10, 10%. 50? What 
your benchmark on that one, and Uiey havenl got onc, so my staff doni know that 3 lockers not working is 
teptable but 5 ¡snl 
Measurement SQ C 
Ve would benchmark our service quality against that of competitors, but that's in ils sort of infancy stage at the 
oment so 1 wouldnl like to say thaï we are doing that to the best of our ability bul we are certainly making an effort 
form allegiances to other local authorities and other providers for them to come in and you know you have a 
yslcry shopper visi! and feed back to us and obviously we'd take on board that information 
Measurement SQ C 
o we have quite rigid ways in which we présent nionthly reports and we will compare attendances with attendances 
\d attrition rates at various sites and we will try and sort of come up wilh figure that we feel is a, replicates good 
istomcr service 
Measurement SQ C 
hink in the past, we Ve oflen relied upon, wherc wc felt service quality could be improved, I think theyVc relied on 
iefings, training, where it's required particularly at sharp end areas like reception with customers. catering, ali Ihat 
rt of tliing 
motivation SQ B 
would like to improve the quality of my staff, that's not being criticai of them, bui in ternis of Uaining and input, bui 
•>m practica! points of vicw, very difficult 
Motivation SQ C 
gain what we are looking at is a customer core programme, and allhough we have things in place we want to 
rmalìsc it I mean ihc centres go on customer services training, making sure they know how to handle complainls, 
•lening to the customer that sort ofthing. So from every levcl ofthe organisation, the staff are aware of dealing with 
stomers and making sure that they have a good time 
Motivation SQ C 
eli, the quality assurance has been recent, three or four years in opération so before that you know we didnt have 
ocedures and Systems to follow, so that's dcfinitely hclpcd things, what else, probably lots ofways I just cani think 
anylhing else 
Motivation SQ C 
he KRA appraisal meetings arc uscfìil in effecting behavioural change because line managers have an opportunity to 
down with staff on an interrupted formal basis, (sorry KRA) Key result oreas, basically appraisal meetings. To 
ictiss their role, so if there are problems with it that miglit be affecting their behaviour at work wc can identify lhose 
d mavbe effect change tliat will ultimately enhance service delivery 
Motivation SQ c 
owevcr operalionally it's a bit of a nighlmare because again it's built in the round and we have to be quite on our fect 
ien the archílecls were showing us original plans to point out the fact that if you start sticking ail those palm trees 
:rc we are going to need probably an extra lifeguard a year, a Hfe guard on duty to be ablc to monitor that are 
cause the lifeguard standing herc woni bc able to see beyond those palm Irees 
Rcliabilily SQ A 
'ith some of tlie staff and the younger staff in particular it is a case of training You are looking at attitudes and 
rsonalitics a lot ofthe time and il is just Irving to bring them on in terms of next lime, it isnl always black and white 
Rcliability SQ A 
' individual staff, that is a diflicult one, because we undoubtediy have people, some of those people we will have 
jught in ourselves, some people we have grown up with, Oicy have been imposed upon us if you like, but sometimes 
noi easy, your arc talking about fundamental issues, sometimes you do gel a feci that they arc in the wrong job 
Reliabiiity SQ A 
• both reali y as with the previous question on marketing, il's not in our interest to eut corners and lowcr standards 
:rc is a pressure there to make a return, our aim is to provide qualily facilities and services and perceive good value 
il is a sumniary of our aim, so yes we do aspire to lliat bul inevilably the system docs binder because of the financial 
usures, il is a tight rape wc have to gel the balance just tight 
Reliabiiity SQ A 
hen I started in leisure in 15 orso years ago or so, 1 worked in establishments thaï had récréation assistants duty 
Liiagers, plant operatori receptionìsts that had worked there many years, and were probably going to be working 
ìtc unlil retirement 
Reliabiiity SQ A 
owadays, we stili have a few lefl ofthat ilk, but if you look around our leisure centres, and a probably a number of 
iersf there is an awful lot of kids who have rccently leA school 
Reliabiiity SQ A 
e are qualily assured, ISO 9002 which obviously shows a quality system as to how we operale Rcliabilily SQ A 
Il ofthe différent things that come through and that are to actually train the staff properly so that when we get there 
d wc are confronted with the people we serve, wilh ihc service people ihat we are doing il righi 
Reliabiiity SQ A 
gain anolher one thal we are looking at is competane}' framcworks Reliabiiity SQ A 
hink the entry for marketing and advertising suffered as a result, and we have for many years had to dépend on large 
mbers of casually employed staff and (herefore putling those two things logetlier and going back to the image tliing, 
i public perception/ customer perceptions, if you have, what with the best will in the world you have to say our low 
ality staff with limìled commitment who are here today gone tomorrow, then obviously the levcl of service that you 
- ablc to delivcr through those staff is likely lo suffer It's not a compiami it's just a factof life and the council was 
-y keen to retain in house so the bid was constructed on that basis 
Reliabiiity SQ B 
>, they havenl been, dépends whal's mcanl by service quality reaily docsnt it, it's again they have been adequate to 
iducc the qualily that we felt has been necessary to ach i ève our business objectives, but we would have spent more 
ier a différent regime, and we will be looking lo spend more now, we are in surplus to produce betler qualily 
Resources SQ A 
i pausing because 1 don'l have the authority now, wc now need lo spend more money, wc need to perhaps employ 
>thcr full lime promotions assistant, wc would like lo invest in more projeets which will improve the range of 
ililies and activitics that we provide at présent but will also overeóme that design problem wc were talking aboul at 
igsmead but Hiere are 4 other centres, but Kingsmead docs represen! 50% of our total turnover so I would like lo 
nd more money and will be on some new projeets, I think the authority is there, we are now looking at spcnding 
tiey for instance on the extcmal appearancc of Kingsmead, again, it is noi necessarily an area that I think has put 
tomers off, but with the potcntial compétition coming up in a year or lwo's time where we are, we have always Iricd 
losition the service facilities so that they ore receivcd as the équivalent of private club quality facilities but at locai 
hority rates, again our aim is quality facilities and services at perceived good value and I think we have achieved 
t but again it is a difficull onc to measure 
Resources SQ A 
e will be doing that over the nexl year and two years wc would increase the number of front line operational staff, 
have got by on very strict régimes to date where every 15 minutes everybody's day is allocatcd to a task, so we 
iw ihat we are operating wilh bare minimum number of staff and that's obout it at every site, and again Ihat is a 
le off with service qualily, it doesnl give us the flexibility lo answer the phone, full stop Not even wilhin 3 rings or 
rings and the ansaphone hasnl worked and other techniques that wc have looked at 
Resources SQ A 
1.1 would say yes, the only problem would be that most ofthe budgets are planned a year in advance and you doni Resources SO B 
ways necessarily know something thal you nccd to improve that far in advance that couid cost quite a lot of money to 
iprove as quality of service 
think the system again, because ofthe life ofthe contratl, and the changing needs ofleisure within the 6 year pcriod, 
e exportations ofthe customer can change quite dramatically and the quality ofthe service is specified al the start of 
e controct period, sounless the Council or "Uie system" ifyou want locali ¡tthal way can pump in more money, then 
s reaily down to the centre management to work whclhcr they have got the resources lo improvc me quality or they 
ivcn'. Tliey have goltomake a judgement in terms of their market share, whelher they need to improve the quality to 
in more ofthe market and Ihat's probably happened in some areas over the last few years.t 
Resources SQ B 
would say overall probablv noi, I think if more resources were available, the quality of Ihe service could improve, 
osi certainly would improve. 
Resources SQ B 
ut I bclieve that altliough wc are empioyed in locai govemment, given the freedom wc are as good as any good as 
iy private contractor as far as I am coiiccmed bul what wc do need to concentrate on is clearing, customer care, 
istomcr service and 1 think ihat Ihat will, that actually, wc will invest heavily in ihat arca so wc do gel it righi 
Resources SQ B 
Ihink that again there is a great deal of freedom for individual Units within the authority to develop its own approach 
ward5 customer orientation and improvement of service delivery and again within a finite budget, I mean thal we 
ways be conscious of cost and resource implications IIictc is a récognition Ihat there is, particularly in arcas whcrc il 
a discretionary service like leisure, sport, there is a need to be innovative and to cnsurc the best possible service, and 
decd the introduction of best value I think will now orientate other non end service units or departments more 
wards a customer orientation lo this sort of internai cuslomcr approach 
Resources SQ C 
ïeep sigh) I think my answer to that is probably no, and 1 am Irying lo think of what constitules service quality and 
erefore what constitutes budgets, I think that orte thing in terms in quality il is noi about more staff or more 
sources, it is aboul making best use of what you have al ready got 
Resources SQ c 
's through staff meetings, through, even though I flip belween herc and Hérons, 1 hear and reacl to any issue thaï is 
ought lo my attention which is a sort service nature whelher, and a lot of it will be a more serious customer 
implaints or anything or customer comment fomis which corne tlirougli 
Responsiveness SQ A 
' it's individuáis involved l'll then be reporting back to individuáis, either give them a pal on ihe back how ihcy acted 
i the complaint, or the compliment or Ihc suggestion and with wider issues largcr issues that's reported back, 1 have a 
;ekly duty managers meeting which is pretty regular, dont miss too many of those and it is reported back there to 
ity managers, a loi of ihosc issues potcntially involve the duty managers anyway, Ihey are the person who has 
obably picked it up 
Rcsponsivcncss SQ A 
hat offen scems to be llie problcm wilh particularly young staff it's that Ihey, not always, but Ihey will alwnys sec 
ings as black and white, that's Die rule you cant do that They wont see the shades of grey and also ihat fart thal we 
ed lo blow in the wind with customers and listen to them to make sure that, hang on a minute that's the third person 
!io has mentioncd about that particular problcm wc should bc taking note ofthat, we should be changing our 
ogramme we should offering lhat facility, we should be doing that piece of maintenance of whatever it might be 
Responsiveness SQ A 
ou sliould bc capable of letling certain aspects go at certain times when it's good to do lhat, and people will 1 think 
¡11 reacl to that 
Responsiveness SQ A 
ut where it's difficult is where you have somebody lhat is noi capable perhaps of or, again 1 am thinking of thèse two 
threc people in particular, they will allow theinselves to just, the happy smiley face the nicc welcome goes oui of the 
mdow and tt cornes across as very terse, we notice it occasionala in téléphone conversations, you phone a centre and 
s response on the end ofUic phone is very poor and you have to remitid people of oh! What has happened to their 
crons swiniming pool, and a ilice cheery voice and if at all, not Hérons, and allier aspects as well, just the way 
ople talk lo people and the words that they use, very very difficull and again it's not something wc'vc had, you get a 
cai deal of tinte to with soni ebody and Iry atid, through role play or whatever and try and sort out Sometimes you 
;t bave to go with it 
Responsiveness SQ A 
liavc had to obviously speak over the years and 1 have had to drag people in and say do you réalise you are doing 
is or wc'vc had this compiami 
Responsiveness SQ A 
ou know, whatever problcnis you have got al home or in your private life you have to lcavc them behind and it's an 
L 11 doesnt matter how you feel you have got to try and pul it on all the time 
Responsiveness SQ A 
arry question again? (rpt ) No, noi idcally no, il's this toss up between budgets an giving that pere e i ved good value al 
: end of Uie day, the service provision that you'd reaily like to, now, yca, in an ideal world, I dont know every 
slomer Ihat carne tlirough the door would have their own sort of customer service person latch on to them slraight 
iay and take them through and hère is you change sir or madam 
Responsiveness SQ A 
i the moment we are running short on staff Responsiveness SQ A 
ow if wc are strclched in a swimming situation youVe obviously got, the main concern is the heallh and wclfare of 
ople in Ihat swimming pool, and so ifyou arc stretched for staff and ali your resources are being put into thal, you 
; then stretched as far as not cnough people potenlially on reception, not enough people íloating around, which is a 
tury at any time, but in an ideal world we would have more coverage there and obviously we are looking at things 
e customer service desks and again the centre like Kingsmead can probably justity it, it is a big centre, obviously it 
s wel dry facilities. fitness, dance studio 
Responsiveness SQ A 
i, noi as wc would probably hke to, again it's an area where are now very, we are looking at Ihese business plans and 
: are looking at customer service desks and we are awarc that we could be doing betler in that respect and what's 
illy broughl it lo Ihe fore is new management information system because that has put a hell of a lot of pressure on 
xption counters and 1 think that's Ihe way the industry is going as well, it is very glib to sott of say well you know 
s sort of American examplc and ali the time things are being thrown at us from America and of course people 
pecting higher and higher quality of service and they want to queue less and, but I think gradually bitby bit that's 
: way it ìs going and so wc'vc got to, 1 say rcact to that 
Responsiveness SQ A 
lababiy like to, wouldnt say improvc the training, but would be reaily a means of getting back to providing (lie 
ining we were carrying out when limes were better financially when there wasnt so much pressure financialiy 
lich freed me up reaily, I was going around doing internai customer care courses with staff and small groups of staff 
d that's lapsed again because of survival Because I think thal is important and even Ihough most staff you see 
ieve that they dont need it and yet you witness it day and day out, thal there ore small aspects which you would like 
latch olito 
Responsiveness SQ A 
ow you can tell ihem lhat, you know staff training session tili you arc blue in the face sometimes and it would be 
e to bc doing that on a regular basis, and the reason wc do it in house because wc have sccn some ofthe training 
ieos and a lot of them are sort of blankel general things which arc tlirown at any service industry and a lot of them 
id lo be hôtels and catering, and it's not specific enough and the kind of anecdotes which us as managers, and wc've 
1 tliree or four managers now thal have been in the business for a long time and specifically in this area as well, and 
ìt of anecdota! information and we use that and we are using specific examples, we using specific people potentialiy 
" 1 saw you do Ihis the other day" then you are telling me that you are a, you know you Ve been doing the 
eptionist for twenty years and you know the job inside out and I cant teach you anylhuig, I saw you do thal the 
ier day So it would be the training aspect, and again potcntially you are looking at resources, human resources ils 
Responsiveness SQ A 
îaking sure lhat we have adequale staff on a lot ofthe time 
We have (he quality assurance accreditation, and we have the aim, and as discussed earlier, those two sort of give us 
irection for continuous improvement 
Responsiveness SQ A 
kVe have staff development schemes through appraisal and training and development plans and there docsnt tend to 
e a fixed budget for staff training, again we guarantee that every member of staff cando a training course every year, 
s agreed at a staff appraisal 
Responsiveness SQ A 
>Vhen the specifications are drawn up, unless tliey incorporate some element of, a larger element of quality within that 
len they are just going lo gel the lowest bid possibly the lowest quality within that, and obviously whoever operates 
, a centre is going lo try and do it as efficiently and effectively as possible 
Responsiveness SQ A 
3ut if the bid is a lot lower than your rivals then it stands to reason that the funds are therefore are going to bc a lot 
iwcr unless you can come up with ways of investing and improving to generate more income, but then as I said 
efore the problem with thai is ifyou are reaching the contractual obligations, the tendency is to keep up the sleeve 
ny ideas until it comes lo re-tendering 
Responsiveness SQ A 
rhcrc has been since Ihe introduction of tendering about 7 or 8 years ago there has been a gradual reduction in 
ailing levels all around which obviously means longer waiting times, less cleaning time, less supervision of activities 
Responsiveness SQ A 
!o lhal would be addressed immediately whether it's a customer care complaint etc or it will bc picked up and 
iswered because you have lo deal with the issue, marketing isnt quite the same, you dont have a person coming and 
»y oh, this is wrong, your marketing is, deal with il now 
Responsiveness SQ A 
io I would say thai the service quality issues come up more regularly because of the way that they need to bc 
jdressed and Ihey always are addressed very quickly 
Responsiveness SQ A 
still Ihink lhat we have a long way to go, but there has been a change in people's thoughts and stalfs attitudes since 
CT came about 
Responsiveness SQ A 
ep. again il does go back a little bit on the last service qualily issue, I would definitely look at the training up of our 
atT, and what we do and how we do it in a big big way 
Responsiveness SQ A 
)bviously any systems you set as standard al a level, ifyou set it low you can achieve it, it depends where you set that 
andard 
Responsiveness SQ A 
think lhat sometimes we slightly get caught up with these are the latest ways of doing things, or this is the way that 
e have always done it rather than really carefully planning and thinking ahead We may still get caught up in that 
ighlly, but 1 tend to think that we do il quite well 
Responsiveness SQ A 
"hot brought about a change of attitudes, not particularly customers, customers didnt know that much, they knew 
imething was going on and they might have heard that the staff were transferring or a private company may be 
nning to operate, but il certainly affected the slaffbecause obviously again when you work under, a very tight bid to 
lerale services there maybe issues such as low pay, there may be morale, motivation of staff that are affected and it 
is happened, it's happened in mis contract and the pre CCT operation of leisure centres and what it is now has 
laugcd drastically 
Responsiveness SQ A 
-ooking at what a good manager supervisor needs to actually bc a good manager in Canterbury, so that when wc get 
lhat coal face and we do get to the front wc are dealing with public, wcall know the one (hat the person sat in not 
tcrested in the chair in the swimming pool or the receptionist has got a bad face etc 
Responsiveness SQ A 
mean in Riverside, when you see Kevin he will talk to you about it, we, trying to develop in sort of more detail and 
practice the continuous improvement the process ofthe business excellence model, and we trying to sort of absorb 
inlity in thai 
Responsiveness SQ B 
mean there will be times when 1 or other management staffai the centre, or client side staff would say look we are 
>l actually satisfied with that aspect ofthe operation, so you know, something gets done about it. So it's done in a 
iricly of ways 1 mean, (1) it's a part of a, Ihe ongoing way in which the place is managed bul also on the exception 
isis. we would step in and do something 
Responsiveness SQ B 
ic system helps I think because with (he lies (o (he council especially we arc always kept up to dale with what's new, 
ilh things like best value, so from ihe point of view of quality service there ihen lhal's obviously al the forefront of 
ovin g forward 
Responsiveness SQ B 
asically ensuring that the offer is as good as you can always make it whatever your role, being at the sharp end or in 
e back room or whatever, is the highest qualily and lives up to customer expectations 
Responsiveness SQ II 
hink since, it's got a big role to play partly in terms of the council's overall image, it's the council's biggest single 
cilily so people judge ihc council on this facility, very much so Sorry can you please repeat (he question, I losl my 
lin of thought there? (Q rpt) hi addition lo what I have just said, obviously at the centre level, marketing is very 
uch about satisfying Ihe customers in Chelmsford again, they are the council tax payers, they are contributing to ihe 
st of (his centre 
Responsiveness SQ B 
/e have a focus, and that focus statement has recently been redefined on ihe basis, mainly feedback from staff. That 
it displayed to customers but that will obviously reference customer needs the need offer a quite diverse programme 
a safe and clean environment, keeping abreast of industry trends and investing in slaff. So you could say that is quile 
stonier focused. As I say, this isnt advertised to customers 
Responsiveness SQ C 
i like to think that they are involved in the development ofthe marketing strategy and the individual marketing 
livities in terms ofthe hardware, I'm not so sure that's true, and that will be either be confirmed or otherwise by 
iris 
Responsiveness SQ C 
a we are always very aware of opportunities to improve levels of service Responsiveness SQ C 
/hat ihey arc not prepared to put up with is surly service and I Ihink lhal staffare perhaps the important key within 
: sort of marketing chain 
Responsiveness SQ C 
)K I will give you an example, I wont say which one, there was a particular member of staff, 1 think Eric will agree 
ih me, was counter productive in ihc sense lhat didnt, thought thai didnt know what we were doing, and it is very 
Ti cu It in local government to deal with lhal and you have to try and manage it, well that person has left and the 
ange has been dramatic And I think it is all to do with the culture and how people fell about it, and provided you 
ve got enough people who are enthusiastic I think it rubs off on Ihe others. Ifyou have got a few people are 
galive, il is very difficult lo change thai culture with the others 
Responsiveness SQ D 
lo. I would say they want us lo do everything, and with no money. The way I see il, is thai the strategy basically says 
: will do, will provide all these sections ofthe community special initiatives for those sections, fulfil all of the 
rporale policies with equal opportunities, sexual discrimination, all the rest of it, with no money. And it's all just 
irds until money is given to enable us to do it and it always seems that we are begging for money but that is actually 
; case, but until that's done, you can only do it in a very limited way For arguments sake, there is a requirement there 
specific groups that are under represented in terms that sports council recognise, say for ethnic minorities 
Responsiveness SQ Ü 
Ì do thai, in our current facilities wc have to lose income to it, or we have lo change the structure of the building in 
tain ways in order lo do it ll all costs money, now when we are up againsl strict expenditure and income targets, 
hough we want to do it, because at the end ofthe day, when it comes to the budget and (he out turn of the budget 
iy are you down? Eric knows whal it is like, you cant say it's because we put on this special course and "you 
mldnt have done il?", that's the problem So it all sounds very good, and I am not saying I disagree with it, but in 
Responsiveness SQ D 
ality, in putting into place, you can only do it with money 
'sieally a case where managers see lhat perhaps an area isnt up lo standard i.e. changing rooms areni being cleaned 
fectively, customers are complaining that they then look into the reasons why (here is a fall down in a particular area 
id then to react by cither retraining the stalT or sitting down and talking to the staff on an individual basis if it's one 
irticulor member of staff who is not prepared to clean toilets, things like lhat 
Responsiveness SQ D 
lut within those, staff training times, some of it is spent obviously some oí it doing swimming life saving training, 
it other stuffis spent on what happens in the event of fire, bomb alerts this sort of tliing so the staff are aware of 
iactly how to treat the customers should those events happen 
Responsiveness SQ D 
gain a big influx of money to just routine stuff to just provide a better qualily of service to the customers, i.e. proper 
lowers that work and proper toilets that flush, the basic essentials 
Responsiveness SQ D 
'ubltc wont even necessarily notice it but it is things lhat, we've had tilings go wrong We've had problems with 
•rtain mechanical parts of the centre, even that is part ofthe marketing process and wc were very badly hit by 
towers that didnt work over a period of two years and mat affected business very badly and we've had to claw mat 
isiness back and slowly but surely but that's another issue, wc tried to stay out of Ihc press as best we could with 
ícuscs and things because our own staff were fighting very hard lo manage something that we had no control 
Tangibles SQ A 
Ve are going to have to look at it more closely at some of the other centres where tfjust perhaps wont bc feasible or 
acticable 
Tangibles SQ A 
o to actually to try and improvc upon that, and it's noi easy, wilh others it's more a question just how they go about 
ckling a situation and improving that and I think the previous question you are able to do that, bring people in and 
V that it isnt always black and white and shades of grey 
Tangibles SQ A 
tost oflhcm I think are sort of aware of it and it's just getting that sort of almost like "Disney" attitude lhat you can 
; a real sour puss in the staff room but once you walk llirougli that door you are on a stage 
Tangibles SQ A 
i'e try not to be classic local authority provision and in certain areas wc do achieve that quite well people are always 
lite astonished al the nature of our fitness facilities 
Tangibles SQ A 
Jul we feel now lhat we are starting again lo lag behind and we need to catch up Tangibles SQ A 
mple things, like customers come in to ihe desk and you see the receptionist carrying on a conversation wilh 
ni ebody else 
Tangibles SQ A 
Vc could provide a much belter quality service if we employed more people as simple example, either more 
anagcrs and more front line staff, we would prefer to have more receptionists working out on the front, wc would 
;e a customer services desk, but the pressure in the first couple of years is such lhat we cannot entertain that, it is 
ithin the strategy further along the line, and it certainly hinders in lhat respect and I think in the old way of doing 
ings wc would have been able to justify higher budgets and wc would have been providing a better quality service, 
; try to provide a service that is acceptable, it wont drive people away, wilh that wc have to watch what else is being 
ovided in the district 
Tangibles SQ A 
.'e, my role is to work wilh each manager, and is for me lo evaluate the level of customer service quality at each 
nlre, whether it is access to the centre as you struggled wilh today, or car parking, receptions, queuing internal 
mage, notice boards, quality of changing facilities 
Tangibles SQ A 
Kit, we have got drains, sorry, floors lhat dont fait to drain, which is very typical, but the design brief, you know wc 
id to the architect, we are not teaching you to suck eggs but this is a perennial problem, and it still does not fall to 
nin, so you get a lot water forming and its difficult to keep squeezing it away, and as soon as it is done it starts 
miing again We now employ staffili there round the clock, bul perhaps we really should perhaps have 2 people in 
;re round the clock, onc squeezing water onc cleaning Absolutely ridiculous, but we try to involve the staff into 
rhaps longer term solutions in can we redesign the area, can wc change the traffic flows, and try and keep outdoor 
oes from wel areas 
Tangibles SQ A 
. customer will be quite satisfied I am sure providing the buildings arc clean and the water is the right temperature, 
d is healthy, and the showers work and providing they get a smile when they get to reception and no one is rude to 
em, I mean Ihal is what we would describe as acceptable standards, but we want to go beyond thai and wc need to try 
involve the staff, motivate the staff to want to go beyond that, otherwise they might as well tread water themselves, 
we are beginning to re evaluating all thai, but that is nothing new, that is something we have tried lo do over the 
le years and wc have had some success, but is a very difficult one to maintain 
Tangibles SQ A 
y their being able lo participate in ihe activity with good facilities, clean, good condition, clean up to date so that 
ten they leave the centre they can basically forget about their surroundings and just enjoy the activity 
Tangibles SQ A 
«-vice quality depends on many things, human resources, general ambience ofthe centre by decor, quality of 
uipment, modernising and updating equipment, lhal cant be done unless you have ihc funding lo do so 
Tangibles SQ A 
te main areas that I would probably change would bc on human resources, freeing up Hie marketing manager lo carry 
1 that role as onc position rather than having to carry out tliree roles 1 think he is currently having to, trying to do and 
;o his assistant marketing person whose lime is gradually being diminished as resources elsewhere as priorities 
e where means that priorities have to bc made and deal with the task ahead 
Tangibles SQ A 
rvicc quality would again mainly come down to human resources Tangibles SQ A 
ul, next week, all ihe swimming pool changing rooms are being ripped out, week afier lhat, Ihe in house computer 
stem is being changed 
Tangibles SQ D 
he week afler that I think they are starting on the re roofing ofthe whole of Riverside and so on and so on and so on Tangibles SQ 11 
hink that the service qualily is dictated by the facilities wilh a lot of money in that already, but 1 also think il is an 
eralional think, it's an operational thing whereby obviously the staff, it's something lhat perhaps, improve training, 1 
mlioncd sort of customer care before, but I think there is an overall, quality issues I think are staffai the top ofthe 
janisation, management, are aware of them and I think that doesn't necessarily filler all the way down, I think some 
iney and effort in terms of training, staff right the way down the organisation would be a useful investment. 
Tangibles SQ B 
this environment Hiere has tobe a product lhat is capable of being sold, and I would start of by saying that (lie 
ilding has to be in good condition, and offer the right range of facilities 
Tangibles SQ B 
link what Ì would do is to try and concentrate on onc single thing, the image of the building, Ihe quality ofthe 
ishes, basically upgrade the building so that customers feel lhat they are getting a sort of quality environment 
Tangibles SQ B 
aving said thai what I have sought to do since 1 took over 12 months ago, is to look at quality, and we are looking at 
• whole issue of cleaning because that came out very heavily in our market research and quite rightly so 
Tangibles SQ B 
lont think thai it's perfect by any means, 1 mentioned earlier Die cleaning, certainly we are looking at thai Tangibles SQ B 
e certainly do look at areas where we want to improve, we know that the glass in reception as a prime example is 
nething that doesnt help us with customer relations and service to customer 
Tangibles SQ D 
e arc, wc have invested or investing in a customer services supervisor who will look at things like direct debit tours 
lund the centre, information lo customers so wc are looking at that 
Tangibles SQ B 
link at the moment they're not but I think thai we arc starting to invest, inwardly invest in the building in the 
ilties lhat we offer, in the number of staff that we will offer, staff facilities i.e. canteens and lhat sort of thing and I 
very keen to make sure thai our staffare a happy staff so that they will give of their best 
Tangibles SQ B 
apital schemes are normally financed by the authority, but having said that as a DSO anything that we would like to 
> first of all we have to get permission, but secondly if we can finance it ourselves then wc will do 
Tangibles SQ B 
prime example of lhat I am looking at Ihe end of March next year to open up reception as an improvement in service 
lalily and customer care so if we take out the glass that we have presently got in reception because it's not very, not 
:ry customer friendly and I am looking for us as a DSO to finance that because I can see the benefits of that and it 
ves me the opportunity then to perhaps spend some surplus money that 1 have got at the end ofthe year 
Tangibles SQ B 
Whilst it overlooks a river, and today it looks very nice, the fact is in February, going down, you cant actually find 
e way in if you are a first time customer 
Tangibles SQ B 
o there are a lot of physical difficulties lhal we have to deal wilh in terms of image and most of the commuters in 
liclmsford go to Liverpoole St on the train and they sec the very worst of it so there is thai sort of public perception 
id then the other important ihing to understand, what I touched on earlier, it is an operation whose finance is largely 
temiincd by the basis of the CCT bid which is totally financially driven, which in a local authority context is very 
fficult, because there is a whole range of organisational overheads which get loaded into bid and Hiere are a whole 
nge of expenditure line items which privale sector bid would never have 
Tangibles SQ B 
•vo things, there would be substantial capital improvements of certain bits ofthe building, and I think also the ability 
invest more in staff training ofthe sorts I've just described 
Tangibles SQ B 
liere are things that 1 think that 1 would like to do more or quicker, small example, 1 Ihink that if a shower breaks 
iwn il should be repaired within 12 hours, if there is a chip of a bit of concrete in the spectator area within 3 days it 
ould be done 
Tangibles SQ C 
'a wall gels marked with shoes then within a week il should be painted, so I think that those are issues where ifyou 
d more resources and if they managed effectively then service quality could improve, unfortunately, not only in the 
iblic sector but in the private sector, I have lo sec that there is a financial return to that because, wc, I mentioned 
Hier, have finite budgets, so if I could prove in inverted commas, lhat 1 have this guy walking around with a paint tin 
you know a plumber mending the shower, that more people would come in because they were satisfied with my 
rvice, or llicy would come more regularly or they would tell their friends and they would bring 10 more people in, if 
.ould sort of correlate that then 1 think that we could do more about it, but it is sort of trying to work within the 
sources we have got and although as I say we have a certain amount leeway in terms of flexibility in terms ofthe 
idgets if we spend an extra £10k and we make an extra £20k then that is OK. I spend an extra £10k and I dont make 
then I have got some problems. So, we could do more, but it is difficult within the sort of financial reigns that are on 
e operation 
Tangibles SQ C 
•f course, if wc invest £6m in the Furzfield Centre and it is an infinitely better quality facility, then it is quite likely 
it wc will get more people than at say, Bamet Copta! because the hardware is there 
Tangibles SQ C 
o some extent il is all about image bul os I say I think that is very much a veneer, you have lo be ablc to sustain mat 
lage in terms of ihc product the quality of the provision of facility and indeed the levels of service thai you receive, 
d integral to thai there is no doubt about that is our staff and I think thai people perhaps are prepared to put up wilh 
d facilities and they are prepared to put up with ones that arcnt as good as the one "down the way" 
Tangibles SQ C 
gh, again probably that managers will say not, in terms of cleaning and obviously the majority of comments we get 
on cleaning, making things, this is out of order or whatever, and sometimes wc dont have the capability or the like 
a equipment is out of date or needs updating, dont always get funds to do that so, each year it seems thai budgets are 
diter and lighter so I'd probably sav no to thai as well 
Tangibles SQ C 
s sort of an operational thing, again it's making sure thai we have got enough staff to supervise the gym or the time, 
cause some centres, OK they are fairly small but it is giving the customer thai extra service that you know we have 
\ qualified staff always on hand to ask any questions, again cleaners I think, ) mean the centre managers would 
obablytclt you differently but I think lhcyneed more hours for cleaning so morestaffor extend what ihey have 
•cady got 
Tangibles SQ C 
a now to enhance service quality, if I was looking at one element of that which would bc cleanliness for example, to 
and add in resources retrospectively are going lo bc quite difficull 
Tangibles SQ c 
would say, you know I am quite aware at the moment ofthe areas that need addressing that need enhancing the 
ality of service, and I would say cleanliness is a big issue, and this is made more difficult by the fact that wc arc 
erating a temporary building on the one hand, which is the changing areas and the reception areas, and this 
rmanciit structure 
Tangibles SQ c 
s lhal carpet dirty or is it clean?" lo you or to me Tangibles SQ c 
ut certainly things were they could be measured like lockers is a prime example, we need lo do a utile bit more on 
it, and certainly when wc go down the quest line lhal will be brought more to Ihe fore 
Tangibles SQ c 
ou can only do so much with that product and you dont know whether or not you are getting best value or not, but 
icn you compare it wilh other competitors tlial have a much better level of equipment and environment it is 
motivating for staff 
Tangibles SQ I) 
oesnt mean to say it's good quality, that's a subjective thing, that in all honesty if we were running an aerobics 
;sion say at onc of our sports session and tlicy were running al one ofthe brand new fitness centres you'd say thai 
:irs was better because ofthe better environment Depends what people regard as quality, whether it is the coach, 
]ether is the locality 
Tangibles SQ B 
3 invest a significant amount of money to improvc both the image to the customer and the working environment of 
: staff I think would improvc the quality no end 
Tangibles SQ D 
Jo, wc havenl gol enough staff, the facilities are falling down, so the answer's no Tangibles SQ D 
ow ifyou cant have a new facility it means re-developing a site with an add on or whatever, that's my own view 1 
nk you know there is only limited potential left in the sites that we have gol Alright we could get some more 
:omc, but wc would never meet, we'd never match the marketing budget in order to achieve it I mean we would have 
; satisfaction of having of having the older ones full up, but I dont we are going to really deal wilh it, we need to get 
lew market, need to, new customers thai we are not getting at the moment I think the only way to do that is to have a 
sure centre where you can then offer more lo families, it is all lo do, ¡1 is all lo do with producing a product which is 
ow, this is it" 1 have got staff working in facilities lhat are embarrassed with things that they have lo offer It is very 
ficult to get enthusiastic about marketing when you are dealing with mould on walls and stuff like lhat 
Tangibles SQ D 
11 would say that Ihe services have suffered as a result, I mean the physical product has suffered in terms of the 
ildings, hopefully the services thai we have offered within lhat have tried to do their best they can in the services, 
t we are dealing wilh halls where there's continual leaks in the roofs and you cant provide a service because it is just 
possible to use them and we are dealing with that sort of issue there 
Tangibles SQ n 
ill, it's not necessarily top quality whal it is, I think something that matches up lo two things I suppose, firstly what 
have said what we arc going to do, and Ihen what the customer expectation is 
Cuslomer 
expectation 
SX B 
3w sometimes customer's expectations is significantly more than what we said we were going to do, and that's 
vays difficult But ihen also obviously to be effective you have got to satisfy customer's demands in terms of what 
ticülar activities they would like to see 
Customer 
expectation 
SX B 
e department, or the leisure section? (leisure) Obviously being in the service industry and the leisure centres being Definition SX A 
c most important, one of our main service providers within the council, that is probably the most important issue 
hether its customer care issue, whether its on customer focus groups etc They are the ones, it's the public wc serve, 
> it's of vital importance 
'ell as far as we are concerned it is a continual process, I mean we arc talking about Riverside, it's an income driven 
wration which works under a CCT contract won in competition with private sector companies, twice and there is a 
nal! management fee paid by the council to operate the centre, paid lo the direct service organisation. But it's a big 
mire with a substantial turnover with a customer throughput in full year with about three quarters of a million people, 
i it relies on the money that comes through the till, and the people who come through the door pay that money, and 
ily come through the door if the services lhat we provide are the ones that they'll pay for. So it's crucial that we 
instantly develop services to meet expectations lo deal wilh competition sort ofthing lhal you had in your 
icstionnaire, to try to ensure lhat wc keep our facilities up to date as far as we are able to and all ofthat as I see is 
irt ofthe marketing process isn't just producing nice leaflets and posters. It's actually looking at the complete package 
"the offer thai we have 
Definition SX B 
service that's accessible, that's safe, within sort of health and safety regulations Definition SX u 
L service that's affordable for the public (hat at the same time we can afford to provide at lhat price Definition SX B 
would, a good service qualily provision to me is where Ihc customer's needs and requirements are fulfilled in that 
ey continue lo return to the centre for repeat visits time after time after time 
Definition SX D 
" we are trying to create a wow factor or exceed expectations that has to be a continuous process, what's onc day 
:cceds as a copy is down the road is seen as more ofthe norm Particularly as the quality of other leisure facilities or 
irsuits increases and service standards increase elsewhere 
Expectation SX A 
he role of marketing is very much their business. If we are providing a service, whereby we arc trying to exceed 
istoincr's expectations and do it profitably, I would hope lhat marketing is the driving force at every centre wilh 
cry manager and wc are trying to inculcate thai with all the staff, bul that is not quite so easy, this comes out later as 
ï aspire to be a marketing orientated set up 
Expectation SX A 
/c arc trying to provide that extra bit of service where a customer will go away and tell people about it, perhaps even 
une back to me and say, "really was impressed at the Pier Sports Centre the oilier day" or Kingsmead, everybody 
iwadays I think is trying lo provide a good quality service, and it is dial exceeding expectations angle that we would 
! to introduce to staff over the years, thai llicy have to go beyond the norm 
Expectation SX A 
he customers generally commeiil how surprised Ihey are al Ihe facilities and lhat they dont generally appreciate lhal 
ey are local authority facilities but again we are not having to compete wilh anybody locally thai ihey can sort of 
dge us against, but people coming from oilier areas arc generally pleased wilh these facilities than if they had lo join 
irivate club 
Expectation SX A 
here's lhat, and you cant dismiss thai because obviously if people arc coming ¡n, and they arc coming regularly and 
: can measure that fact that the same people arc coming back and they arc satisfied and that obviously got to be very 
luable test. But on top of that we need to be able to measure the more qualitative aspects particularly up against our 
mpctitors. Some areas of the building where we have a monopoly position it is a lot easier to do, perhaps wc give 
¡s concent for that area. In other areas we do need to monitor the sort of satisfaction levels in a more objective way. 
Measurement SX B 
'ell, many of our customers are very happy with our service, they never tell us so but you know ihey are very happy 
th it an if wc do get it wrong we certainly get Uie letters of complaint and have to respond lo thai. But we dont do 
ough in my view to you know, with the customers 
Measurement SX B 
3 at the end of the day I dont have to justify anything to anybody, what I would like to sec is that, because it is a 
source you need to use that resource in an effective and an appropriate way and certainly wc arc trying to hit the 
oblcms lhat we have gol in the centre, cleaning being one, you know it's come up a number of times so wc arc 
iking at (hat and I am quite happy to make additional resources available for that arca, I just like to see a return on 
int we spend out because it can be a bottomless pit, and we've only got limited resources but I'm happy to spend 
.ire if I could see more return, no doubl about lhat 
Measurement SX B 
'e will review what we are doing, we will introduce new changes and then review that to see if it's actually working 
d the way that wc will monitor thai is staff and customer feedback, and management checks on things like cleaning 
: eie 
Measurement SX B 
>od service quality, you get feedback from comments, customer comments, complaints, that's about the only gauge 
: have really and wc look at figures annually and see what the % increase or decrease is 
Measurement SX 1) 
hat we are always aware of is lhat the sessions are underused, so that you can take it lhat as being an indication lhal 
is not good qualily, or not what people want Bui il is difficult to say lhat even though a session is fully booked is still 
od qualily or above a certain level 
Measurement SX D 
el 1 I'm very big on quality, and what I have found since I have been here, and I have been here 8 years, 9 years now, 
d what we doni do is praise ourselves enough, we always criticisise, we dont appreciate how may people do 
tually enjoy the facilities and like the facilities and appreciate what we do because we always sec the bad side. Well 
; try and be positive around the centre but we obviously hone in on the negative sides and try and do something 
out those 
Motivation SX B 
ihaviours? I think we are changing, I think we previously we tried to run the building with a rod of iron very much a 
ir factor and to bc honest some people need that, they do 
Motivation SX B 
ncan I am very much service orientated, I do believe that we do have a product here, I do believe we do a good job. 
now thai we dont thank our staff enough, and I know lhal we dont shout enough about ourselves, and as managers 
• dont, we are probably too critical of people, but we are changing and we are looking at involving all the staff in 
lai we do and 1 think that is important, that's the way forward really 
Motivation SX 11 
ncy have a greater job satisfaction, hopefully what they get back, or give back is a better job performance and that 
;cs into account a belter quality of service in whatever form that takes and we arc sort of inching our way through 
it. I mean it still remains to be seen if that's going to pay off 
Motivation SX B 
link it's like motivation through training and investing in people interviews and things like lhat we carry out. trying 
gel the individual more responsible for their job and the service Ihcy provide and obviously because you have 
crviews at a regular period and we have a lot of staff on NVQ's and they arc monitored and Ihcy are given projects 
what ihcy do and we get feedback from how they do that really. 
Motivation SX 1> 
ike you said earlier, (here have been instances where wc have had a particular personnel problem at one site, and 
ice then the staffhave gol some enthusiasm generated, about painting, they have painted it themselves and improved 
ir own environment. And that alone actually raised the way they fell about it, and I am sure lhat the end product is 
,t the public arc Retting a better service at the moment 
Motivation SX D 
id we've taken the view, council's taken the view that DSO's will continue to operate on that basis until such times 
reposition our services for best value, and I think that's sensible actually, because I'd like to think that all our 
vices will move on to quasi CCT basis 
Positioning SX B 
te one tiling we arc looking at is the British Quality Foundation business excellence mode) which again I've brought 
as something that I saw and felt that was something the centre could use from a staff and a customer point of view 
Structure SX B 
seek continuous improvement and again ihat is somclhing we are looking al and introducmg so that the these issues 
"service quality where we are not doing very well we can monitor and improvc and put resource in if we nccd to 
's nice to have that flexibility and not having to go committee Slrudure SX B 
low, you know, Üiat's the sort of day to day difficulties tliat you face at a busy place like ihat wilh a substantial 
roughput with staff running at minimal levéis, litigo hcalth and safely obligations, and of course a slatutory bottom 
íe commilment 
Strudure SX B 
Ve subscribe to any number of formal and informal quality assu ranee parameters, the first was for example registered 
ÍsO 9002, ¡t, hopefulty by, the end of this year and hopcfully by late summer we will have a formal commilment to 
P 
Slrudure SX c 
(had the authority on that the major issue on that would be the number of staff we do employ and the wages budget, 
id if I could increasethat purclyto have a few extra stalf so that we can bring all the groups of staff logether for 
aining purposes, ralher than having to have one day oflraining with one sel of staff becausc of the rota Ihen findíng 
lother time maybe a week later with anotlicr set of staff from the other shifl makes ¡l very düficult because no matter 
jw hard you try perhaps bolh groups do not receive exaclly the same ¡nformation, whereas if tliey are all sitling down 
gether at onc time they received exactly Ihe same information and instructions and ihen everybody within the 
úlding would know what is expected ralher (han one group saying well we thought he mcanl ihis, and another group 
ying well lie actually said this or said Ihal and sometimes that can cause conflict within the centre, so we could 
Ttually have all the main streom staffif you like being ablc to actually sit down and gct somc training together on tlie 
ajor issues that they perhaps feel ihcy need training on and all at the onc lime would be good 
Training SX D 
Jont think it reaily helps that much again because the centre ¡s run on a contra d, the fact that it is a sort of 4 to 6 year 
Te span doesnt help because the main decisions on objectives, financia), social etc are done al the slart of Ihc contract 
id thereforc mere is not the ability to make, there is tlie ability, but it símply doesnt happen within the period ofthe 
mtrad unlcss there is a huge reason to do so 
CCT X B 
lut when you are in the tendering gamc and the objective is lo win the tender, you win the tender and Ihen negotiate 
her things into ¡t aflerwards and our primary ohjectivc was to win the contract 
CCT X B 
Ve havent done it for, wc've kept it very, because we are DSO, you know our financial figures are quite confidcnlial 
us becausc what we wouldnt want lo do is give those to a member of staff who can actually give them lo somebody 
se. So we have kept ¡t quite tight 
Company 
confidenlialily 
X B 
omething council's dont reaily undcrsland when Uiey work in a place like this, they all go home at 5 o'clock which is 
lien it all starts 
Culture X B 
iore oftenthan not customers wont complain iftliey are unhappylhey just wontcome back Customer 
readion 
X A 
'e. it's ¡dcntifying and trying lo salisfy cuslomcr requirements profitably, running a contract we have lo try and 
isure that we are making a surplus unfortunatcly from a number of years ago, it is a slightly difieren! organisation 
Definition X A 
mean the problem with these is that there are always all sorts of other variables which, you know wc gct a reaily 
>od summer, weVc gol three swimming pools and the marketing doesnt make the slightest bit of difference il's the 
in coming oulthat bringsthe people m 
Environmental 
issucs 
X B 
'ertatnly in tenns ofthe operating contract which I helped draw up as long as 8 years ago, you could not require a 
ivate sector operalor to do anything in the way of marketing. Lcgislation at that time made that one ofthe things you 
mldnt say you will do, and since it was an open contract i ng basis that also applies to tiie DSO whether you like it or 
rt 
Environmental 
issues 
X II 
think tlial Hiere are other arcas that we need to look at like staff appraisal as well but certainly, wc have idenlilied 
¡rtain problcms in the centre which we are now addressing and as and when finance becomes available we will invest 
those things to help us with our customers, gcUing our customers through the door 
Measurement X B 
lut it is difficult, ¡t is difficull, I mean I think probably we are very much driven by the bottom line and if wc can feel 
at there is adegree of meosurable benefil, then you tendió g d a gut feel ralher than adually have 
Measurement X D 
tul which also hopcfully give them the chance to feel that they can inilucncc whal happens a bit, and adually créate 
e time for ihem to develop a bit of an understanding, or more of an understanding to feel that they are more sort of, 
npowercd, I hale that word bul, to influence the way in which the bit ofthe building opérales and develops 
Motivation X D 
think now we are changing more lowards team working, we are certainly changing more towards discusstng the 
ohlems, Iryinglo iron the problems out, invesling in a problem if wefell ils riglil ralher that just saying it's your 
•oblem you know you sort it out we looking at it in invesling time and money and resource into trying lo solve that 
•oblem but you can undersland in a big building like Ibis ihcrc is only so many things you can do 
Motivation X 1) 
.vould spend more on improving the facilities, improving staff training, improving our cuslomcr service, as 1 said that 
directly relaled to a customcr services point here and at another faciÜty 
Resources X D 
rom what 1 have intimated prcviously that ¡n Icrms of resources, human resources and even potenlially hardware 
sucs as well, depending upon which way wc choosclo go, well we could say well we could go back to pulling the 
ork to an advertí sin g ageney and g d them to do it and get them to give us a cosí for it But I know for a fad thal they 
large about £40 an hour for the work that I knock out at my rate which is probably about £ 10 and hour 
Resources X C 
e wcrc able lo look down avenucs that we couldnt before becausc the purse strings were very tight Resources X C 
low do wc identify dcvclopment was Ihe question wasnt it? (How do you achieve it, in ils wtdest context?) Wc just 
isure that we meel our objerfives each year and that those objedives are a progression 
Resources X C 
he staffmg will probably cost £20k lo £30k here at Kingsmead alone, because it is a three shifl syslcm, and that is 
rt employing a customer services person at all times 
Resources X A 
he system, we are quality assured DSO, the bigger problem, Ihc main problcms that we have are wilh resources and 
niled budgets so that mcans wc are lower on human resources and loiver on fundíngs for basic maintenance and 
vestment than wc would like to bc 
Resources X C 
gain it's, can you cxplain "the system" any bctler to me, or my understanding of it is the organisation? (y) Again it's 
lancial constraints to keep our heads above waler we have lo do everything on the cheap l'm an example of thal 
Resources X C 
'^e didfind atthc end ofthe lasl tender thal money was not so much of an objed and Jifebecame easicr and becamc 1 
ippose interesting, productive 
Resources X D 
lut it would be improving the department in human resources, hardware, software Resources X D 
Lgain because it has been a survival exercise over the last couplc of years things like that do, and other things tend to 
11 by the wayside 
Resources X D 
Itere have been problems whh capital budgets, although I do have the flexibility to enter into partncrship 
Tangements 
Resources X A 
Ve would certainly look at employing a few more front line staff as well wc would look at performance related pay, I 
ink l do have Ihe authority, I think that it's now a question of Uiat we in aurplus and working wilh the City Treasurer 
• they appreciate now what we can give them as a retum over ihe next 5 years which is perhaps greater that they saw 
Ihe original 7 year plan, and nowthcv are breolhing a litlle bit more easily, now thal first lwo years is out ofthe way 
Resources X A 
d leave that to the experto but all I do know from everything that I've learnt and been through and what people I 
Iked with we are not putting enough resources into it, because of the constraints we've got 
Resources X A 
'bviously there is a balance to be made between the financial pressures and the social pressures within the council as 
whole 
Resources X B 
o budget is an issue. I dont think it's a major issue here, I think it's the best use of those resources that's important. Resources X B 
o we are investing in the right way but there are obviously some constraints on us at the moment Resources X B 
ú the end of the day it's whether you spend it on, there's a limited budget because our expenditure has to equate to 
ir income and someone has to make a decision on whether we spend it on marketing or whether we spend it on 
rvice or whether wc spend it on equipment 
Resources X B 
mean again, because it's very difficult to assess financially the return, you know it can become a bottomless pit. and 
this building we really need to have some return on the resource put in 
Resources X C 
ell I think we are invesling heavily in what wc are doing, we are reviewing what we are doing and 1 can sec that 
at's going to be continued and continued on a regular basis 
Resources X C 
"I have got the money I can spend it, if not then 1 will leave it lo the following year So that's not a problem wilh that Resources X C 
ocal authority you know is almost obliged in to include in its operating costs, such as employee elements such as 
\\d holiday, paid sick leave and ihe rest of it. So the eflcct of including those things in was a total depression on 
•rtain elements of variable cost 
Resources X B 
mean there is a substantial amount of operating latitude in the contract for the operator, as you arc indeed almost 
'liged to give, but there is still the downward pressure on costs and so ofthe what you might see in terms of winning 
contract, soft costs, had to be eliminated 
Resources X B 
low having cut your cloth to that pattern, that's the pattern lhat you have got for the operating life of the contract Resources X B 
o. just to bring those two things together, there arc a lot of physical drawbacks to the building and also the effect of 
•st cutting ifyou like, has meant I think lhat our offer hasnt been developed and presented quite as well as it could 
ive been 
Resources X B 
low, until we move from the CCT regime 10 whatever it is we are going to move to, we arc probably only able to 
lip away the corners of it progressively 
Resources X B 
ell it's pretty much everything as far as Riverside is concerned it's customer driven, it's income driven. So unless wc 
in deal with that effectively, the whole financial picture doesnt stack up 
Resources X B 
ell I Ihink within a place like Riverside, obviously il is helpful lo have adequate budgets Resources X B 
ou know, it's, bearing in mind, it's not free, cost's money, lo Ihe customer it costs money to us to operate it Resources X B 
ust like any bottom line driven organisation, you only price for the level of service that you can afford, and as long 
m dont promote something in excess of that, then I think you are operating at about the right level 
Resources X B 
low dial costs us more money but our proposition isthat that's actually going to pay offal the end of Die day because 
; can invest in them in terms of training 
Resources X B 
i other words they cant exceed their budget Resources X B 
o I would say that the "system" doesnt really help unless there is a major reason or a or a major change of politics if 
iu like within the life of the contract would be the catalyst to make lhat happen. 
Structure X B 
im responsible for the management of Ihc centre, my only constraints arc the income coming in has to equate to the 
.penditure going out, at the end ofthe day wc have to make a small surplus which we give to the authority 
Structure X B 
1" I particularly wanted a secretary Ihen 1 could go out to an agency and buy a secretary, as long as my budgets al ihc 
id or the day balance then there is not a problem 
Structure X B 
would bring an assistant in, as I am doing it all on my own at Hie moment and since I came in 1 have also taken on 
lolher department so that actually lhal effectively means that a third of my time has been dropped to take on another 
apartment, and I really could do with an extra person being brought in so from my point of view it would bringing an 
sistaut in which would then provide mc with the time to do things like, there is a lot of space, and ifyou have a walk 
ound you will see there is a lot of space in the sports hall and places like thai where advertising boards could be sold 
Structure X B 
i ght, my own background isn't a marketing background My experience is more in coming through and running 
isure centres doing area managers roles, becoming the leader of Hie group 
X X A 
think we need to come out of what are quile short contract periods Contra çt X A 
c within Sport and Leisure DSO, that is the contracting unit of the City Council operate as a business so as such 
ere we are actually looking that they will carry out all marketing functions that any business, private or public would 
irry out Somewhat different to what lo Ihc cily council would want in the client role, but certainly as a contractor 
cy would operate as any business would go, and that's all forms of marketing from TV, radio, paper etc 
Définition X A 
he bid that went in for the most recent contract thai started two years ago meant that certain things had to be cut, or 
at they may not be done as well as we would have like to have, marketing being onc of these Wc were on a very 
dit staffing structure so rather than having a marketing officer, dedicated completely lo marketing, which we would 
1 ideally like, Neil Mason carries out a dual role whereby he has a contract deputy managers function to carry out 
ere and the marketing role lhal wc sei down thai we will Irv and achieve 
Resources X A 
ight I'd say that we've got a difficulty in the fact lhat the contract runs to a very tight budget Resources X A 
o again there the difficulty there is, in an ideal world pre CCT I believe a lot more was done marketing wise within 
dsurc Centres but because of budget constraints or bid prices then we have actually had to cut slightly what we do, 
id marketing is one ofthe ones that's fallen out on lhat 
Resources X A 
lut obviously budget, the bids thai wc have put in for dont allow that or certainly dont allow that in Ihe early years of 
e contract 
Resources X A 
v e wouldn't get, I dont Ihink we would necessarily gel that relumed in the 12 month period, but if it was my own 
isiness, I would have done that 2 years ago, the loss would have been greater al Uiat time, we may not have produced 
surplus last year but wc would certainly be producing a surplus next year and subsequent years and we do need to 
nd off competition 
Resources X A 
iiir budgets have to produce a return within a 12 month period Resources X A 
o, in thai sense, as wc said earlier, if the council were willing lo let mc do h, we could invest a million pounds in the 
istomcr services point, if within Uiat 12 months it generated a million pound or million pound plus or very close to a 
illion pound, so there arc no problems with cash flow and to date there havent been any problems with revenue 
idgets 
Resources X A 

